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Abstract

Owing to the highly coupled flight dynamic behaviour of roiorcraft configurations, long term interdisciplinary scientific
knowledge combined with practical Slight test expenience is required to use systemn identification dnd in-lsemnatical modelling
tools in the most efficient way.

This Lecture Series is intended to establish an improved dialogue between government organisations, research institutions and
industry in order to apply these tools more routinely in rotoreraft system design, development and evaluation

The Lecture Series is supported by alt unique flight test data set which was specially generated and analysed within a recent
Working Group in the Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD on Rotoreraft System Identification (WG 18).

This Lecture Series, sponsored by the Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD. has been implemented by the Coiisultant and
Exchange Programme.

Abre~ge

Csnsideraiit les itnteractioiis complexes du comportement dynamnique en vol des voilures tournantes, l'empli optimal Lie,
outils de modi~lisation math~matiqsie et d'identification de syst~mes demande des connaissances, scitntifiques
interdisciplinaires approfondies, asec une exp~rtence pratique des essats cit vol

Lobjet de ce cycle de conf~renees es: d'instaurer un dialogue plus 6troit entre les organismes gouvernamientasux, les
etablissements de recherche et l'industrie pour promouvoir l'emploi systematique de ces niodmlisations pour etude. le
d6veloppement et lNvaluatton des syst~mes de voilures tourniantes

Le support decccycle de conferences comprend un ensemble de dontt~es unique relatif aux essats en vol. qui a i6tc specialensent
elabore et analys6 par le groupe de travail No.18 dui Panel FMP de lAGARD sur ldentification des syst~nes die soilies
tournantes

Ce c~cle de confmrences est prmsente darts lc cadre dsi programme des Consultants et dies Echaiigcs. sous legide du Panel
AGARD) de la M~canique du Vol
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

by

Peter G.Ilamel
Institut for Flugmechanik

Deutsche Forschungsanstait fir Luft- und Raumfahrt e V. (DILR)
Flughafen

DW-3300 Braunschweig, Germany

"It is evident that some of these (stability and control) derivatives are sti ongly affected by the main rotor's wake
in ways that are difficult to predict This difficulty is what makes the parameter identification process so valuable
as the helicopter's development matures beyound its first flight."

Raymond W.Prouty (R&W International, July 1990)

1. Background to which the system under test is equivalent. More
directly, rotorcraft system identification is related to
flight test validation of a predicted mathematical

The rotorcraft dynamic response behaviour (output) model describing specific qualitative (model struc-
due o pilot control or gust disturbance effects (input) ture) and quantitative (model parameters) flight
is described by the interaction of inertial and aero- mechanical characteristics.
dynamic forces as well as elastomechanic and control
forces. It is evident that the rotorcraft performance, The system identification framework can be divided

stability, controllability and sensitivity is principally into three major parts [2]:
influenced by all four kinds of forces acting on the Instrumentation and Filters which cover the entire
airframe and rotor system. The relative interactions flight data acquisition process including adequate
and interferences between these forces and its effects instrumentation and airborne or ground-based
on the rotorcraft dynamic response is varying digital iccording equipment. Effects of all kind:.
between different rotorcraft flight states and config- of data quality have to be accounted for.
urations.

Flight 'esgt Techniques which are related to
Whereas static and dynamic structural parameters can selected rotorcraft maneuvering procedures in
be adequately modeled without airloads by analytical, order to optimize control inputs. The input signals
numerical, and ground-test tools, the prediction of have to be optimized in their spectral composition
aeromechanical forces and loads of the rotor system in order to excite all rotorcraft response modes
and its wake interactions with the empennage and tail from which parameters are to be estimated
rotor require windtunnel and flight test validation
experiments [I]. Analysis of Flight Test Data which includes the

mathematical model of the rotorcraft and an esti-
Due to aerodynamic scale effects, windtunnel model mation criterion which devires some iterative
deficiencies and constrained "free-flight" capabilities computational algorithm to adjust some kind of
certain limitations in the quality and applicability of startin, -due or a priori estimate of the unknown
rotorcraft windtunnel model data have always to be paran .;ters until a set of b,-t parameter estimates
envisaged is of, -ined which minimizes the response. error

Therefore, flight tests are important and necessary to Corresponding to these strongly interdependent top-
isoilate limits and assess uncertainties from the pre- ics four important aspects of the art and science of
diction techniques of rotorcraft aeromechanics. Per- system identification have to be carefully treated
haps more than any other technique system identifi- (Figure 1):
cation provides the best basis for rotoreraft
flight/ground test data correlation by extracting as * Importance of the control input shape in order to
much information as possible from free flight tests. excite all modes of the vehicle dynamic motions.

# Type of rotorcraft under investigation in order to
defne, the structure of possible mathematical

2. Methodology of System identification models.

* Selection of instrumentation and filters for high
accuracy measurements.

Precisely defined, system identification is the deter-
mination of a system, on the basis of input and out- a Quality of data analysis by selecting most suitable
put measurements, within a specified class of systems time or frequency domain identification methods.

"'4s. ,
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These "Quad-M"-requircments must be carefully It is also important to establish an improved dialogue

investigated from a physical standpoint in order to between research institutions and industry.
define and execute a successful experiment for system One efficient way of developing this knowledge and
identificat*ln (31. providing the research expertise is by using the com-

bined strengths and complementary facilities of the
relevant NATO nations in a collaborative pro-

3. Benefits of System Identification gramme. This is an area ideally suited to the mission
of ADARD (4].

'Ihe objective to validate mathematical models from
the knowledge of control inputs and system responses 5. AGARD FIP Working Group 18
via flight teqt data collection and analysis will

improve the confidence and reduce the uncertainty
of important aerodynamic stability and control The Flight Mechanics Panel of the Advisory Group
parameters describing rotorcraft flight mechanics. for Aerospace Research and Dvelopment

(AGARD) which for the last twenty years has spon-
Seen from the aspect of cost effectiveness important sored activities in the field of flight vehicle parameter
benefits of rotorcraft system identification are related and system identification (2, 5, 63 decided in 1987
to the potential to reduce the amount of costly and that the optimum way in which AGARD could
time-consuming rotorcraft flight testing with respect contribute to this area was to set up a Working
to specification and certification requirements. Group (FMP WG 18) comprising a wide range of
Improved assessment and evaluation of flying quail- research specialists and industry representatives,
ties becomes possible (Figure 2). tasked with exploring and reporting on the topic of

An additional important factor is emerging from the Rotorcraft System Identification.
area of implementation of active-control-technology The two principal objectives of the Working Group
(ACT) concepts offering the promise of significantly were
increased rotorcraft performance and operational
capabilities. It is well-known, that this approach 1. to evaluate the strength and weakness of the dif-
extends the traditional trade-offs between aerodyna- ferent approaches and to develop guidelines for
mocs, structures and prpul on to include the capa- the application of identificaticn techniques to be
bilities of a fuliltime, full-authority digital fly-by- used more routinely in design and development.
wire/light flight control sy.,em, It is imperative that 2. to define an integrated and coordinated method-
the actual aerodynamic stability and control paran'e- ology for application of system identification
ters have to turn out as predicted, since the inherent based on the strengths of each method.
stability margins may be lower and the flight control
system must compensate these deficiencies to provide These objectives have been pursued in a time frame
required handling qualities. In cases of high band- of about three years (1988-1990), through the exer-
width model-following flight c,:otiol system designs cising of the full range of available individual system
accurate mathematical models u,,prove feedforward identification imethods on three common data sets
control and, consequently, lower feedback gains for (AII-64 of MDIIC, BO-105 of l)LR, and SA-330 of
model deficiency compensation (Figure 3) RAE) and a critical review of accomplishments

Still more important, system identification techniques The objective of this Working Group was to provide
become in the future mandatory for model validation an overview and expertise to industry for
purposes of ground-based rotorcraft simulators. Such
simulators require extremely accurate mathematical 9 better understanding the underlying scientific,

models in order to be accepted by pilots and govern- in rotorecraft syster identification and
ment organizations for realistic complementary
rotorcraft mission training (Figure 4). 9 increased utilization of this modern flight test tool

in cooperation with research centers of excellence in
this field.

4. Requirement for Multidisciplinary Col- To be as effective as possible in achieving the declared
laboration objectives and making sensible recommendations, the

Group has requested industry to provide information
with respect to any experience of using system iden-Due to the highly complex aeromechanical and cou- tification tools in the rotoreraft system design and

pled flight dynamic behaviour of helicopter and other validation process [7].

rotoreraft configurations, long term interdisciplinary
scientific knowledge combined with practical iesearch For the Working Group, a common flight test data
expertise is required in order to use identification and base was provided for three significantly different
mathematical modeling tools in a most efficient way. helicopter types:

i I II I1 I tK
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S'rhe attack helicopter MDIIC AFI-64 (Apache): utilizing benchmark flight test data from recent
MDIIC provided data from flight ic-.,s at 130 helicopter flight test programmes to demonstrate
knot%. These data were selected from different the art and science of rotorcraft system identifica-
flight tests. They included manoeuvres with dou- tion.
blet, frequency sweep, and pulse-type inputs for
all controls.

The small transport helicopter M13!3 BO-105: 7. Structure of the Lecture Series
DLR provided data from flight tests at 80 knots,
specifically generated for identification purposes.
They included three types of ivnut signals, 3211 Coming back to the 'Quad-M"-requircncnts of
multistep I), frequency sweeps, and doublets for rotoreraft system identification (Figure 1) the papers
all controls. to be presented by the lecturers are organized in an

The medium size transport helicopter Arospa- equivalent way. The upper part of Figure 5 indicates
The SA-330 size ) tranporthe relationship of papers 2 to 7 among the four
tale SA-330 (PUMA): major areas of rotoreraft stability and control esti-
RAF provided two sets of flight test data: (a) for mation: motions (maneuvers and input design), mea-
the 80 knots flight condition, manoeuvres with surements (instrumentation and data aquisition),
3211 multistep inputs for all controls, and (b) for methods (time and frequency domain identification)
the 60, 80, and 100 knots flight conditions, 3211 and models (model structure and robustness).
multistep, and frequency sweeps for the longi-
tudinal cyclic control. In the lower part of Figure 5 unique identification

results of the three significantly different helicopter
Tie flight test data quality was extensively investi- types evaluated by the Working Group 18 are pre-
gated to detect and correct data errors and to make sented in papers 8 to 10
sure that reliable data were used for the identification.
Results obtained from data channel consistency In the final papers II to 14 various application areas
checks were generated by various WG Members. are discussed, like rotorcraft development risk
Comparisons of the results and conclusions were in reduction, data gathering for helicopter simulators,
good agreement. acceptance testing of helicopter flying qualities and

As the evaluation of all data files would have caused model provision for flight control optimisation

too high a workload for the WG, each data provider
(DLR, MDHC, RAE) suggested minimum data
subsets to be used as data for the identification and 8. Bibliography
verification. In general, it was tried to use flight test
data with multistep 3211 input signals or frequency
sweeps for the identification. Then other test data, [I] Hamel, P.G. et al.
e g. with doublet inputs, were chosen for the verifi- Rotoreraft Model Testing at DNW - Experience and
cation to evaluate the reliability of the identified Perspectives
mathematical models. Results provided by the WG Ten Years of Testing at DNW (1980-1990) Colloqui-
Members were compared in various formats: time urn, 16 October 1990, Nordostpolder (1990), pp.6.1-6.12
histories; frequency responses; tables of derivatives;
and cigenvalues. [2] Hamel, P.G.

Aircraft Parameter Identification Methods and their
Application - Survey and Future Aspects

6. Objective of the Lecture St.ies AGARD LS 104, paper 1, November 1979

(3) lamel, P.G.
Flight Vehicle System Identification - Status and

'[he outcome of the Working Group and the final Prospects
AGARD Advisory Report (AR 280) i-rm the basis DLR-Mtt.87-22(1987), pp 52-90
of this Lecture Series which has the obj ztives of

(4] Flamel, P.G.
* bringing together a number of tperts from The Collaborative Role of AGARD in Recent

research organisations and industry w. ko identified Advances in Rotorcrajt Syst m Identification
a strong requirement for application of system AGARD Highlights 90/1, pp. 36-41, 1990
identification tools,

(5] Anon.
* providing WG- 18 members as the kernel of lc- Methodsfo Aircraft State and Parameter Identirica-

turers who should share and cross-fertilise the;- ticn
experience, and AGARD CP-!72, May !975

1) The 3211 multistep input is a series of four contiguous steps with alternating signs, lasting for 3, 2, 1 and t time
units. The length of the time unit is adjustab!-n to centre the frequency band of the input around the rotorcraft Inatural frequencies. This DLR-designed inpjt signal is relatively easy for a pilot to fly and accepted by theinternational flight test community (6].

7 . . .. ..
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DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

by

David J. Murray-Smith
Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering

The University
Glasgow,, Scotland

and

Gareth D. Padfield
Defence Research Agency

Aerospace Division
RAE Bedford, England

Summary This paper is concerned with the planning and
conduct of flight experiments designed specifi-

The planning and conduct of fligl.t experiments cally for the purposes of system idcntification.
is a critically important part of the system Flight experiments designed primarily for other
identification process. Factors such as the purposes seldom provide a reliable basis for
choice of test input signal and the duration of system identification work.
the experiment can have a major influence on
the quality of the identification results. Other Special emphasis is given to the trade-offs
factors such as the quality of flightcrew and which are involved in flight experiments for
groundcrew briefings and the availability of on- system identification, especially those associ-
line monitoring facilities also greatly in luence ated with performance and flight safety. More
the effectiveness of any flight testing pro- detailed questions of test input design are also
gramme. Inevitably there is a trade-off between considered, although the extent to which
performance and flight safety which must be detailed design is appropriate depends on how
taken fully into account at all stages of identi- much is known in advance about the dynamics of
fication flight trials and influences the experi- the vehicle under test. However, preliminary
raent design process and test matrix in a very characterisation of the rotorcraft dynamics
significant way. Other important practical through the use of a broad-band test signal can
constraints arise in experiment design, especi- often provide a basis for more detailed design
ally when test input signals have to be applied work to maximise the information content of the
manually by the pilot. The paper includes an measured response data. This necessitates
outline of the forms of test input most commonly careful consideration of factors such as system
used for identification and provides an account bandwidth and frequency content of the test
of methods of experimental design in which the signal, sampling rates, signal amplitudes and
value of a frequency-domain approach is signal-to-noise ratios.
emphasised.

2 The Planning and Conduct of
Flight Experiments

1 Introduction
During the planning and conduct phases of

The success of helicopter system identification system identification flight trials it is crucial
methods depends, to a considerable extent, on to take account of the trade-offs between per,
the quality of the associated flight experiments. formance and flight safety. In this context,
Any inadequacies and inconsistencies which performance relates to both the effectiveness
appear in the identification results can usually and the efficiency of the experiments; there are
be eliminated only throuh additional flight further trade- offs involved here, related to the
testing. It is important, therefore, to maximise need to monitor the data quality, while maxi-
the information content of experimental res- mising the productivity, during the available
ponse data by good planning and experiment flight time. This section addresses these trade-
design. offs under a number of key headings.
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2. 1 Defining the test matrix 2.2 Flightcrewlgroundcrew
briefings and the test

Parameters that make up the test matrix plan.
dimensions include aircraft configuration
(mass, inertias, cg location) and AFCS status, The test matrix will need to be developed with
initial trim conditions (airspeed, climb angle, the support of the flightcrew. The flight test
sideslip and turn rate), pressure altitude, plan will then need to be developed in a series
outside air tempera.ure (oat), control input of briefings that commence well in advance of
(axis, shape, size, direction) together with any the trials. Aspects that need to be covered
constraints that need to apply, eg in/out of- include;
ground effect (i/oge), light turbulence, within
telemetry coverage etc. To support a compre- (a) the need for specialised cockpit
hensive simulation model validation exercise, instrumentation to assist the aircrew with
the test matrix will contain hundreds of indi- performance and safety monitoring, eg displays
vidual events. For example, a single input showing desired and actual test input, or
shape applied on each control, with two repeats margins between current flight state and the
and two amplitudes, would amount to 48 events flight envelope boundary.
at each trim condition. The requirement for
several input shapes and a range of trim points (b) the need for piloted ground simula-
magnifies the task to the extent that an efficient tion to enable practice and refinement of test
test plan is essential to avoid wasted flight and procedures.
ground time. in general, a single flight should
last about one hour at the most; fuel burn causes (c) the need to assess every potential
the configuration to change and crew fatigue can risk carefully and to establish an incremental
set in. The ideal test plan will define a approach (from a known condition) to each new
sequence that takes account of fuel burn and the test point to minimise such risk, eg in-ground-
need to combine events in the post-flight effect (ige) hover manoeuvres are best
analysis, hence flying these close together. approached from oLt-of-ground-effect (oge)
Weather changes over the period of the trial can states in a series of well defined steps; high
upset well prepared plans and dictate a need for bank manoeuvres need to be approached from
flexibility, particularly in the temperate lower bank conditions.
climates of Northern Europe. The passage of a
front can change the altitude at which calm air (d) the need to establish recovery
is found from, say, 2000 to 6000 ft. While the procedures depending on the type of response,
,-tor can be made to work at similar thrust and eg stable modes will eventually decay leaving
torque conditions through mass changes, the the aircraft close to the original trim point,
fuselage aerodynamics will be markedly differ- while unstable modes can cause rapid depar-
ent at the two densities. tures. The recovery technique used in the two

situations will be very different; it is important
The test plan can be assembled with the aid of a that the pilot understands that dangerous
simulation model of the vehicle to be flown. In conditions can sometimes more easily be
particular, input shapes, timings and ampli- encroached during recovery than the test
tudes can be defined and expected response manoeuvre itself, particularly close to the flight
amplitudes established. Regions of potential limits.
instability or high stresses can be identified
and estimates of flight time requirements made. 2.3 On-ine monitoring;
Identification runs with nonlinear simulation performance and
test data can support the flight trials and safety aspects
provide initial estimates of required model
structures and parameters. Above all, to take During the course of a flight, data quality and
account of uncertainties in the initial model- flight safety will be paramount in the minds of
ling, the test plan needs to be flexible with the aircrew. In most cases it is important, if not
respect to control input shape. The quality of essential, that support is provided from a
the data and potential for successful identifi- ground station, where key data are available in
cation hinge on having appropriate designs real time from the aircraft via a telemetry link.
which can only be validated in flight. This It is obviously crucial that a good, unintcrrup-
topic is further developed in section 3. but the ted radio link is available between the aircraft
requirements for on-line analysis are covered and the ground, and that all personnel are
below. trained in using this communication medium.

Aspects covered by the groundcrew include,

.4
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(a) monitoring of critical stresses from be time consuming. On the other hand, complex

the rotors and fuselage/transmission, particu- input shapes can be applied more efficiently, in

laly during frequency sweeping and recovery a regular/repeatable fashion, through the auto-

from step inputs, when large transients can matic system. A practical method for manual
occlir; visual display of outputs should be application has been developed v, the DLR.
scaled to give a wide range between the no-
damage and never-exceed levels. (i) main pilot trims aircraft;

(b) monitoring of response amplitude to (ii) copilot inputs required signal, with
establish whether linearity assumptions can be hands off other controls;
invoked.

(iii) main pilot monitors flight safety and
(c) monitoring of control input quality may apply corrective control in secondary

if applied manually. axes;

(d) limited inter-event analysis can be (iv) at event completion the main pilot
performed to determine key data characteris- retrims aircraft.
tics, eg response spectra, input/output coher-
ence, kinematic consistency. This is a vital Such an approach ensures that unwanted,
stage in the validation of the experimental correlated control inputs by the copilot are
design; while much more inter-flight and post- avoided.
trial analysis can, and will need to be carried
out, the inter-event work can serve to refine the Flight time in close to ideal conditions is a
input shapes and timings to achieve the opti- premium during a trials programme and should
mum for each test point, be exploited fully. This may often be at the

expense of conducting enough analysis to judge
(e) monitor data quality to establish the data value. Without a comprehensive on-

levels of measurement noise (eg dropouts, ewc line capability, this dilemma will always
effects) and process noise (eg turbulence, prevail; the pressure to capitalise on good
vibration) conditions/serviceability is hard to resist.

(f) generally to assist the aircrew in
approaching a new condition or test point 3 Test Inputs for Parameter
incrementally. Identification

(g) in all the above, an agreed 3.1 Forms of Input commonly used
acceptance/rejection criteria needs to be
established during the ground briefings. lI the One form uf test input which has been used
case of disagreement, the aircraft captain will widely for the identification of fixed-wing
always be the final 'rbiter. aircraft is the doublet. Fig 1 shows an ideal

doublet and the corresponding autospectrum
2. 4 Flying the test points which has a well defined peak at a frequency

which depends upon the time duration of the

Calm air is essential for accurate rotorcraft positive and negative phases of the signal. Since
system identification, unless turbulence itself these phases are of equal duration in the ideal
is the subject of interest; to date however, to the doublet the signal has a mean value of zero.
authors' knowledge, no flight research has This is a desirable feature of test inputs for
addressed this topic for rotorcraft operating most identification applications since a non-
conditions. Ideally, the atmospheric conditions zero mean value, as in a step input, produces a
should be calm; this will ease the trim point change o operating condition away from the
flying, enable repeatable manoeuvres to be initial trimmed state.

flown and simplify the identification consider-
ably. There are several trade-offs relating to Doublet signals can be used by pilots to search
the question of whether the controls should be for natural frequencies of the aircraft and can
input manually or automatically through the be applied very effectively to excite the short-
stabilisation system. For simple input shapes, period mode in longitudinal motion and also the
the pilot is very capable of applying and refin- Dutch roll. However, as has been pointed-out by
ing the test inputs to improve the response Plaetschke et al (1979), some derivatives can
content. Pilots have additional flight safety only be found as ratios in the vicinity of the
concerns with auto - inputs, and validation can natural frequencies although others may be
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identifiable individually. In the case of the smaller amplitude of motion. The control is
helicopter the highly coupled form of model then returned to the trim condition. The overall
structure presents significant difficulties in period of a frequency sweep test input is nor-
this respect. Doublet inputs and other similar mally chosen from available information con-
test signals are therefore generally regarded as ceming the dynamics of the vehicle in order to
having limited value for helicopter identifi- provide good identification of the low frequency
cation due to their relatively small bandwidth. modes and to give an even excitation of the
These inputs are, however, capable of exciting vehicle dynamics over the frequency range of
modes in either axis and can be of value when interest (Tischler, 1987).
used in conjunction with other forms of test
input. The coherence function is a very useful measure

of the degree to which a given test signal pro-
A second type of simple multi-step test signal, vides satisfactory excitation, as a function of
which has been used widely for rotorcraft frequency (Tischler, 1987). This quantity may
system identification is the so-called '3-2-1-1' be interpreted as the fraction of the output
pseudo-stochastic signal (Plaetschke et al, autospectrum which may be accounted for by
1979; Kaletka, 1979). The numbers used in the means of a linear relationship with the input
designation of this type of input refer to the autospectrum (Otnes et al, 1978). Ideally the
relative time intervals between control rever- coherence function should have a value of unity
sals. Fig 2 shows the form of this signal in the and smaller values may be associated with the
time domain together with the corresponding presence of nonlinearities in the system '-!ing
representation in the frequency-domain in identified, process noise (ie turbulence and
terms of the auto- spectrum. It can be seen that gusts) and lack of input power and/or lack of
this form of input provides more energy than response power (Bendat et al, 1980, 1986).
the doublet, especially at the lower frequencies,
and can in principle provide broader band 3 . 2 Constraints associated with
excitation. Difficulties can arise, however, for manual input of test signals
cases in which stability margins are small since
the use of a 3-2-1-1 test signal may not allow an As described in section 2.4 inputs applied
adequate length of data record during the through the stabilisation system provide clear
unforced part of the response (Kaletka, 1979; advantages over the manual application of test
Leith et al, 1989). It should be noted that a signals for cases where complicated signal
modified form of 3-2-1-1 test signal, involving shapes are required. However, in cases where
a reduced amplitude of the initial step, has been signal shapes are relatively simple, there can be
used by de Leeuw and Hui (1989) to reduce the advantages in pilot involvement. It has been
magnitude of the initial part of the response and found that, after appropriate training, pilots are
to balance the total perturbation about the capable of applying such signals with the
trimmed flight condition. This may permit a required level of accuracy and repeatability.
larger overall amplitude of the input withuut
violating constraints associated with nonlinear When test signals are to be applied by the pilot
effects. using the normal controls a number of important

issues arise. Limits imposed by the neuro-
Sinusoidal control inputs at high enough musculai system affect the maximum rate of
frequencies can result in an aircraft response change of input and this influences the achiev-
that is dominated by the control derivatives and able bandwidth of the excitation. Similarly, any
this fact has been used by de Leeuw and Hui departures from the ideal timing of control
(1989) for estimation of such quantities, input changes will also have a direct effect on

the autospectrum of the test signal applied to
One form of test signal which has been used the vehicle.
increasingly in recent years to provide broad-
band excitation is the 'frequency sweep' In addition to the problems associated with the
(Tischler et al,1985). Such signals generally spectral characteristics of the resulting test
involve an initial phase during which two inputs, difficulties can be encountered in
sinusoidal cycles of input are applied having a generating repeatable signals having exactly the
frequency equal to the lower bound of the required amplitudes in each direction. Test
required frequency range. The second phase inputs which are too small are ineffective in
also involves sinusoidl excitation, but in this terms of the resulting signal-to-noise ratios,
cabc the signal period is gradually decreased while test inputs which are too large produce
until the control is being driven at a relatively nonlinear behaviour. For signals which involve
high frequency and usually with a significantly a long sequence of control movements it may be

1 i
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necessary for the pilot to take corrective action that in situations where relatively long test
during the experiment in order to ensure that records are available maximum likelihood
the aircraft response remains within specified estimators (which are asymptotically efficient)
limits. Such intervention by the pilot is can be used reliably with inputs designed using
generally undesirable. It should be avoided, the dispersion matrix.
wherever possible, by careful preliminary
design of the flight experiments. Where tests 4.2 A frequency-domain approach to
are carried out in flight conditions involving design
small margins of stability some additional
control may be essential and this is best In general, in designing a test signal for identi-
accomplished by the pilot using pulse inputs. fication a three-stage process may be adopted.
The use of a stability augmentation system is The first stage involves initial simulation and
undesirable in system identification tests analysis, based on the best currently available
because the continuous feedback can introduce mathematical model, to obtain a first estimate of
unwanted correlations between input and the dynamic range for testing. This provides a

output. basis for the second stage which involves the
design of a preliminary experiment using
broad-band test signals such as frequency

4 Methods for Experimental Design sweeps. Analysis of the results from this
initial characterisation is of considerable value

In any consideration of experimental design for for the design of the flight experiments from
parameter identification testing it is important which parameter estimates are to be obtained.
to emphasise that designs based on any avail- For example, assumptions of the overall lin-
able mathematical model of the vehicle are earity can be checked by examining the coher-
unlikely to be optimal in practice due to uncer- ence of selected pairs of input and output
tainties in the model. It is important to be able variables and the tests can also provide
to characterise some flight data prior to any any opportunities to characterize the linear and
detailed experimental design. Such preliminary nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the
flight data must, of course, be chosen to be actuation system.
representative of the flight condition for which
the proposed identification tests are to be Requirements in terms of test signal frequency
performed. range are determined by the most demanding

application of the identified model. Examples
4. 1 A quantitative basis for comparison of demanding applications include flight control

of test inputs system design, the development of research
flight simulators and their application in

Before attempting to carry out a flight test handling-qualities studies at the limit of of the
experiment design it is important to establish a flight envelope. Typical requirements involve
quantitative basis upon which comparisons can upper frequency limits of at least 20 rad/s in
be made. One well-established approach for order to capture regressing lead-lag and flap
comparing idcntification experiments is based modes in helicopters such as the B0105. With
on the use of the Cran-r-Rao bound (Plaetschke lower-order models and less demanding appli-
and Schulz, 1979). In that approach the vari- cations it is appropriate to use test inputs
ance of parameter estimates is related to conditioned to avoid high frequencies which
elements of the dispersion matrix, which can be could excite higher order rotor and engine
calculated from the measured responses. Inputs modes. It should be notad that since the res-
giving a dispersion matrix with small elements p-nse following the application of the test input
are preferred in comparison with inputs pro- is dominated by the natural modes, the run
ducing much larger elements. This has led to length required for estimation of stability
the development of algorithms foi designing derivatives is generally greater than that
inputs which minimise some appropriate needed if only the control derivatives are to be

function of the dispersion matrix, estimated.

Care must be exercised in the application of Practical broad-band multi-step test inputs can
algorithms based upon the dispersion matrix be designed to avoid excitation at resonant
since this matrix only provides a lower bound frequencies while giving a satisfactory disper-
on the covariance of parameter estimates. The sion matrix. Leith and Murray-Smith (1989)
elements of the dispersion matrix are equal to have applied a frequency-domain approach to
the covariance values only for the special case this design problem involving a cost function ofof an efficient estimator. It should be noted the form
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m 2
I = a' aIF( k)I 5 Conclusionsk=1

where F(cOk) is the Fourier t'ansform of a The success or otherwise of system identi-
general multi-step signal for n steps, mk are fication work in any field of application

frequencies (rad/s) and ak  are constants depends very largely upon the availability of

(k = 1,2, ... in). The values of thr weightings a high quality experimental response data and

and the frequencies co in this cost function are thus upon the planning and conduct of the
associated experiments. In the case of rotor-

chosen to meet the requirements in terms of craft identification it is essential to recognise
frequencies which should or should not be that there are trade-offs in terms of perform-
excited by the input. For a given number of ance and flight safety. Careful planning and
steps, n , in the multi-step input the cost experimental design are therefore of critical
function is maximised in terms of the timing ofthee seps Spciyin a arg psitve oefi- importance in order to maximise the informa-
these steps. Specifying a large positive coeffi- tion content of the measured response data
cient a results in an input with a large auto- while maintaining adequate safety margins.
spectrum component at the frequency Ok . Con-
versely, specifying a large negative a results in The design of experiments for identification
an input signal with a small auto-spectrum purposes is influenced very much by the
component at (ok . This allows inputs to be information available about the system under
synthesised which satisfy the general guide- test. The optimisation of experiments for
lines for test signals outlined above, system identification is therefore an iterative

process with repeated phases of experimenta-
The weightings chosen for the different parts of tion, model refinement, experimental design and
the frequency range in this form of approach further experimentation. Cost and time con-
can have considerable significance in terms of straints in the case of rotorcraft flight testing
robustness. Since the model of the vehicle is mean that the experiment design process is, in
not known exactly the frequencies of the natural reality, often only a three stage process involv-
modes are not known exactly. In order to allow ing initial simulation studies, a preliminary
for uncertainties inputs should avoid exciting a experiment based on a broad-band test signal
range of frequencies around the predicted posi- followed by a further stage of anaiysis and
lion of each resonance. This should also tend to refinement of the design.
reduce the overall sensitivity to errors intro-
duced by the pilot in applying the test inputs Within this overall design process the selection
since errors in the auto-spectrum are then less of test input signals presents special problems.
significant in their effects. One requires an input which will excite the

system over the full range of frequencies of
In the case of a flight tess on the Lynx heli- interest and give an adequate signal-to-noise
copter a double-doublet form of input, designed ratio for all the measured response variables.
using this frequency-domain approach, was On the other hand the excursions from the
found to provide useful test records, without initial trim cundition must not be so large that
stability augmentation, of more than 30 seconds assumptions of linearity, upon which most
duration before pilot intervention became identification algorithms depend, are invali-
necessary. Using 3-2-1-1 inputs with the same dated. Frequency-domain methods have been
helicopter useful test records could not be shown to have some advantages in handling this
obtained since corrective pilot actions were design problem since they allow multi-step test
required very early in each test and the result- signals to be tailored to avoid excitation of the
ing records were of very short duration (Leith system at resonant frequencies while maximis-
and Murray-Smith, (1989)). ing an appropriate measure of the information

content of the response data.
It is important to note that the application of
any form of test input design process depends
upon the availability of initial estimates for the
parameters to be identified. The design of truly References
optimal inputs is thus impossible and the
process of selecting the most appropriate form Bendat, J.S. and Piersol, A.G.,
of input is an iterative one. An experienced test "Engineering Applications of Correlation and
pilot can provide valuable assistance in the Spectral Analysis"
process of searching for the best input for a John Wiley and Sons Inc., New York, 1980.
particular application.
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INS'RUMlRMNTATION AND DATA PRO ESSING

by

Jiirgen Kaletka
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DLR)

Institut ffir Flugmechanik
DW-3300 Braunschweig, Flughafen, Germany

1. Summary measurement of rotor data needed for the identifica-
tion of models with rotor degrees of freedom is
addressed. Some typical problem areas and sensor

The quality of measured flight test data is critically characteristics are discussed in more detail, and final-
important to system identification. Inaccurate or ly, the main data processing steps and the associated
kinematically inconsistent data can lead to identifica- equations are summarized
tion of an incorrect model or inability to obtain con-
vergence of the estimation solution. Therefore, this
Lecture concentrates on instrumentation and data
processing aspects from a system identification point 3. Principle of System Identification
of view. It is mainly based on the work of the Approach
AGARD Working Group WG-18 on Rotorcraf!
System Identfication who concentrated on the iden-
tification of 6 degrees of freedom models. In addition, Specifications for the required measured variables, the
rotor blade instrumentation needed for the determi- selection of appropriate senson;, and the conditioning
nation of extended models with explicit rotor degrees of the measurements highly depend on the flight test
of freedom is addressed objectives and the data evaluation approaches

Therefore, before concentrating on instiumentation
subjects, the basic approach for system identification
is first characterized (a more detailed presentation will

2. Introduction be given in the lecture on Identification Techniques
[1].): 'IThe helicopter characteristics are described by
a system of coupled linear diffei ential equations in thendepenclent from the actually applied method, the form of

general system identification approach is always
based on the same principle- the measured inputs and x = Ax + Bu (1)
outputs of a system are used to extract the unknown
system characteristics. There are many differences in with x as state vector and u as control vector. The
the complexity of identification techniques and their objective of system identification is to determine the
requirements: 'parametric' methods need an a priori unknown coefficients in the state and control matri-
knowledge of the model structure and often parame- ces A and B by matching the calculated modd
ter starting values, whereas 'nonparametric' methods response to the measured flighl test data. As the sys-
(e g. spectra analysis) work without model structure. tem characteristics are deducted form measurements
But all methods rely on the information provided by it is obvious that data errors will degrade the results
the amplitude and phase relationship between and that major emphasis should be placed on meas-

" the measured control inputs and urement accuiacy. Depending on the applied iden-
" the measured system response. tification techniques theic is also a different sensitivity

to data errors as will be demonstrated for two of the
Consequently, errors in the measurements must also most commonly used identification approaches: the
cause errors in the identification and it is evident that equation-error method and the output-error tech-
an appropriate instrumentalion is necessary. nique.
Although methods to detect errors and to correct or
even completely reconstruct unreliable measurements
have been developed and are successfully applied, 3.1 Equation error method
they cannot avoid that information is lost that could
have been provided by accuiately measured data. 'he basic approach is depicted in Figure 1. The

This Lecture first gives a brief introduction to the control inputs u, the aircraft state response x, and the
basic identification procedure to illustrate the impor- acceleration response x are measured. As seen in the
tance of accurate flight test data. Then, the measure- Figure, both the measured state and control time
ments required for the determination of 6 degrees of hi3tory data are used as known values in the math-
freedom models (DOF) are summarized and the data ematical model formulation. The identification algo-
provided to the Working Group are reviewed. The rithm then minimizes the difference between the
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model and the measured acceleration response i by aircraft is modeled by a set of linear differential
adjusting the model coefficients. equations as given in equation (1). In addition, an

observation- or measurement vector y is defined. It
As the state and control variables are taken from allows combinations of model states and control
measurements and are tr-ated as known, each variables to generate model responses that can be
equation in the mathematical model is decoupled and compared to the measured aircraft response:
can be identified separately and independently from
the remaining equations, giving the approach the y = Cx + Du (2)
name equation error technique. As usually the squared
differences of the calculated and measured acceler- Using the measured control inputs, the model
ation response are minimized it is Wlso often called response y is calculated. The identification algorithm
Least Squares equation error method. As the deter- then minimizes the differences between the calculated
mination of the unknowns has a closed solution (no and measured time histories by adjusting the
iterations are needed), the approach is computa- unknown parameters in the state and control matrices
tionally very efficient with low storage and CPU A and B and the observation matrices C and D. As
requirements. It can easily be implemented and is in the model and aircraft outputs are compared, this
particular suited for smaller computers. approach is called an output error technique. There

are some distinct differences in comparison to
When the obtained model is used for any applica- equation error methods:
tions, usually the control inputs are given and the
model response is calculated by integrating the dif- based on control measurements, the model
ferentiol system. When this is done, the obtained states are calculated by integrating the differen-
model response can be significantly different from the tial equations. The identification of the
measured variables (even with the same data set that unknown parameters is n iterative process as
was used for the identification) for two main reasons: an update of the model yields a new model

response to be compared to the flight test data.* The A and B matrices were not identified accu-
rately for reasons related to the identification * The use of the observation equations gives a
procedure itself. higher flexibility in the selection of the outputs

to be compared.
* The quality of the measurements of the control

variables and, in particular, of the state variables * As calculated (and not measured) model states
was not appropriate. are used, the method is less sensitive to model

structure errors and errors or noise in the states.The .nd reason leads to the main disadvantage of
the eq. ation error method: * It is not absolutely necessary to measure all

accelerations and states.
1. Absolutely accurate control and state measure-

ments are required an only low noise levels in The application of output error methods certainly
the measured acceleratorns can be tolerated. should not justify a decrease in instrumentation

accuracy requirements. However, such techniques
2. Measurements ^-r all control, state, and accel- can better cope with errors in the response measure-

eration variable4 f the mathematical model are ments than equation error techniques. In particular
needed. the fact that various output measurements, and

In consequence, there are very high accuracy probably also redundant data, can be used in the
requirements for the instrumentation system, which observation vector makes it easier to adapt the data
can often not be met. This is particularly true for evaluation to an existing instrumentation system.
helicopters, where vibration noise deteriorates all lowever, two main requirements for the instrumen-
measurements and air speed data are usually of lower tation are:
quality and, in low speed conditions, are often not * control inputs must be measured accurately,
available at all. To some extend, the application * phase shift errors in the measurements must be

advantages of equation error methods are 'payed' by avoided.

high efforts in both the improvement of sensor accu-

racy and instrumentation hardware and the develop- System identification can only be successful when
ment of complex data processing software like state reliable flight test data are available. This is generally
estimation and reconstruction methods. true for both identification approaches but partic-

ularly for equation error techniques. Analyst working
in the field of system identification should be aware

3.2 Output error method that measurement errors will cause (more or less)
errors in the identification results. Therefore it is

The general approach for an output error identifica- essential to establish a close contact to instrumenta-
tion techniques is shown in Figure 2. The control tion engineers, to make them familiar with the eval-
inputs and the aircraft response are measured. Similar uation of the measured data and the high accuracy
to the above described equation error approach the requirements.

4
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4. Measurements for the Identification of depends oil the intended application of the
Models with 6 Degrees of Freedom model, it is in general advisable to use both data

groups in the measurement equations

Measurements needed for the identification primarily For the six degrees of freedom inodcls like they were
depend on the structure of the mathematical model. used in the Working Group, a 'standard' set of suit-
In the Working Group it was decided to concentrate able variables to be measured can be recommended:
on the identification of a linear rigid body helicopter I. controls,
model with six degrees of freedom. The identification
of such models represents the present standard of 2. airspeed data,
rotorcraft identification. In the following, the required * speed components in longitudinal, lateral,
measurements are summarized. Then the data pro- and normal direction (u, v, w),
vided to the Working Group are reviewed, or

9 airspeed, angle of attack, and angle of
sideslip (V, a, /1),

4. 1 Required measurements 3. linear accelerations,
* linear accelerations (az, a1, at),

A linear rigid body helicopter model with 6 degrees

of freedom is given by a system of eight coupled first 4. angular information,
order differential equations: 0 rates (p, q, r),

* roll and pitch attitude (q, 0),
i= Ax + Bu (3) and option lly

with the state vector
xT = (u, v, w, p, q, r, 1) rotational accel;rations (p, 4, r).The measurement of helicopter rotational

and the control vector accelerations is difficult and often not
available. Therefoie, differentiation of the

u = (Olon, 61at, 6col, 6pi measured rates is probably more appro-
priate.

As previously described, an equation error technique
needs the measurements of all componcnts of the
control vector u, the state vector x, and tic aeecku- 4.2 Measurements provided to the Working
ation vector x. When an output error -n'thod is Group
applied, the variables to be included in the measure-
ment vector can to a ceitain extent be chosen by the Three different data bases were made available to the
analyst. In general, the measured state variables are Working Group: AII-64 (Apache) of MIMIC, BO
used or equivalent data like dynamic pressure, angle 105 of DLR, and SA 330 (PUMA) of RAE.
of attack, and sidsip angle instead of the speed Table I to Table 3 summari7e the provided meas-
components. In addition (or eventually in replace- urements. They demonstrate that the instrumentation
ment) however, measurements like linear and rota- systems of each of the three helicopters could easily
tion'l accelerations, or helicopter position data, -tc. provide the measurements that were recommended
can also be included. There are close relationships for the identification.
between instrumentation and parameter identifica-tion: controls,

• speed variables and linear accelerations,
I. In any case, the measurement vector and tie * rates and attitude angles.

helicopter instrumentation ire directly depend-
ent from each other. Usually, the instrumenta- In the following sections the individual measurement
tion is given and the observation variables can variables and their sources are reviewed for the three
only be selected from the available measure- data bases.
ments. The request for additional measurements
requires an extension of the instrumentation 4.2.1 Measurement of control vmibles

2. The selection of the considered measurements
can have a significant effect on the identified System identification methods assume that control
parameters and the model validity. When o: ly inputs are measured without any errors. In practice,
measurements dominated by the low frequency the control movements can quite accurately be
helicopter characteristics are chosen, like speed obtained from carefully calibrated synchros or
components and attitude angles, the model will potentiometers. The main problems arise from
give a good representation of the lower fre- unsufficient signal resolutions and, in particular, from
quency range but it can be less accurate for the sensor locations. As it is seen from Table 1 both
higher frequencies. The opposite result will be the B 105 and the SA-330 control inputs were
obtained by the use of mainly higher frequency measured at the pilot's controls whereas the All-64
data like accelerations and rates. Although it data were obtained from the actuator output.

~,p
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4.2.2 Measurement of speed variables and linear 4.3 Comments
accelerations

Comparing the above data ir asuremcnt require-
The speed and linear acceleration measurements arc ments and the provided measurements from the three
urnmarized in Table 2. helicopters, it can be seen that helicopter instrumen-

The standard source for airspeed data is a noseboom tation sysit ms in general can easily Provide the data
system with a pressure sensor and two vanes (angle needed l.,r the identification of 6 DOF models.
of attack and sideslip). Such systems have been Although the three helicopters were mainly equipped
developed for fixed wing aircraft and were then also with individual sensor systems, there is no specific
used for helicopters although they do not work in the preference for such an instrumentation system com-

low speed and hover flight regime. Specific helicopter pared to an inertia system package. However, it is
absolutely necessary to know the sensor character-airspeed systems are still rare. From the three con- istics and, probably even more important, the data

sidered helicopters only the BO 105 is equipped with processing like filtering ad sampling rates, that is
a Helicopter Air Data System HADS (swivelling done along the data flow from the sensor to the data
probe installed ander the rotor). The Alt-64 and the recording. For commercially available instrumenta-
SA-330 provided data from a noseboom system. In tion packages it is often difficult to obtain more
addition, the AI1-64 data base included ground speed detailed information. From this point of view some
data. As the mathematical models are based on air- advantages are seen in the use of individually installed
oilped components, it is preferred to work with mea- sensors. They can also provide more redundancies in
sured air data As the airspeed information from the the measurements which can be used for data quality
AIt-64 turned out to be suitable, the ground speed investigations
data were not used in the Working Group. (The
interesting aspect however of having both, ground A high measurement accuracy is the dominant
and air speed data with an acceptable accuracy is the requirement for system identification. The transdu-
determination of wind and ,ust disturbances, which cers used for the measurements of control positions,
can allow the identification of the helicopter's gust linear accelerations, rates, and attitudes are usually
disturbances characteristics), potentiometers or synchros, linear accelerometers,

and gyros. The today available sensors generally pro-
All three helicopters were equipped with linear accel- vide high accuracies and are appropriate for identifi-
erometers installed close to the Center of Gravity. In cation purposes. tHowever, when transducers are
addition, the AII-64 and the SA-330 had a second selected and installed, emphasis should be placed on
unit with linear accelerometers For the AI1-64 it was three aspects:
installed close to the pilot's seat, and in the SA-330
it was integrated within a transportable sensor pack- the measuring range has be chosen to, on one

age, the so-called agility package. hand, provide a high signal resolution and
accuracy and, on the other hand, avoid signal
saturation for the planned flight test exper-

4.2.3 Measurement of angular variables mnents.

'he measurements for the angular information (rates, cioss axis sensitivities can generate significant
attitude angles, heading, rotational accelerations) are problems and must be kept as small as possible.
listed in Table 3. Il three helicopters provided rate They can be caused by both, sensor character-
data obtained from individual rate gyros. (for the istics and installation misalignments.
A11-64, the gyros are integrated in a Ileading Attitude a careful calibration with clearly defined signs is
Reference System (HARS)). The AII-64 data also absolutely necessary. In addition to a sensor
gave differentiated attitude angles and the SA-330 calibration in the laboratory, it is advisable to
provided additionally the signals obtained from the run an additional calibration (or at least use a
agility package rate gyros, few test points) with the complete instrumenta-

tion equipment engaged. Here the data flow
For the attitude angles and heading, vertical and from the sensor to the recording system can be
directional gyros were used. Again, the SA-330 data checked.
base gave in addition the agility package data.

From the review of the provided data bases it can be
Rotational accelerations were only provided in the concluded that modem instrumentation systems do
AlI-64 data base. They were obtained from angular meet system identification requirements so far as the
accelerometers. Such measurements are needed for availability of measurements is concerned. The fact
equation error methods and can be very helpful as that analysts still sometimes have to state that data
part of the measurement vector in output error tech- were not appropriate for system identification pur-
niques, to emphasise the higher frequency range of poses is often related to the way how the instrumen-
the model validity. As angular acceleration measure- tation systerm was used or it is a lack of more detailed
ments are seldom available, the rotational acceler- information about the sensors and the on-board data
ations are often derived by differentiating the meas- processing. Again, a close contact to the instrumen-
ured rates. tation engineers and a detailed information exchange
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is strongly rccommendcd. lowever, there are several and the corresponding strain gauge signals were
detailed problem areas, both instrumentation and measured on the ground for different collective con-
helicopter related, that can cause significant difficul- trol positions (maximum: almost take-off). The cali-
ties. Some of them will be addressed in the section bration was done for each of the four blades and, for
on Problem Areas redundancy, for two different azimuth locations.

As an representative example for the obtained flight
test data Figure 5 presents for a collective input sig-

5. Measurements for the Identification of nal the measured flapping angles for each blade

Models with Rotor Degrees of Freedom (rotating system) and the azimuth angle. It can be
seen that the data have practically the same response
characteristics for mean valies, amplitude changes,

lelicopter models with 6 degrees of freedom are and higher order effects. The obtained data accuracy
useful for applications that require an appropriate also allowed the calculation of a reliable tip path
representation of the helicopter dynamics in the low- plane motion by a multiblade coordinate transfor-
and mid-frequency range (up to about 10 rad/s or mation to obtain longitudinal and lateral flapping and
the 130 105), like handling qualities evaluations or coning. These variables that are defined in a body
piloted simulations. Iowever, when models with a fixed non-rotating axis system, are shown in
more reliable representation of the higher frequency Figure 6 for longitudinal, lateral, and collective con-
dynamics are needed, for instance for high-bandwidth trol inputs. ligher frequency noise is small proving
control-system design, it is necessary to extend the that the calibrations and measurements of the indi-
model formulations by equations for the rotor vidual blades are consistent to each other. The pri-
dynamics. Consequently, the identification of such mary axis responses can clearly be recognized, The
extended models requires measurements for the rotor time histories of longitudinal flapping due to longi-
degrees of freedom. tudinal stick and coning due to collective indicate

that the rotor response has at least a 2nd order system
The identification of models with rotor degrees of characteristic. The lateral flapping response due to a
freedom were beyond the scope of detailed study by lateral stick inr it shows a significantly different
the Working Group. It is still a major research task characteristic as both, the roll moment of inertia and
and presently there are only few attempts with good the fuselage aerodynamic moments in the roll axis ,e-
results. This is certainly also due to the fact that quite small.
often rotor measurements are either not available at
all or they are of lower quality. This is particularly Results obtained from the identification of the
true for hingeless rotors as, in contrast to articulated extended model are given in the lecture on BO10 5
rotors, blade motions can no longer be measured at Identification Results [4].
physical hinges but have to be derived from blade
bending measurements.

To approach the identification of helicopter models 6. On-board Data Processing
with rotor degrees of freedom, DLR concentrated on
a model formulation with 3 additional degrees of
freedom representing the rotor coning, longitudinal Extensive on-board data processing is needed for all
and lateral flapping. Consequently, the required rotor processes that are based on the immediate availability
measurement were flapping for all four blades and of measurements. Such on-line data processing is for
rotor azimuth. The DLR BO 105 rotor was instru- example a prerequisite for control systems, ranging
mented with a pair of strain gauges at the location of from mode stabilization up to in-flight simulation.
the equivalent hinge offset. The obtained signals were As rotorcraft system identification still is an off-line
fed to a specially developed rotor signal module procedure, no specific on-board data processing is
mounted on top of the rotor (Figure 3). The module required except for the standard signal conditioning
was equipped with analogue amplifiers and a digital steps converting sensor signals to the appropriate
processor that is used for A/D conversion, the data format for data recording. They include all modifying
transfer via slipring to the on-board data recording operations applied to signals like the adaption of
system, the sychronization of the rotor data with the transducer outputs to the input requirements of the
data stream from the sensors installed in the helicop- data handling system (e.g. synchro to analogue con-
ter body, and, optionally, any real time iotor data version), signal amplification, filtering, multiplexing,
processing [3]. The rotor azimuth was measured by digitization, and data recording (often on board of the
a saw-tooth potentiometer. aircraft to avoid disturbances from the telemetry).

The data conditioning is certainly necessary and helps
For the calibration of the flapping motion, first the to maintain the data quality. However, some of the
usually used static technique was applied by bending procedures can significantly modify the original sen-
the (non-rotating) blade. When the obtained results sor output data.
turned out to be not satisfactory, the signal cali-
bration was done at the rotating blade under condi- For system identification, care must be taken with
tions of airloads and centrifugal forces [3]. As sche- analogue (anti-aliasing) filters, causing phase shifts,
matically shown in Figure 4, the blade tip deflections and with data sampling when data are scanned

IV
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sequentially with time delays between the individual interferences cannot be avoided in dynamic flight
channels These effects can be corrected during the manoeuvres. Figure 7 shows the helicopter response
further data processing. However, it is evident, that due to a longitudinal stick doublet input. In the speed
the analyst must know exactly what has 'happened' data, and particularly in the lateral speed, significant
to the data. Only then, appropriate corrections can disturbances are seen They are caused by rotor wakes
be made. In practise, 'icre is quite often the main gap: that 'hit" the sensor when the helicopter pitches
the instrumentation eigineers are not informed of the nose-down. Then, the sensor rotates to the left and
data requirements for a specific evaluation and the indicates a high sideslip angle and consequently a
analysts are not aware of the data conditioning steps high sideward speed In the signals this effect is seen
that can already have deteriorated the data for their like a data drop-out It can last for even a few seconds
applications. Therefore, a close cooperation and a until the sensor is in undisturbed flow again
detailed information exchange between these two
groups is absolute necessary. It can be more impor-
tant than increasing a sensor accuracy by another 7.2 Measurement of linear accelerations and
tenth of a percent in order to generate more reliable rates
data.

All measurements of the helicopter motion are influ-
enced by a high vibration level. This is particularly

7. Problem Areas true for the linear accelerations and the rates. For
BO 105 data obtained from a longitudinal stick con-
trol input Figure 8 first presents the actually meas-

Some of the typical problem areas in helicopter flight ured unfiltered dta. Then, on the same scale, it
data measurement were also seen in the data provided shows the data after being filtered by a digital low-
to the Working Group. They are mainly due to hei- pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 12.5 lIz. From
copter and sensor characteristics but also can occur the comparison it can be seen
during the signal conditioning. Some examples are the high frequency noise (mainly blade har-
illustrated in more detail: monies) can easily be removed by low-pass fil-

ters. As system identification results are very
sensitive to phase errors, zero-phase shift digital

7.1 Airspeed measurement filters should used.

The conventional sources for air data measurement for the linear accelerations (and in particular the
are vanes and pressure probes. They were originally forward and sideward accelerations) there is a
developed for fixed wing aircraft and are also used for very low signal-to-noise ratio. In this test, the
helicopters. Rotorcraft, however pose special prob- helicopter forward and sideward accelerations
lems in accurate sensing of air data: The sensors have are less than 0.5 m/s'. (In general, helicopters
to be installed on a relatively long boom to keep cannot produce large linear accelerations, except
them away from main rotor wakes. The boom must for the vertical axis). The vibration level on the
be quite stiff to avoid oscillations excited by the heli- data is more than 5 m/s' and reaches even higher
copter vibration. With decreasing speed, pressure values in other flight conditions (flare and hov-
measurements become more and more inaccurate and er). Consequently, the measuring range of the
near hover both, pressure tubes and vanes cannot be accelerometers is practically defined by the
use' at all. Although these deficiencies are obvious vibration levels. Therefore, the BO 105 was
and well known, only a few air data systems are equipped with sensors of a ±12m/s2 range for
available that were designed to also operate in the low ,z, and ay. Although the 'useful' part of the signal
speed regime of helicopters, is less than 5 % of the total sensor range a high

The AII-64 and the SA-330 use a boom to piovide accuracy i3 required for system identification.

air data. For the flight conditions considered in the Forunately, linear accelerometers belong to the
Working Group (120 kn for the AH-64 and 80 kn best sensors in an aircraft instrumentation. They
for the SA-330) the systems gave good measure- have a high linearity and resolution with only
ments. (The AII-64 is additionally equipped with a small hysteresis and work in a wide bandwidth
low range airspeed system. These data however were without significant phase errors. Nevertheless,
not provided to the Working Group). the sensor range should carefully be selected to

avoid saturation and still to provide a high sig-
The BO 105 uses a helicopter air data system. It nal resolution.
consists of a swivelling pitot static probe installed at
the fuselage close to the rotor. For low speed it is Helicopter responses due to control inputs are
designed to work within the rotor downwash. Meas- primarily rates (not linear accelerations). There-
urements are dynamic pressure and probe angle of fore, the 'useful' signal in the rate measurements
attack and sideslip. For the flight condition consid- is still dominant although it is also highly dete-
ered in the Working Group (80 kn) the sensor is out riorated by the helicopter vibration. Together
of the rotor downwash and aligns with the total flow. with linear accelerometers, rate gyros have
The measurements however show that rotor wake reached a high quality and, for 1he identification,
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rates certainly belong to the most accurate and swashplate were given These locations have the
important measurements. advantage of being close to the rotor but still in the

non-rotating system.

For the BO 105, stick deflections, collective lever,7.3 Measurement of rotational accelerations and pedal positions were used. Control linkage effects
were assumed to be negligible and the hydraulic sys-

Rotational accelerations where only measured in the tern was supposed to be represented by a time delay
AH-64. For the identification they are useful as they or time constant on the control measurements. Spe-
provide more high frequency information for the cific measurements have shown that these assump-
determination of the moment equations. Figure 9 tions can be justified
first shows the measured roll and pitch accelerations
due to a longitudinal control input. The high The SA-330 data base gave control positions
vibration level is obvious. Then, the filtered data obtained from three different locations. However,
(digital filter, 12.5 Hz cut-off frequency) are plotted except from pilot controls (similar to the BO 105)
together with data that were obtained by differentiat- the other data were obtained in the rotating system
ing the measured rates. The agreement is very good at only one control rod and one blade root. A trans-
and proves a high consistency although the measure- formation into the fixed axis system was not given.
ments still show a higher noise level. It cannot yet For dynamic tests, it also seems to be necessary to
finally be answered how helpfl measured rotational include at least three blade control angles to derive
accelerations can be for the identification in compar- three controls in the non-rotating system. Therefore,
ison to differentiated signals obtained from accurately the inputs measured at the pilot position were used
measured rates. for the identification.

7.4 Me-surement of the control Inputs 7.5 Measurement of rotor data

The influence of data errors on the identification In the Working Group, emphasis was placed on the
results also depends on the applied identification identification of 6 DOF rigid models. Rotor degrees
technique. Least Squares equation error methods of freedom were not considered and no rotor meas-
assume that all variables are accurate whereas more urements were provided to the Group. Presently
complex output error techniques allow measurement there is only minor experience in the identification
errors on the response variables. All techniques, of helicopter models with rotor degrees of freedom
however, fully rely on accurately measured control and any related measurement problems. However,
inputs and, at best, can compensate for noise on the from the recent DLR work where blade flapping was
measurements. Although it is relatively easy to mea- measured at one position (equivalent hinge) for each
sure the control positions, there are two main error blade, a few general statements can be made:
sources: signal resolution and sensor position. * Blade motions for hingelkss and bearingless

The control inputs for system identification purposes rotors have to be measured by pairs of strain
are usually small to allow a line: ;sed model formu- gauges glued on the blades. One of the positions
lation, whereas the sensors, e.g. p,.:entiometers, nor- should be at the equivalent hinge offset. The
mally measure the full range of the controls. For the installation must be done very precisely and
identification data, it must be made sure that the identical for all blades. It has to be checked that
range of interest is sufficiently resolved, coupling influences due to blade lagging or tor-

sion are small and can be neglected.
Control positions are often measured at the pilot * As strain gauge signals have a low voltage level,
controls. When they are used in the identification the they should be amplified before they are trans-
characteristics of the (mechanical) linkage and of the ferred from the rotor to the body.
hydraulic system have often to be neglected. * A main problem is the calibration of the strain
Attempts to model and identify effects like backlash, gauge signals. It should be considered if a static
flexibility, hydraulic characteristics lead to highly calibration is adequate or if a calibration on the
non-linear models and significantly complicate the rotating rotor is necessary. Strain gauge tern-
identification. Therefore, it should be tried to meas- perature sensitivities and signal drifts must be
ured the control inputs as close to the rotor 4 possi- taken into account and compensated.
ble. In any ease, the measurement must be related to The measurement of the rotor azimuth is often
the control input at the blades. When feedback sys- done by a short impulse (blip) generated by the
tems are engaged, the sum of both, the pilot inputs passage of a selected blade per revolution. In
and the control system activity, must be measured particular with lower sampling rates this
unless both inputs are provided separately. approach can be quite inaccurate and a contin-

uous measurement of the azimuth angle using
For the AH-64, measurements of the hydraulic actu- for instance a saw-tooth potentiometer is
ator positions at the main rotor (or tail rotor) recommended.

i I I / I/ IIIIII I II I I [ II I i
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7.6 Signal filtering 7.8 Control input generation

As some measurements of the helicopter motion are It is widely agreed that for system identification spe-
very noisy, low-pass filtering is usually applied before cific control inputs should be used to properly excite
the data are used for system identification. It must the aircraft modes. Some of the designed input signals
be taken into account that analogue filters not only are quite complex so that they cannot be generated
reduce the high frequency amplitudes but also influ.- by the pilot but require electronic devices. Only the
ence the phase characteristics of the measured signal. AH-64 was equipped with a specially designed Gold
In particular with higher order filters, the phase shifts Oscillator Box (GOB) unit. It commanded sinusoidal
can already be significant at frequencies far below the frequency sweeps in two ranges from 0.1 lIz to
filter cut-off frequency. Considering that the identifi- 3 Hz and 0.3 Iz to 13 Hz. For the BO 105 and the
cation is based on the amplitude and phase relation- SA-330 only pilot generated inputs were used. (In the

ship between the individual measurements it is quite BO 105 a relatively simple display was installed. It

obvious that filters can strongly deteriorate identifi- showed the prescribed signal and the actual control

cation results and even render them unusable. position.) The input signals used in the Working

Therefore, it is absolutely necessary that all measure: Group, doublet, multistep, and frequency sweep
could be generated by the pilot without any real dif-

ments are passed through identical filters. This ficulties. It proved that system identification does not
requirement is often neglected as it is not so impor- require an electronic control input device when rigid
tant for most data evaluation other than system body models have to be identified. It is only needed
identification. Only when zero-phase shift filters with when frequencies exceeding th- human capability
a constant gain of 1.0 in the frequency range of (more than 2 lHz to 5 Hz) an. required.
interest are applied, it is possible to filter selected
measurements. Here, digital off-line filters are applied.

When sensors with integrated (analogue) filters or 8. Off-line Data Processing
sensor packages (e.g. inertial systems) are used, it is
essential to know the built-in signal processing. As
an example Figure 10 compares linear acceleration The off-line data processing for system identification
measurements obtained from an 'agility' sensor purposes mainly includes:
package and from individual accelerometers. The
package signals do not follow the more dynamic * conversion to a consistent unit system,* detection and removal of data drop outs,
manoeuvre part in the data when the control input low-pass filtering,
is given. A closer view also showed that there is a * low-pass fltenphae lg etwenthe accelerometer and the package • corrections for the centre of gravity, and
phase lag between t the calculation of additional variables.
data. It indicates that some strong damping or filter-
ing was done in the agility package although the data These procedures are standard for flight testing and
are still very noisy. therefore this section will briefly document ;he off-

line data processing conducted within the Working
For the identification it was decided to use the indi- Group and, for completeness, give the applied
vidually measured linear accelerations. equations.

A more detailed data analysis for detecting and cor-
7.7 Signal resolution recting data deficiencies is considered as a first

essential task in data evaluation and system identifi-
cation. It will be described in the lecture on FlightFor system identification usually only small ampli- Test Data Quality Evaluation (["2]).

tude control inputs are applied to keep the helicopter

response so small that linear mode1 s can be used.
When the amplification or scaling of the data is based 8.1 Unit system
on the maximum helicopter response capability, the
small amplitudes can probably not be resolved satis- The measurements needed fot system identification
factorily by the data recording system. For the pitch were converted to the International Unit System (SI)
and roll attitude response due to lateral and collective based on meter, second, kilogram and radian. Control
control inputs Figure II demonstrates that the digi- displacements were given in percent with 100 percent
tization of the vertical gyro signal could only resolve as full travel.
about 0.3 degrees per bit. As the tests with controls
other than collective (e.g. the shown lateral control
input) produced attitude angles between 200 and 300 8.2 Data drop outs
the resolution errors probably do not affect the idcn-
tification results significantly. However, such prob- When data drop outs are restricted to only a few
lems can usually be avoided when signal amplifi- samples it can be justified to eliminate these samples
cation is based on the expected maximum amplitudes and reconstruct a new value by interpolation between
of the specific tests. the neighbouring data. Of course, this technique

ii i z';" .
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cannot reproduce the lost data. However, it gives a nals also contain acceleration or speed components
more realistic value for the sample instead of keeping due to the helicopter angular motion. Mathematical
the drop out data. It is also the only possibility to models as used for system identification always
avoid ev'.n more data distortion which occurs when describe the forces and moments with respect to the
the uncorrected measurement is filtered. For the data CG. There are two different approaches to handle the
in the Working Group only minor work had to be influence of the CG location on the measurements:
done to eliminate drop-outs. 1. the measurements are corrected for CG posi-

tion, or
8.3 Digital low-pass filtering 2. in the measurement equations the model

response is transformed to the individual sensor

Problems associated with analogue filtering have location.

already been addressed. Analogue filters significantly In the Working Group the first approach was chosen.
influence the phase where this effect increases with
higher filter order, As identification results are very With the sensor locations in

sensitive to phase errors it should be tried to reduce x-direction (positive forward): X,
analogue filtering as much as possible. Here, high y-direction (positive to the right): y,
sampling rates make it possible to use anti-aliasing z-direction (positive downward): Z,
filters with a high cut-off frequency. When, in addi-
tion, these filters have the same characteristics, their the speed components at the CG (ua, vct, w,) are
influence in the frequency range of interest is small obtained as
and similar. Then, zero-phase shift digital filtering can U = -zm q+Ym-r (7)
be applied to 9

I. eliminate the unwanted higher frequency effects Veg =V b - x m - r + zm• p (8)
and noise, and

2. to reduce the sampling rate. w,8 = Wb - Ym -P + Xm" q (9)

This approach was consequently used for the meas- where ub, vb, and w, are the speed components mea-
urement of the BO 105 data, where almost all ana- sured at the sensor position (see equations (4) to
logue filters where removed. Comparisons of the (6)).
obtained data to pievious flight test measurements For the corrections of the linear acceleration meas-
with strong analogue low-pass filtering clearly showed urements the rotational accelerations f, l, i) are
the data quality improvements. needed. When no measurements are available, diffLt -
The efficiency of digital filters has already been show entiated rates are used. Then, the linear accelerations
in Figure 8. at the CG are:

axcg = ax - zm - + Yi" n

8.4 Calculation of speed components at the sen- - (Ym p - x- q) - q (10)

sor position + (xm r - z•n P) - r

Using the measured airspeed, angle of attack and ayCg = ay - xm - i + Zm - P
angle of sideslip (V, a, fl), the longitudinal, lateral, - (zn - q - Yin - r) - r (11)
and normal speed components at the stnsor position + (Yn - P - Xm - q) - p
(boom) were calculated byub =V. cs .cos (4) a,¢ = a-- Ym" - + xm. q

ub=V-cosa-cosP (4) -(xm•r-z m • p).p (12)

vb =V.sin # (5) + (z.'q- Ym' 'q

wb = V -sin a -cos fl (6) For the helicopters studied by the Working Group,
the linear accelerometers were located close to the
CG. The AII-64, however, was equipped with a sec-

8.5 Correction for CG Position ond accelerometer package installed at the pilot seat
position with a distance of about 1.50 meters from
the CG. To demonstrate the influence of the (still

In contrast to data obtained from rate and attitude relatively small) off-CG location, Figure 12 shows
gyros, the measurements of linear accelerations and for a tail rotor input
aerodynamic data are influenced by the distance

between the sensor position and the helicopter centre 1. the uncorrected and the CG corrected longi-
of zravity (CG) Ideally, these sensors should be tudinal accelerations obtained from the pilot
installed at the CG. Linear accelerometer locations seat sensor,,
can at least be close to the CG. Air data sensors, 2. the uncorrected and the CG corrected lateral
however, are usually installed far in front of the air- accelerations obtained from the pilot seat sen-
craft. During dynamic flight tests the measured sig- sor,

V , , '- ".
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3. the CG corrected lateral acceleration obtained 9. Conclusions
from the pilot seat sensor and the lateral accel-
eration obtained from the CG accelerometerpackage. So far as the availability of measurements is con-

cerned it was seen that the instrumentation systems

Considering that the helicopter response to a pedal of the three helicopters provided more signals than
input is primarily a yaw motion, it makes sense that usually needed for system identification. The flight
the longitudinal acceleration is not much influenced tests have also shown that no specific instrumenta-
by the CG distance. The lateral acceleration however tfon, like electronic control input boxes, is required
clearly shows differences. The improvement obtained To generate reliable and useful data seems to be more
from the signal correction becomes evident in the last a task of properly defined measurement ranges, care-
part of the figure where the sinals obtained from the ful data processing, and of course the flight testing
different sensors are in good agreement. itself. In conclusion some main guidelines can be

given:

I. Control inputs can be generated by the pilot.
8.6 Calculation of the tip path plane motion Some training and if possible a display type

from flapping measurements device are helpful. Electronically generated
inputs with a direct link to the control are not

For the identification of extended models with rotor necessary unless high frequencies are needed,
degrees of freedom, the rotor tip path plane motion
is modeled in a body-fixed axis system. As the rotor 2. If possible, the sensors should have a measuring
data are measured in the rotating system, they first range that is suitable for the expected signal
have to be transformed. For the flapping measure- amplitudes,
ments the corresponding equations to derive rotor 3. If analogue filtering of signals is applied it is
coning, longitudinal flapping, and lateral flapping are important that all signals used for the identifi-
given below. In practice, the blades are usually cation are filtered and the filters have identical
marked by coloured tape. Therefore, the following characteristics,
notations for the flapping angles P of the individual
blades will refer to the blade colours blue, green, yel- 4. h'lie signal digitization range should be defined
low, and red. by the maximum signal amplitudes in the tests

to obtain to good signal resolution,
Coning fl0: 5. Standard data processing steps, like removal of

P0 = 0.25. (fblue + #green + Pyellow + #red) (13) drop outs, digital low-pass filtering, CG cor-

rection, etc., are applicable and adequate.
Longitudinal flapping fl,: The measurement of rotor data was addressed. The

r presently available data from the hingeless BO 105
fIblue COO + 0.0 it)+ rotor seemed to be reliable and indicated that such

fC = 0.5 " green cos(4' + 0.5 ) + (14) measurements can be generated in a quality suitable
#yellow" cos(O$ + 1.0 . t) + for system identification purposes.
fred. cos( + 1.5. r0 1
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Measured Variable AH-64 BO 105 SA-330

Main rotor longitudinal cyclic actuator stick stick

Main rotor lateral cyclic actuator stick stick

Main rotor collective actuator collective lever collective lever

Fail rrior coilective actuator pedal pedal

Table 1. Measurement of control variables

Measured Variable AH-64 BO 105 SA-330

Airspeed
Longitudinal airspeed [IADS**

Lateral airspeed lADS**

Vertical airspeed lEADS"
Total airspeed pressure sensor pressure sensor

at noseboom at noseboom
Angle of attack vane at noseboom vane at noseboom

Angle of sideslip vane at noseboom vane at noseboom

Groundspeed

Longitudinal groundspeed doppler radar
Lateral groundspeed doppler radar

Vertical groundspeed HIARS*

Linear accelerations

Longitudinal acceleration accelerometers at accelerometer at CG accelerometer at CG,
CG and pilot's seat agility package

Lateral acceleration accelerometers at accelerometer at CG accelerometer at CG,
CG and pilot's seat agility package

Vertical acceleration accelerometers at accelerometer at CG accelerometer at CG,
CG and pilot's seat agility package

• IARS Heading Attitude Reference System
IIADS :lelicopter Air Data System

Table 2. Measurement of speed variables and linear accelerations

'AA
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Measured Variable AH-64 BO 105 SA-330

Rates
Roll rate I IARS* and derived rate gyro rate gyro and

from roll angle (Euler) agility package

Pitch rate IIARS* and derived rate gyro rate gyro and
from roll angle (Euler) agility package

Yaw rate lIARSI and derived rate gyro rate gyro and
from yaw angle (Euler) agility package

Attitude angles

Roll angle HARS* vertical gyro vertical gyro and
agility package

Pitch angle HARS* vertical gyro vertical gyro and
agility package

Yaw angle (heading) lIARS* directional gyro directional gyro and
agility package

Angular accelerations

Roll acceleration angular accelerometer

Pitch acceleration angular accelerometer

Yaw acceleration angular accelerometer

lIARS Ileading Attitude Reference System

Table 3. Measurement of rates, attitude angles, and rotational accelerations

7 V
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11. Figures
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Flight Test Data Quality Evaluation

J. H. Breeman

National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
Anthony Fokkerweg 2

Amsterdam
The Netherlands

1 Introduction 1. Sensing: the transducer may not sense the desired
quantity directly, for example a static pressure

The quality of the measurement data determines the may be distorted by the flow around the aircraft.
quality of the parameter identification results. There-
fore it is of the utmost importance to insure the data Transducer: change in bias, sensitivity, range,
quality before any attempt at identification is made. change in sensitive axis (misalignment), hystere-
In principle the best time to perform data quality sis, output noise, spikes. Sensitivity to tempera-
checks is in dedicated tests before or during the ac- ture, vibration or electromagnetic radiation.
tual flight tests: in the instrumentation laboratory, 3. Data aquisition system: changes in offset, gain
on the flight line and during instrumentation ch-ck- anrngintenlocmpetssuhs
out flights. Accurate determination of each individual and range in the analog components, such as
error effect can also be done best in a dedicated test. amplifiers, presample filters and A/D convert-
These tests are ideally performed with a computer on- sa ge filter Bit ersti the r -
line in the aircraft to reduce the loss of time and the sample filters. Bit errors in the recording chain
cost of flight tests with inaccurate measurements. (dropouts). Time shifts and other phase errors.

The evaluation of the data quality from existing Because of the large number of possible error sources,
flight test data, as was the case for the Working an intimate knowledge with the characteristics of the
Group, is generally much more difficult. But it is still instrumentation system is absolutely necessary for
very important to do this evaluation for the following succesful correction of data errors.
reasons:

1. A particular measurement channel may deterio- 2 Techniques
rate or fail during the course of a flight test pro-
gram. 2.1 Data inspection

2. A specific error effect may only be present during Visual inspection of dataplots is an important first
actual flight tests, such as static pressure distor- step in the evaluation of data quality. The mea-
tions in dynamic flight conditions. These effects surements can be scrutinized for obvious errors euch
can only be determined from the flight tests. as wrong signs, excessive measurement noise, data

dropouts, spikes and missing (or even exchanged!)
For the members of the Working Group there were two data channels.
extra reasons to spend a considerable amount of time In addition frequency domain techniques can be
on the data quality. The first reason is that the data very useful for data quality evaluation. Examples are:
recordings were made by another institute. Within 1. Time shift of a signal can be determined by exam-
one institute, one is familiar with the verification pro-
cedures in use by the instrumentation department and ining the slope of the phase response of the signal
one knows how far they can be relied on and when wt epc oarfrne hsmto svr
caution is needed y sensitive, but it is most useful in ground checks,

because it may be difficult to find a suitable ref-
A more important reason is the fact that the evalu- erence measurement in flight. Time domain mod-

ation of the data quality also gives a good feel for the elling can also be used to determine time shift.
data contents. It gives a first indication of the actual
accuracy of the measurements and it can clear up mis- 2. Initial checks of compatibility between variables
understandings in the definition of measured variables may be quickly performed in the frequency do-
(e.g. sign conventions), main. For instance it can be verified that that

Apart from complete failure, which is often (but not q19 has a I/s frequency response characteristic.
always!) easy to spot there are a number of errors that Sign errors are also easily detected by inspecting
can occur: the phase response.
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3. The coherence function can be used to ensure that In practice it is rare that two redundant transducers
both input and output signals have low noise con- are used, but it is not uncomnm to have a standard
tents and are well correlated with each other, aircraft instrument as well as a flight test instrumen-

tation sensor. In this case it is strongly recommended4. The noise spectrum can give an indication of the to record the aircraft instrument output as well. The
correct functioning of a transducer (channel). Ex- disadvantage is not so much the extra data channel
cessive noise (perhaps in part of the frequency to be wired in the aircraft, but rather the extra ef-
spectrum) can give an indication of malfunction fort needed to calibrate and evaluate the aircraft in-
in sensing, transducer or data acquisition. For strument, which is necessary to allow its use for data
example discrete frequencies in a gyroscope sig- quality checks.
nal could indicate a bearing failure, noise spikes
could be a vibration problem or faulty wiring or Redundant information can also be used in a com-
connectors. Noise analysis also gives vital infor- plementary filter approach, e.g. rate gyro data is usedmation for the design of data processing filters, for the low frequency range and angular accelerometerwhich remove the measurement noise and allow data is used for the higher frequency range (this is justthe sampling rate to be reduced, a special case of the state estimation techniques de-scribed below). It is very important that undesirable

This may also be a good place to warn for the ef- error characteristics, such as hysteresis, nonlinearities
fect of pre-sanple filtering. If a failing transducer has or spurious responses, do not destroy the quality of the
high-frequency noise or sudden steps in its output, the overall result. In the example given, rate accelerome-pre-sample filters will transform the signals in smooth ters tend to have these undesirable error characteris-
signals, thus masking the problem. In normal opera- tics.
tion pre-sample filters are essential to prevent aliasing
errors, but it may be a good idea to record the un-
filtered signals as an instrumentation test. Another 2.2.2 Kinematic compatibility checking
important point is the negative effect of phase errors
in the analogue filters on the parameter identification. A special case of compatibility checking is Kinematic
Some authors even recommend dispensing with anti- Compatibility checking. Here the kinematic relation-
aliasing filters altogether. ships that exist between the different measured vari-

If recording techniques permit it, it is therefore rec- ables are used. The procedure can be applied in manyommended to use the highest possible sampling rates forms: from the simple comparison between two sig-
(and pre-sample filter bandwidths) and to reduce the nals to the complete six-degree-of-freedom flight path
sample rate in the analysis by linear-phase digital fil- reconstruction. The procedure is also called Kine-tering in the ground processing. This has the added matic Consistency checking or Flight Path Recon-
advantage of allowing a more considered choice of sam- struction. The chosen name reflects whether the pro-
pling rate in the data analysis. cedure is seen as an independent check or as an inte-

gral part of the processing (see Section 3). Descrip-
2.2 Compatibility checking tions can be found in Gerlach [1] and Wingrove [2].

Klein [3] seems to have introduced the term compati-2.2.1 Introduction bility checking. The following set of equations describe
Any redundancy in the measured variables can be ex- the six-degree-of-freedom kinematic equations:
ploited to verify the data quality. There are a large
number of techniques in use for the purpose of data U = (a, - g sin 9) - qw + rv
quality evaluation. In fact everyone has his own pri- 0 = (a. + g cos 0 sin ) - ru + pw
vate tricks. tb = (a. + g cos 0 coso)-v + qu

The measurement of a single variable by two differ- = p + (q sin 0 + r cos ) tan 0
ent transducers is a simple example: = (q coo - rasin )

1. If the transducers are of the same type, the out- = (q sin + r coo )/coo
puts of the two measurement channels can be
compared to find discrepancies in sensing, trans- z = ucos~cosp +v(sin4sin0coo - cossinio)
ducer or data acquisition. + ta(cos 0 sin 0 coo ' + sin q sin p) + u.,

2. If the two transducers are of a different type, the ii = ucossinb+ (sin'sin~sin~ +cosbcos~')
characteristic errors will be different. This differ- + tw(cos sin 0 sin - sin 0 cos 0) + v.ence can be used to determine ifone ofthe signals h = usine - vsinocose - WcosocosO -w
is wrong.

3. Even if one transducer is much better than the Inputs:
other, a comparison is still very useful, if only a,,,,ap,q,r
to show that the "better" transducer has failed
completely.

..... . mmim mm animmir mn n• • a m a -a s w p.
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Figure 1., Basic instrumentation error model

Error Model for Inputs: white and gaussian it may be necessary to extend the
state with a model of the noise characteristics.

a. - (1.0 + A.) a.,_ + ba. + n, - ra, x With modern inertial sensors the measurement er-
etc. rors are very small. As a consequence the variations in
etc.s the wind components during a recording become the

Outputs: dominant error source. This makes it possible as well
0, 0,1 , V, o, , h, Zg, Yg as desirable to estimate these wind variations. The

Error Model for Outputs: estimation of the absolute wind components requires
the presence of absolute position or velocity references

out = (1.0 + Ao) 4) + b + no - r) of reasonable accuracy, e.g. from an INS, VOR/DME
or GPS. However, it should be noted that in general

etc. only the variations in the wind speed components are
In practice these equations must be extended with of interest for flight mechanics, because constant wind

terms describing the navigation over a spherical and components only affect the error in the absolute ye-
rotating earth. Linearizing these equations leads to locities in earth-fixed coordinates. This means that
the basic block diagram as shown in Figure 1. The absolute position references are not strictly required,
errors in the velocities u, v, w, the attitude angles 4, 0, although they can be of great use.
" and the position in earth axes are the components of One simple way of modelling the wind variations
the state. The errors in the inertial measurements a., that works very well in practice describes the wind
ay, as, p, q, r are treated not as observaions, but as variation as a linear trend in time and as proportional
inputs to the error model. In addition the wind speed to altitude. A more sophisticated description may use
components u., v. and w. are included as inputs to a colored gaussian noise model, but such a wind model
the model. The idea is that the errors in the input will have to depend on the weather conditions.
signals drive the error state. The estimation of wind components is an example

In principle any measurement which depends on the of the use of estimation procedures to reconstruct an
state vector can appear in the observation equation, unmeasured state component. Another practical ex-
for example air speed or doppler velocity, pressure or ample is the estimation of the angle of attack in the
radio altitude, angle of attack or angle of sideslip, lati- case that no direct meaurement is available or the
tude and longitude from Inertial Navigation Systems, direct measurement is unusable. See Section 3 for fur-
VOR/DME or the Global Positioning System. The ther discussion on how the reconstructed state should
error in the measurements, whether in the input or in be used.
the observation vector, c in be modelled as bias (b), Tt is in general not possible to identify the large
scale factor error (A), tim.e shift (r) and white, gaus- number of parameters in the described error models,
sian random noise (n). If this random noise is not because the basic observability and identifiability the-

4-5 ,
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ory is applicable here. If too many error components In the actual practice of flight testing all these prob-
are included the standard deviations of the estimates lems are present at the same time and are conse-
increase rapidly and the correlation coefficients ap- quently much more difficult to detect.
proach one. The degree of correlation is also depen-
dent on the type of and shape of the manoeuvre, so it 2.2.3 Solution techniques
is feasible to perform specially designed manoeuvres
for the purpose of identifying the error components, The formulated problem can be solved by a number of
but these manoeuvres will not necessarily be optimal different methods. For more detailed descriptions see
for parameter identification. It may be more fruitful Maine [4] or Mulder [5]. In principle no one method
to combine several different manoeuvres in a multi- is theoretically superior, because all estimators can
manoeuvre analysis and then estimate an error model be shown to be Maximum Likelihood estimators for a
which is valid for all the recordings (again see Sec- specific choice of error model. In other words the as-
tion 3). sumed error model determines which solution method

A simple example of compatibility checking is the applies. The techniques used by the Working Group
comparison of a rate gyroscope and an attitude gy- are:
roscope. The rate signal can be integrated and com-
pared with the attitude signal. Error models for each Weighted Least-Squares (WLS):. This method

of the two types of gyroscopes can be defined, e.g. solves the case where the random error is in the

bias and time shift for the rate gyroscope and linear inputs (so-called state noise). It is a very simple

drift and time shift for the attitude gyroscope. The and efficient procedure.
difference between the signals can then be attributed
to various errors sources and the parameters of the Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother (EKSF):,

error model can be estimated using parameter identi- A standard Kalman filter estimates the state of

fication. a linear system with an error model which allows

Even this simple example already points out a com- noise in the inputs (state noise) as well noise in

mon problem, i.e. the bias of the rate gyroscope has the observations. The Kalman algorithm is a re-

exactly the same effect as the linear drift of the atti- cursive formula, which proceeds sequentially (fil-

tude gyroscope and the same is true for time shifts. ters) through the data. For a fixed time inter-

This means that the errors in the different measure- val a substantial improvement in accuracy can be

ments must have different characteristics in order to obtained by adding a smoothing step in the re-

be useful for compatibility checking. If it could be as- verse time direction. Nonlinear kinematic equa-

sumed that the attitude gyroscope has negligible drift tions are handled by linearizing around a nomi-

and the rate gyroscope has a negligible (or perhaps nal trajectory (usually the current best estimate

known) time shift, then rate gyro bias and the time of the trajectory is used) and bias and scale fac-

shift of the attitude gyro can be put in the error model tors can be estimated by including them as un-

and values for these parameters can be found. But in driven states with unknown initial condition, see

general these assumptions are difficult to make and Jonkers [6]. The EKSF is more expensive than

need the advice of the instrumentation department the WLS method, but cheaper than the OE or

The bias in the rate gyro will always have the same FE methods. Because of the recursive formula-

effect, a linear increase of the error with time. But a tion the computer memory requirements are also

scale factor error, e.g. in the attitude measurement, modest. The disadvantage is that is is not easy to

will only be noticeable if larger excursions are present, include arbitrary error components into the error

Even in the case of large excursions, the estimate of model.
bias and scale factor may be highly correlated, e.g.
when the attitude angle happens to increases linearly Output Error (OE): This method applies in the

with time. This demonstrates the dependence of iden- case where all errors are in the observations, i.e.

tifiability on the manoeuvre shape. there is no state noise. In principle the method

As a final example in manoeuvres that do not devi- compares a simulation of the actual system with

ate too much from level flight the following simplified the measurements, while integrating the sensitiv-

equation is valid: ity functions, which describe the influence of the
model parameters on the state. After one simula-

tb = q.u + a, tion run, a Gauss-Newton optimization is used to
find new estimates of the model parameters. In

This shows that the effect of a bias in the normal ac- practice this process has to be repealed for several
celeration a, on w (angle of attack) is almost equiv- iterctions, which makes this method expensive in
alent to the effect of a bias in the pitch rate signal computer time. In addition the sensitivity ma-
q. In the estimation procedure this will show up as a trix can be of large dimension, which adds to the
high correlation between the estimates of the two er- computer memory requirements. The advantage
ror parameters. An independent measurement of the of the OE method is that it is very easy to incor-
attitudc angle would of course solvc this simple prob. porate parameters in the error model. The incor-
lem. poration of nonlinear models in the OE method

V; V.
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can be handled by deriving the sensitivity equi- other error components it can be expected that the
tions analytically by hand, but this makes it cum- combined PI will yield the best values. It is not poe-
bersome to change the error models. Numerical sible to give a clearcut recommendation which error
calculation of the sensitivities is a better solu- component should be included and which should not
tion here and results in very flexible software pro- be, the final choice must always depend on the judge-
grams. ment of the analyst.

Filter Error (FE): This method solves the most Finally the instrumentation department should al-

general problem formulation, i.e. with state noise ways be asked to verify the estimated instrumr.nt er-

and observation noise. In principle it is a combi- rors. It may turn out that an error which seems to

nation of a Kalman Filter in an Output Error pa- have been succesfully modelled in one way, should be

rameter identification iteration. The FE method actually attributed to an entirely different error source

is the most expensive in computer time and the which happens to have the same effect.

most complex to use and therefore is seldomly When a large number of manoeuvres are conducted
used for compatibilty checking. in a particular flight and in one flight condition, the

error model identified for each of the manoeuvres
Of course it is not always possible or even necessary should ideally be the same. This makes good physical
to use the complete error model. Omitting error com- sense since the calibration of the instrumentation will
ponents or observations which are not important can change very little during one particular flight. Fail-
reduce the problem formulation considerably, but the ure of a sensor or other instrumentation components
same solution techniques still apply. For example it during the flight would, of course, be an exception.
could be assumed that the air data measurements do
not give useful information on the estimatk n of the This suggests that when a sufficient number of

attitude errors. This might be true if very accurate at- recordings are available, mean values of the biases

titude angle measurements are available. In this case and scale factors should be used as corrections for the

the estimation of attitude and velocity error compo- whole flight. Simple statistical analysis can be per-

nents can be performed seperately, saving much com- formed to establish if the sample is large enough so

puter time. that statistically significant values can be determined.
If only some of the estimated error components are
significant, it may be necessary to reduce the size of

3 Use of error corrections the error model until only significant parameters re-
main.

After all error corrections have been determined as far
as possible, the question remains what to do with this
information. There are two extreme philosophies:

1. The identified error components are put in an er- 4 Data compatibility tools in
ror model, which is added to the aerodynamic use at the institutes
model. The parameter identification procedure
is then performed on the combined model, using
the original measured variables as observations. 4.1 ARL
The values of the errors components determined
by compatibility checking are sometimes used as Compatibility checking of helicopter flight data at
initial conditions. AP L is based on the full nonlinear six-degrees of free-

2. All error corrections are applied to the measured dom kinematic equations, supplemented if necessary

variables and the parameter identification proce- by the three equations describing the aircraft position

dure is performed on the corrected variables, in earth axes. The accelerometer and gyro measure-
ments are regarded as inputs and are assumed to be

The first procedure has the advantage that the param- subject to systematic bias and scale factor errors. For
eter identification results are a true Maximum Likeli- more details see Evans (7] and Feik [8]. Two solu-
hood estimate of the complete problem, in other words tion methods are in use. The first method is a Maxi-
the solution is theoretically optimal. In the second mum Likelihood estimator (ML), which is a very flex-
procedure is the parameter identification is much sim- ible program that easily allows different combinations
pler due to the smaller model. In fact if all measure- of observed outputs, alternative problem formulations
ment errors are corrected (and the complete state can and error models. The sensitivity matrix is calculated "
be reconstructed), the Maximum Likelihood estimator numerically, which makes the estimation of parame-
reduces to a simple Equation Error estimator. ters in general non-linear systems possible, including

In practice a compromise between the two ap- systems with discontinuities and time shifts, see Black-
proaches is always made: for some error components well [91. The second method is an Extended Kalman
it cannot be expected that better values can be found Filter (EKF) which models random errors in the in-
by including these in the PI model and the cc erected eztial instruments, but allows a more restricted set of
instead of the original measurements are used. For outputs.
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4.2 US Army tency, to reduce the effect of measurement noise on the
The US Army uses the program Smoothing for Air- state estimates and to estimate unmeasured states.
craft Kinematics (SMACK) for consistency analysis,
see Bach [10] [11]. This program solves the full non- 4.6 NLR
linear, six-degree-of-freedom aircraft kinematic equa- In the past the standard identification procedure at
tions and estimates time-varying winds, states and NLR used an extended Kalman filer/smoother to re-
measurements. In the process measurement biases construct the complete state of the aircraft based on
and scale factors are identified. an optimal combination of inertial and air data iena-The very general problem 4ormulation of SMACK is surements. The accelerometer and gyro errors were
presented in a block diagram form in Figure 2. Here, modelled as state noise, the bias in thece instruments
the position in earth axes x, y, z and their first and were modelled as extra states, and pressure altitude,
second derivatives, the euler angles 0, 0 and 0 and airspeed and sideslip angle errors were modelled as
their first and second derivatives and (optionally) the observation noise, see Breeman [15]. In recent years
wind velocities in earth coordinates w,, w, and w, are NLR employed highly accurate inertial systems for all
components of the state. In the measurement model its flight tests. Therefore the current flight path recon-
the state components are transformed to radio range, struction program is based on a model that includes
bearing and elevation (P), airspeed and flow angles a variations in the wind components with time and
(A), body accelerations (4), windspeed and direction altitude and errors in the air data sensors, but no er-
(W), body angular rates (R) and angular accelera- rors at all in the inertial sensors. In the parameter
tions (Z). All these variables can be treated as mea- identification phase the smoothed time histories are
surements, estimates or both. The higher derivative then used in a linear regression program. Because the
forcing functions 6z, 6y, 6h, 81, 6m, 6n, g., gs, gh are helicopter data provided did not include either of the
calculated during the estimation procedure so as to above combinations of accurate measurements, NLR
minimize the chosen performance measure, used its output error program for compatibility check-

The program is based on a zero phase-shift back- ing. This program uses nonlinear kinematic equations
ward information filter and forward smoother algo- and allows estimating biases in accelerometers and gy-
rithm which produces a zero phase shifted output es- ros.
timates with a cutoff frequency which is one tenth
of the sample rate. The solution is iterative, provid- 4.7 University of Glasgow
ing improved state and measurement estimates until
a minimum squared-error is achieved. The frequency domain parameter identification tech-

In the US Army procedure a 3-DOF check of the niques used were not sensitive to bias errors, so that
attitude angles is conducted first. Then, the iden- compatibilty checking before parameter identification
tifled angular error parameters and their covariances was not necessary. However, bias estimation was per-
are used as start-up values in an overall 6-DOF check. formed for the verification runs.
The error model is then refined by iteration until only
statistically significant biases and scale factors remain 4.8 NAE/University of Toronto
(see Kaletka [12].

The compatibility checking procedure uses the full set
of kinematic equations of motion. As a first step a
least-square fit procedure is used to determine gyro

DLR uses a Maximum Likelihood program for the pur- and attitude biases and then the reconstructed atti-
pose of flight path reconstruction. The full nonlinear tudes and rates are used to determine accelerometer
six-degrees of freedom kinematic equations are used. and velocity biases. The reconstructed state is nor-
The sensitivity matrix is also calculated numerically, mally used in the following parameter identification.
see Plaetschke [13] and Jategaonkar [14].

4.9 RAE
4.4 Georgia Institute of Technology Data compatibility checking is a standard procedure

at RAE, where it is a part of the Parameter EstimationThe integrated rate signals were compared with the Package (PEP). In the preliminary data interpreta-
attitude angles to identify the inertial errors. tion phase the KINECON program performs this task.

The aim is to find likely calibration errors, such as bias
4.5 MDHC errors. Bias estimates can be derived using a weightedleast squares output-error algorithm. In a later stage
The bias and scale factor of th angular accelera- of the processing filtered or smoothed estimates from
tions were determined using a least-squares procedi, the measurements and reconstructions of unmeasured
which minimized the difference between the integr-ed states are computed using an extended Kalman filter
angular accelerations and the body ratcs. A Kalman algorithm. The program DEKFIS (Discrete Extendedfilter/smoother was also applied to insure data consis- Kalman Filter/Smoother typically uses measurements
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from rate and attitude gyros, accelerometers and air- [9] Blackwell, J.A Maximum Likelihood parameterspeed probe and incidence vanes and has the option estimation program for general non-linear sys-to revise calibration factors. tems. ARL Aero Tech Memo 392, 1988.
4.10 CERT (10] Bach, R.E. et al Applications of state estimationin aircraft flight data analysis. AIAA 83-2087,For flight path reconstruction CERT applies the same 1983.Output Error program as used for identification, see [11] Bach, R.E. Jr. State estimation applications inGimonet [16]. The full six-degree-of-freedom nonlin-ear kinematic equations are used and the locations of aircraft flight-data analysis ( user's manual forthe sensors are taken into account. Nonlinear kine- SMACK). 1984.matic terms are dealt with in the calculation of the [12] Kaletka, J. et al Time and frequency-domainsensitivities. Inertial sensors are treated as inputs and identification and verification of BO 105 dy-air data and attitude angles are the observations. Bias namic models. 15th European Rotorcraft Forum,and scale factor of all measurements are included in Amsterdam, 1989.the error model, but time delays are estimated manu-ally after the first identification results. (13] Plaetschke, E. et al Maximum-Likelihood

schitzung von Parametern linearer Systeme aus
Flugversuchsdaten - Ein FORTRANProgramm.5 Conclusions DFVLR-Mitt. 84-10, 1984.

It can be concluded that data quality evaluation is [14] Jategaonkar, R. et al Maximum likelihood param-a necessary step in the process leading to succesful eter estimation from flight test data for generalparameter identification. However, the final test of non-linear systems. DFVLR-FB 83-14,1983.the validity of this procedure lies in the quality of the [15] Breeman, J.H. et al Evaluation of a mthod to er-parameter identification results. tract performance data from dynamic manoeuvres
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IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES

MODEL STRUCTURE AND TIME DOMAIN METHODS*

J. H. de Leeuw
Institute for Aerospace Studies

University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

5.1 Introduction allows for the consideration of the differing frequency
content of the state variables. It is discussed in the next

This section presents an overview of rotorcraft system section of this report.
identification techniques used by WG 18. More thorough
coverage of the general system identification field, Once the model structure and cost function have been
including extensive treatment of the theoretical basis of defined, the model is identified from the input/output
the various techniques, is found in a nunber of excellent time-history data using either time-domain or frequency-
textbooks (Ljung, 1987 [5.11); Soderstrom et al, 1989 domain methods. Each method contains at its core a
[5.21, Bendat et al., 1986 (5.3]) and reference publications sophisticated search method to find the set of parameter
(Maine et al, 1986 [5.4]; Klein, 1980 (5.5]; Tischler, values that provides the best fit according to the adopted
1987 [5.6]. cost function. Again, the choice of methods depends on

the application, the formulation of the cost function
This section first considers the selection of model (frequency-response methods are completed in the
structure. Here, special emphasis is given to ensuring frequency-domain), the familiarity of the analyst with the
that the model structure is appropriate to the intended methods, and finally the availability of computational
model application. For example, simple decoupled first- tools. For example, the extraction of nonlinear models or
order models that characterize the helicopter dynamics identification from flight data with distinctly non-
over a limited frequency range may be suitable for symmetric wave forms is best completed in the time-
handling-qualities applications, while coupled 6-DoF domain. On the other hand, when the model structure
models suitable for a broader range are needed for piloted includes widely separated dynamic modes (such as low-
simulation. At the other end of the complexity spectrum frequency rigid body dynamics and high frequency rotor
are models needed for use in advanced high-bandwidth dynamics) or when highly unstable modes are present, the
rotorcraft flight control system design that must consider identification in the frequency-domain has some distinct
the coupled fuselage/rotor/airmass dynamics. Both non- advantages. Both time-domain and frequency-domain
parametric model structures (frequency-responses) and methods were extensively used by WO 18.
parametric model structures (transfer functions and state.
space equations) are considered in the two sections dealing The final step in system identification is referred to as
with Identification Techniques. "model verification." Here the extracted model is driven

with flight data not. -.ed in the identification process to
The next step in the identification problem definition is ensure the correctness of the identification procedure, and
the formulation of the criterion or "cost" function. The the utility of the model in predicting control responses
simplest formulation, referred to as "equation-error' is rather than simply matching them. Model verification is
valid when the measurement noise is small relative to completed in the time-domain in the WG 18 study,
process noise. This assumption, while often not suitable although frequency-domain verification techniques have
for the high measurement noise environment of the also been used (Kaletka et al., 1989 [5.7]).
rotorcraft, has the advantage of resulting in a cost
function that is linear in the unknown parameters. This
leads to the simple and rapidly-implemented least-squares 5.2 Model Structure
(step-wise) regression techniques for identification. A
more complex formulation, referred to as "output-error" is 5.2.1 General
valid when process noise is small relative to
measurement noise - a better assumption for rotorcraft Selection of model structure is a critical step in system
data. Output-error techniques are more mathematically identification, which will greatly affect both the degree of
complex than equation-error techniques, and also require difficulty in extracting the unknown parameters, and the
more sophisticated nonlinear search algorithms to utility of the identified model in its intended application.
determine the unknown parameters. A third approach to For example, while a 1-DoF roll response model
the cost function formulation is based on the use of containing 3 unknown parameters (gain, roll mode, time
frequency-responses. This approach requires much more delay) is fairly easy to obtain and is often quite sufficient
preprocessing of the flight data, but has the advantage of to evaluate on-axis handling qualities, it is obviously
being valid in the presence of both measurement and unsuitable for investigations of cross-coupling effects.
process noise. Also, the frequency-response formulation On the other hand, a flight control design model that

*Based on the text prepared for the WG 18 report which
benefitted from inputs from M. B. Tischler and the editor.
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considers coupled fuselage/rotor/airmass dynamics may simple model. However, transfer-function models for
contain nearly 100 parameters and will require rotor state high-bandwidth flight control system design need to be of
measurements and significant computational capability, fairly high order (8th order for the BO-105) to adequately
The simplest model structure that serves the intended predict achievable gain levels.
application is the best choice.

MIMO State-Space Model Structure Selection., The
Model structures can be broadly divided into two groups: MIMO state-space model structure problem is much more
nonparametric and parametric. A nonparametric model is complicated than the transfer-function model problem.
one in which no model order or form of the differential The analyst must make a host of a priori decisions that
equations-of-motion are assumed. Generally, will profoundly effect the difficulty in extracting
,onparametric models are expressed as frequency- parameters, and the validity of the extracted parameters.
responses between key input/output variable pairs (e.g., As in transfer-function model structure selection, the
pitch-rate response to longitudinal stick), that are overall goal is to select a model structure that is
calculated using Fast Fourier Transform techniques. consistent with the frequency range of interest. Some of
Nonparametric models are presented in Bode plot format the many important aspects of state-space model structure
of Log-magnitude and phase of the input-to-output ratio formulation for rotoreraft are:
versus frequency. Typical applications of nonparametric
identification results are handling-qualities analyses based * Degree of coupling between the longitudinal and
on bandwidth and phase delay and simulation model lateral/directional motions
validation. Non-parametric identification is a relatively . Order of model needed to characterize the frequency
fast and easy process, and has even been implemented in range of interest
real time for control system performance validation. • Identifiability of the parameters as a function of

the available measurements
A parametric model requires the assumption of both * What parameters are known and should be fixed
system order and the structure of the system's dynamical (e.g., gearing, gravity, filter dynamics)
equations. The simplest parametric model structure is a * Physical constraints between the parameters (e.g.,
transfer-function, which is a (lumped) pole-zero common actuators, aerodynamic symmetry,
representation of the input-to-output process. These geometry).
models have relatively few unknown parameters. On the
other end of the scale is a full 6-DoF (or higher) set of Since most of the WG 18 effort involved identification
coupled linear differential multi-input/multi-output of 6-DoF MIMO state-space models, this model structure
(MIMO) state-space equations, derived from Newton's is presented in detail below.
Laws applied to the helicopter system. Such a rotorcraft
model may contain as many as 50-100 unknown
parameters - a formidable identification problem. 5.2.2 6 DoF State-Space Model
Common applications of parametric models include Structure
control system design, wind-tunnel validation, and math
model derivation and validation. Key aspects of model In the study undertaken by WG 18 the area of application
structure selection for transfer-function and MIMO state- was chosen to be that of helicopter flying qualities, i.e.,
space model formulation are discussed in the following the dynamic performance of the helicopter in response to
paragraphs. its flight controls and as evidenced by the traditional

flight mechanical variables. As a consequence, the basic
Transfer-Function M4.odel Structure Selection. Transfer- dynamic equations selected for the aircraft model are the
function models are generally identified by direct fitting usual equations of flight mechanics as given in Equations
of the nonparametric frequency responses. Specific (5.5.1) through (5.5.4).
aspects of the model structure that must be considered are:

Force equations
" Selection of input/output variable pairs,

" Frequency-range of model applicability, m6i + m(qw - rv) = X - mg sinO
" Physically meaningful order of the numerator

and denominator polynomials, mr' + m(r -pw) = Y +mg COW sin (5.1)
" Inclusion of equivalent time delay, and mn , + m(pv - qu) = Z + mg cosO cos
• Fixing, freeing, or coT 3training coefficients in

the fitting process.

In order to illustrate some of these aspects, consider the Moment equations
selection of transfer function model structure for
handling-qualities analyses. Such analyses are generally Ilo - ~i + (lz -ly)qr - I .q = L
concerned with lumped low-order (equivalent systems)
characterizations of on-axis input-to-output responses in + (IX -Iz)rp + I (p.r2 ) = M (5.2)
terms of gain, natural frequency, damping ratio, and time
delay that are representative of the helicopter's response in I" -I 1 + (Iy. I.)pq + I ,r =N
the pilot's "crossover frequency range" (e.g., 0.1-10
rad/sec). Results for the AH-64 show that the short-term
pitch dynamics are very well characterized by such a

.-
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Kinematic equations for Euler rates as "specific" quantities (equations (5.5) through (5.7)).
This substitution, however, impliesp += psin 0tan 0q + cos tan 0rp n nq•r that for calculating the full values of the

cos q -sin r (5.3) aerodynamic parameters the knowledge of these
mass and inertia properties of the aircraft is

q= sin_9 +cosr requiredand
co c q 0 that these properties are constants.

Assumptions hp = 0, TV, = 0 (5.4) Specificforces

=X/m, Y/m, Z=Zm (5.5)
Gyroscopic reactions due to rotating elements of the
helicopter are neglected.

Specific moments
These equations are non-linear in structure because of thegravitational and rotation rlated terms in the force (i x 0 -. 1)L~
equations and the appearance of products of angular rates

in the moment equations. The model also has to adopt M 0 1y 0 (5.6)
expressions for the aerodynamic forces (X, Y and Z) and
moments (L, M and N) that are central in the equations. -Iz 0 It

In this regard a judgement has to be made which state
variables are significant for the particular application. LL + IN
For conventional, fixed-wing aircraft 6 degrees-of-freedom l.l. -I.,
models involving only the rigid body states u, v, w, p, q (5.7)
and r, and even the simpler longitudinal or lateral l(
subsystems, have been remarkably successful. For
dynamk..lly more complex aircraft, and this certainly -i=L + IN
includes helicopters, additional states and auxiliary Ilj -I2
dynamic equations may be required to provide a

satisfactory representation. In the case of the helicopter,
the dynamics of the main rotor represents such a This gives the following sets of equations for the
complication, introducing the potential need of adding accelerations (5.8) and (5.9), in which the mass and the
state variables associated with blade flapping, flexible moments of inertia no longer appear explicitly.
blade mode, airmass motion or combinations of these.
Another source of complexity is that the rotor drive is Equations for linear accelerations
governed to maintain constant rotational speed by a
control system which may add states and equations to the
model. X -g sm 0 -qw + rv

=Y + g cos 0 sin -ru + pw (5.8)
Fortunately, in many current helicopters, the eigenvalues
associated with these additional states are sufficiently w = Z + g cos 0 cos € -pv + qu
higher than those of the rigid body modes, such that by
constraining the flight control inputs to relatively gradual
excitations, the rotor modes approximately are not excited Equations for angular accelerations
and a model based on the rigid body states can still give
useful results. It should be pointed out, however, that = , 4 = M, i = N (5.9)
especially in the highly manoeuvreable modern
helicopter, this approximation to the model structure is
likely to be marginal. The linear form that is assumed for the specific

aerodynamic forces and moments is given in (5.10) and
The model that has been adopted as the basis for the (5.11).
WG 18 study is the fully coupled, 6 degrees-of-freedom
rigid body system of equations given in (5.1) through

* (5.4). Equations for the specific aerodynamic forces

A simplified set of equations results under the )
assumption that products of angular rates are small and
can be neglected in the moment equations. Y YO + AY (5.10)
Furthermore, by dividing the force equations by the mass AZ a
and multiplying the simplified moment equations by the
inverse inertia matrix, forces and moments are presented with
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X 5- X, X , X* small values of the angular speeds (p, q and r),
small variations of the Euler angles 0 and 0,

AY = Yu Yv AV v small variations of the translational speeds (u,
Z ~~~ ,Z wvand w).

Xp Xq Xr Ap ) This leads to the fully linearized equations of the

Y, Yq Y
r  Aq (5.11) translational accelerations.

ZP Ar ( \ axo ( ,

Y.Xsr1 X4. X&I U 81 Iy I

y~k Y86 Jm AYcd siJ0 ( - oAO Cos0 (wqvor (.6
Zaof 7he , Z A&,i / + g AO cos 0o + -uor + wop

Equationsfor thespecic aerodynamic forces cos Oo - AO sin 0o - vop + uoq

) ( o AL' In the estimation analysis the control inputs are assumed
to be known accurately. In the helicopters for this study,

= t + AMi (5.12) the flight controls are actuated by hydraulic systems. 'Me

control deflection that is measured may represent the
, AN position of a control actuator rather than the immediate

aerodynamic control input. In lieu of modelling thiswith power control system, an effective time delay between the
I L .L L, L. Au measured control motion and the actual rotor controlIj Iinput is assumed. In addition, although rotor state

AM = h M, Mw Av! variables have been omitted explicitly, the rotor dynamics
AN N. Nv w ,w can be coarsely modelled as time delay between rotor

controi applications and the aerodynamic response.
Lv Lq r1( Ap A!though this delay has to be small, it may still affect

+ h4 Mq M, Aq (5.13) the behavib)ur of the faster rigid body modes. Toacknowledge these effects, the model formulation allows,
Np N Nr Ar as a compromise, the introduction of a single time delay

I A81o for each of the four flight controls.

+ L m"tL LZ IZW At To complete the information necessary for the parameter
+ Mr .Mia d M&N estimation algorithms, the relationship between the

Na. Nan, N N&.1 ASF8d observed variables and the state variables has to be
A51 ]specified. This requires detailed calibration knowledge of

the various sensors and their locations, so that corrected
The derivatives used are the specific derivatives of the values to the centre of gravity of the aircraft can be
ISO-Standards (5.8]. determined. The data supplied by the experimental

groups were largely preprocessed to supply data relative
As the aerodynamic forces are the only external forces in to the centre of gravity. It was further assumed that the
the equations (5.10), it is their effect that will be calibration relationships were linear with unity scale
measured by accelerometers. We, therefore, write factors, but allowing for unknown bias values.

In each experiment the available measured variables were
assessed by several different data compatibility checks. It

(5.14) is noteworthy that incompatibilities were found that
perhaps reflect the difficulty of interpreting helicopter air
data measurements with certainty. In principle these air
data sensors are to be calibrated in steady, rectilinear
flight over a representative range of speeds and climbAccording to (5.10) this is decomposed to give rates. This is a difficult task and still only defines the
performance of the air data system under static conditions,

X) X AX a° a )leaving the dynamic response characteristics unknown to( =( +( A y=(ao)+ Aay (5.15) all intents and purposes. The measurements provided by
the 'inertial instruments, such as the accelerometers and

Azi angular rate gyros, also contain offsets which (although
they should be small in good quality sensors) will vary

The remaining nonlinear terms (products) in equation between experiments. The model for the observation
(5.15) can be approximated assuming equation is shown in (5.17).

5,. - ++ ,
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ur, = u+ bu Inthese equations
Vr,. = v + Ix. A and B are the matrices containing the stability and
wm= w + bw control derivatives.

q. = q + bq S represents vector of aerodynamic biases, which
represent the reference state about which the

rm = r + b, (5.17) manoeuvre is performed plus the effects of any
. = 4 + b# deviations from perfect trim in the initial state for each

0m = e + be manoeuvre.

am = a, + b, The vector V ccntains the gravity and rotation related
a m = ay 4- by terms in the force equation.

n(t) is the noise in the state equation.

The observation equation is in time discrete form,
5.2.3 General State and Observation representing the sampled nature of the experiments and

Equations contains the matrices C and D which relate theobserved variables to the state and control variables.
No new unknown parameters appear in these matrices

The general state and observt'ion equations are described if the calibrations contain accurate scale factors.

in (5.18). The vector H contains any measurement bias.

Sl(ti) represents the noise sequence in the
)flx(t), u(t), + F n(t) measurements.

j(Q = g[x(), u(t,), ] + G 'q(t,) (5.18)
X(O) = X0 With the system structure now laid down, the problem

becomes primarily one of estimating the parameter values
where that describe the aerodynamic response to changes in the

state variables (the stability derivatives) and the controls
= state vector = (u, v, w, p, (' r, 0, OT (the control derivatives). An important element of

system identification remains in the deselection of those
parameters that do not or only marginally contribute toy = measurement vector = (urn, Vm, wn. Pm, qm, the fidelity of the model response, a procedure referred to

rm, m, Om, axm, aym, azm)T (It may also include the as model structure determination.

angular acceleration Pm, qm, fm, if available.)

= vector of unknown parameters, such as Xu, 53 Time-Domain Identification
L51on, etc. Methods

Fn(t) = state noise - ideally zero in output error
method There is a vast body of theoretical literature on the

properties of time-domain optimal estimation methods,

"1(ti) =Gaussian, white ndom identity sequence when special forms are assumed for the noise that appearsin e.quation (5.19).
G'rl(ti) =measurement noise

One set of assumptions defines the so-called output error
u = control input vector =(81on, 8ar, 8co1, method, another leads to regression methods or the so-

T called equation error method. These will now be
P1)T  discussed in general terms.

For our linear case, they take the special form of equation 5.3.1 Output Error Method
(5.19).

The idealized situation underlying this method is based on
i(t) = A x(t) + B u(t) + S + V + F n(t) the absence of noise in the state equat, ?n and the
j(t,) C x(t,) + D u(t) + H + G "n(t) (5.19) assumption that the noise in the observation equation

consists of a zero-mean sequence of independent random: x(0) XoxO= variables with a Gaussian distribution identity covanance.
The objective is to adjust the values for the unknown

k
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parameters in the model to obtain the best possible fit The set of parameter values that minimizes the
between the measured data Ym and the calculated model Maximum Likelihood cost function has to be found by a
response Yc. For aircraft identification the Maximum search procedure. Several types of such procedures exist
Likelihood Technique is mostly used: For each set of and depending on the circumstances one or another may
parameter values in the model, the probability of the prove to be more effective. However, the most
response time histories taking values near the observed widespread method is the Gauss-Newton or Newton-
values can be defined and a maximum likelihood solution Raphson algorithm, which starts from a set of initial
is obtained for that set of parametric values that estimates for the parameters and then refines these
maximizes this probability. With all unknown estimates by an iterative method that stops when a desired
parameters collected in a vector 4, the Maximum level of convergence has been reached. The updating
Likelihood estimate of 4 is obtained by minimizing the algorithm is
negative log likelihood function given in (5.20).

N= kk - [ J(k)i t [Vj J&)] (5.23)
J(4) I [ym(t)- y 4 )f (GGTyI [ym(ti ( with

+ ltG(4)GT(4j (5.20) vw(t) =- ([y(t,)-

with 1 (5.24)
ym = measured • (GG T)" [V4 yw(t,)])

and
Yc = model output based on parameter vector

N
The difference between the measured and model response VgJ() =- ([Vk yct(t)]T

time histories that appears in the cost function is the 1.1
Ioutput' error of the model, so explaining the name of the (GGT) [V4 y,(t,)])
method. N (5.25)

Both terms of the sum in this equation include the matrix + 2 ([Ym(4) -" k(h)Jr

G which describes the magnitude information of the
measurement noise. (The product GGT is the (GGr)" L[ VI Y(t)1)
measurement noise covariance matrix). When the noise
is known, the second term in equation (5.20) is constant
and can be neglected for the minimum search. The cost
function th(.a reduces to In the last equation, (5.25), the second gradient V1 y,(t,)

is needed. Its computation requires a large effort. As this
N expression becomes zero when the optimum set of

J( ) =1- I [y(t,) - yc(jr (y(t ] estimated parameters is reached, it can be justified to
21-1 (5.21) neglect this term when the initial starting values for the

unknown parameters are not too far away from the final
'true' values so that convergence to the desired state is

In this case, the criterion is quadratic, weighted by the assured. This approach, known as the Gauss-Newton or
measurement covariance matrix. So in principle, the modified Newton-Raphson approximation, ismeasremnt ovaranc marix.So n pincilethe computationally very efficient and sometimes results iin
technique is a weighted least squares output error method.
In general, the Maximum Likelihood method also superior convergence performance of the iterative search.
estimates noise statistics, but this is often omitted and Neglecting the second gradient does not affect the final
weighting matrices are selected based on the experience of optimal values of the parameters.
the analyst. In brief, the Maximum Likelihood Technique is an
If the matrix G is not known, the measurement noise iterative procedure. It minimizes the differences between
covariance matrix must also be determined. It is obtained measured data and the calculated response of the identified
from. model by modifying the model parameters. The main

steps in the procedure are:

N 1. calculation of the cost function value; (5.20),

2. determination of the measurement noise covariance
matrix; (5.22),

The off-diagonal teris in this matrix are in practice 3. update of the values of the unknown parameters;
usually omitted. (5.23),

-Q 7
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4. calculation of the time history response of the updated The obtained values are often referred to as standard
model, deviations of the identified parameters. It should be

mentioned, that these values indicate the lowest
5. calculation of the new value of the cost function. obtainable bound. They are very useful for the

comparison to each other to develop a feeling about the
This procedure is repeated until the change in the cost reliability of the estimation. For a practical
function is smaller than a prescribed value. The interpretation they are usually too small and it is often
magnitude of the change in the cost function thus suggested to multiply these values by a factor of 5 to 10
indicates convergence of the estimation. To start the to make the standard deviation physically more
technique, a first guess for the unknowns, the a priori meaningful.
values, is needed. They should be as close as possible to
the 'true' values to improve the convergence and to avoid The covariance matrix (5.27) also provides information
that the estimation ends up in a spurious local minimum, about the correlation between the parameters determined
To obtain starting values, a least squares equation error as the above procedure. The correlation coefficients are
technique is often applied, obtained from

The core of the computational effort lies in the covar(mn)(5.29)
calculation of the gradient of the cost function with A, 1= [ovar( (n)

respect to the parameter vector. This gradient can be [covar(nn)cova(mm)]la
computed by finite difference technques or by analytic
differentiation. In the finite difference technique the Both the standard deviations and the correlation
elements of the gradient are determined by perturbing each coefficients are extremely helpful in the search for an
of the elements of the paramete- vector in turn, areinegrtin th mod l e uatons to d ter ine the ppropriate model structure. Output error techniques
reintegrating the model equations to determine the make this information readily available as it is obtainedperturbed model response and then using these from the inverse of the information matrix, which has toperturbations to form the approximate finite difference be calculated anyhow for the estimation procedure.
form of the desired partial denvative. The choice of the
magnitude of the parameter perturbation has to be made It should be pointed out that the reality of the working
with care wthe te model equations are nonlinear. In the model obviously represents a considerably more complexlatter case the alternative of analytic differentiation is not situation than that of the ideal assumptions in theattractive, but for the case of linear systems, the observation equation of no state noise and randomapplication of analytic differentiation often turns out to measurement noise of a simple statistical type. In thebe much more efficient, first place, the measurement errors are likely to contain

The Maximum Likelihood estimator also provides a modelling errors of their own, largely because of the
measure of the reliability of each estimate. From (5.25) limited knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of the air
the Gauss-Newton Approximation (neglection of the data system. Te magnitude of these modelling errors
second gradient) yields may be appreciated from the data compatibility studies.To the extent that such modelling errors exist, the

measurement error will contain contributions that reflect
N .the particulars of the manoeuvre. Secondly, the

I= ([V ,(t,]T (GGT)l [Vky(t,) (5.26) assumption of no-state-noise is equally, or perhaps even
1.1 more strongly, violated. The flight tests may have

experienced some residual turbulence which would then
represent a random contribution to the state noise. More

This is the so-called information matrix. For the importantly, the model we have adopted for the helicopter
idealized case of no state noise and 'simple' measurement is only an approximation to its real characteristics and
error properties the Maximum Likelihood estimation will therefore contribute modelling error to the state
leads to asymptotically efficient unbiased parameter noise. Under these non-ideal real circumstances it is not
estimates. Then, the inverse of the information matrix possible to state that the use of the output error
given in (5.5.27) algorithms will lead to unbiased estimated parameters. 4

Nevertheless, use of the algorithm to estimate parameter
covar(4) = [I(E]1j (5.27) values remains a powerful and useful tool. Also the

indicators of the "quality" of the parameter estimates
embodied in the Cramer-Rao bounds and correlation

is the covariance matrix of the estimation errors, which is matrix are still expected to indicate in a relative sense
a measure for the accuracy of the estimated unknowns, which parameters are firmly determined and which
This uncertainty level, called the Cramer-Rao bound, for parameters play a less important role in the model. This
the individual parameters is obtained from the diagonal information provides then a guide to removing the
terms by marginal parameters from the parameter set to be used.

In practice several different computer programs based on
CR( ) [covar(m, m)]t 2  (5.28) the no,,dut error method are in use. Some of these are

confined to linear model equations, others deal with the
full non-linear equations. The use of linear algorithms

" A '.
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requires either the use of the linearized forms of the parameter vector 4 associated with the particular observed

gravity and rotation related terms in the force equations variable is estimated to be
or, as an alternative, the treatment of these nonlinear
terms as known functions calculated from measured (XTx)' xry (5.31)
values. If the model with its optimally estimated (
parameters provides small differences between the
calculated model responses and measured variables, then The covariance of the estimated parameter vector is given
the latter approach will be reasonable and by (5.32).
computationally effective.

El (4. - 4)(4. - o)r .(xTx)-l (5.32)

5.3.2 Equation Error Method

The theoretical ideal case leading to the output error with o2 estimated by
method is based on no-state-noise so that only 2 N

measurement noise is present and it is furthermore N- -n C.t(t)
assumed to be of a simple random type. A converse ideal

situation would occur when the measurements are and
without error and the state-noise present is assumed to be
random with simple statistical properties. In this case ,(t,) = y(L) -y(t,)
the unknown parameters can be estimated with non-
iterative methods in which the system model equations do y"100 = (4.00 + (4-01 xI(ti) + + (-.) (t)
not have to be integrated. As shown, the application of "'+
this method uses the methodology of regression analysis. When in addition, the state noise is assumed to be
If we assume that a sufficient number of observed normal, i.e., to have a Gaussian distribution, then the

variables are available to determine the state variables classical measures of sngmficance of the sgression, the F
from the observation equations, then, if the measured number, the partial F numbers and the squared multiple
variables are measured without error, the state variables correlation coefficient, can be expressed as in (5.33).
can also be determined without error. These are then
completely deterministic. Now, the linear parametric F = 4estxTy -
representation of the specific aerodynamic forces and (n.1)s 2

moments in terms of the perfectly known state variables
can be confronted with the time histories of these forces
and moments as determined from the accelerometer _ N= " Y(tl)
measurements and the angular accelerations provided by N i l
numerical differentiation of the angular rate measurements (5.33)
(or from angular accelerometers, if available): t).2

y(ti) = + ,x(ti) + ... + 4.x(a) + C(t,) Fp = est)j

s'(kest~j
or

Y + x (5.30) R2 = stx ryN-2
-~y N52

The functions xl(ti) through xn.l(ti) represent the
perfectly known static variables and control inputs and A deliberate selection of the significant parameters can be
y(ti) represents one of the observed components of the made by using a stepwise regression procedure. Ifn such a
specific force or angular acceleration. The function e(ti) procedure, the (regression) model increases its complexity
is called the equation error. The following assumptions by adding one new term at a time from the group of
are made: available state variables and control inputs to the maodel.

The selection can be guided subjectively by the analyst or
" The equation error e is stationary with zero mean. be under the control of a computer algorithm. Typically," e is unorrelated with the state variables. the first regression variable selected is the one thatThe state variables xi are without error, exhibits the largest correlation with the dependent
STe isidntcae y a strib aed, withote, avariable, y. Subsequent decisions are made on the basis
* e is identically distributed, uncorrelated and has the of new, modified regression problems in which modified
variance 02. dependent variables are represented at each step by their

residuals that result when the prediction by the model
In vector form, the observation vector y represents the determined in the previous step; is subtracted, e.g., after
variables measured at N time intervals, one at a time. two steps
Similarly, the state variables and control inputs are each
perfectly known at N intervals. The vector y is then NxI y'U) Y(h) - ()0 - (4w)I xi(t4) - (4t)2 x2(t) (5.34)
and the matrix X is Nxn. Under these circumstances the

m )1 11 f m )Ir X )ea )I.
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The next regressor to be added to the model will be that Since in the analysis of flight test data of aircraft for
variable from amongst the remaining candidate regressor which the model is not accurately known a priori, the
functions that shows the highest correlation with the preference for a particular method or combination of
modified dependent variable. At each step the partial F methods will depend on the abil;ty of the idenified model
numbers are deternined for each of the parameters that to predict aircraft performance in some sense. This
have been entered into the problem and only those that ability is assessed via considerations of model verification
exceed a threshold for their partial 1- values stipulated by and model robustness studies.
the analyst will be retained. The procedure will terminate
when no further additions to the model can meet the
t&eshold criterion.

Several i. , Aementations of the stepwise regression
procedure are available in commercial statistics software References
packages, and a number of laboratories have developed
thei own programmes. The actual matrix arithmetic in [5.1] Ljung, L., System Identification; Theory for
these programmes is finely tuned to be as efficient as the User, Prentice-Hall Inc. Englewood Cliffs,
possible and to minimize the effects of poorly New Jersey, 1987.
conditioned problems.

[5.2] Soderstrom, T., Stoica, P., System
As mentioned previously, the rigorous theory for this Identification, Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood
method is based on the assumptions of perfectly known Cliffs, New Jersey, 1989.
state variables and random noise. For the F values to be
statistically meaningful this random noise has to be a [5.3] Bendat, J. S., Piersol, A. G., Random Data;
white, Gaussian sequence. In reality these assumptions Analysis and Measurement Procedures, Second
are violated. Even when state reconstructed values are Edition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,
used for the state variables, hopefully improving their 1986.
accuracy, these will still not be perfectly known. Under
such conditions, the estimates will no longer be (5.4] Maine, R., Iliff, K. W., Identification of
unbiased. Also the noise statistics do not satisfy the Dynamic Systems; Application to Aircraft,
assumed characteristics, partly because of modelling AGARD AG-300, 1986.
errors, and the information carried by the partial F values
as determined by the application of the regression method [5.5] Klein, V., Maximum Likelihood Method for
is no longer closely related to the actual variance of the Estimating Airplane Stability and Control
parameter estimates. This is clearly illustrated when the Parameters from Flight Data in the Frequency-
parameter variances calculated on the basis of applying Domain, NASA TP-1637, 1980.
the method to a number of different experimental time
histories are analyzed. These turn out to be significantly [5.6] Tischler, M. B., Frequency-Response
larger than the variances inferred from the partial F Identification of XV-15 Tiltrotor Aircraft
values. As is the case in the application of the output Dynamics, NI SA TM-89428, ARMY TM-87-
error method under non-ideal circumstances, the use of the A-2, 1987.
equation error method and the information about the
relative importai.ce of the various parameters, especially [5.7] Kaletka, J., von Grilnhagen, W., Identification
where augmented by practical judgement, nevertheless of Mathematical Derivative Models for the
provides usable information. Design of a Model Following Control System,

45th Annual National Forum of the American

5.3.3 Closing Comments Helicopter Society, Boston, MA, 1989.

[5.8] Anon., Flight Dynamics - Concepts,
On theoretical grounds the application of both output- Quantities and Symbols - Part 3: Derivatives
error and equation-error methods is flawed in that neither of Forces, Moments and Their Coefficients,
promises to deliver unbiased estimates of the parameters. International Standard ISO 1151-3, 1989.
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IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES

FREQUENCY DOMAIN METHODS

Mark B. Tischler
Aeroflightdynamics Directorate

U.S. Army Aviation Research & Technology Activity
Ames Research Center

Moffet Field, California, U.S.A.

The starting point in frequency-domain identification Conversion to the Frequency-Domain. Continuous time-
methods is the conversion of time-based data to history signals are converted to the frequency-domain via
frequency-based data. This conversion, which is a batch the Fourier Transform. For example, the time-based
and non-iterative priess, involves a considerable amount signal x.(t) is convcrted to the frequency-based signal X(f)
of data conditioning not required for time-domain by:
methods. However, once the frequency-domain data base
is completed, the computational burden of the parameter X( =. x(t) e" dt (6.1)
nonlinear search is considerably reduced. Also, there are
some important benefits of formulating the cost function
in the frequency-domain. This section presents an
overview of frequency-domain methods used by WG 18 The condition for existence of the Fourier Transform X()

members. is:

Overview of Frequency-Domain Methods. Discrete data "Ix(t) I dt<,, (6.2)
are converted from time sequences to frequency sequencesJ.
using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), in conjunction
with data windowing and digital filtering. These This condition for existence is satisfied provided that the
resulting frequency sequences are estimates of the Fourier time-history signal x(t) is bounded (i.e., does not blow
Series coefficients for continuous time-history signals. up). The piloted frequency-sweep technique requires that
These Fourier coefficient. are used to calculate the signal the test starts and ends in trim (x(O) = x(tf) = 0), thereby
power spectral density (PSD) functions, which provide ensuring that this condition is satisfied. It is important
important information on the frequency content of to emphasize here that the Fourier Transform is ,alid and
excitation and response signals, as needed in test input can be determined without modification for flight data
design. The frequency-response function and associated obtained from helicopters that exhibit either stable or
accuracy metric, the coherence function, are determined u (most common) rJynamic characteristics.
directly from the PSD results; these are the "non- Furthermore, the frequency-response function H(f) which
parametric" identification results that are very useful for relates the input and output Fourier Transforms (X(f) and
handling-qualities analyses, simulation validation, and Y(f), respectively) will also exist and be completely valid
flight control. Frequency-response data obtained from for either stable or unstable systems:
flight responses containing multiple control inputs are
post-processed to remove the effects of partially-correlated
control inputs. Y(f) = H(f) X(f) (6.3)

Parametric identification equations based on output-error
and equation-error cost function formulations presented Flight test techniques and numerical examples of
earlier for the time-domain techniques are essentially extracting unstable responses are presented by Tischler
unchanged for the frequency-domain solution, once the
time index is replaced by the frequency index. Transfer- 15.5.71.
function identification is completed by direct fitting of Real time-history data is of finite time duration (T, sees),
single-input/single-output (SISO) frequeucy-responses so the Fourier Transform of equation (5.5.35) becomes
using an assumed transfer-function model structure. the Finite Fourier Transform:
State-space model identification based on frequency-
response cost functions is achieved by simultaneously
fitting the MIMO set of frequency-responses.

4-
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T Output autospectrum:
X(f, 7') = x(t) e"- 'f dt (6.4)

Gyyf#0 = 2 Iy(fW
ThJ (6.8)

The record length T is the fundamental period of the = distribution of yy as a function of frequency
signal, and defines the minimum frequency of
identification:

Cross spectrum:
=2y/T (6.5)

3.#k) = 2. [X. (fk)Y(fk)]
Frequencies o < (omin DO NOT EXIST in the data and, lU (6.9)
so cannot be identified ["padding with zeroes" simply = distribution of xy as a function of frequency
produces interpolation, and does not allow lower
frequencies to be identified].

Examination of the input autospectrum provides theWhen the data is in digital form, as is the case here, the bandwidth of the excitation signal, the key characteristic
Finite Fourier Transform is calculated digitally via the for input signal design. Test inputs for system
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): identification must have excitation bandwidths that cover

N-1 the frequency range of the intended application.
X(fk) = X(k A0) = At Y_ x. exp[-j2n(kn)/N];fn- xFrequencv-Response Calculation. The SISO frequency-

,2.. (6.6) response H() is determined from the PSD functions:k=0,1,2..N-I

where: H(f) = G"y( (6.10)
X(fk) = Fourier coefficients G2,(f)
Xn = x(n At) = data points
At = time increment The frequency-response as determined from equation
N = numberofdiscretefrequencypoints (6.10) is unbiased in the presence of both output

measurement noise (aircraft response sensors), and
Finally,, the Fast Fourier Transform ("FFT") is a process noise (e.g., turbulence). This is a key benefit of
numerically efficient algorithm for calculating the DFT. frequency-response based identification methods as
The quality (accuracy, resolution, random error content) compared to equation-error or output-error approaches.
of the achievable frequency-domain data and resulting
model identification results are significantly enhanced by The coherence function y2 calculated at each frequency
a number of relatively easy,, but important data point indicates the accuracy of the identified frequency-
processing procedures (Bendat and Piersol, 1986 (6.1]; response:
Tisehler, 1987 [6.2]; Tischler and Cauffman, 1990 [6.3]):

" Digital prefiltering y2 - IG(f 2

" Overlapped/apered windowing Gu,(f)Gyy() (6.11)

" Chirp z-transform
" Composite window averaging

When the time-history does not end in trim (e.g., 3211 Coherence function values less than unity are due to
test inputs), a correction term can be applied to the FFT nonlinearities in the input-to-output process, or the
to account for the conversion error introduced by the presence of measurement noise or process noise. A
truncation effects in equation (6.4) (Fu et al., 1983 [6.4]). coherence function of greater than 0.6 generally indicates
However, this correction term is not significant if acceptable identification accuracy for that frequency point.
tapered, overlapped windows are used, as is recommended.

Frequencv-Rcpnnqe. Idenification When Multiple
Spectral Functions. I he Fourier coefficients can be Partially-Correlated Inputs are Present. Most test data
manipulated to determine the spectral distribution of the generated by a pilot or with computer generated signals
input, output, and cross-correlated signals - the power involve inputs to multiple controls. For example, in the
spectral density ("PSD") functions: frequency-sweep test technique, the pilot may apply

inputs in the secondary channels to maintain aircraft
motion near the reference flight condition. If dynamic

Input autospectrum: coupling exists in the system ting identified, the
presence of correlated secondary inputs, if ignored, willGa(fk) = 2 X(fj2; bias frequency-responses obtained from the SISO-- J relationship of equation (6.10) (Tischler, 1987 (6.2]).

U = 1.63 for Harming window (6.7) The correct responses are obtained from the multi-
= distribution of xx as a function of frequency input/single-output MISO solution of the matrix

frequency-response equation at each frequency point
(Owes et al., 1978 [6.51):
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dynamic modes (e.g., fuselage and rotor modes). This
problem is discussed in detail by Fu ct al (1990, [6.6]).T(fk) G(fk) G0y(fk) (6.12) In the current application to the identification of 6-DoF
handling-qualities models, the most significant benefitswhere of the frequency-domain methods are:

Gxx(fk) = nc x nc matrix of auto and cross-spectra Direct estimation of time-delays. This is very
between the nc inputs, important for achieving a representative model. Timedelays are directly and very accuracy determined with

frequency-domain methods, since such delays have aGxy(fk) = nc x 1 matrix of SISO cross-spectra linear effect on the cost function. In contrast, time-
between each control input and the single domain methods can estimate these delays only in an
input. indirect fashion.

The associated coherence function obtained from the Band-limiting data and frequency weighting. In theMISO solution is referred to as the "partial coherence": frequency-domain formulation, the cost function is
calculated only in the frequency range selected by the
user. This allo the analyst to closely match the data

(6.2,) with the model structure. For example, the 6-DoFY =yyncd) (6.13) identification is conducted in the frequency range up to
the first rotor regressing flapping mode. Within the
identification range, the frequency-domain fitting errors

This solution is repeated for each of the (no) outputs to are equally weighed at all frequencies. Unless specific
obtain the (nc x no) MIMO set of "conditioned" explicit weighting is applied, the time-domainobtaine(nexs n) etfcformulation provides higher weighting of the lowerfrequency-responses frequencies which can degrade the identification of the

higher-frequency modes. Also, the data must beOutput-Error and Equation-Error Formulations in the digitally filtered to achieve time-domain band-limiting
Fe -n~ Domain. The time-domain state equations for consistency with the model structure.(5.19) are converted to the frequency-domain by taking
the Fourier Transform and dropping the initial conditions Frequencv-Resnonse Cost Function Formulation. Theand bias terms: frequency-response cost function is formulated by taking

the Laplace Transform of equation (6.7) on page 94 and
solving for the state-space model transfer-function Tm:jw (() = A X((o) + B u(o) + Gnn((o) (6.14)

Y((o) = C X(co) + D u~o) + Gj(w) Tm(s) = C[sl -A)"1 B + D (6.15)

where:
A matrix of time delays r is included in the model byu(o) and Y(O) are the control (input) and output noting that:

Fourier coefficients obtained from equation (6.6)
with w = 2nf, Td(s) = e"  (6.16)

Gnn((o) is the PSD of the process noise,

G1111(o) is the PSD of the measurement noise.

Including both process and measurement noise sources The unknown state-space model parameters (0) in theleads to the general frequency-domain Maximum- matrices A, B, and r are determined by minimizing J, aLikelihood problem (Klein, 1980 [5.51). The frequency- weighted cost function of the error e between thedomain output-error and equation-error solutions follow identified frequency responses T(w) (of equation (6.12)directly from the earlier time-domain solutions: and the model responses Tm(jo) [of equation (6.17)] over

Gnn(O) 0 Output-error a selected frequency range:
R..

Grl((o) = 0 = Equation-error J(0) I eT((o, 0)WE(wn, 0) (6.18)
n-I

At first look, it may appear that a great deal of
computational effort has been expended to arrive rightback at the same equation-error and output-error solutions The frequency ranges for the identification criterion (tol,obtainable in the time domain. But, there are some 2 .... , On) are selected individually for each
important benefits of using the frequency-domain input/output pair according to their individual ranges offormulation, especially for identifying higher-order good coherence. In this way, only valid data are used inmodels of helicopter dynamics that include widely spaced the fitting process. Within these frequency ranges, the
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points are selected linearly across the logarithmic important. Also, since frequency-domain methods tend to
frequency range. The weighting matrix (W) is based on be graphics intensive (spectral curves, frequency-response,
the values of coherence at each frequency point to coherence, etc), user-friendly graphics-oriented software is
emphasize the most accurate data. These features are key important. The growing availability of frequency-domain
benefits of the frequency-response approach. identification software is a key factor in recent growth of

interest in these techniques. Sophisticated software for
As in the time-domain methods, the Cramer-Rao bounds output-error and equation-error formulations has been
and parameter correlation information are obtained from developed by DLR and University of Glasgow. The
the numerical estimate of the Hessian matrix H. For the AFDD has developed an integrated package for the
frequency response method: frequency-response based approach.

= =References
H 2J -=_ 2D T W D (6.19) [6.1] Bendat, J. S., Piersol, A. G., Random Data;

a0 Analysis and Measurement Procedures, Second
Edition, John Wiley & Sons: Inc., Now York,

where D m Dei/iOj is obtained numerically from first 1986.
differences. [6.21 Tischler, M. B., Frequency-Response

Identification of XV-15 Tiltrotor Aircraft
The Cramer-Rao lower bound for each parameter (CRi) is Dynamics, NASA TM-89428, ARMY TM-87-
obtained as before: A-2, 1987.

CR, (6.20) [6.31 Tischler, M. B., Cauffman, M. G., Frequency,
Response Method for Rotorcraft System
Identification with Applications to the BC 105

A reasonable estimate of the parameter standard deviation Helicopter, 46th Forum, American Helicopter
usually requires a scale factor of 5-10 on the Cramer-Rao Society, Dynamics 1-Session, Washington,
bound to account for modelling errors and non-Gaussian DC, 1990.
noise. The frequency-response ratio of equation (6.20)
eliminates the noise effects, which from experience (6.4] Fu, K. H., Marchand, M., Helicopter System

lowers the appropriate scale factor to about 2. Identification in the Frequency-Domain, 9th
European Rotorcraft Forum, Stresa, Italy,
1989.

Concluding Remarks Reuarding Frequency-Domain
Co ds Frequency-domain methods provide some (6.51 Otnes, R. K., Enochson, L., Applied Timeiethods.Frequencyin er thst ide ton, Series Analysis, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,important benefits in rotorcraft system identification, New York, 1978.
especially in the identification of higher-order models
with widely spaced dynamic modes. The tradeoff is in the (6.6) Fu, K. H., Kaletka, J., Frequency-Domain
considerable amount of data conditioning involved in the Identification of BO 105, Derivative Models
conversion of the time-domain data base to the frequency- with Rotor Degrees of Freedom, 16th European
domain data base. The proliferation of data in this Rotorcraft Forum, Glasgow, UK, 1990.
conversion process makes a data-basing capability very
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MODELLING ASPECTS AND ROBUSTNESS ISSUES

IN ROTORCRAFT SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

by

D. J. Murray-Smith
Department of Electromts and Electrical Engineering

University of Glasgow
Glasgow, G12 8QQ

Scotland, United Kingdom

Summary changed. Successful adoption of system identi-
fication methods by the rotorcraft industry

The concept of robustness is examined and hinges on the formulation of guidelines to
discussed in the context of rotorcraft system ensure robustness and a comprehensive demon-
identification and modelling. A classification stration of robustness through the application
of robustness issues is proposed involving of such guidelines.
experimental design aspects, identification
techniques, model structure estimation, para- Rob':stness issues in rotorcraft system ident,i-
meter estimation and the robustness of the cation may be classified conveniently as
complete mathematical model resulting from the follows:
application of identification processes.
Associated tests of robustness are proposed and (a) robustness and reliability of a priori
a set of special recommendations is presented information required for successful system
for each of the aspects considered. Within identification.
these recommendations pLrticular emphasis is
placed on the need for a good user interface (b) robustness of the identification technique
which fully exploits the use of computer used for establishing the structure of the model
graphics and for reliable tools for the assess- and estimating parameters of the model.
ment of model structure.The need for prelimin-
ary flight tests to characterise the dynamics of (c) robustness (consistency and accuracy) of
the system and thus guide the design of identi- the identified model structure.
fication experiments is also emphasised. A
further recommendation is that design criteria (d) robustness (consistency and accuracy) of
should be established for verification inputs, the estimated parameters.

(e) overall robustness of the resulting mathe-
I Introduction matical model.

Deficiencies in mathematical models used for This discussion paper puts forward proposals
piloted simulations and for flight control law for the robustness conditions and tests required
design can impose important limitations and for all aspects of the problem. In some cases
constraints in research and development the proposals are tentative and the need for
programmes for new aircraft. These, in turn, more substantiation work is identified. While
can lead to significant additional costs, it is clearly attractive to maximise robustness

at all stages, it must also be recognised that
System identification methods can contribute valuable work has been done with the techni-
significantly to the processes of model develop- ques of system identification in cases where
ment and validation provided due account is success has been limited because of lack of
taken of the issues of identifiability and robustness but where the fragility of results
robustness. Identifiability relates to the has provided important new insight in terms of
potential for successful derivation of a mathe- the mathematical model.
matical model of a given structure from given
experimental response data. Robustness, on the It must be admitted that lack of robustness has
other hand, concerns the degree to which an been an important factor which has limited the
identified model is altered when factors such as use of identification techniques by industry in
the test data record length, test input signal the past. However, it must be pointed out that
magnitude or identification algorithm are the industrial organitations that will benefit
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the most and the earliest from this enabling defined for each test and these conditions must
technology are those that commit resources to it be repeatable. This is possible only when there
during its development, is a low turbulence level which would of course

apply unless turbulence modelling is a specific
objective of the flight test programme. At the

2 A priori Information: analysis stage it is therefore necessary to
Experimental Design and Data determine the means and standard deviations of
Consistency the records from all the channels prior to the

application of the control input. This process
Successful initial design of an identification allows one to check that the required initial
experiment depends critically upon the level of state exists in terms of the mean values and that
uncertainty within the information available at deviations from this mean lie below a 0,'
the outset, including the accuracy of any avail- threshold level.
able mathematical models of the vehicle.
Accurate experimental design requires prior In the design of flight experiments it is also
knowledge of the characteristics of the vehicle important to make provision for repeated testing
and such information is, of course, never fully at each chosen test condition. Results from
available. A second concern is the accuracy repeated tests must be examined carefully for
and consistency of the measurements them- differences. Ideally this should be done on
selves: both of these issues can be discussed board the aircraft or by telemetry so that
under the heading of a priori information, further testing can be carried out if significant

variations are detected.
2.1 Experimental Design

Investigation of linearity is of great importance
As has been pointed out by Murray-Smith and and at each test point inputs should be applied
Padfield (1991), experimental designs based on for different amplitudes and for different
available mathematical models are unlikely to directions. The degree of nonlinearity can then
be optimal due to model uncertainties. It is be assessed qualitatively and also in a quantita-
important, therefore, to be able to characterise tive fashion in terms, for example, of the ampli-
some flight test data, if available, prior to any tude distribution function.
detailed experimental design. Such prelimin-
ary data must, of course, be representative of The frequency content of test signals is of great
the flight condition for which the proposed importance for system identification work and
identification tests are to be performed. Char- it is necessary to ensure that the frequency
acterisation of these data sets may be carried content of the test input signal used in a given
out in terms oi spectral content, amplitude application is appropriate for the modelling
probability density, maximum excursions and objectives in that particular case. Spectral
noise content. Measurec such as these, taken analysis of the test input applied to the vehicle,
together with a mathematical model of the coupled with simi-lar analysis of the measured
vehicle and any other available information, response variables, can provide valuable
provide useful insight which can have consider, physical insight. For each test condition it is
able influence on the design Pnd conduct of appropriate to carry out tests with different
flight experiments for system identification input signais selected to cover different parts of
purposes, the frequency range. Comparisons czi then be

made of these data sets with a view to estab-
Closely associated with the analysis of any lishing any potential prob-lem areas for the
preliminary flight data is a requirement for subsequent identification process. For
careful assessment of the instrumentation example, the extent of excitation of each of the
available on the aircraft to ensure that it is states at a given part of the frequency range can
adequate for system identification purposes, be of considerable import-ance. Prior know-
Questions of robustness of estimates and ledge of the states which are excited in a satis-
robustness of identification methods are closely factory fashion can be very helpful in guiding
associated with the quality of the flight test the user of identification software and in
data which, of course, dcpends ultimately on the interpreting results.
quality of the instrumentation.

If test input signals are to be applied by the
Careful attention to detail in the design and pilot via the normal controls practical
conduct of flight experiments can greatly limitations of accuracy and repeatability are
enhance the effectiveness and value of a flight encountered both in terms of amplitude and
test programme. Initial conditions must be timing. The difficulties of applying tests

p:jm , m
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signals manually restrict the range of input Important questions of robustness arise in I
types which can be considered, On the other connection with all of these methods of consis-
hand it may be essential in some applications, tency checking. In methods (a) and (b) biases

such as handling qualities studies, for the pilot and scale factors may be estimated using least
to apply the test inputs. squares or maximum likelihood techniques, but

instrument modelling errors or the presence of
Robustness of test inputs is an important but large amounts of measurement noise can cause
often neglected aspect of the input design problems. State estimation methods may be
process. As already discussed, only an used to reduce the uncertainty level associated
approximate model of the vehicle is available with a given signal but these techniques require
prior to testing and the inputs used should be prior knowledge of measurement and process
as insensitive as possible to errors in the noise statistics which may not be readily
model, available.

A second important point is that inputs should One approach to the investigation of kinematic
not contain a dc component since this will tend consistency which may have some advantages, in
to change the operating condition of the aircraft terms of robustness, over other methods
away from the initial trim state; unless this is involves the use of a Bayesian estimator (Black
specifically required (eg classical speed - (1989), Turner (1991)). For such an estimator
stability tests (Padfield (1985)). confidence figures have to be provided for the

initial values of the unknown parameters. Some
Tables 1 to 5 summarise robustness conditions physical insight can thus be incorporated
and tests for each aspect of the identification within the estimation process and this may
process. Special recommendations are included provide benefits in terms of the robustness of
within these tables and for the experimental estimates of bias and scale factor parameters.
design aspect (Table 1) the recommendations
emphasise the importance of a preliminary
flight test. Results from the application of an 3 Identification Techniques
appropriate broad-band calibration input, such
as a frequency sweep, should be of value in the The robustness of a given identification techni-
experimental design and should provide useful que cannot, in general, be separated from
information to guide the initial choice of a questions of experimental design, choice of
model structure, model structure, and accuracy of the resulting

estimates. However, in the context of the
2 .2 Kinematic (measurement) classification of robustness issues given above,

consistency the robustness, or otherwise, of a given identi-
fication technique is taken to mean the reli-

The fact that flight data is frequently degraded ability of the method in terms of convergence of
by measurement and process noise and sensor the optimisation procedure, susceptibility to
calibration inaccuracies introduces a need for measurement and process noise, and accuracy of
consistency checks on the data prior to the initial parameter estimates.
application of identification techniques to
estimate aircraft parameters. Methods com- Klein, in his AGARD Lecture Series No.104
monly used for the investigation of data con- paper (Klein, (1979)), has provided a useful
sistency involve:- summary of the identification techniques

generally applied to aircraft parameter
(a) simple comparisons between redundant estimation. The paper gives the theoretical
sensors properties of a number of different estimators.

These properties provide useful pointers with
(b) comparisons between kinematically regard to questions of robustness.
redundant sensors '(eg comparisons of integrated
body rotational accelerations with body angular For example, in its most general form, the
rates) maximum-likelihood method provides a means

of obtaining parameters for a linearised aircraft
and model from flight data involving both measure-

ment noise and process noise. On the other
(c) state estimation techniques such as the hand other, less general, forms of output error AY
Kalman Filter/Smoother. method are based upon an assumption that only

measured outputs are corrupted by noise and
that the aircraft experiences no gusts or other
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unmodelled disturbances. In the presence of 4 Model Structure
process noise, such as atmospheric disturb-
ances, results from output-error methods can be Questions of robustness in terms of the estima-
significantly degraded, leading to poor esti- tion of model structure are, for linear six-
mates which show large variances or high cor- degree-of-freedom rotorcraft identification,
relations. The variance of estimates obtained traditionally linked to problems associated with
using equation error methods is affected not equation-error identification methods and to
only by process noise but also by the noise level techniques for the determination of model order
associated with all the measurements and the in transfer function models. However, the use of
estimates themselves can be significantly pseudo-control inputs (eg Black and Murray-
biased using this approach even if the measure- Smith, (1989)) or the method of successive
ment noise and process noise components have residuals (DuVal et al, (1983)) as a means of
zero mean value, reducing the complexity of the parameter

estimation problem also involves decisions
Comparisons of the robustness of different which relate implicitly -,o the model structure,
techniques can only be carried out if they and may have a bearing on the accuracy of the
involve tests in which each method is assessed estimates of the associated parameters.
using the same sets of flight data. The robust-
ness of a given technique can, of course, be In broader terms the model structure estimation
influenced considerably by the software imple- process implies an activity in which the model
mentations and every effort must be made to may be expanded in a number of different
ensure that identification techniques are not dimensions. The number of degrees of freedom
being degraded by poor software design. is the most obvious measure of complexity of a

model structure but this aspect cannot be
Other factors to be considered in making separated from questions of bandwidth, ampli-
comparisons of this kind include the form of tude and helicopter components. It is vital to
model under consideration (eg state space or recognise that in the development of a model
transfer function) and the particular flight structure we can expect to see dramatic changes
conditions included in the chosen data sets in effective parameters as the model is
upon which the comparisons are based. expanded. For example, the parameters of a

low-frequency reduced-order model may change
The ease of use of a method and the form of significantly as additional degrees-of-freedom
interface provided in a particular computer are introduced or the bandwidth is increased.
implementation are matters which are, in Such changes demonstrate very clearly the
principle, quite separate from questions of weakness of reduced-order models when used
robustness. However, the diagnostic tools outside their proper range of application.
incorporated within a particular software
implementation can be of considerable import- One important indicator of problems associated
ance. Robustness problems may well remain with model structure is provided by the
undetected unless the user is confronted with residuals which are obtained following the
relevant evidence concerning confidence parameter estimation stage of the identification.
intervals, goodness of fit and cost function Correlated residuals can often be an indicator of
values. This implies a need for a well designed, a possible problem associated with the model
flexible, user interface with extensive provision structure. The form of the residuals, when
for graphical output. interpreted with with physical understanding,

may provide clues concerning the precise nature
The special recommendation presented in of this problem and the steps to be taken to
Table 2 for this aspect of the identification correct the model structure. Practical diffi-
process relates to the need for identification culties can arise, however, because of the fact
tools to incorporate a full and well-engineered that large residuals may also result from the
user interface which provides information presence of correlated measurement noise in the
concerning factors such as the goodness of fit, measured flight data, or from the fact that a
confidence intervals of estimates, the sensi- particular response var.able is of very small
tivity to changes of model structure and the amplitude, or from nonlinearities.
sensitivity to changes in test condition. Good
graphics facilities are an essential part of this The step-wise regression procedures available
usar interface, within the Optimal Subset Regression (OSR)

program (Padfield et al (1987)) allow the
estimation of a first approximation to the para-
meter estimates in a class of model structures.
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This form of equation-error estimation provides It is recommended in Table 3 that increased
one very convenient way of exploring the ability emphasis should be given to establishing a valid
of different linear and nonlinear model struc- model structure prior to the parameter estima-
tures to fit flight measurements. The step-wise tion stage of the identification process. In
regression procedure applies the least squares order to do this more reliable techniques are
fit in a sequence of steps, each time adding or needed for the estimation of model structure.
deleting an additional independent variable to
the regression equation until a best fit is
achieved. At each stage the variable chosen for 5 Parameter Estimates
entry to the regression is the one having the
highest partial correlation with the residual. In One indicator of the robustness of parameter
this process tne multiple correlation coeffici- estimates is the value of the associated variance.
ent, R , is a direct measure of the accuracy of It should be noted, however, that comparison of
fit while the total F-ratio provides a measure of variance values obtained using different model
the confidence ascribed to the fit. The partial structures is not valid.
F-ratios for individual parameters provide
individual confidence measures. Both R and As mentioned under the heading of model struc-
the F-ratios are tracked during the regression ture, checks of residuals can provide additional
process in order to determine the maximum insight concerning questions of accuracy. If the
total and partial F-ratios. The regression is identification process is completely accurate,
terminated when either R reaches a pre- both in terms of model structure and parameter
defined value or the individual F-ratios of estimates, the residuals will take the form of
remaining parameters fall below a specified white noise. The whiteness of residuals is
critical value. An example, described by conventionally tested by determining the auto-
Padfield et al (1987), has illustrated the value correlation function of the residual sequence.
of this process for the case of a pedal doublet
response in which it was found necessary to An additional measure of the robustness of
restrict the estimated model structure to simple parameter estimates may be provided by plots of
lateral and directional motions. The relation- the parameter value versus the length of the
ship between the stability of the Dutch roll and record used for the identification. The plots for
the flight path angle was being investigated and, each parameter should of course converge to a
although it was found initially that the predic- constant value as the record length increases.
tive capabilities of the simulation model were An example for the case of the Puma helicopter
poor, a reduced-order upgraded model based on may be found in a recent paper by Black and
flight data provided greater insight concerning Murray-Smith (1989) which includes a graph
the mechanisms of stability loss with climb showing the dependence of estimates and the
angle. associated variances on record length for a

particular flight experiment.
The incorporation of pure time delays within
the model structure can lead to improved, and The sensitivity of parameter estimates to the
more robust estimates of derivatives within the frequency range of the data used in the estima-
six-degrees-of-freedom form of description in tion process can also be revealing and can
cas-s where these derivatives are susceptible to provide a measure of the robustness of para-
rotor transient effects which are not included in meter estimates. High sensitivity to the inclu-
the assumed model structure. sion of additional frequencies in the range used

for identification is a good indicator of prob-
In addition to bandwidth and amplitude a third lems in the experimental design or model struc-
important model dimension relates to the ture determination stages. Essentially the
vehicle's physical components eg main rotor, requirement, in terms of the frequency-domain,
tail rotor etc. Without the use of special load is to establish the range of frequencies over
cells, however, knowledge of individual compon- which parameter estimates are essentially
ent contributions to force and moment deriva- constant. This process should then lead to an
tives is very difficult to extract. However, in identified model which is valid for that
some situations certain components dominate frequency range.
and in others the relationship between the
components' contributions to different parts of The robustness of parameter estimates is
the model structure are known and can be used closely associated with questions of experi-
to support the analysis (eg N ot constant x mental design and the spectral behaviour of the
Y ot). system. Plaetschke and Schulz (1979) have

discussed the general problem of identifiability
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of derivatives and have proposed the use of It is also very useful, when comparing para-
frequency-domain techniques for identifi- meter estimates with theoretical predictions, to
ability investigations. Kaletka (1979) has also examine the trend of the estimated parameters
proposed a method for isolation of significant with some fundamental rotorcraft quantity
parameters involving measures based upon defining the flight condition. Such quantities
time-domain quantities. Both of these include speed, rate of climb or descent and turn
approaches provide powerful tools to isolate rate. As pointed out by Iliff (1979) this simple
significant terms and identifiable parameters technique can provide much valuable insight
within the model equations. Clearly, as is and is readily applied to aircraft where
emphasised in Table 4, estimated parameters manoeuvres are small perturbations about a
should show low sensitivity to record length in point in a much larger envelope.
both the time domain and frequency domain.

7 Conclusions and Recommendations
6 Overall Robustness of the Model

The robustness conditions and associated tests
Checks of the overall accuracy of the model proposed in the previous sections are summar-
resulting from the identification process can be ised in Tables 1 to 5. For each robustness
obtained by carrying out tests on the model condition it is possible to define one or more
using data sets which were not used in the tests which may be of value. In some cases the
identification process. The selection of such proposals which have been made are very tenta-
data sets to be used for model checking can tive and it is unlikely that any examples exist
present problems in that they must be broadly where all these robustness tests have been
similar to the sets used for the identification in applied in a systematic fashion. Many cases do
terms of their spectral properties and amph- exist, however, in which some of the robustness
tude and energy distributions. If the differ- tests shown in the tables have been applied and
ences between the model responses and the where valuable insight has been obtained from
corresponding measured variables are all suffi- their use.
ciently small the identified model can then be
accepted as a candidate model for the chosen This analysis of robustness issues also high-
flight condition. It will not, however, be a lights some of the reasons for the reluctance
unique representation and it is possible that shown by industry in the past to adopt system
other models could give similar results. identification methods for routine application.

An additional check can, of course, be provided Special recommendations are also presented in
by carrying out repeated runs at the same the tables for each aspect of the identification
nominal test condition using the same experi- process. These provide a summary of the more
mental design. An assessment of the changes of detailed recommendations contained ir each of
structure and parameter estimates under these the earlier sections of this chapter. It is
circumstances can be very revealing, especially believed that the presentation of robustness
when the extent of the model distortion is issues and corresponding tests in this way,
related to the error bounds of the estimated together with these recommendations, can help
model parameters. The situation is unsatisfac- to define a set of tools necessary for the
tory if the variations of parameters derived successful application of system identification
from tests carried out under nominally the same techniques for rotorcraft.
conditions are greater than the estimated error
bounds. One of the recommendations showL :n
Table 5 is that design criteria should be Acknowledgments
established for verification inputs.

The author wishes to acknowledge the important
Responses obtained using other test inputs are contributions made by other members of the
bound to give differences in the amplitude, AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel Working Group
frequency and distribution of energy between WG-18 in the course of discussions of robust-
state variables and are thus likely to give ness issues at their meetiigs. The author
different parameter estimates. The differences wishes to record his particular thanks to
may however be understandable in terms of Dr.G.D. Padfield for his assistance and for the
physical reasoning and potentially useful many valuable suggestions made by him during
information can sometimes be obtained by the preparation of this paper.
making comparisons of results from a number of
test signals.
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Tables

Robustness Conditions Robustness "asts Special Recommendations

Precision and repeatability of Analysis of mean and standard
deviation of all channels prior toinitial conditions control input

Repeatability of selected test Repetition of flight tests and The experimental design proc-inputs analysis of differences between ess should incorporate a pre-responses liminary flight test to categorise
Repetion of flight tests using the dynamic system, includingdilerent amplitudes and sensors, actuators, control sys-tem and airframe. Results fromLinearity directions of test signals this test should guide the design
Examination of amplitude dis- of optimal test inputs for system
tribution functions identification and should influ-

Low correlation between control Correlation analysis of records emodel struc-
inputs and between states ture

Frequency content of test inpu
in relation to modelling require- Spectral analysis of records
ment

Table I Robustness Aspect of the Experi .. ntai Design

Robustness Conditions Robustness Tests Special Recommendations

Examination of theoretical prop-
Susceptibility of method to erties of the method Identification tools must int r-
measurement noise Results obtained from applica- porate a full and well engi-

tion of method to simulated neered user interface exploiting
response data with added noise maximum use of simple graph-

i ics. The tools should provide
Examination of theoretical prop- information on goodness of fit,

Susceptblity of method to pro- erties of the method confidence intervals, sensitivity
cess noise Results obtained from applica- to changes in test condition and

tion of method to simulated model structure, etc
response data

Table 2 Robustness Aspect of the Identification Technique

Robustness Conditions Robustness Tests Special Recommendations

Suitability of initial choice of Application of R2 and F-ratio
model structure tests in stepwise regression More emphasis must be given

procedure to establishing a valid model
. structure before proceeding toSuitability of model transfer Examination of residuals in fre- the parameter estimation st3ge.

function order quency domain Reliable tools for the assess-

Examination of residuals ment of model structure are
Presence of signficant unmo- Examination of effects of intro- requireddelled dynamics ducing pure time delay

Table 3 Robustness Aspect of the Identified Model Structure
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Robustness Conditions Robustness Tests Special Recommendations

Examination of variance values
provided by the chosen esti-

Range of parameter estimates mation method.
found from different teststo establish whether they show

white noise properties (e g by
autocorrelation analysis). Estimated parameters should

show low sensitivity to record

Dependence of estimates on Repeat estimation process for a length in both the frequency
record length variety of different record domain and time domainlengths

Dependence of estimates on Repeat estimation process

frequency ra'ige used for esti- using frequency domain
mation approach for a number of differ-

ent frequency ranges

Table 4 Robustness Aspect of the Estimated Parameters

Robustness Conditions Robustness Tests Special Recommendations

Overall adequacy of estimated Examination of residuals Design criteria are needed for
model structure and parameters verification inputs to establish

model properties in terms of
distortion of'

Model distortion effects when Analysis of flight test data for 1) Model responses when sub-
used with verification inputs verification inputs jected to verification input

2) Model parameters for verifi-
cation inputs

Table 5 Robustness Aspect of the Resulting Mathematical Model

i
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Assessment of Rotorcraft System Identification
as Applied to the AH-64

D. Banerjee and J.W. Harding
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company

Mesa, Arizona

1. Abstract m Mass
M y-axis aerodynamic moment

Flight test data from the U.S. Army/McDonnell Dou- N z-axis aerodynamic moment

glas AH-64 Apache attack helicopter was provided to p Body roll rate, rad/s
the AGARD FMP Working Group 18 (WG-18) on Ro- q Body pitch rate, rad/s
torcraft System Identification. Results from the appli-
cation of system identification techniques on the data r Body yaw rate, rod/s
by several members are compared. The data are pro- u x-axis velocity, m/.
cessed by the WG members to assure consistency and V y-axis velociiy, M/s
remove identified measurement biases. Various time- V Total velocity, rn/s
domain identification procedures ranging from linear
regression to maximum likelihood are used to iden- W s-axis velocity, m/s
tify coupled six degree-of-freedom rigid body models. X x-axis aerodynamic force
Stability and control derivative estimates and model Y y-axis aerodynamic force
eigenvalues are compared. Diagonal terms in the mod- Z s-axis aerodynamic force
els are consistently identified while coupling derivative Angle of attack
estimates vary widely. Eigenvalues associated with the
slower modes (phugoid and spiral) are not consistently 0 Sideslip angle

identified du. to %he limited 12 second record length 6. Longitudinal cyclic control, %
of the available data. Roll convergence and Dutch 6Y Lateral cyclic control, %
roll modes are consistent between the models. All 5P Pedal control, %
the models do a good job of predicting primary axis S. Collective control, %
response, however, improved correlation is achieved
by eliminating insensitive stability a.d control deriva-
tives from the parameter sets. rX Longitudinal control time delay, sec

rT Latcral control time delay, sec
WG-18 members contributkg to the AH-64 identifi-
cation include: McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Com- ra Peal control time delay, ec
pany (MDHC), National Aeronautical Establishment ro Collective control time delay, sec
(NAE), Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fur Luft- und 0' Roll attitude, rad
Raumfahrt (DLR), Nationaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaar- 0' Yaw attitude, rad
laboratorium (NLR), and the U.S. Army Aeroflight-
dynamics Directorate (AFDD).

3. Introduction

2. Notation System identification can best be described as the de-
termination of system characteristics from measured

a, Longitudinal acceleration, rn/s2  data. In flight dynamics, system identification can

a. Lateral acceleration, rn/s 2  be used as a means of correlating theory and experi-
ment and is often applied to handling qualities anal-

a Normal acceleration, rn/s2  ysis, model validation, and flight control law develop-

1. x-axis body moment of inertia ment. Practical use of these techniques in the rotor-
ly y-axis body moment of inertia craft industry is hampered by the complex dynamics
", s-axis body moment of inertia and revere flight test measurement requirement asso-

ciatr,I with helicopters. In recent years as these prob-
I.. Body product of inertia l.'.:a are overcome, development of system identifica-
L x-axis aerodynamic moment techniques for rotorcraft flight dynamic analysis

- -, ml m n- -oa - -ha -u--u-• -. , ,l v~g
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has increased. The ultimate goal of such developments rates (p, q, r). Euler angles (4, 0, 0) and Euler rates
for industry is to decrease design costs by reducing the (,, i, ) are provided by the Heading Attitude Refer-
necessary flight testing and re-design for aircraft not ence System (HARS). Euler rates are computed sig-
performing as designed. nals within HARS based on the Euler angles. Control

positions were taken at the actuators and not the pilot
AGARD WG-18 on Rotorcraft System Identification stick or pedals thus eliminating uncertainty in control
was established in 1987 to evaluate the strengths and linkage and actuator dynamics.
weaknesses of different identification approaches and
to develop guidelines for the application of identifica- Data requirements for system identification are much
tion techniques to rotorcraft design and development, more stringent than for more common handling quali-
The AH-64 data base was selected as one of three ties analysis or model validation. Issues such as record
common data bases for investigating different iden- length, response amplitude, off-axis inputs, measure-
tification methods. Several members worked with the ment accuracy and wind conditions have st-ong effects
data to identify AH-64 dynamic characteristics. Re- on system identification results. For this reason, WG
suIts from the contributing members are presented in members spent considerable time evaluating the AH-
this paper. 64 data base. Consistency between the measurements

was established but several undesirable data charac-
teristics exist. For time-domain identification (files

4. Flight Testing and Data Evaluation 1-11), the following concerns were recognised:

AH-64 flight test data was provided to WG-18 from 9 Short record length (12 seconds): Parameters
an existing data base. The AH-64 aircraft was flown associated with long period aircraft modes such
in 1984 in a series of tests for the purpose of trans- as the phugoid, which has a period of about 20
fer function evaluation. These tests were designed to seconds for the AH-64, cannot be adequately
obtain aircraft responses to doublet, pulse, and fre- identified from short duration records.
quency sweep type inputs in each control axis (lon-
gitudinal, lateral, directional, and collective). Table Large amplitude response: Linear models of ro-1 lists the AH-64 maneuvers from the 1984 transfer torcraft are appropriate for predicting small am-

plitude response only. The change in body atti-
function tests used by the Working Group. Files 1 tudes were as large as 20 to 30 degrees for both
through 11 contain doublet and pulse runs suitable longitudinal and lateral doublets.
for time domain identification. Maneuvers were per-
formed open-loop at a flight condition of 130 knots. o Noisy acceleration measurements: Accelerations
Two half-inch doublets starting in opposite directions had low signal-to-noise ratios due to 4/rev vibra-
are included for each control axis. Pulses for both tions.
forward and aft longitudinal control and right lateral
control are also included. * Quantisation errorf in Euler angles: Quanti-

zation errors were introduced due to the large
Control inputs for the 130 knot frequency sweep ma- ranges used when recording Euler angle mea-
neuvers in files 12 through 21 were produced by a spe- surei,--
cially designed Gold Oscillator Box (GOB). The GOB
commands sinusoidal frequency sweeps in two ranges
from .1 to 3 Hs and from .3 to 13 Hs in one minute The frequency sweeps (files 12-21) contained some

sweeps. A typical two minute run consists of a sweep of the same problems above but was not acceptable
up to the high frequency and then back down to the for frequency-domain identification due to the limited
starting frequency. A modified Stability Augmenta- SCAS activity. Sweeps were flown open-loop in the
tion System (SAS) was used to stabilize the off axes primary axis and closed-loop in the off axes resulting
during thi sweeps. The primary axes remain open- in a high level of correlation among the control inputs,
loop and are stabilized by the pilot. which precludes identification of off axis responses. Inaddition there was inadequate low frequency content

Flight test measurements for the AH-64, schematic which precludes the identification of the low frequency
diagram shown in figure 1, were recorded on board (speed) derivatives.
the aircraft and telemetered to the ground station
for backup recording/filtering and on-line monitoring. The problems above demonstrate the difficulty in us-
Table 2 lists the measurements provided for the AH- ing existing data bases for parameter identification.
64 records. The filter cutoff frequencies listed are the Dedicated flight testiig is necessary which takes into
-3dB bandwidth frequencies. account the specific data requirements associated with

these techniques. This inhibits industry application
A strap down sensor package near the center of gray- of such techniques since dedicated handling qualities
ity provides body angular rates, angular accelerations, testing for system identification is expensive and con-
and linear accelerations. Body angular accelerations sidered low priority compared to other required test-
(b, /, i) are measured independently from the angular ing such as structural loads tests. To date, most data
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bases suitable for this work come from research or gov- NAE performed Consistency check6 on files 1-8. The
ernment sponsored activities, data was initially lowpass filtered with a Butterworth

fourth-order sero phase shift filter with a cutoff fre-
Data consistency chec-s were performed by each of the quency of 4 Hs. Spectral analysis had revealed c. nsid-
WG members to establish the quality of the recorded erable excitation at 19 Hs (blade passage frequency).
measurements. A brief descriptioa of the techniques After lowpass filtering, the data was sampled at 20
used by each member is provided. Hz, excluding the first and last 50 points.

MDHC used several methods beginning with simple Biases in the data were estimated with a least squares
comparisons between redundant sensors. The limited method. The measurements used were: ',, 8, k, u, t,
data set reduces the availability of most redundant to, ax, ay, a., p, q, r, 0, 6, and 0. The least squares
sensors except accelerations. Multiple acceleratioi procedure is outlined below:
measurements were available for the AH-64. Accel-
erations from the c.g. and the pilot seat (which were
transferred to the c.g.) were compared and found to * Integrate Euler rates with measured Euler angle
be consistent for several maneuvers. The only differ- initial conditions and use least squares to deter-
ences were small biases in the a., and a signals. Since mine the 6 biases for the measured attitudes and
it could not be determined (at that stage in the con- rates.
sistency checks) which signal contained the bias, no * The corrected Euler angles and rates are used
action was taken. in the angular kinematic equations to determine

Several comparisons between kinematically redundant biases in the body angular rates.

sensors were carried out by MDHC (Harding and Bass 9 The corrected body angular rates and attitudes
11)). The body angular accelerations (I, 4, i) were in- enter the translational kinematic equations for
tegrated and compared to body angular rates (p, q, r). determination of biases in the velocities and
Scale factors and biases identified using least squares translational accelerations.
are shown in figure 2. In addition, the compatibility
between measured body rates (p, q, r) and the atti-
tudes and Euler rates from the Heading Attitude Ref- Statistics for the bias estimates indicated the a., p,
erence System (HARS) was checked using kinematic and q biases had small variances with respect to their
relations. Finally, the Euler angles were reconstructed mean values. These biases were estimated as 2.21
from integrated Euler rates to eliminate quantisation m/s 2 , .0025 rad/s, and .011 rad/a respectively.
errors. DLR completed consistency checks on each of the dou-

The final phase in data consistency checks was the blet input maneuvers in files 1-8 and also on the con-
use of an Extended Kaiman Filter/Smoother. The catenation of all the maneuvers. A nonlinear maxi-
algorithm, as presented by Du Val et al. (21, is de- mum likelihood program was used to estimate scale
rived by posing an optimisation problem to find the factors for u, to, w,, 8, 0,, and biases for a,, ay, a,,
time histories of the vehicle states that are consistent p, q, and r. The scale factor effects were not large
with both a prescribed dynamic model and available enough to warrant correcting the data, so the data
measurements. This method assures data consistency, was only altered by removing biases. Biases for a,,
reduces the effects of measurement noise on the state p, and q were identified as 2.26 m/s 2 , .0025 rad/s,
estimates, and can provide estimates of unmeasured and .011 rad/s respectively which is comparable with
states. values identified by other members.

MDHC applied the Extended Kalman Filter/ NLR initially tried to perform compatibility checks
Smoother to files 1-8. The data was initially sampled using a linear output error program. However, the
at 25 Hs. Measurements used in the reconstruction bias estimates from the linear program varied consid-
include: 4, 0, V, p, q, r, u, v, w, a,, ay, and a,. Pro- erably between maneuver files. NLR believes the poor
cessing included a zero phase shift, lowpass filter with results were due to the large pitch and roll excursions,
a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz after the Kaiman filter, which cannot be adequately represented by the linear

kinematics formulation.
Results from the Kalman filter state estimation for the
doublet maneuvers indicated that the anguJar mea- NLR therefore adopted an output error program
surements 4', 0, 4, p, q, and r were generally very which uses the nonlinear kinematic equations to esti-
good. A bias of about .01 rad/s was identified in the mate measurement biases. This technique was applied
pitch rate signal. Also, the longitudinal acceleration separately to each maneuver file to estimate the biases
i;rnal had a bias of roughly 2.1 m/sa. This bias was in the acceleration measurements and in the body an-
apparently caused by the accelerometers being call- gular rate measurements. The bias estimates obtained
brated with the helicopter on the ground at a 5 degree from the nonlinear output error program proved to be
nose-up attitude. relatively constant.

The bias estimate for a, was consistently large with

X.. . . .I
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a mean value of 2.15 m/42 indicating the longitudinal The first and second terms on the right side of this
accelerometer calibration error. NLR also noted that equation are the perturbation accelerations due to
the a. time history was very noisy, making it difficult aerodynamic forces and moments. The third term,
to judge whether the signal was valid. Other biases sometimes called the aerodynamic biases, represents
include a bias on p of .0032 rad/s and a bias on q of the steady state aerodynamic specific forces and mo-
.011 rad/s. Data preprocessing consisted of sampling ments acting on the aircraft plus the initial aircraft
the data at 20 Hs with no filtering, accelerations. The fourth term contains the gravity

effects, and the fifth term is the centrifugal specific
The AFDD performed consistency checks on all the forces which arise because the body axes represent a
files. The data was initially lowpass filtered with a moving reference frame.
four-pole, sero phase shift digital filter supplying a
6dB attenuation at 3 Ha. Analysis was performed at
the full sample rate of 100 Hs for the first 11 files, while
files 12-21 were decimated to 20 Hs for analysis. X = m(it + gaine + qw - ru) (1)Y = ,,(ii - gooseain€, + r, - pui) (2)
The AFDD used the state estimation program Y = m(t - gcoa~co + u - q) ()

SMACK (Bach (31) to estimate biases and scale fac- Z = M(t - 9cosecoso + pv- qu) (3)

tors. Measurements used in the estimation were 0, 0, L = I.0 - I. (i- + pq) - (I, - I.)qr (4)
0, p, q, r, V, a, , a , , and a,. Euler anglee and M = I, - I..(r2 + p2 ) - (I, - I.)rp (5)
body angular rates were used as measurements in an N = I. - I,,(j - qr) - (I, - 4,)pq (6)
initial check of angular consistency and were also esti-
mated in this check. Errors on Euler angles were not
estimated because of the high reliability of the HARS
system from which Euler angle and rate measurements I r sinqbtanO costan p 1

were obtained. [ atnsec Ia [# q (7)
All of the measurements were used in a final 6 DOF 0 ssnosecO cososmf r
check. Biases and scale factors estimated in the
angular check were used along with their program-
estimated covariances as start-up values in the 6 DOF - X. X. X. XP Xq Xr U
check. Measurements were also estimated as were an- b Y. Y. Y. YV Y, Yr V
gular accelerations in this final check. Biases were as- t _ Z. Z. Z. Z Zq Zr W
sumed to be on a. and ay rather than 0 and e because L. Lt L, L, L, Lr p +
of high con'fidence in HARS data. M. M. M. MI M Mr q

Statistics for files 1-11 show biases on a., p, and q to N., N. N. Np N Nr r

have small variances with respect to their mean values,
justifying their retention in the error model. These
biases were identified as 2.02 m/s2 , .0021 rad/s, and X6. X6 . X6y X6,
.011 rad/s respectively. The statistics indicated that Y6. Y6. Y6 , '6, F 6. 0 - ni
all error parameters identified for the sweep maneu- Z6 . Z6 . Z6 , Z6P 6.(t - r) +
vers including biases on a,, a.., a., p, q and r, with L6. L6. L6 , L6p 6" (t - r,)
the exception of the bias on p for files 20-21, were M6 .  M 6 . M6, M 6p 6v(t - i,)
significant. N6. N6. N6, N6,

5. Model Structure ao ] -ginO r- qw

a, gcosOsino6 pw - ru

The model which has been used by WG members a o gco*cos + qu p (8)
investigating the AH-64 is a coupled 6 DOF rigid Po 0 0
body model with time delays in the controls. Equa- ? 0 0

tions 1-6 are the 6 DOF nonlinear rigid body equa- - ro 0 0
tions of motion, and equation 7 is the Euler angle
relationship between the body-fixed axis system and Equation 8 is the basic model structure used in the
the vehicle-carried axis system. The rotational equa- identification procedure by all members working with
tions 4-6 have been simplified by assuming that the the time domain AH-64 data. During the parameter
aircraft is symmetric about the x-s body axes (ver- estimation process, the nonlinear gravity and centrifu-
tical plane of symmetry). Representing the changes gal terms can be calculated directly from the flight
about the trim condition in the aerodynamic specific data, or calculated from the simulated response data.
forces and moments as linear functions of the aircraft The stability and control derivatives, aerodynamic bi-
states, the equations of motion reduce to equation 8. ases and measurement biases are estimated.

°t; .&
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Estimating the aerodynamic biases would not be nec- taneously so that all derivat;"es can be estimated dur-

essary if the aircraft initiated each maneuver from an ing a single run. In addition to estimating the aerody-

unaccelerated flight condition and the trim conditions namic derivatives, MDHC estimated the initial state
of the aircraft were exactly known. In this case, the derivatives (aerodynamic biases). The outputs from
aerodynamic biases would be simply the steady state the simulation which were compared with the insa-
aerodynamic specific forces given by equation 9. In surements to form the error (cost function) were u, v,
practice, however, the aircraft is not in steady flight at w, a,, a., a., p, q, and r.
the beginning of the maneuver and the trim conditions
are not exactly known. Therefore, the estimation of Because MDHC was unable to identify consistent con-
the aerodynamic biases is important in obtaining good trol time delays from files 1-11, no time delays were
results, used during the identification. However, the discrete-

time simulation in the output error program intro-
duces a delay in the simulated outputs of one-half the

axo gsinOo sample interval or .020 seconds.
a1 o -gcosOosino
a., -gcos 0 cOSo The cost function J minimized by the output error

Po 0 (9) program is given by equation 10, where y is the mea-
0 sured response, 9 is the simulated response, W is a

o 0 diagonal weighting matrix, and the subscript t repre-
sents the time index.

Additionally, a bias term can be added to the mea-
surement equation and a bias identified for each mea- N
surement. Although estimation of both aerodynamic J = Z F, - 9.T W- j, - 9,] (10)
and measurement biases is a standard practice, care
must be taken to ensure that the aerodynamic and
measurement biases are independent or identifiability The weighting matrix was used simply as a homo-
problems will result. geneity factor to account for the different magnitudes

A further simplification in the model involves lineariz- of the different measurements. To make all measure-
ing the gravity and centrifugal force terms along with ments influence the cost function roughly equally, the
the Euler angle kinematics to yield a complete eight diagonal elements of W were set equal to the root-
state linear model. This model for-nulation was not mean-square of the perturbation values of the roea-
used during the parameter estimatio, step because the surement sequences over all maneuver files used for
linearized approximations to the gravity, centrifugal identification (equation 11).
force terms, and Euler angle equations will introduce
errors in the aerodynamic derivative estimates. l 1

Identification Method L .= I
where y0 is the mean value.

Several different parameter estimation procedures

were applied to the AH-64 data. Most of the mem- NAE's model was estimated using the concatenated
bers used time domain techniques ranging from linear data files 1, 3, 5, and 7. Starting with the recon-
regression to Maximum Likelihood (ML). The AFDD structed data, NAE first applied stepwise regression
used a frequency domain approach. Because of prob- to find values for the parameters in the aerodynamic
lems with the frequency sweep data, AFDD was only model, as well as estimates of the parameter variances.
able to estimate a few control derivatives and time de- The regression values of the parameters were then
lays. This section describes the estimation techniques used as starting values for the maximum likelihood
applied to the AH-64 data by different WG members. algorithm MMLE-3 (Maine and Iliff [4,5]). The cost

function and weighting matrix were similar to those in
MDHC used a time domain output error method to equations 10 and 11. The full set of parameters was
estimate a model from files 1, 3, 5, and 7. The identified with a time delay of .100 seconds applied to
output error program iteratively adjusts the model all the controls.
parameter values to minimize the sum of squared
weighted errors between measured and sintulated re- The mteas riements compared with the ML output to
sponses. Minimization is based on an IMSL fin;te form the error were: u, v, w, p, q, r, a., a., and a,.
difference Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (ZXSSI I) In addition to the aerodynamic derivatives, aerody-
which solves a nonlinear least squares problem. Tl.e namic biases were estimated for each state equation
output error program can accommodate multiple ma- of each maneuver file. Measurement biases were also
neuver tin~a histories during a single run. Usually four estimated for each measurement equation of each ma-
maneuvers (one for each control axis) are used simul- neuver file.

-- !
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Three models were identified by DLR: one from files 6. Identification Results
1, 3, 6, and 7 (DLR-1), one from files 2, 4, 6, and
8 (DLR-2), and one from all eight files (DLR-3). A
nonlinear ML program was used to estimate deriva- Stability and control derivative estimates and the vari-
tive values. The measurement vector included: as, ance of these estimates (when available) are listed in
a., a,, p, q, r, 0, 0, u, v, w, , q, and -. The param- Tables 3 and 4. Statistical analysis of the identified
eter covariance matrix provided by the ML program derivatives for each row of Tables 3 and 4 are given
vis used to eliminate insignificant model parameters, to show the identifiability of a particular derivative.
giving a reduced model order. During the identifica- Since it is not practical to discuss each derivative, a
tion procedure, the nonlinear kinematic and gravity brief comparison of the primary derivatives associated
terms were calculated from the model response data, with helicopter dynamics has been made.
and not from the actual measured flight data. Diagonal terms (Xe, Yre, Z,,, Lp, M5 , and Nr) in the 6

DLR usually estimates equivalent control time delays DOF models were consistently identified by the mem-
using the cross-correlation between input and response bers as evident by the low variances with respect to the
signals. For the AH-64 data, time delays were not mean values. Contrary to expectations, drag damping
calculated but were assumed to be .100 seconds on all (X,) is well identified despite the lack of significant
controls which are the average value as identified in speed data due to the short record length. The ef-
the frequency domain by AFDD. fects of time delays used in the identification process

are evident in the pitch and roll damping terms L.
NLR identified two models from two separate groups and M. Time domain identification results for the
of data. Each group of data consisted of four doublet BO-105 obtained by the DLR (Kaletka (61) show, for
maneuvers representing inputs in each control axis. example, that the identified value of Lp is reduced by
The first group included files 1, 3, 5, and 8 (NLR- 25% when the time delays associated with the rotor
1) and the second group files 2, 4, 6, and 7 (NLR- and actuators are omitted from the model structure.
2). The following measurements were used during the This reduction in the value of dampiag derivatives oc-
identification: 0, 9, Op p, q, r, V,a, , awl av, a,, 8o, curs so that the 6 DOF model can match the extra
6., 6y, b,. No filtering was performed on the flight phase lag associated with the higher-order dynamics.
data, and the data was sampled at 20 Hs. MDHC did not include the 100 sec time delay used

NLR used a two step method. As a first step, all by the other members; thus values for L. and M, are

state variables are reconstructed as described in the subsequently smaller than those obtained by NAE and

data evaluation section. In the second step, the recon- DLR which did include the time delay.

structed variables and the measured control variables The yaw damping derivative, N,, is the least identi-
are used in a stepwise linear regression procedure to fiable of the diagonal terms. Values from the DLR-1
estimate parameter values, and lLR-2 models using different records for identifi-

Time delays of .100 seconds were applied to the four cation vary from -.6071 to -. 2457 unlike the other diag-

controls during the identification and verification pro- onal terms which are consistent between the two mod-

cess to account for time lags in the actual response. els. The verification time histories, discussed later,

These delays were assumed as representative delays, show good correlation for yaw response to directional

and were not actually calculated from the data. inputs for all of the identified models. However, the
yaw response to pitch inputs is poor on all the models

Because of the limitations of the AH-64 frequency- leading to the possibility that airmass states associ-
domain database, AFDD was only able to identify the ated with interactional aerodynamics are needed to
high frequency control derivatives and time delays for uniquely model the yaw equation.
the longitudinal and collective controls. The longi-
tudinal cyclic parameters were obtained from multi- Dihedral effect (Lt) and directional stability (Ne)
variable frequency response matching of the 3 DOF show good agreement between the various models.
longitudinal dynamics: q/6, a./6., w/6, a./6x, Coupling derivatives L, and M, are not easily iden-
and u/S.. The time delay associated with the lon- tified since aircraft coupling is not strong. Less sig-
gitudinal cyclic was estimated as .110 seconds. nificant stability derivatives vary widely as might be

expected. Time delays were identified by AFDD dur-
The collective stick parameters were obtained from ing frequency-response identification with the longitu-
single-input/single-output transfer function model fit- dinal and collective sweep data. Results are given in
ting of the collective frequency responses: q/ 0 , r/6C, Table 3.
and a.16/. Collective stick time delay, which was
taken as an average from the q, r, and a. responses, Control derivatives were identified and are shown in
was .089 seconds. The average of all time delays is ap- Table 4. Derivatives representing control power s.ch
proximately .100 seconds which is the value used by as Mz, L 61 , N6p, and Z60 show reasonable agreement.
NAE, DLR, and NLR. Eigenvalues for the identified models are presented in

Tables 5 through 8. For comparison, eigenvalues de-

'-
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termined for the phugoid and Dutch roll modes from measured Euler angles and using reconstructed flight
flight test are given in Table 9. These estimates were data to calculate the nonlinear gravity and centrifu-
arrived at through visual inspection of flight data de- gal force terms (pseudo-controls). DLR used a similar
signed to excite the oscillatory modes. ML identification procedure as NAE with the excep-

tion that the nonlinear gravity and centrifugal force
The phugoid eigenvalues of the identified models are terms were calculated from the model response instead
not consistent and do not agree well with the phugoid of the reconstructed flight data. With this technique,
mode estimated from flight test data iii Table 9. the velocities and Euler angles are not exact, however
The speed derivatives Zu and Mu directly effect the comparisons of body angular rates between the NAE
phugoid motion and are shown in Table 3 to vary and DLR models and flight data are similar.
greatly between the models. The 12 second record
length limits the identification of these speed related The MDHC model does not match the flight data as
derivatives and thus the phugoid mode which has a well as the other two models shown. Much of the
period of roughly 20 seconds. Tite limited data also discrepancies are attributed to use of linearized gray-
effects the identifiability of the spiral mode which is a ity and centrifugal force terms. Although the gravity
slow, lightly damped mode. and centrifugal force terms were calculated from re-

constructed flight data during the identification they
The roll convergence roots are close between the mood- were linearized about the 130 knot flight condition and
els as a result of the fairly consistent roll damping driven by the model response to create the simulated
derivative L. The Dutch roll eigenvalues for most of responses shown.
the identified models agree with each other and with
the values from Table 9 indicating that this motion
is easily identified from the data. The important lat-
eral stability derivatives associated with Dutch roll Y,, 7. Model Verification
L,, N., and N, are relatively consistent between the
models.

Model verification is performed by comparing iden-
Responses from the MDHC, NAE, and DLR-1 mod- tified model response to flight test data not used to
els identified from files 1, 3, 5, and 7 (controls shown generate the model. Figure 7 shows the control in-
in figure 3) are compared to the flight data used to puts for files 2, 4, 6, and 8. For these maneuvers,
generate the models. Angular rates are shown in fig- the angular rate responses of the MDHC, NAE, and
ures 4-6. Each member used slightly different meth- DLR-1 models are compared in figures 8 through 10.
ods to calculate the model responses shown. MDHC The NLR-l model response is compared to files 2, 4,
linearized the nonlinear gravity and centrifugal force 6, and 7 as shown in figure 11.
terms about the 130 knot flight condition and com-
bined them with the identified stability and control Again, MDHC used a different technique for generat-
derivatives to form an eight state linear model. This ing the model response. The nonlinear gravity and
model was driven with the measured control inputs to centrifugal force terms were linearized about the 130
generate the model response. To account for initial knot flight condition and combined with the identified
aircraft accelerations and control offsets, the aerody- stability and control derivatives to form an eight state
namic biases (static force and moment offsets) which linear model. The other three models were driven with
were estimated during the parameter identification the measured control inputs, while the nonlinear gray-
step were used. The NAE model was driven with ity and centrifugal force terms were calculated based
the measured control inputs, while the nonlinear gray- on model outputs. On the whole, all of the models
ity and centrifugal force terms were calculated based do a good job of predicting primary axis response.
on reconstructed flight data representing a pseudo- Careful analysis of the verification plots reveals cer-
control. Aerodynamic biases and measurement biases tain characteristics which can be associated with the
which were estimated during the parameter identifica- various identification procedures.
tion were used to account for untrimmed initial states. Both NAE and DLR used ML programs to identify
The DLR model was driven with the measured con- the models, however the results show that the DLR
trol inputs, and the nonlinear gravity and centrifugal model matches the flight data better. The differences
force terms were calculated from the model response. between the two approaches include: 1) handling of
Again, identified aerodynamic and measurement bi- nonlinear gravity and centrifugal force terms during
ases were used. identification; 2) the reduced order of the DLR model;

The identified models are considered acceptable in and 3) the use of Euler angles and body angular accel-
characterizing the helicopter response. The NAE erations by DLR in the measurement equations. NAE
model appears to show the best match with flight used pseudo-controls during identification while DLR
data however the close match may be a result of the used the model response to compute the nonlinear
re,;ponse generation approach. The NAE identifica- gravity and centrifugal force terms. MDHC also used
tion procedure includes driving the model with the the pseudo-control approach with output-error identi-

fication and achieved results similar to NAE.



In comparing the pitch rate responses, the DLR and of the DLR and NLR models which showed better re-
NLR models show better correlation than MDHC and suits, especially in longitudinal response, were the use
NAE. The distinguishing feature of the DLR and NLR of attitude measurements in the error equations and
models is the use of a reduced model structure. Other reduced parameter sets. In the end, identification of
common factors include a .10 second time delay on helicopter models from flight test data can be achieved
controls and the use of # and 0 in the measurement using a variety of the techniques with acceptable ac-
equations. The use of time delays on the controls does curacy.
not appear significant in the verification in this case
since MDHC did not use time delays and achieved very
similar results as NAE which applied a .10 second de- Acknowledgements
lay on all controls. It should be noted that NLR used
a stepwise linear regression procedure to estimate pa-
rameter values while DLR used a ML method. The This paper contains results provided by several WG
reduced model order is likely the reason for the im- members whose contributions are greatly appreciated.
proved longitudinal response prediction. The authors would also like to thank Mr. Charles

Gardner for his significant contribution to the WG
With identification algorithms ranging from stepwise effort.
linear regression to ML each member achieved a cer-
tain degree of success with time-domain identification.
It is clear that the distinguishing factor between the References
methods lies in the details of problem set up and data
processing rather than the algorithm. An important [1] Harding, J.W. and Bass, S.M.: Validation of a
step in the identification was the estimation of aero- Flight Simulation Model of the AH-64 Apache
dynamic biases to account for residual accelerations at Attack Helicopter Against Flight Test Data.
the beginning of each maneuver. Although each mem- 46th Annual Forum of the American Helicopter
ber included the aerodynamic biases of equation 8 in Society, Washington, D.C., 1990.
their parameter sets, attempts to identify models in
which the aerodynamic biases were calculated from [2] Du Val, R.W.; Bruhis, 0.; Harrison, J.M.; and
equation 9 resulted in less accurate models. Harding, J.W.: Flight Simulation Model Vali-

dation Procedure, A Systematic Approach. Ver-
Another important consideration is the treatment of tica, Vol. 13, No. 3, 1989.
nonlinear gravity and centrifugal force terms. These
terms should not be linearized in the identification (3] Bach, R.E. Jr.: State Estimation Applications in
process to avoid introducing errors in the aerody- Aircraft Flight Data Analysis (A User's Man-
namic derivative estimates. They can be linearized ual for SMACK). NASA Ames Research Center,
to s! mplify model simulation during verification at May 1988.
the expense of accuracy for large amplitude maneu- 4 Maine R.E. and flff K.W.: Users' Manual for
vers. The final consideration is reducing the param-
eter set through model structure determination tech- MMLE3, A General Fortran Program for Maxi-

niques. DLR and NLR eliminated insensitive deriva- mum Likelihood Parameter Estimation. NASA

tives from the parameter sets and achieved improved TP1563, 1980.

results over MDHC and NAE which identified all of (5] Maine, R.E. and Iliff, K.W.: Programmers' Man-
the aerodynamic derivatives from equation 8. ual for MMLE3, A General Fortran Program

for Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimation.
NASA TP1690, 1981.

S. Conclusions (6] Kaletka, J.; von Grunhagen, W.; Tischler, M.B.;

and Fletcher, J.W.: Time and Frequency-

The models identified by WG members using several Domain Identification and Verification of BO-
different techniques all predict the aircraft response 105 Dynamic Models. 15th European Rotorcraft
with reasonable accuracy. Critical to the success of Forum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1989.
system identification are flight test data quality and
content. Data must be evaluated for consistency to
assure correct response identification. Data content is
important as demonstrated by the problems in identi-
fying the phugoid mode. Long period modes can not
be identified accurately without low frequency data
(long record lengths). Considering the different as-
pects of the overall identification processes used by
the members, it is difficult to assess the impact of any
one procedure on the final results. The unique features
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Table 1: AH-64 Maneuvers at 180 Knots

File No. ] Test/TS I Maneuver Title G.W. kg Te

1 883/03 Doublet Fwd-Aft (Long) 6692 12.0
2 883/04 Doublet Aft-Fwd (Long) 6692 12.0
3 883/05 Doublet Left-Right (Lat) 6692 12.0
4 883/06 Doublet Right-Left (Lat) 6692 12.0
5 883/07 Doublet Left-Right (Dir) 6692 12.0
6 883/08 Doublet Right-Left (Dir) 6692 12.0
7 883/09 Doublet Up-Down (Coil) 6692 12.0
8 883/10 Doublet Down-Up (Coil) 6692 12.0
9 883/11 Pulse Fwd (Long) 6692 12.0

10 883/12 Pulse Aft (Long) 6692 12.0
11 883/14 Pulse Right (Lat) 6692 12.0
12 884/03 Long. Freq. Sweep .1 to 3 Hz 6692 158.0
13 884/05 Long. Freq. Sweep .1 to 3 Hs 6692 138.0
14 884/06 Long. Freq. Sweep .1 to 3 Hs 6692 114.0
15 888/06 Lat. Freq. Sweep .1 to 3 Hz 6590 127.0
16 888/07 Lat. Freq. Sweep .1 t0 3 Hs 6590 138.0
17 888/09 Lat. Freq. Sweep .3 to 13 Hz 6590 138.0
18 889/04 Dir. Freq. Sweep .1 to 3 Hz 6590 118.0
19 889/10 Dir. Freq. Sweep .1 to 3 Hs 6590 141.0
20 890/04 Coll. Freq. Sweep .1 to 3 Hz 6590 140.0
21 890/06 1 Coil. Freq. Sweep .3 to 13 Hs 6590 131.0

Table 2: List of Measurements for the AH-64

Mesa. No. I Description I Units (sense) Filter Cutoff Freq. (Hz)
2183 Boom Total Airspeed, V * knots (+ fwd) 0 to 6
5295 Pilot Seat Lateral Accel, aP G's (+ rt) 0 to 50
5342 Pilot Seat Vertical Accel, ap G's (+ up) 0 to 50
5661 Pilot Seat Long Accel, a~p G's (+ fwd) 0 to 50
6001 Roll Rate, p t deg/sec (+ rt down) 0 to 6
6002 Pitch Rate, q t deg/sec (+ nose up) 0 to 6
6003 Yaw Rate, r t deg/sec (+ nose rt) 0 to 6
6004 Pitch Angular Accel, 4 t deg/sec2 (+ nose up) 0 to 6
6005 Roll Angular Accel, P t deg/sec2 (+ rt down) 0 to 6
6006 Yaw Angular Accel, i t deg/sec2 (+ nose rt) 0 to 6
, 07 CG Vertical Accel, a, t G's (+ up) 0 to 6

6008 CG Lateral Accel, ay t G's (+ rt) 0 to 6
6009 CG Longitudinal Accel, a. t G's (+ fwd) 0 to 6
6010 Euler Roll Rate, 4 t deg/sec (+ rt down) 0 to 50
6011 Euler Pitch Rate, 8 $ deg/sec (+ nose up) 0 to 50
6012 Euler Yaw Rate, deg/sec (+ nose rt) 0 to 50
6046 Vertical Velocity, w ft/sec (+ up) 0 to 5
9019 Angle of Attack, a a deg (+ nose up) 0 to 6
9020 Sideslip Angle, * deg (+ nose left) 0 to 6
9021 Roll Attitude, deg (+ rt down) 0 to 6
9022 Pitch Attitude, 0 deg (+ nose up) 0 to 6
9023 Yaw Attitude, 0' : deg (+ nose rt) 0 to 6
9031 Coll. Actuator Position, 60 percent (+ up) 0 to 50
9032 Pitch Actuator Position, 86 percent (+ stk aft) 0 to 50
9033 Roll Actuator Position, 6., percent (+ etk rt) 0 to 50
9034 Yaw Actuator Position, 6p percent (+ rt) 0 to 50
9217 X Doppler Velocity, u ft/sec (+ fwd) 0 to 6
9218 Y Doppler Velocity, v ft/sec (+ rt) 0 to 6

• Boom System: Sta -10.0, BL -25.0, WL 127.0 (in)
t C.G. Sensor Package: Sta 194.0, BL 3.1, WL 142.5 (in)
t Heading Attitude Reference System (HARS): Sta 333.4, BL 12.1, WL 104.9 (in)

l- 1-3k
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Table 3: AH-64 Stability Derivative Extirnates

Derivative MDHO INAEJI DLR1 DLR2 I DLR3 I[NLR1] NLR2 mean1
_ I j (R) (D (SD) ( SD) SD1) (SD) SD

X~. -.0036 -. 02499 -.02235 -.02929 -.02726 -.02911 -.03365 -.0243
_____(.00074) (.00113) (.00056) (.00044) (.0041) J(.0065) .0098

-.011l .01727 .0031
_____ ____ (.00134) .0200

X. .034 .01188 .01528 .02231 .02004 -.0252 -.0337 .0064
_____ ____ (.00089) (.00087) (.00100) (.00060) (.0022) (.0027) .0255

X~, -.524 .3322 -.0959
_____(_.0388) ______________ ___ ___ .6054

X, -.804 ,.03447 -.3848
____ (.05973) _____ .5929

X, -.332 -.2861 -.3091
______ ____ (.0304) .0325

Y. -.018 -.01717 -.0176
______(.00110) _____.0006

Y. -.099 -.1136 -.1414 -.1220 -.1249 -.0884 -. 1086 -.1140
______(.00212) (.00422) (.00262) (.00222) (.0141) (.0098) .0175

Y. .039 .02411 .0316
________(.0063).0105

1$ -.254 -.5478 -1.011 -.1952 -.4693 -495
________ (.0522 (.1068 ) (.06880) (.05728) -.__ ____ .3231

Yq -2.70 -2.005 -2.353
_____ ____ (.1086) _____.4914

Y, .575 1.050 -.010 -.490 -.410 .2675 .3211 .1862
__________ (.05253) (.0928 ) (.07262) _.056"1 (.6190) (.4036) .543

Z. .021 -.01598 .06344 .02609 -. 02662 .0650 -.2315 -.0065
(.00618) (.00686) (.00254) (.00250) (.0179) (.0332) .1030

Z .000 .01747 .0387
(.0100) .0301

Z. -.416 -.4143 -.5471 -.5060 -.5282 -.6406 -. 3964 -4927
______(.00806) (.00566) (00563) (.00411) (.0101) (.0133) ..0890

Z .394 -1.192 -3990
(.3002) ____ ___ 1.1215

-15.2 -11.84 -7.01 -4.12 -5.60 -8.754
_________(.5276) (.3977 ) ( _95) .2512) ___ ___ 4.6243

Zr 1.83 1.259 1.5445
(.2590) ____ _______ .4038

-.029 -.03236 -.01997 -.00298 -.00960 -.0161 -.0124 -.0175

0012) (.00099) (.00023) (.00025) (.0026) (.0045) .0105
L, -.098 -.1046 -.1225 -.1186 -.1062 -.0874 -.0731 -.1015

(.00212) (.00274) (.00129) (.00125) (.0045)6 (3) .0172
L. .034 .04027 .01409 .01810 .02973 -.0004 .0088 .0207

____ .00172) (.00167) (.00112) (.00102) (.0039) -(.0026) .0146

!j-.
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Table 8 (cont.): AH-64 Stability Derivative Estimates

Derivative MDHC (NAE I DLR1I DLR2I DLR3 INLRI I NLR2 1 AFDD mean
S(CRB) (SD) (8D) (SD) (SD) (SD) (ORB) SD

L, -2.78 -3.189 -3.637 -3.243 -3.216 -2.073 -1.956 -2.871
(.06496) (.07916) (.03962) (.04130) (.1330) (.1108) .6361

Lq -.21 -.3659 .7190 .03991 -.5073 .6600 .1225 .0655
- (.1103) (.1103) (.06682) (.06556) (.2378) (.1894) .4786

L, .537 .1554 -. 01303 -1.285 -.5977 .4232 .3253 -.0650
(.05535) (.04700) (.03477j .3034 .226 (.0859) .6553

Mu .010 .007582 .00273 -.00017 .000839 -.0016 -. 0011 .0026
(.00031) (.00018) (.00005) (.00005) (.0015 (.0026) .0045

MI .017 .01774 .02557 .01708 .01855 .0133 .0120 .0173
(.00065) (.00044) (.00018) (.00019) (.0018) (.0014) .0044

M. .005 .006841 .01301 .01069 .01199 .0129 .0035 .0091
(.00048) (.00028) (.00021) (.00018) (.0022) (.0013) .0040

MP .088 .07947 .1144 -.05389 -. 03866 -. 1536 -. 0436 -.0011
(.01913) (.01397) (.00536)(.00667) (.0595) (.0560) .0975

M, -. 574 -. 7565 -. 7741 -.7231 -. 7392 -.6479 -. 3043 -.6456
(.03178) (.01938) (.01214) (.01169) (.1317) (.1116) .1659

Mr -.092 -.02444 -.0582
_(.01477) .0478

-.004 -.00395 -.0040
(.00061) .00004

N. .028 .0274 .03936 .04298 .04371 .0371 .0328 .0359
(.00121) (.00048) (.00025) (.00023) (.0026) (.0016) .0067

N. -.0003 -.00176 .0075 -. 0004 .0013
(.00079) .0013 (.0009) .0042

Np -. 122 -. 1351 -.05615 -.07313 -.0804 .0226 -.0998 -.0777
(.0365) (.01391) (.00825) (.00772) (.0793)(.0540) _ .0521

Nq .701 .7879 .6321 -. 02522 .3158 .0923 .2834 .3982
(.05107) (.01111) (.00974) (.00813) (.0839) (.0614) .3139

N, .. 642 -.7232 -.6071 -. 2457 -.4146 -.3292 -. 3175 "-.0175
(.0274) (.00761) (.00712) (.00544) .0693 (.0438) .1866

rq/6= 0.110
(.0132)

Tol6z 0.105
(.0137)
0.117

(.0140)
rq/6o 0.132

Trr6° 10.104

I /6 0.031

"________ _______i. l •m _____,- _ _____m m ,, = , - _,-
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Table 4: AH-64 Control Derivative Estimates

Derivative MDHC NAE 1 DLR1 DLR2 DLR3 1 NLR1 I NLR2 1 AFDD mean1

__ _C__ (RB (SD) j(SD) [(SD) (SD) (SD) (ORB) IISD
X6. .006 -.00550 .0003

(.00068)I .0081
X6. -.025 -.03905 -.03540 -.03509 -.03561 -.0443 -.0798 -.0317 -.0407

______ (.00102) (.00115) (.00137) (.00087) (.0040) (.0051) (.0019) .0167
X6, .005 -.0202 -.0076

(.00163) .0178
X6p -.008 .01011 .0011

1(.00081) .0128
Y6. .049 .02572 .0374

1 (.00120) .0165
Y. .046 .03691 .0415

(.00174) .0064
Y6, .015 .02877 .03485 .01495 .02427 .0108 .0011 .0185

(.00262) (.00354) (.00285) (.00222) (.0130) (.0109) .0115
Y6 , -.031 -.02912 -.000405 -.00307 -.00392 .0132 -.0098 -.0092

(.00122) .0091) (.00155)(.00126)(.0123) (.0098) .0159

Z6. -.153 -.1711 -.2643 -.2267 -.2585 -.2594 -.2705 -.314 -.2397
(.00133) (.00500) (.00533) (.00405) (.0230) (.0238) .0537

Z6. .056 .05093 -.1407 -.06232 -. 1044 -.2067 .0512 -.234 -.0737
1 (.00865) (.00592) (.00607) (.00454) (.0180) (.0253) (.00936) .1177

Z6, .041 .09615 .0686
1 (.01217) .0390

Z6, -.018 -.05368 -.0258
1 (.00582) .0252

L6. .021 .03025 .01401 -.00584 .01851 -.0062 .0138 .0122

1 (.00133) (.00131) (.00100) (.00086) (.0037) (.0030) .0136
.010 .01524 -.02950 -.04714 -.02092 -.0069 -.0170 -.0137

(.00179) (.00191) (.00145) (.00112) (.0144)(.0039) .0219
L6V .124 .1408 .1401 .1349 .1386 .0973 .0925 .1240

(.00266) (.00270) (.00137) (.00153) (.0054) (.004 6 ) .0207
L6P -.045 -.04902 -.0208 -.02164 -.02220 -.0434 -.0290 -.0330

(.00120) (.00100) (.00056) (.00061) (.0028) (.0023) .0124
MAo .006 .007765 .01122 .01265 .01178 .0125 .0085 .0169 .0109

(.00034) (.00020) (.00018) (.00016)(.0022) (.0017) .0034
M6. .017 .01952 .02753 .02879 .02722 .0254 .0227 .0317 .0250

(.00052) (.00033) (.00026) (.00020) (.0023) (.0019) (.00095) .0049
M61  -.009 -.00976 -.00808 .000030 -.00235 -.0008 -.0026 -.0047

2 (00082) (.00046) (.00022) (.00026) (.0025) (.0023) .0041
.002 .002526 ,0023

(.00041) .0004
N6. .004 .000353 .00288 .00907 .00641 .017 .0066

(.00059) (.00020) (.00022) (.00017) .0059
N6. -.015 -.01946 -.01495 -.00136 -.00876 -.0119

(.00088) (.00026) (.00023) (.00018) .0070
N6, .010 .01122 .00786 .00264 .00182 .0013 .0029 .0054

!(.00155) (.00055) (.00034) (.00033) (.0032) (.0022) .0042
N6 1, .028 0 03150 .02932 .02489 .02912 .0265 .0231 .0275

..... (.00073) .00022) (.00015) (.00015) (.0016) (.0011) .0029

U X 4.-

.... , .
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Table 5: MDHC Elgenvalues for the AH-64

Eigenvalue I Frequency (rad/s) [ Damping Mode
-. 020 ________ __ _ Spiral

.143 i .286 .32 -.45 Phugoid
-. 321 ________ ___ Pitch Mode 1

-1.25 6___________ Pitch Mode 2
-2.98 _______________ Roll

-.118 s 1.53 1.53 .077 Dutch roll

Table 6: DLR. Elgenvalues for the AH-64

_________DLR-1

Eigenvalue Frequency (rad/s) I Damping [ Mode
-.0099 _____ ____ Spiral

.141 :E .151 .206 -.68 Phugoid
-. 220 _____________ Pitch Mode 1
-1.633 ______________Pitch Mode 2
-3.810 _____ ___ Roll
-.1695 :h 11.726 1.735 .0977 Dutch Roll

__________ DLR-2-_ ___

Eigenvalue Frequency (rad/sa Damping Mode

-.0544 ________ ___ Spiral

.0632 _____ Phugoid

.200 ________ ___ Phugoid_

-. 110 _____________Pitch Mode 1
-1.423 _________Pitch Mode 2

-3.390 _________ _____I Roll

-.0771 ± i 1.777 1.778 .0433 Dutch Roll

__________ DLR-3_______

Eigenvalue [ Frequency (radla) I Dampin-g [ Mode-]
-. 0279 ________ ___ Spiral

.135 *:.089 .162 -.835 Phugoid
-. 162 ______ __ __Pitch Model1

-1.542 _____________ Pitch Mode 2

-3.358 _________ __ __ Roll

-. 115 ± i 1.793 1.797 .0641 Dutch Roll

Table 7: NAE Elgenvalues for the AH-64

Eigenvalue --- -Frequency (rod/a) [Damping I Md

-. 003 I__ _ Spiral

.101 4! i .2382 .259 -.39 Phugoid
-.3357 ___________IPitch Model1
-1.4662 1 _________Pitch Mod; 21

-3.4044 ________1 ___ Roll

-.1069 *:1.460 1.464 j.073 Dutch roll
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Table 8: NLR Elgenvalues for the AH-64

NLR-1

Eigenvalue I Frequency (tad/,) I Damping [ Mode 3
-. 1669 Spiral
.0028 :t i .1201 .120 -.023 Phugoid
.2177 ..... Pitch Mode i
-1.538 Pitch Mode 2
-2.108 Roll
-. 1099 ± s 1.586 1.590 .0691 Dutch Roll

NLR.2 

Eigenvalue Frequency (rad/a) Damping[ Mode

-.0526 Spiral
-.0987 + i .2035 .226 .4363 Phugoid
.3009 Pitch Mode 1
-.8923 Pitch Mode 2
-2.139 Roll
-.0679 1 1.610 1.611 .0421 Dutch Roll

Table 9: Estimated Elgenvalues from AH-64 Flight Data

Eigenvalue Frequency (rad/ Damping Mode
.087 : .29 .30 -. 29 Phugoidl
-.083 4- 1.64 1.65 .05 Dutch roll

Vi

i _ ,, j .... t . 1 J , l,,m m l,0m m ip m m m s, • a .. .. . . .. . ,,, , / ~
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BO 105 IDENTIFICA lION RESUIS

by

Jijrgen Kaletka
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt filt Luft- und Raunfahrt e V (DLR)

Institut fir Flugmechanik
!)W-3300 Braunschweig, Flughafen, Germany

1. Summary terised and the obtained id. atification results are
presented in the format of tables and representative
time history and frequency response plots Verifica-

BO 105 flight test data generated particularfy for sys- tion results for the identified models are shown. Both,
tem identification purposes were provided to the identification and verification results are discussed in
AGARD Working Group WG 18 oa Rotorcraft detail. Finally, it is concentrated on the identification
System Identification This I cture first summarises of an extended model including rotor degrees of free-
the accomplishments of the Working Group for the dom and results obtained for a 16th order model are
data consistency analyses, and the identification and presented
verification results for 6 degrees of freedom models.
The individually applied approaches are described
and representative results are presented It is shown
that the flight test data were appropriate for use of 3. Description of BO 105
system identification. The discussion of the identifi-
cation and verification reults demonstrates that there
are significant differences depending upon the applied The BO 105 is designed as a multiple purpose light
identification technique. The Lecture finally addresses helicopter. Typical use of the highly manoeuvreable
the identification of higher order models and presents twin engine vehicle are tianspoit, offshore, police,
some results obtained for an extended model with and military missions. An important design feature is
rotor degrees of freedom. the hingeless rotor system with four fiber-reinforced

composite rotorblades. There are no additional
lead/lag dampers The semi-rigid teetering tail rotor
is on the left side of the helicopter, working as a

2. Introduction purher.
Pilot control inputs are augmented by two parallel

A flight test program was conducted on a I)LR 130 hydraulic servo systems. There is no specific mixing
105 helicopter to obtain data especially designed for unit, so that control inputs are only mixed at the
system identification purposes. Trim configuration swash plate. The 130 105 is equipped with two Alli-
was steady state horizonal flight at 80 knots at a son 250 C20 engines located above the cargo corn-
density altitude of about 3000 feet. Selected data runs partment
were provided to the AGARD Working Group WG DLR operates two different BO 105 helicopters. The
18 on Rotorcraft System Identification to be used as first one is the standard serial type (BO 105-S1231
one common data base (together with data bases of shown in Figure I Its instrumentation is designed to
the Att-64 from MIMIC and SA330 (PUMA) from meet the requirements of two DLR institutes, the
RAF) for institut for Flight Mechanics and the Institut for

1. data consistency analysis, Flight Guidance and Control, both located in
2. identification of 6 degrees of freedom models, Braunschweig This helicopter was used to generate

and the system-identification flight-test data provided to
3 verification of the identified models, the Working Group. The second DLR helicopter

(130 105-S3) has been modified for the use as an
The accomplishments and results of the Working in-flight simulator. For this ATTIIeS helicopter
Group have been documented as an AGARI) Advi- (Advanced Technology Testing Helicopter System) a
sory Report [1). This Lecture concentrates on the model-following control system was developed at
iesults obtained from the evaluation of the BO 105 DLR. Here, highly accurate 130 105 mnathemnatical
flight test data. It is mainly based on the results gen- models were requircd and the research work con-
crated by the Working Group. In addition, the iden- ducted at DLR has shown that system identification
tification of higher order models is addressed. is the best suited tool to generate such models [2].

After a brief description of the BC) 105 helicopter, it To give an inpression on the helicopter size and
is concentrated on the flight tests and the results of basic characteristics, a three view drawing of the
data consistency analyses. Identification approaches 130 105 is given in Figure 2 and some more details
applied by the individual WG Members are charac- are provided in Table 1.
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4. Flight Testing and Data Evaluation proved to be very helpful. Based on outside
temperature measurements ,", board of the heli-
copter, the required pressure altitude was iter-

'he identification of dynamic systems is always based atively determined to make sure that all tests
on the evaluation of tile relationship between the were flown at the same il density level.
measurements of the control inputs and the resulting
system response. 'nherefore, accurate measurements I he input signals were generated by the pilot.
are an indispensable prerequisite for a reliable iden- Within one test run only one control was used
tification. Usually results are obtained from one flight to excite the on-axis response and to avoid cor-
test run I lowever, when the time duration of the test relation with other controls After an accurate
is too short or when the system is rather complex, the trim configuration was reached, the on-line data
information content of a single run can be insuffi- evaluation conentrated on the shape of tile
cient. This is often the case for the identification of input signal and possible control coupling Then,
helicopters as a high number of unknowns must be it was checked if the resulting helicopter response
determined and the data run length is limited due to met two main criteria:
helicopter instabilities. To still provide more infor- * As the models to be identified are based on
mation for the identification algorithm it is possible small perturbation assumptions, the
to simultaneously evaluate different test runs and response amplitudes should not be too
generate one common model. This method, known large As a certain guidelme: the pitch and
as multiple or concatenated run evaluation has roll angles should not exceed 25 to 30
become a common approach in rotorcraft identifica- degrees.
tion. lowever, it can only be applied when the con- * The total time length of the test should at
catenated runs have practically tile same initial flight least be about 25 seconds to provide suffi-
test conditions and helicopter and instrumentation cient information about the phugoid mode
status. Therefore, the DLR 130 105 flight test data 2. to dLtect data errors,
provided to the Working Group were generated
within one flight test program. The tests were espe- The on-line quick-look helped in detecting
cially designed for system identification purposes with major and obvious data errors like sensor rial-
particular input signals and carefilly controlled initial functions, signal saturations, larger sensor drifts,
conditions and conduct of the tests. data drop outs, noise disturbances, etc.. But it

[he flight test data evaluation with respect to the has to be considered that only some selected data

generationgof appr e data e uatind wthe asis tof the channels can be observed on-line and therefore,
generation of appropriate data and the analysis of the a more detailed data analysis after the flight is
data quality can be separated into three major steps- necessary.
I on-line data control dining the flight tests, 3 to decide if the test is acceptable
2 first off-line data quality assessment inmediately Based on the quick-look evaluation and pilot

after each flight, comments it was decided after each test if the test

3 detailed data consistency analysis after the end was acceptable. When it had to be repeated,
of the flight test program, recommendations were given to the pilot, such

as improvement of trim, adjustment of control
The first two steps were done by )LP, before the input amplitudes, input signal generation, etc
data were relcased to the Working Group Then, the
more thorough analysis was performed by the
Working Group. In this section, the approaches and 4.2 First off-line data quality assessment
obtained results are preserted.

Experience in working with measured data has shown
that significant errors in the data can occur although

4.1 On-line data control great efforts were made to generate accurate data
Unfortunately, errors are often only detected during

During the flight tests the measured signals were sent the evaluation phase, when all flight tests are coin-
by telemetry to a ground station. They were plotted pleted and the instrumentation system has probably
in the form of quick-look plots and, in addition, already been modified for other tests. Then, flight
selected variables were shown on a monitor The tests cannot be repeated and often it is difficult or
objectives of tile quick-look evaluation were impossible to find the physical error source and to

I to control the conduct of the flight tests and give correct the data To reduce thi:s risk it is necessary to

recommendations to the pilot, carefully check the data quality immediately after
each test. Therefore, plots of all measured data from

Main emphasis was placed on the atmospheric the BO 105 data tape were produced for a detailed
conditions, the proper input signal and the air- visual inspection. Emphasis was placed on both data
craft response The tests were flown in calm air suitability for identification and the detection of
to avoid gust disturbances. I lere, pilot comments errors:
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physically meaningful data, I. a modified multi-step 3211 input signal with a
total time length of 7 seconds,

With some knowledge of the helicopter response
due to a control input most of the measurements 2. a frequency sweep from about 0 08 llz up to the
can easily be checked for highest frequency the pilot could generate. Time
- correct sign, length of the sweep was about 50 seconds fol-
- realistic magnitude, lowed by the retrim to the initial steady state
- noise level, condition (important for frequency domain

* signal saturation and resolution, evaluation).

3 a doublet with a total time length of 2 second.In preliminary tests the expected maximum hel-
icopter response for the specific tests was deter- Flight data with the input signal starting in opposite
mined. Based on these measuremens, sensors direction were generated for the 3211 and doublets
were selected with an appropriate measuring For redundancy reasons, one or two repeats of each
range. 'rhe digitization range was fitted to the test were provided (see Table 2). Within a run, only
expected response range. Both actions help to one control was used to excite the on-axis response.
improve the data accuracy and resolution For the flights with 3211 and doublet inputs the
However, they also increase the risk of data sat- controls were held constant afler the end of the input
uration due to a higher amplitude response or for at least 20 seconds. Because of the long time
higher noise level as expected duration of the frequency sweeps, these tests required

stabilization by the pilot to keep the aircraft response
data drop outs, within the limits of small perturbation assumptions

for linear mathematical models. To help the pilot
For the BO 105 flight tests, un!iltered data were generate the inputs, a CRT was used that showed
recorded. Therefore, data drop outs are seen as both the desired input and the actual control move.
large spikes in time history plots and can easily ment (Figure 3). For the sweeps, the CRT showed
be detected. If only a few drop outs occur it is the lowest frequency as a 'starting' help. Then, the
relatively easy to correct the data by removing pilot progressively increased the frequency on his
the erroneous samples and ieplace them by own.
interpolated data. However, some inaccuracy '
must be accepted, which is particularly true in Me measured variables provided to the Working
data parts with higher dynamics. The maior Group are given in Table 3 and Table 4. As a rep-
'danger' of data drop t. its occurs when data are resentative example from the data base, Figure 4
filtered. Then the errors are no longer obvious gives the roll and pitch rate responses due t' the three
and can cause significant inaccuracies in the data input signals in the same scales. It shows that theinput amplitudes were adjusted to generate similar

* data recording errors, helicopter on-axis response magnitudes. It also dem-
onstrates the highly coupled BO 105 characteristic:

• any other data irregularities, the (coupled) roll rate response due to a longitudinal

In addition to the visual data check, a first data stick input is as high as the primary pitch rate
compatibility analysis was conducted. Using a fast response. More time histories of the measurements
Least Squares technique, the consistency of the rota- will be given in section 5, when identification results
tional measurements (rates and angular measure- are discussed.

ments) and the translational measurements (linear
accelerations and speed components) was investi-
gated. Scale factors, offsets and drifts can be deter- 4.4 Detailed data consistency analysis in the
mined. This techniques is applied routinely in DLR Working Group
flight tests and proved to be a very efficient approach Based on the initial data check results from the 52

Before the 130 105 flight test data were provided to data files, DLR suggested a minimum data sc of four
the Working Group, first data quality checks and runs with 3211 input signals to be used for the iden-
compatibility analyses were performed by DLR to tification and another set of 4 data runs with doublet
ensure that the data did not contain significant d.fi- control inputs to be applied for the verification of the
ciencies. identified models. Each of these data groups included

one run for each control. This proposal was made t%.
reduce the amount of work for each Member and to

4.3 130 l15 Data Base provided to the Working make results comparable. For the Al'I)D frequencyGroup domain technique the sweep inputs were used for
identification.

From all flight tests, 52 runs were selected by DLR All Members used the same principle approach to
and provided to the Working Group Members. They check the data quality. It is based on the comparison
are listed in Table 2 Flight test data obtained from of redundant measurement: rates and angular meas-
three different input signals were provided: urements are physically related by the equations

4;
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+ sin cD tan 0 q + cos (D tan E) r The linear acceleration measurements have a

high noise level due to vibrations llelicopters,
and in particular rigid rotor helicopters like the

= cos (D q - sin (D r BO 105, generate only small accelerations in the
longitudinal and lateral body-fixed axes as the4, = sin r . acceleration components due to a speed change

Cos 0 Cos r are practically compensated by the gravity corn-

'The relationshup between linear accelerations and ponents. The fact that, on the one side, sensors

speed components is given by- must have a high measuring range due to the
noise level whereas, on the other side, the signal

a5 -g sin -wq+v r to noise ratio is small (about 0.1 for the BO 105)
reduces the high measurement and resolution
quality of the linear acceleration data. This is

= ay + g sin c cos 0 - U r + w q particularly the case for the longitudinal and lat-

eral accelerations.
* = a7 + g cos 'eos 09 - v p + u q Measurement of aircraft speed components is

In these nonlinear equations, linear accelerations and still a major problem and the obtained accuracies
rates are taken from measured data and used as are significantly lower than those of the or linear
Icontrol' inputs. The integration then yields calcu- accelerations or angular data. This is also true for
lated angles and speed components that can be corn- the helicopter air data system, which is installed
pared to the measured ones. When differences are on the BO 105. For the considered flight condi-
seen, a more detailed analysis is needed to isolate the tion of about 80 knots it cannot improve the
error sources. In general it is tried to estimate scale data quality in comparison to other data sources
factors or zero offsets (biases) for the measured data. like noseboom mounted vanes and pressure

Depending on the applied method, the estimation sensors
procedure is different in its power and complexity. In the Working Group, AFI)D, CERT, DLR, NAE,
When the technique does not allow the integration and NLR performed data consistency checks for the
of nonlinear systems, all variables on the right hand BO 105 data. In the following, the individual
side are taken from measurements. Then, all terms approaches are characterized.
are known and the equation system can easily be
integrated. When nonlinear systems can be handled,
there is more flexibility with respect to the use of the AFDD
attitude angles and speed components: each of these Extensive work on data consistency for all provided
variables can either be treated as a known measured BO 105 data runs was done by AFDD. First results,
control or as a state variable obtained from the actual presented in [3], were obtained fiom the separate
integration. This possibility is very useful to isolate evaluation of each individual run. A more detailed
erroneous data channels. However, independent from study, including concatenated evaluations, is given
the applied method, some general statements can be by [4]. The Kalman Filter Smoother program
made from the BO 105 data evaluation: SMACK (Smoothing for AirCraft Kinematics)

developed at the Ames Research Center wasD.uu. to parameter correlations it is not possible employed. The algorithm is based on a variational
to estimate all scale factors and biases for all solon of ai s fredo linarsateoa

measremnts Basd o th assmpton hat solution of a six degrees of freedom linear state and
measurements. Based on the assumption that non-linear measurement model and employs a for-
rate gyros and linear accelerometers are the more ward smoother and zero-phase-shift backward infor-
reliable sensors, the usual approach therefore is mation filter. The solution is iterative, providing
to estimate: improved state and measurement estimates until a
* scale factors for attitude angles and speed minimum squared-error is achieved. Linearization is

components, about a smoothed trajectory and convergence is
" and/or biases for rates and linear acceler- quadratic [5]

ations.

2. The error estimation for the angular motion Consistency checks were performed in two steps:

equations causes no major problems. I. a preliminary three degrees of freedom check
including only the Euler angle and body angular

3. The determination of errors for the translational rate measurements,
motion equations is more difficult because of 2. a final six degrees of freedom check including the
some unique problems: angular variable measurements and the air-data

The equations are coupled with the rotational and linear specific force measurements. -
equations by the gravity terms. As they have a This approach allowed initial estimation of the
significant effect, errors in the attitude data also angular-variable error parameters to be performed
highly influence the comparison of the speed unbiased by the noisier air-data and specific-force
data. measurements. The values estimated in the angular

"i'iT
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solution and their variances were then used as start- I Integrate Euler rates with measured Euler angle
up values in the final overall solution. This two-step initial conditions and use Least Squares to
procedure resulted in a final soiwtion with smaller determine the 6 biases for the measured attitudes
parameter Cramer-Rao bounds and quicker conver- and rates.
gence than a one-step coupled solution. The obtained 2. The corrected Euler angles and rates are used in
results are included in Table 5 and Table 6. the angular kinematic equations to determine

biases in the body angular rates.

CERT 3. The corrected body angular rates andt attitudes
enter the translational kinematic equations for

CERT has used an output error minimization tech- determination of biases in the velocities and
nique to estimate scale factors, biases and initial translational accelerations.
conditions. From the obtained results it was con- Angular data were found to be of good quality and
cluded, that the measurement errors were not so sig- they were then used without any changes for the
nificant to justify use of reconstructed data. identification. Speed data, however, were felt to be

not acceptable and therefore, for all three speed

DLR components, reconstructed data were generated.

The airdata measurement problem has already been
addressed. In the flight tests the measured lateral NLR
speed was about 4 m/sec and the vertical speed about
-5 m/sec. It was felt that these values were not real- The 10 105 data were originally provided with a
istic and contained offsets. Therefore, for each run, sampling rate of 100 Hz. This sampling rate was
the initial vertical trim speed was calculated from reduced to 25 Ilz. No filter was used for the data

steady state horizontal flight using forward speed and reduction. Then NLR applied an output error tech-
pitch angle (this approach was also used by NAE). nique, which uses the nonlinear kinematic equations

The lateral speed could not be determined from other to estimate measurement biases. Various data runs

measurements. As the pilots were asked to minimize were evaluated. The obtained results for the biases

the sideslip during trim, the initial lateral speed was were comparable with the biases obtained from the

assumed to be zero. combination of the four data runs that were suggested
for identification. Visual inspection of the recon-

For the state estimation, DLR used the Maximum structed time hstories with the measured ones con-
Likelihood program that is also applied for system firmed that the quality of the meas-ired data is satis-
identification. The nonlinear kinematic equations factory and no significant errors were detected The
were integrated, where the measured rates and linear measured linear acceleratior. and rates were corrected
accelerations were treated as 'inputs' and all other by the identified biases and the reconstructed speed
variables were used as states. Calculated attitude components were generated for the use in the iden-
angles, heading, and speed components were tification.
obtained. Comparing the derived time histories with
the measured data two groups of unknowns were The estimated bias terms for the linear accelerations

estimated: and rates obtained from tht. data consistency checks
of the four combined runs are given in Table 6.

* scale factors for the speed components, attitude

angles and heading,
" biases (offsets) for the rates and linear acceler- 4.5 Discussion of results

ations.

Both, single and concatenated files were evaluated. In the following, results obtained from the data con-
The final results, obtained from all files as well as sistency analysis are illustrated by representative plots
from the suggested files are given in Table 5 and and the estimated scale factors and biases are sum-
Tlable 6. marized in the form of tables.

In Figure 5 and Figure 6 measurements from two
NAE flight tests are shown. Modified 3211 input signals

Consistency checks were performed on all data files. were used for the longitudinal stick (in the first run)

The data was initially lowpass filtered with a Butter- and for the pedal (in the second run). Figure 5 com-

worth fourth-order zero phase shift filter with a cutoff pares the measured speed components, attitude

frequency of 4 Hz. After lowpass filtering, the data angles and heading to reconstructed data. All scale

was sampled at 20 lHz, excluding the first and last factors were assumed to be one. It is clearly seen that

50 points, angular variables are in good agreement, whereas the
speed components show larger differences In partic-

Biases in the data were estimated with a Least ular, in the lateral speed data two deficiencies are
Squares method. The measurements used were: speed obvious:
components, linear accelerations, rates, attitude
angles and heading. The Least Squares procedure is 1. In the first run there are two sections with 'data
outlined below. drop outs' where the sensor was affected by the

i- - w m l i mll I
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d rotor downwash when the helicopter is in climb data, whereas AFDD, NAE, and NI.R replaced the
4 and measurements by reconstructed speed data.

2. a scale factor eaor, which is best seen during the
time of the pedal input.

The longitudinal and vertical speed data show some 5. Identification of 6 degrees of freedom
smaller differences. In a second data consistency Models
evaluation, scale factors were estimated. The factors
for the angular data stayed at about one. For the
speed components, however, scafe factors of about Based on the results from the data consistency anal-
0.9 for the both the longitudinal and vertical speed, ysis of all data files provided to the Working Group,
and 0.7 for the lateral speed were identified. (Defi- DLR selected eight flight tests for a more detailed
nition: Measurement = Scale factor * Reconstructed evaluation. Working Group Members then concen-
Data). Figure 6 compares the obtained reconstructed trated on this smaller common data base to make the
data with scale factor corrections and the measure- obtained identification results better comparable The
ments eight files were divided into two different data sets

with four files each:
Table 5 and Table 6 summarize the results obtained
from the data consistency analysis conducted be 1. one run with a longitudinal stick control input,
AFDD, DLR, and NLR. Two different cases must 2. one run with a lateral stick control input,

3. one run with a pedal control input,
be distinguished" 4. one run with a collective control input.

I Whe all data runs were considered, each run For the first data set, flight tests with 3211 control
was evaluated separately Then, the mean values inputs were selected to be used for the identification.
and the so called 'practical' standard deviations The second data set with doublet Lontrol inputs was
were calculated from all individual results. suggested for the verification of the obtained identi-

2. When only the suggested four data runs were fled models. For the 'identification data runs' it was
considered, they were concatenated so that one proposed to use the first 27 seconds of each data run.
single result was obtained. Then, the standard
deviation given in the table corresponds to the Identification results obtained from the suggested
Cramer-Rao lower bound. data runs with 3211 inputs were provided by CERT,

DLR, NAE/University of Toronto, Glasgow Uni-
Scale factors and their standard deviations are given versity, and NLR. AFDD provided results obtained
in Table 5. For the angular measurements they are the flight tests with frequency sweep control inputs.
close to one and indicated a high data consistency In this section, the identification approaches are
between the measurements of the rates and angles. characterized. Then, the identification results are
The scale factors for the forward and vertical speed summarized in the format of tables of derivatives and
data are about 0.9 and may be acceptable. But for the eigenvalues. Representative time histories and fre-
lateral speed component there are larger deviaiions quency responses are presented for the comparison
from one and a higher standard deviation. 'Ibis result of measured data and the response of the identified
is in agreement with the visual inspection of models.
Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Fable 6 gives the identified biases for the linear 5.1 Identification approaches
accelerations and rates. The small values confirm the
reliability of the measurements. All Working Group Members used a coupled six

When deficiencies in measured data are detected, the degrees of freedom rigid body model as derived in the
analyst has to decide how to use this information. In Lecture on Identification Techniques [6] for the
the case of the DO 105 speed measurements, the identification. Main differences in the model struc-
choice could be made to either use the measured or tures were the treatment of the nonlinear kinematic
the reconstructed data. On the one hand, the meas- and gravity terms, the number of derivatives to be
ured data can still provide useful speed information identified, and the determination of equivalent time
although they may, not be fully compatible with the delays. In the following, these topics are discussed in
other measured signals (e.g. linear accelerations). On more detail:
the other hand, compatible reconstructed data can * Treatment of the nonlinear kinematic and gravi-
be generated. However, they are derived from the ty terms,
linear accelerometer and vertical gyro signals and
therefore transfer errors from these instruments into Including nonlinear terms in the state equations
the calculated speed data. requires that the actual model states are used in

the nonlinear terms, like the state variable E) in
Both approaches have their advantages and disad- the gravity term g . sin E). Consequently, an
vantage. Consequently, different decisions were also identification method is needed that can handle
made by the Working Group Members. CERT, nonlinear state equations in both the estimation
DLR, and University of Glasgow used the measured of the unknown parameters and the calculation

__... . . .'; .', .....
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of the model responses. Such a 'nonlinear For the evaluation of the B0 105 data base, signif-
method' was only applied by DLR. As most icantly different identification techniques were
computer codes for system identification are applied. 'rime- and frequency-domain approaches as
written for linear systems, nonlinear terms have well as Least Squares and Maximum Likelihood
also to be linearized or, as a compromise, so identification criteria were used. In the following, the
called 'forcing functions' are used. Here, the individual identification approaches are characterized.
variables in the nonlinear expressions are taken
from the measured data, e g. the measured 0- in
g. sin 0. Then the nonlinear terms can be Cal- 5.1.1 Tine-domain identification techniques
culated and are treated like known control inputs Most of the WG Members applied time-domain
(pseudo controls) in the integration of the state techniques:
equations. This 'forcing function' approach was
applied by NAE. All other Working Group CERT
Members used fully linearized models. CERT applied a Maximum Likelihood output error

Number of derivatives to be identified, technique for the identification of linear models. The
proposed four B0 105 data files were concatenated

The definition of an appropriate model structure and evaluated without further modifications. The
still is one of the basic and essential problems in measurement vector (variables to be fitted by the
system identification. It is present standard in model response) included I I variables: linear acceler-
rotorcraft identification to work with linear cou- ations, speed components, rates, attitude and roll
pled six degrees of freedom rigid body models. angles. The structure of the linear model was reduced
'[hey have proved to be suitable for various to 35 derivatives to be identified.
applications. The more difficult problem is to
decide which parameters in the state equations DLR
can be identified or can be neglected or set to a As a first step, equivalent time delays between the
fixed value. The determination of too many control inputs and the on-axis acceleration responses
unknowns can lead to severe convergence prob- were determined by a cross-correlation technique.
lems in the identification and to high correlations The measured control time histories were then shifted
between the individual parameters, causing inac- by these time delays. For the identification, a Maxi-
curacies and large variances in the estimates. mum Likelihood method was used that allows the
When, on the other side, the number of estimation of nonlinear models. Therefore, the kine-
unknowns is reduced and significant parameters matic and gravity terms in the state equations were
are neglected, the model can no longer ade- kept nonlinear and calculated from the model
quately describe the helicopter dynamics. There response data. The other terms were linear. Based on
is not yet an unique solution to this model first identification results, the significant and identifi-
structure problem and consequently, the models able derivatives were determined by evaluating the
used for the BO 105 identification in the Work- inverse of the information matrix which gives the
ing Group ranged from models with almost all standard deviations (Cramer-Rao lower bounds) and
parameters included to highly reduced models the correlation between individual parameters. In the
From totally 60 possible derivatives, NAE iden- final model structure, 38 derivatives were identified.
tified 58 parameters, whereas in the model of the
Glasgow University the number of unknowns For the identification, the measured data were used
was reduced to 30 parameters. In such reduced without modifications except for the lateral and ver-
models, the derivatives that are neglected and not tical speed. For the horizontal flight trim condition,
identified are usually set equal to zero or alter- the lateral speed was about 4 m/sec and the vertical
natively, are fixed at values obtained from simu- speed about -6 m/sec. These values were felt to be
lation or wind tunnel results. In the Working unrealistic and therefore, the lateral speed measure-
Group, neglected derivatives were assumed to ments were corrected to a zero value in trim. The
be zero. 'true' steady state for the vertical speed was recon-

structed fron forward speed and attitude angle inca-
Determination of equivalent time delays. surements. Such corrections in the initial conditions

are necessary for nonlinear models as they use total
Six degrees of freedom rigid body models show amplitude values, whereas for linear systems, the
an immediate on-axis (linear and rotational) steady state is usually subtracted from the measure-
acceleration response due to control inputs. The ments so that the data represent only the deviations
helicopter response however is delayed mainly from trim.
due to the dynamics of the rotor and the
hydraulic actuators. To approximate their The measurement vector included 14 variables: linear
effects, equivalent time delays for the controls accelerations, speed components, rates, attitude and
are usually used. This approach ha5 proved to roll angles, and rotational accelerations. A concat-
be suitable and can be considered as a reasonable enated run evaluation was used, however for each
compromise to extending the model order by individual run the initial conditions were fixed at the
additional degrees of freedom. mean value of the first data points, .,.d offsets in the

....i
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controls and most of the measurement variables were AFDD
identified in form of bias terms. As the data consistency analysis revealed a low qual-

NAE ity of the airspeed measurements, AFDD decided to
use reconstructed speed data for the identification. A

Based on the results from the data consistency eva- key step in the AFDD frequency-domain identifica-
uation, the measured speed data were felt to be inad- tion approach is the extraction of high-quality fre-
equate to be used in the identification. Therefore, quency responses between each input/output pair.
NAE concentrated on the reconstruction of more AFDD experience has shown that flight test data
reliable speed variables. First, the initial trim condi- obtained from frequency sweep control inputs are
tions for the lateral and vertical speed were deter- better suited for this approach than multi-step inputs.
mined from forward speed, roll and pitch angles. Consequently, it was concentrated on the evaluation
Then the time histories obtained from the consistency of the BQ 105 flight test data obtained from fre-
analysis were used in the measurement vector and for quency swLep inputs. These manoeuvres could not
the calculation of the forcing functions. A Maximum be flown using only a single control but some activity
Likelihood identification method for linear systems in the other controls was required to keep the aircraft
was applied. However, the gravity and kinematic response within small perturbation assumptions.
terms in the state equations were kept nonlinear. Therefore, conditioned frequency responses were
They were calculated using the measured angles and determined. Making use of the redundant flight tests,
rates as well as the reconstructed speed components the frequency-sweep manoeuvres were concatenated
and considered as additionally generated time histo- to increase the reliabiity of the frequency responses.
ries and treated like control variables in the control Then, the unknown model parameters of a linear six
vector ('pseudo controls'). degrees of freedom state space model and the equiv-

Equivalent time delay values, suggested by DLR, alent time delays were identified by minimising the
were used to time-shift the measured control variables weighted Least-Squares error between measured and
before the identification was started. The measure- model frequency responses. The weighting was based
ment vector included 9 variables: linear accelerations, on the values of the associated coherences at each
reconstructed speed components, and rates. A con- frequency point.
catenated run evaluation was applied to identify an A total of 26 frequency responses, with 19 frequencies
almost full set of 58 derivatives, where only N and in each, were matched in the identification process
X ,, were neglected. Offsets in the controls and (Table 7). The frequency range of fit was selected
weasurements were taken into account by estimating individually for each response corresponding to itsbias terms for each individual manoeuvre. Theses
biases were used for the force and moment state range of good partial coherence. However, the upper
eqasas we l ase for the sre and l n ae- frequency was limited to a maximum of 13 rad/s since
equations as well as for the speed and near acceler- a 6 degrees of freedom model is not capable of
ation measurement equations. matching lead/lag and body/rotor flapping dynamics.
NLR Without this restriction, physically meaningless

derivatives can be obtained. A detailed model struc-
NLR was the only Working Group Member who ture analysis was conducted based on parameter
ap2lied an equat;on error method oi regression anal- insensitivities, Cramer-Rao bounds, and cost func-
ysis. In this technique, each state equation is treated tion changes. The final model included 51 identified
separately and independently. All state and control parameters (47 derivatives and 4 equivalent time
variables in tbe considered equation are taken from delays).
the measured data and the unknown parameters are
determined by fitting the linear and rotational accel- Glasgow University
erations by a Least Squares criterion. As in principal
all terms in the state equations are treated as pseudo Glasgow University applied a frequency-domain
controls, it is essential to work with highly accurate identification technique, where the time-domain state

data. Therefore, NLR first concentrated on a data space model and the measurement equations

reliability analysis although the 'standard' quite com- x(i) = A x() + B u()
plex NLR approach for flight path reconstruction y(t) C x(t) + D u(t)

could not fully be applied as some additionally y(1) Cx(1)+Du(t)
required measurements were not available, are transformed to the frequency-domain format

In the identification step, equivalent time delays for
the controls were used and then concatenated J w * x(w) = A x(,) + B u(o)
manoeuvres were evaluated to identify a model with Y(to) = C x(o) + D u(o,)
36 unknown parameters. where x(ou), u(w), and y(w) are the Fourier trans-

formed variables. The control vector u(m) and the
5.1.2 Frequency-domain identification techniques matrices B and D were modified to compensate for

Identification techniques working in the frequency non-periodic states p7".
domain were applied by AFDD and the University The unknown parameters in the matrices A. B, C,
of Glasgow. and D are then estimated in the frequency domain,
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using a Maximum Likelihood criterion. For the These dependencies have different influences in the
identification, the DLk suggested files with modified individual estimation techniques, which explains tile
3211 control inputs were used as concatenated large variations within the Working Group results.
manoeuvres. The measurement vector included the The yaw damping N, is in reasonable agreement.
Fourier transforms of 11 measured variables: linear From the main (on-axis) control derivatives, Z,,,, and
accelerations, speed components, rates, and attitude N6Pod agree fairly well. In the roll and pitch moment
and roll angles. 30 derivatives and 4 equivalent time control derivatives L,,1o and Mo, the larger differences
delays were identified. (In frequency-domain are caused by the high correlation of these terms with
approaches it is not necessary to estimate bias terms). L and Mq and the associated problems as discussed

above. The coupled off-axis derivatives are not dis-
cussed in detail. It is seen that there are also some

5.2 Identification results large differences. However, it should be noted that
several of these terms also show larger standard devi-

In this section, BO 105 identification resuits provided ations indicating less parameter significance.
by the Working Group Members are presented and The equivalent time dei..ys used for the controls are
discussed in detail. Tables of the derivatives and listed in 'Fable 12. These time delays approximate the
eigenvalues of the identified models are given and efet roradhrulcdnms.Hwip-
representative plots of time histories and frequency effects t rotor and hydraulic dlnamnics. How impor-
responsestant it is to include accurate equivalent time delays in
ured data and model responses. six degrees of freedom models is demonstrated by

Figure 7. .'or two major derivatives, the roll damp-
Table 8 to Table I1 list the derivative values identi- L'g f." and the roll control derivative due to lateral
fled in the Working Group by AFDD, CERT, DLR, stick L,,,, the figure shows the high sensitivity of the
Glasgow University, NAE, and NLR. From the identification iesults to time delays It is obvious that
tables the detailed model structures can also be seen. special care must be taken to accurately determine
In addition to the stability and control derivatives the equivalent time delay values. In the Working Group
associated standard deviations are given. These are DLR extracted time delays by a cross-correlation of
the values provided by ihe identification techniques the acceleration responses from the measurements
(Cramer-Rao lower bounds) They represent the and the model response. The obtained values were
theoretically lowest achievable standard deviation. It also used by NLR and NAE The frequency-domain
is well known that for practical use these values are method used by AFDD and University of Glasgow
usually too small. Therefore it is often recommended allow the direct estimation of equivalent time delays
to multiply them by a factor of 5 to 10 to make the together with the unknown derivatives.
standard deviations physically more realistic.
Depending on the identification approach, the stand- I'he eigenvalues of the identified models are given in
ard deviations were defined slightly differently. Table 13. A comparison shows that the phugoid and
Therefore this information is not intended for com- dutch roll modes are in good agreement with slightly
parisons between the results from different Members higher damping in the AFDD model. The values for
but more as a help to relate the significance of the lower frequency aperiodic pitch mode agree sat-
narameters within one set of results to each other. isfactorily, and all Working Group Members identi-

fied the spiral mode to be close to the origin. Major
rhere are quite large differences between the identifi- differences, however, are seen in the roll and higher
.;ation results. Evev for significant parameters, like frequency pitch modes. They reflect the different va-
the diagonal terms of the state matrix, which are ues of the roll and pitch damping derivatives.
related to system damping, some major differences
are seen. X. is between -0.05/s and -0.06/s for The comparison of the derivative and eigenvaue
time-domain results, but -0.03/s to -0.04/s for the results shows that the values obtained by AFDL,
frequency-domain methods. Larger Y, values in the DLR, and NuBE (ard probably University of Glas-
AFDD and NAE results reflect the lateral speed gow) are relatively close to each other.
measurement problem. These two Working Group As representative example Figure 8 through
Members used reconstructed data instead of the Figure 12 show a full set of time-history plots for the
measurements. in the data consistency analysis, a comparion of flight test measurements and the
scale factor of about 0.7 was determined between the response of the DLR identified model for all four
reconstructed and measured lateral speed. Conse- data runs used for the identification. It demonstrates
quently, this factor is also seen in the identified Y. that a good agreement was obtained for all variables.
The heave damping Z. shows ieasonable agreement. From tho time histories provided by CERT, Univer-

The identification of the pitchq and roll damping L sity of Glasgow, and NAE the pitch and roll rate
and M, is a major problem for the BO 105. The responses for the flight tests with longitudinal or lat-
obtained values highly depend on eral stick control inputs are presented in Figure 13

and Figure 14. Some representative results obtained
* the equivalent time delays, from the AFDD frequency-domain method are given
* the bandwidth of the flight test data, and in the format of frequency response fits in Figure 15
* the high correlation with the control derivatives, and Figure 16.

lmt
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6. Verification of the Identified Models 7. Discussion of Results

The verification of the identified models is a key step In the list of derivatives (Table 8 to Table 11) and
in the identification process that assesses the predic- eigenvalues (Table 13) it was seen that the identified
tive quality of the extracted model. Flight data not values varied significantly. A decision for the more
used in the identification are selected to ensure that suitable model can only be made on the basis of a
the model is not tuned to specific data records or comparison between the model responses and the
input forms. In the Working Group, identification flight test data for both the identification and the
results were generated from flight tests with multistep verification plots. Therefore, a more detailed evalu-
3211 or frequency-sweep control inputs. Therefore, ation was conducted It also inciuded all frequency-
doublet inputs for each control were used for model response and time-history fits, which, for space rea-
venfication and comparison. sons, cannot all be given within this Lecture. It was

All Members applied a very similar approach to cal- concluded that the models obtained by AFDD,
culate the responses of the identified models: All DLR, NAE, and, with some more deviations, the
model coefficients were fixed and only biases were model from the University of Glasgow showed the
estimated to accc.-at for control and measurement more satisfactory overall agreement with the meas-
offsets. In all cases, the model was only driven with urements.
the measured control variables and no pseudo con- The importance of accurate equivalent time delays
trols were used. As DLR and NAE worked with a
nonlinear model in the identification, the same model has already been addressed. The identified values
was also used for the verification (nwiinear terms provided by AFDD and DLR (Table 12) are in good
were calculated from model states). agreement, except for the value for the collective

control, where larger differences are seen. The DLR
Corresponding to the presentation of time-history fits time-domain approach for extracting time delays is
in the previous section on identification results, Fig- based on evaluating the cross-correlation of the on-
ure 17 through Figure 21 compare the time history axis (linear or aiigular) accelerations. The frequen-
response predictions of the DLR identified model for cy-domain method searches for a time delay in con-
all observation variables and for all four doublet junction with the other model parameters that will
control inputs. From the verification results provided produce the best match of all of the responses. The
by AFDD, CERT, Glasgow University, NAE, and ue the be may or ach int iposes the
NLR the pitch and roll rate responses due to longi- use of a single time delay for each input imposes the
tudinal and lateral stick inputs are given in Figure 22 assumption that all input/output response pairs hay.
through Figure 24 (for completeness, the DLR result the same high-frequency zeros, and thus the same
is repeated in the same format). From the complete high-frequency phase shift. This corresponds to
set of results in Figure 17 through Figure 21 it is modelling the rotor response as an actuator. When
seen that the predictive capability of the identified this assumption is valid, the two methods should
model is very good in both the on- and off-axis produce essentially the same time delays, as they do
response, especially considering the dynamically- for the lateral, longitudinal, and pedal inputs. Ilow-
unstable and highly-coupled nature of the BO 105. ever, this assumption is not acceptable for the col-
The differences seen in the speed data, and here in lectivi inputs. Further frequency-dnain analyses
particular in the lateral speed, are due to measure- indicated an effective time aelay of about 93 ms for
ment problems. Although there are also some smaller linear responses (u, w, a,) to collective, but a much
differences in the other variables, the overall agree- larger effective time delay of about 255 ms for angu-
ment is very satisfactory lar respc' i (p, q). The tine-domain method reflects

A first comparison of the verification plots in the verb, J acceleration delay, while the frequency-
Figure 22 through Figure 24 demonstrates that bas- domair result reflects an average delay. In conclusion,
icaily all model responses match the measured data it can , stated that for the collective control a single
fairly well. The lower frequency modes (phugoid and time delay value is only a poor compromise in char-
pitch) are in good agreement for all models. A closer acterizing all of the responses. However, a better
comparison reveals some larger differences for the approach either requires the use of different time
time history segments where the doublet control delays for each control and each response axis or a
inputs were given. Some models are more damped higher-order dynamic model is needed.
or the coupling between the pitch and roll motion is
less accurate. The fact, however, that none of the As a further help for the evaluations of the results,
models can fully reach the maximum peak ampli- three additional sets of identified derivatives were
tudez of the rates demonstrates that six degrees of cor.m dcrcd. They were not produced within the
freedom models cannot describe this higher frequency Working Group but they were obtained from the
range completely. It is obvious that a further same BO 105 data base. These models were extracted
improvement of the model prediction can only be by DLR (frequency-domain technique, similar to the
reached when the model order is extended by addi- University of Glasgow approach; [7]), by Stanford
tional degrees of freedom, like rotor or inflow University, USA (a newly developed identification
dynamics, algorithm based on smoothing; [8]), and by Tech-

.. .-
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nische lochschule Darmstadt, Germany (equation nique working in the frequency domain [13). A more
error technique; [9]). Both, the DLR frequency-do- detailed presentation of the results is given in [14]
main results and the results from Stanford University
are in good g&"emcnt with the AFDD,, DLR, and 6 degrees of freedom models are based on the
NAE identified denvatives and eigenvalues and con- assumption that the rotor dynamics are at much
finn the reliability or the models. All these results higher frequencies than the body modes. The steady
have in common, that they were obtained by quite state rotor influence is absorbed into the rigid body
complex identification methods although the individ- derivatives and the higher frequency dynamics are
ual approaches are very different. Another link neglected Such models assume an instantaneous tilt
between AFDD, DLR, and NAE is their high of the rotor tip path plane in response to a control
involvement in rotoreraft system identification since input, and consequently predict an immediate hieli-
a long time. It is well known and accepted that sys- copter angular acceleration: the model response leads
tem identification still is a relatively difficult task and the real helicopter response Only when rotor
that a successful application requires the analyst's dynamics are additionally approximated by equiv-
skill and experience. The previously gained experi- alent time delays for the controls a more realistic
ence in these organisations has also certainly been model response is obtained This approach was also
helpful for the BO 105 identification. used in the Working Group. Figure 26 shows the

data segment when the lateral control input was giv-
The results from the l'echnische Ilochschule Darm- en. The comparison of the model responses demon-
stadt are in a very good agreement with the NLR strates the improvement obtained from the use of
identified values. Both approaches are based on less equivalent time delays. The oscillation which is
complicated equation error techniques. In compar- mainly seen at the end of the time history plot is
ison with the more complex iterative methods such caused by the rotor lead/lag motion that cannot be
techniques are computationally very efficient with described by 6 degrees of freedom models.
respect to computing time and storage requirements.
From the obtained results it can be stated that Models with a more accurate representation of the
equation error methods are appropriate for the higher frequency characteristics were needed for the
rotorcraft identification when models of lower accu- development of the DLR BO 105 in-flight simulator
racy can be accepted. Such models are certainly useful ATTIIeS (Advanced Technology Testing Helicopter
for various applications, wh;ch may not justify the System). The design of the feedforward controller in
significantly higher efforts ant. costs for the extraction the model following control system (MFCS) is based
of more accurate models by more sophisticated on the inverted BO 105 model Inversion of the
methods. equivalent time delays however physically means

time 'lead': future values of the state variables are
To give an impression of what system identification needed which is impossible for an on-line real time
can do in comparison to a computational simulation, process like in-flight simulation. The identified
the measured 3211 control inputs for the longitudinal equivalent time delays for the 6 degrees of freedom
and lateral stick were used in the DLR simulation BO 105 model ranged from 40 milliseconds for the
program SIMH [10). The obtained rate responses are pedal up to about 100 milliseconds for the longitudi-
compared to the measured 'ine histories in nal stick and collective. Neglecting these delays leads
Figure 25. In the figure, the same data section is to drastic errors in the MFCS [2]. Clearly, the rigid
given for the comparison of the identified (DLR) body models must be extended by an explicit repre-
model response and the meast,rements. sentation of the rotor dynamics effects. Therefore, a

first extended model was defined using pitch and roll
accelerations as state variables [2]. This approach
gives a good and valid approximation of the rotor

8. Identification of Extended Models influence, in particular in the roll motion. The iden-
tified 8 degrees of freedom model was used success-
fully for the controller design and has helped to

The Working Group concentrated on the identifica- improve the in-flight simulation performance signif-
tion of 6 degrees of fieedom rigid body models. Such icantly [15), [16). This experience also demonstrated
models are useful for various applications. For 'pph- that there is a strong need for models with . more
cations like high-bandwidth control system design, reliable description of the initial response character-
however, they are often no longer appropriate and istic than the conventional 6 degrees o1 freedom
models with rotor degrees of freedom may be models can provide. A logical consequence is the
required. The need for such models was discussed in identification of models with rotor degrees of free-
the Working Group and is addressed in the applica- dom. It implies, however, thai measurements of the
tion oriented Lectures on Flying Qualities Evaluations blade motions are required.
[I I] and Flight Control Systen Optimisation [12].
It was however beyond the scope of the Group to
work on a more detailed study about the identifica-
tion of higher order models. Therefore, in the fol- 8.1 Rotor data
lowing, some representative results from the identifi-
cation of an extended model are shown that were The original DL)R BO 105 data base included meas-
obtained from a DLR Maximum Likclihood tech- urements of the flapping motion for each blade and
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the rotor azimuth. (As the Working Group concen- * linear accelerations and speed components,
trated on 6 degrees of freedom models, these data * rates and attitude angles,
were not provided to the Group) The measurtments
and data processing are described in the Lecture on and the rotor variables,
Instrumentation and Data Processing [17). For the 0 coning, longitudinal and lateral flapping, and
use in system identification the measured data were - differentiated coning, longitudinal and lateral
transformed to the nonrotating axis system to flapping.
describe the tip-path plane motion in terms of con-
ing, longitudinal and lateral flapping. Control variables were the four helicopter controls:

longitudinal and lateral stick, collective, and pedal.
No use was made of pseudo control inputs, where

8.2 Identification result measured states are treated as controls. In compar-
ison to the 6 degrees of freedom model structure

The basic approach for extending the conventional 6 some major changes were made, in particular:
degrees of freedom rigid body model fornulation by 1 As the rotor degrees of freedom are explicitly
rotor degrees of freedom is illustrated in Figure 27. modeled, no equivalent time delays are needed
The state vector of the rigid body motion is extended todepdroiae tor dyn a ys is ery
by tip path plane variables. Then, the model structure to approximate rotor dynamics. This is very
includes two sets of equations representing the fuse- important for the design of the feedforward con-
lage and the rotor characteristics. The submatrices troller in the model following control system.
characterise the rigid body and rotor behavior and the 2. The roll and pitch damping derivatives L, and
associated couplings. In comparison to the conven- M, were neglected in the fuselage equations.
tional model this structure is closer to reality and can
provide a more detailed insight into the helicopter 3. Longitudinal and lateral stick and collective
dynamics. However, an increase in model size also control derivatives were eliminated from the
implies an increase of unknown parameters and fuselage equations and only used in the rotor
makes the identification more difficult. Problems equations.
related to convergence of the method, correlation of 4. The fuselage equations were extended by rotor
the parameters, insufficient information content, etc state derivatives to represent the fuselage/rotor
become more evident. A detailed model structure
analysis is necessary to reduce the number of coupling.
unknowns so far as physically meaningful. Deriva- Making use of the rotor symmetry, some parameters
tives in the 6 degrees of freedom model that mainly in the rotor equations were constrained to the same
include rotor effects can be eliminated from the fuse- identified value (e.g. rotor flapping damping). Known
lage equations as the rotor is now explicitly modeled. rotor terms that depend upon inertia parameters were
The development of an adequate model structure, fixed. (The structure of the identified models can be
however, is still a major research task. A first seen in Table 14).
approach to extend the rigid body models by rotor
states was presented in [18]. Here, in a so called Figure 28 presents the obtained identification result
'hybrid formulation', highly reduced rotor equations for the roll rate, roll acceleration, and lateral flapping
for the regressive flapping mode and an approxi- responses. The comparison to Figure 26, where the
mation for the lead/lag effects were used. As intended, same data segment was shown, illustrates the
this formulation predicted an accurate high frequency improved agreement with the measured data. Tifs is
response of the tip path plane. However, significant also true for the representation of the lead/lag
errors in the lower frequency ran- of the rotor motion.
response must be accepted. The complete set of rotor response time histories due
The DLR approach tried to identify all parameters to the three main rotor controls is given in Figure 29
needed in the rotor equations to represent the total for three runs with longitudinal and lateral stick and
coning and flapping rotor response. I'vo different collective inputs. The fit with the measured data is
model structures were investigated [14j The best excellent for the total data length. Some smaller
results were obtained from a model where 'n addition deviations in the coupled respories (mainly in con-
to the rigid body motion, the rotor was, .presented ing) are acceptable.
by linear differential equations for
" coning (a0) as 2nd order system, To visualize the stepwise improvements of the vari-
Scongping (a,) as 2nd order system ous models, Figure 30 shows the roll rate due to lat-

• longitudinal flapping (a1) as 2nd order system, eral stick frequency responses for the flight test mena-• lateral flapping (b1) as 2nd order system, and
* an approximation of the lead/lag motion as 2nd surements and i'aree different models: two 6 degrees

order transfer function. of freedom models (without and with equivalent time
delays), and the model with rotor degrees of freedom

The model has 9 degrees of freedom and is of 16th As expected, the lower frequency range is act~urately
order (including the lead/lag approximation). The described by all models. Main differences however are
measurement equations included the rigid body vari- seen for frequencies higher than about I liz. lere,
ables the improvement obtained from the extended model

ii I I II I I I I II/

mm mm Nq -mm . .
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is obvious. Both amplitude and phase are in good frcquency range where rotor dynamics can be
agreement with the measurements up to frequencies approximated by equivalent time delays. For the
of about 3 lIz, which is practically the limit of the higher frequency range, however, the helicopter
information content that can be obtained from pilot models must be extended by rotor degrees of free-
flown input signals. (The peak in the amplitude at dom
about 2.3 IN is caused by the ad/lag motion). For applications that need a suitable overall system

The identified extended model is given Table 14 and characterization but do not require higher accuracies,
'rable 15. The obtained eigenvalues are presented in less complex but computationally more efficient
'Table 16 together with the eigenvalues from the identification methods, like equation error tech-
DLR 6 degrees of freedom model (see also niques, are applicable and useful.
Table 13) A comparison shows that the eigenvalues
associated with the rigid body motion stay practically First identification results of a model with rotor
the same (phugoid, dutch roll, spiral and pitch) degrees of freedom were presented. The identified
ligher frequency modes that are neglected or 16th order model (with a second order flapping and
approximated in 6 degrees of freedom models are coning representation and a second order le,'d/lag
now included in the extended model: Regressive and motion approximation) showed excellent agreement
advancing flap, roll/flap coupling, and coning. The between measurements and model response in a wide
identified values are physically realistic and charac- frequency range. In comparison to 6 degrees of free-
teristic for the BO 105 dynamics. Of course, the high dora models, a significant improvement of the model
frequency cigenvalues for advancing flapping can be accuracy for higher frequencies was obtained. The
questioned as the data cannot provide useful infor- extraction of higher order helicopter models including
ination for frequencies of about 100 rad/second. rotor degrees of freedom is feasible when appropriate

flight test data are available. The obtained results are
certainly promising and motivate to continue the
identification of extended rotorcraft models for

9. Conclusions applications that require more accurate models.
Future work should concentrate on a more refined
model structure and on flight test inputs that can still

BO 105 flight test data specifically generated for sys- increase the data information content for the high
tern identification purposes were provided to the frequency rotor data.
Working Group. Flight test trim condition was hori-
zontal flight at 80 knots forward speed. In conclusion, it can be stated that the BO 105

identification results demonstrate that system iden-
Results obtained from data consistency analysis, tification is a potential tool for extracting reliable
identification, and verification were provided by helicopter models from flight test data. Depending
AFDD, CERT, DLR, University of Glasgow, NAE, on the applied evaluation techniques, different accu-
and NLR The identification approaches included racy levels for the results are reached. Therefore, it is
frequency- and time-domain techniques with iden- advisable ti establish a close contact between the
tification criteria ranging from Least-Squares analyst and the user of the results before system
equation error to Maximum Likelihood output error. identification is conducted. Then, a reasonable com-
Data consistency results proved that the measure- promise can be defined between the user's application
ment quality was appropriate for system identifica- oriented model accuracy needs and the efforts and
tion. Typical for all aircraft and particularly for hell- costs of the identification analysis.
copters, some inconsistencies were seen in the speed
data. Therefore, some Members decided to work with
reconstructed speed data instead of the measure-
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Tables

Overall dimensions Tall rotor

Overall Length 11 84 m Main rotor Diameter 1.9 m
Fuselage Length 8.45 m Diameter 9.824 m Blades 2
Overall Height 3 03 m Blades 4 Chord 0 179 m

Chord 0.27 m Profile NACA 0012
Profile NACA 23012 Solidity 0.12

Blade Area 5.31 m2  Twist 000

Mass and moments of Inertia Solidity (Thrust) 0.07 Horizontal stabilizer
Tip Sweep 00

Mass 2200 kg Twist -6 20 Spar. 2.0 m

Ix  1433 kg m2  Shaft Angle -3.00 Chord 0.4 m
ly 4973 kg m2  Area 0.8 m2

2 Profile NACA 0010/0020
/Z4099 kg m Icdne 00

IZx 
660 kg m

2

Table 1. List of physical characteristics of the BO 105

jmmlm mm -- Jl m am,. 
- -'-.3
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Variables Original
Source Sampling

Group Quantity eRate
(in Hz)

Forward/Aft Cyclic Potentiometer 50

Lateral Cyclic Potentiometer 50

Pedal Potentiometer 50
0

Collective Potentiometer 50

Table 3. Measured BO1 IM control variables

Variables Original
SSampling

Group Quantity Source Rate
(in Hz)

Longitudinal airspeed HADS 50

Lateral airspeed HADS 50

Normal airspeed HADS 50

Longitudinal acceleration Accelerometer at CG 300

Lateral acceleration Accelerometer at CG 300

Normal acceleration Accelerometer at CG 300

Roll angle Vertical gyro 50

Pitch angle Vertical gyro 50
U

Yaw angle Directional gyro 50

Roll rate Rate gyro 100

Pitch rate Rate gyro 100

Yaw rate Rate gyro 100

RPM Tachometer 50

Table 4. Measured BO 105 response va; ables

Data provided at a uniform sampling rate of 100 Hz.

I.
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Scala factor for AFOD DILR DIR NLR

Smo Unt Value (7 Value a Value 01 Value a

u 1 09556 0.0272 09956 0.0104 0.9244 0.0027t - -

V 1 0.7043 0.0524 0.6723 0.0955 0.6932 0.0082t -

w 1 0 8751 00378 0.9521 0.0913 0.9283 0.0039t --- -

1 10199 00126 1.0144 0.0177 1.0168 0.0005t ---__

(9 1 1.0290 0.0352 1.0364 0.0281 1.0351 0 0004t -

4) 1 -- ... 1.0202 01371 10392 0 0016t -

From all files
From 4 concatenated files proposed for identification

.. From 4 Files proposed for identification
t Cramer Rao lower bound

a = Standard deviation

Table 5. BO0 105 data consistency analysts: Mean values of identified scale factors

Bias for, AFOD DILR DILR NIR

Smo Unt Value a~ Value j cr value I ' o value 1 (

ax rn/S 2 - --- 00571 0.1130 00194 0.0027t 00243 0.0028t

ar /s 2  
... 00443 0.1096 0.01 57 0 0047t 00016 0.0029t

a2  n/s~ 2 -- ... 0.0007 00456 00463 0 0023t 00145 0 0023t

p rad/s -00015 00002 -0.0015 0.0005 -00013 0.0002t -0.0015 0.000lt

q rad/s .00017 00002 -0.0016 00005 -0.0014 0O000lt -00019 0.000lt
r rad/s -- - -0.0005 0.0019 -00002 0 0004t .0.0011 0 0001t

From all files
From 4 concatenated files proposed for identification
From 4 files proposed for identification

t Cramer Rao lower bound

a = Standard deviation

Table 6. BO 105 data consistency analysis: Mean values of identified biases

-



Compo- Motivator deflections State vector:

net ?c~on 6tat 6
ped 5r01 Cu v w p q r (P O1

U * * * *Mesurement vector-

V * *[t, v w p q r a, ayaz

1 4* * Number of frequencies: 19
Weight: 7 570 deg-error/d B error

r indicates an input/output frequency response
included in the identification cost runction

a,

Table 7. Set-up for AFDD frequency-domain identiflcation

4k,'
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MODEL STRUCTURE

iid Ab,0dy A body/rotor X + 8 body

fX[O, Arotorbody A rotor j Xrotor 8 oto

xbodyy =[u v h~ p q r 10

Xrotor Tl do 16 1 il a0 a1 bi]

6'= Ii6ion 610t 
6

,.1 bped]

RIGID BODY MATRIX A,dy

u v W p q r (A0

-3.5199D02 0.0660+66 1.2113D02 8.8000D+08 1.29850+80 5.66850-01 9.66600+66 -9.80760+66
6.06660D+66 -1.6273D01 0.0000D+00 -1.3823D+66 6.60060D+06 -4.2216D01 9.86760+06 6.66660+89
-6.7246D03 6.00+46 -2.1751D01 -5.66850-61 4.38240+61 6.66660D+66 0.066+680 0.0000+89
-5.9302D-03 -1.6860-01 -6.8254D-82 6.6660D+00 5.28720-81 5.29340-el 86660+66 6.66660+66
-8.69760-63 2.8149D062 -1.96440-62 -9.66480-02 9.0666D00 -4.3621D01 0.66660+06 0.66660+06
-3.9232D03 1.2763D01 1.46940-62 2.9732D01 2.7619D01 -8.9522D061 0.66680+06 6.66660+66
6.6660D+00 0.66660+06 0.9660D+06 1.66600D+66 0.0000o+00 8.800+00 .6660+06 6.66600+66
0.0000D+00 6.96660+06 8.666066 6.66660D+66 1.66660+66 6.6600+66 6.6660D+66 9.68680+66

ROTOR M-RIX Ator

00 d 7 lb

-5.1589D01 -3.9223D061 6.6660D+66 -2.86630+63 -1.4827D02 6.66660+66
6.86440+61 -2.5135D01 -8.86660D+61 -7.96170+62 -3.8591D02 -2.42540+63

-1.3270D+61 8.86660+61 -2.5135D01 1.61420+63 8.4981D02 -3.85910+62
1.66660+68 0.00000M 0.6660D+66 6.66660+66 6.06660+66 6.66660+66
6.66660+66 1.66660+66 6.66660D+66 0.66660+66 6.66660+66 6.66660D+66
6.66660+60 6.66660+66 1.6660+66 6.6660+66 6.66660+60 9.6660D+66

Table 14. Identified model with rotor degrees of freedom: Rigid body and rotor state matrices
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RIGID BODY /ROTOR COUPLING MATRIX AtjodyIrotor

0-8.60+00 0.88t,400 8.06060D+00 1.2032D01 2.6589D+91 0.66660D+68
0.0008D+00 0.0000D+00 3.96310+06 -2.51560+81 0.08060D+66 -3.71330+81
0.8000D+00 6.08808 0.66660D+88 -1.8983D02 3.84920+81 8.88800+600
0.66660+00 8.06680+88 1.6822D+00 -8.48620+89 -6.7502D06 -1.7832D02
0.66860D+08 -2.3466D01 9.0000D+00 -1.3165D01 -4.68560D+81 8.66660D+66
0.608806 8.00660+66 0.8680+68 -2.55490+88 6.6879D08 -3.76730+81
8.oe000+ee 6.6088D00 0.08860+88 0.0006De 86800D+88 0.0008D+88
0.68080D+080080 8.6068D+88 e. 0000e8.860+60 8.008080 8.6860+60

ROTOR / RIGID BODY COUPLING MATRIX ArotorI,,dy,

U v W p q r 4

-3.1842D01 8.66660D+86 5.8469D00 -1.03360+61 4.7646D01 0.8680D+66 8.68660+66 6.06660+00

1.4813D01 7.3639D081 -7.7879D01 8.886660+81 6.680D+86 8.66680+00 0.08660+86 8.006808

7.3639D01 1.4813D01 -8.43430-61 8.68860+68 -8.86680D+61 8.66880+68 8.86880D+00 8.88860+68
8.8060D+08 6.88000D+66 6.86600+6986.06660D+68 6.6880+88 0.60680+66 6.60860+88 0.0666D+00
0.66800+68 8.66880D+688.86880+8 8.80+66 6.8880+6 8.688+68 8.8860+08 0.88080+68
0.86680+86 8.800D+88 8.66680+0086 .6868086.8688D0 0.68080D+00 6.88660+8 8.68680+08

LEAD /LAG APPROXIMATION

s + 'A.398 s + 242.07
S 0.516 s + 218.42 ~It~au~

CONTROL MATRIX B

0.68680D+00 0.8000D+66 0.06860D+66 8.86060+06

8.88660+60 0.89060D+66 6.66860+66 -1.52440-62
8.86860+66 8.86680+08 8.68080+88 0.00600D+00

6.68660+86 8.66060D+66 0.86660D+86 4.57130-82
6.08660686.60680+00 8.68680+86 6.66660D+66
8.66860+66 6.66680+68 6.68660+66 6.0000680
6.88680+68 8.66860+60 2.2776D00 8.00660D+08

-8.02580-61 -1.74760D+06 6.6860+66 6.86060D+06
1.7716D09 -2.2695D01 0.66660 6.06660D+88

0.66660D+66 8.66660+68 6.660+66 6.68680D+68

Table 15. Idniied model with rotor degrees of freedom: Coupling matrices, lead/lag approxi-
mation, and control matrix
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Motion 6 DOF, 8th order 9 DOF, 16th order

8th order rigid body 8th order rigid body,
2nd order coning

2nd order long/lat flapping
2nd order lead/lag approx.

Phugoid [-0.15, 0.331 -0.22,0.33]

Dutch Roll [+0.14, 2.50] [+0.14,2.55]

Spiral (0.02) (0.03)

Pitch-I1 (0.60) (0.43)

Roll (8.49)

Roll/flap [0.74, 14.7]

Regressing flap [0.84, 6.37]

Pitch-2 (4 13) ________________

Advaifzing flap ____ [0.14, 106]

Coning ____ _______[0 57, 34 63]

Lead/lag approx. ________________ [0.0 17,14.78]

Shorthand notation:

[U, coJ implies s' + 2 cws + cc.'
~-damping, w,0 = undamped natural frequency '(rad/sec)

(1/T) implies + 1/T), (rad/sec)

Table 16. Comparison of 80 105 elgenva'ues for different mod?l structures
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Figures

~OK

Figure 1. DLR research !'dlicopter BO 105

Figure 2.Threevie daing of10 1 0
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Figure 3. Pilot's display for input signal generation (BO 105)
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Figure 4. Representative BO 105 flight test data: control input types and rate responses
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control 606 60 60

40 50 i.---40

log 55 55

speed-
(mi/sec)

35.-__________________ 35 ___________________

lateral 6 6
speed-

vertical
speed
(misec) V

.a. .6 5

roll .40 time Sec) s
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SA 330 PUMA IDENTIFICATION RESULTS

by

Gareth D. Padfield
Defence Research Agency

Aerospace Division
RAE Bedford, UK

Summary The RAE Research Puma XW 241 (Fig 1) is one of
the early development aircraft acquired by RAE

The SA 330 Puma test data provided by the RAE in 1974 and extensively instrumented for flight
were analysed with a variety of different identi- dynamics and rotor aerodynamics research.
fication techniques by six of the participating With its original analogue data acquisition
organisations in AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel system, the Puma provided direct support during
Working Group 18. This Paper presents the the 1979 to the development of new rotor aero-
results of this work. A detailed study of the foil, th.ough the measurement of surface pres-
data kinematic consistency conducted by the sutes on modified blade profiles. In the early
RAE is included, highlighting some of the diffi- 1980s a digital PCM system was installed in the
culties that can be encountered, even with high aircraft and a research programme to support
quality measurements, and ways of overcoming simulation molel validation and handling quali-
them. The results of the six degree of freedom ties was initiated. Over the period between
identification are discussed in terms of the 1981-1988, more than 150 hours of flight testing
conventional rigid body modes of motion, were carried out to gather basic flight mechanics

data throughout the flight envelope of the air-
craft. A three-view drawing of the aircraft in its

1 Introduction experimental configuration is shown in Fig 2.
The aircraft has a four-metal-bladed articulated

The Royal Aerospace Establishment provided main rotor (modified NACA 0012 section, 3.8%
flight test data from the Research Puma to flapping hinge offset). Basic physical character-
AGARD WG-18 in December 1987. This Paper istics of the aircraft are provided in Table 1.
describes the aircraft and the associated test
database. The results of data consistency Full details of the manoeuvres flown and
analysis, parameter identification and verifi- measurements recorded on the Puma and
cation analysis are presented. A detailed provided to WG-18 are included in AGARD
kinematic consistency study conducted by RAE (1991). Table 2 summarises the data provided;
is included, followed by derivative identifica- the set eventually selected for primary analysis
tion conducted by six of the AGARD participat- comprised 3211 inputs on all controls from an
ing organisations. The discussion of results is 80 kn trim condition. All control inputs were
approached from a modal perspective; each of applied by the pilot through the cockpit con-
the six degree of freedom modes and their trols, using a controls fixture to guide the
approximations is examined in turn, the major inputs. Manoeuvre times are typically 20-30 s
contributing deiivatives highlighted and the and the recovery was initiated at the test pilot's
comparisons between methods discussed. Based discretion or when the manoeuvre amplitude had
on this analysis, some conclusions are drawn either grown too large or subsided to very small
that reflect on the corfidence in and maturity of amplitude. Control input amplitudes are
system identification methods in helicopter typically less than 5% of full range. Response
flight mechanics. excursions are typically within the range

±10(kn, deg, deg/s, etc).

2 Helicopter and Instrumentation The measurements recommended for use by
WG-18 are listed in Tables 3 and 4 and were

The SA 330 Puma is a twin engine, medium provided to the working group in unprocessed
support helicopter in the six tonnes category, in Imperial engineering units. No predistribution
service with a number of armed forces including corrections were made to reference accelera-
the Royal Air Force to support battlefield tions or nose-boom vane measurements to the
operations. centre of mass. It should be noted that all
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kinematic measurements are positive in the and y accelerations are very low and of the
usual 'left hand' reference frame sense, except order unity, with a significant component of
the normal acceleration which is positive up. noise at higher frequency (actually 4/rev) than
Many of the measurements were sampled at 128 the frequency of the test manoeuvre. The
and 256 Hz but a reduced rate of 64/s was normal acceleration channel is positive in the
provided to the vorking group. All channels unconventional sense as noted but the incidence
were passed through anti-aliasing filters at 72 vane also appears to nave an inverted scale
Hz before digitising; in addition, the agility factor, the excursions being clearly in the
pack data were further filtered by a 2-pole opposite sense to the pitch attitude. While the
Butterworth at 10.6 Hz. The measurements were 'short period' pitch mode appears to be
recorded in digital PCM (12 bit numbers, 4096 adequately excited, barely one period of the
counts) form on magnetic tape on the aircraft. 'phugoid' is contained in the manoeuvre. The
No de-skewing techniques were adopted, result- initial conditions for incidence and pitch
ing in a maximum data skew of about 16 ms. appear inconsistent with steady level flight.

(ii) Lateral cyclic manoeuvres
3 Flight Test Data Evaluation (Fig 4)

3.1 General considerations Throughout both manoeuvres, response pertur-
bations appear to be within the 'linear range'.

As noted in the previous section, the Puma data- The Dutch roll mode is dominant in the free
sets provided to WG-18 members had received response with roll/yaw/pitch ratio of the order
very limited preprocessing, amounting to 1/1/0.5. The velocity measurement is supplied
decimation down to 64 samples/s and conver- in uncalibrated form for the left cyclic
sion to Imperial engineering units For com- manoeuvre (flown on a different occasion to the
pleteness, the relevant measurements are right cyclic manoeuvre).
reproduced in Figs 3 to 6. The response range
p!otted ir 25 s; in some cases the response (iii) Collective manoeuvres (Fig 5)
continues beyond this, in others, recovery is
initiated within this range. Prior to model All response perturbations lie within the linear
structure and parameter identification it is range for both manoeuvrcs; in particular, velo-
important to establish the consistency of the city excursions are very small (5 kn). Recovery
kinematic measurements used and, for some action in the roll axis occurs within the 25 s
identification methods, to determine the manoeuvre range.
properties of any process or measurement noise
present in the data. In addition, referencing the (iv) Pedal manoeuvres (Fig 6)
measurements to the centre of mass to accord
with the reference frame of the dynamic The dominant mode of response is the lateral/
equations, is required. The state estimation directional Dutch roll with moderate excursions
procedures applied form part of the system in sideslip (0.2 rads), lateral acceleration
identification methodology and different (0.1 g) and roll/yaw rate (0.25 rad/s). The
organisations approached this task in different phugoid mode appears to have been more
ways. The following section addresses the RAE strongly excited in the right manoeuvre result-
approach but some general observations on the ing it, greater speed and pitch angle excursions.
raw data in Figs 3 to 6 are worth making at this
stage: From these initial and tentative observations it

is clear that some data inconsistencies and
(i) Longitudinal cyclic manoeuvres noise-related features are present that state

(Fig 3) estimation can potentially shed light on.

The initial response perturbations are all 3.2 RAE Bedford kinematic consistency
within the 'linear range'; however, during the analysis
free response phase, excursions in pitch and
roll attitude rise above 0.3 and 0.A rads respec- In previous applications RAE have used an
tively. The angular rates and incidence angles extended Kalman filter (Padfield et al, 1987) to
remain small however. Roll and yaw excursions derive consistent state estimates for the Puma
during the forward cyclic manoeuvre are of the flight test data. Attempts to estimate noise
same order as the pitch excursions and con- statistics and calibration correction parameters
siderably larger than for the aft cyclic simultaneously have not succeeded however.
manoeuvre. The signal to noise ratios on the x For the present activity it was felt that
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establishing estimates for the scale factor and Wo = (1 + )+ bw  . (12)
bias corrections was important and hence a

technique based on output-error estimation was Once again, X and b represent scale factor and
developed (Turner, 1991). The state equations bias corrections respectively.
can be written in the usual way for attitudes
and velocities. Velocities

Attitudes Vm = (I+XV)(u*2+v* 2 +w .2) /

p*+q*sin tan0+r*cos tan0 . (1) +bv+nv . (13)

0= q'cos * -r'sine . (2) -
- m P (1 +Xp) tan- (v*/u*) + bp +n. (14)

=q'sin €sece0+ r'cos # sec 0 . (3) -am = ( +Xa) tan- (w*/u*) + ba +na . (15)
Where p* = (1 + Xp)pm - bp , etc,
Xp and bp are the scale factor and bias correc-

tions respectively and Pm the measurement of The measurement noise vector [nv, nP, not is
roll rate. assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with

zero mean. The model output follows as for the
Velocities attitude pass. The velocities u* , v* , w* refer to

the velocity components of the boom tip where

qw + r*v A ax*-gsi) the vanes and pitot tube are located. Hence, for
example, if the point has coordinates xb, Yb, Zb
relative to the centre of mass, we can write:

v = -r*u + p,* % + ay* + g cos 0 sino . (5)
u*= u+q*zb - r*y b ,

w= p*v+q~u+az* +gcos0cos 0 . (6) v* = v +r*xbp*zbetc. (16)

Where ax* = (I + %ax)axm - bax etc, and The vectors of parameters to be estimated in the

Xax and bax are the scale factor and bias cor- two-pass-process are:
rections respectively to the measurement ax m
referred to the centre of mass. 0a = [4(o), 0(o), M(o), bp, bq, br,

The estimation procedure is configured to run X p, Xq, xr, bo, b0 , bM/, X0, 0, LW]T

in two sequential passes with the converged
results of the attitude pass fixed for the ..... (17)

velocity pass. The corresponding measurement and

equations can be written in the form:

Attitudes yv = (u(o), v(o), w(o), bax, bay, baz,

Om = (1 + X1 )o + bo + no . (7) kax) ay, Xaz, b, bp, ba, ), X

...... (18)

em = (I + X)0 + be + no (8) Where, (o), u(o), etc, are the state initial

Wim = (1 + XW)W + N+n . (9) values.

The cost function to be minimised in the output-
Where the measurement noise vector [no, no, nMI] error scheme can be written (Turner (1991)):

is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean. The model output is obtained from: I T N

ipo 
=  (i + ko)O +b 0  .

(10) t

~~~1 Ti:;1,y (9
00 = (I +X0o)O +b . (11) +I p Ay Sy Ay (19)

2 p

... .... ...... _ ~ l m m m ~ w ~ n m l m mm n ~ ma a um a a m m i a a l t l ml m m -m(
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The residual vector z represents the difference distinctly non-Gaussian and attempts to account

between the measurcd and predicted model out- for such noise using the usual Kalman filter
put vectors: approach for estimating S will themselves be

faulted.
Z = Zm-Zo (20)

To give some indication of the quality of the

the residual vector Ay represents the differ- unprocessed measurements, Fig 7 shows a
comparison of measurements and model output

ence between the current model parameter without any calibration corrections. The case
estiates: aexamined is the forward cyclic 3211. Some
parameters: notable observations are:

Ay = 'Y - YO". (21)
(a) the reverse scale factor on the incidence

S is the measurement (noise) error-covariance vane,

matrix and SY is an input weighting matrix (b) evidence of bias errors manifested in the

indicating confidence in the initial guesses roll angle and sideslip,
provided for the parameter estimates.

(c) process noise on the velocity
The summations in equation (19) are carried out measurement.
over all N time points (t) and parameters (p)
respectively. The Bayesian component (third The output-error optimisation can first be run
term in equation (19)) is included to allow with the parameter constraint weighting set to
some parameters to be held fairly constant very low values (unity) to disable this part of the
during the iterations, for cases where these are cost function effectively. The optimised time
known with high confidence a priori or over- history comparisons are shown in Fig 8 and
parameterisat;on could cause solutions to corresponding calibiation correction estimates
converge to an obviously incorrect iswer. This in Table 5. The time histories show excellent
approach is Ji~cussed fui'her by Mine and agreement after 30 iterations. Some observations
Iliff (1985). The need for this faciih.y will be are:
demonstrated in the following aniysis.

(i) the roll and pitch time histories have been
The cost function J is mixim-sed using a scaled to about 50% of their original
Gauss-Newton method, incorporating first and values,
second order partial derivatives with respect to

the vector y. (ii) the initial yaw angle has been shifted by

about 30 deg,
The steady-state error covariance matrix S is
estimated using the definition: (iii) the incidence measurement has been

corrected but a negative initial value
sk+ = Diag ( ) -z k)T , remains (cf positive pitch angle),

Diag N z - Z)(zm _- Jt(iv) the process has been incapable of fitting

the process noise on the speed
. (22) measurement.

le the expected value of the off-diagonal terms An examination of the Lalibration parameters ink
is zero. z 0 is the estimated model output Table 5 provides evidence for some of these

observations. The scaled attitudes are entirely a
obtained by using the model parameter result of over- parameterisation with the rate
estimates given at the kth iteration. and attitude gyro scale factors strongly

correlated, ie
The formulation given above assumes that pro-
cess noise is absent and hence that the model 1
equations (1) to (6) are correct. This is not the p' - 1 + X
case in general but the uncertainties of most
concern are associated with differences between
inertial and local aerodynamic velocities in the (1 + -
velocity pass and vertical gyro anomalies in the 1 + 0(23)
attitude pass. These sources of error are often
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The scale factor and bias on the yaw channel and Turning to the velocity pass results, a more -
the initial value W(o) appear also to be correla- interesting set of comparisons can be observed.
ted, such that, In general,, a good optimisation has been

achieved for each run with one or two excep-
x N,(0) - by. (24) tions. The integrated velocity data typically

exposes the need for bias corrections on the
A quite distinct problem arises in the velocity accelerometers and highlights the presence of
pass, and is manifested in the magnitude of the process noise on the velocity channel. The aft
accelerometer scale factor corrections Xax, .ay cyclic run has converged with a high scale
These estimates are considered to be physically factor correction estimated for the sideslip
implausible even though the standard deviations velocity. Scale factor corrections are to be
are very small. The expected accuracy of these expected on the air data measurements on
quality inertial sensors is high and the small account of static calibration inaccuracies and
amplitude of the excursions in all but the pedal also the bias effects of process noise present
manoeuvres suggests that the effects should due to local flowfield effects. In general these
actually be very small in equations (4) and (5) are less than 10% and the estimates have fairly
In fact, these equations show that for small low standard deviations (<10% of parameter
manoeuvres, du/dt and dv/dt are linearly value). The aft cyclic run is a strong exception
related to 0 and 0 respectively and that the and attempts to stiffen other parameters to
gravitational terms dominate. The acceleration resolve the anomaly have not produced consis-
ax will however be strongly correlated with tent results.
du/dt and 0 and the optimisation will try to The kinematic consistency analysis described
use ,is signal to minimise errors. Fig 9 shows above was conducted by RAE aftee most of the
the individual components of the du/dt and identification work had been completed by
dv/dt variations confirming qualitatively the participating organisations. This study has
above points. This is the source of the anomaly provided insight into some of the pitfalls ofand for both the velocity and attitude pass, state estimation. Estimated calibration
recourse to parameter constraints has to be correction factors vary from run to run in an
sought to achieve realistic solutions, unexpected manner although in absolute terms

most of the values are small. It is not possibleThe selection of the weighting elements of the to recommend a definitive set of corrections for
matrix S ies not obvious and in general may need these supposedly deterministic errors and
to be different for each run. For the present therefore, in most cases, filtered measurements
study a ratio of I to 106 was chosen between are, it could be argued, appropriate for use
corresponding free and fixed parameters. On directly in the model structure and parameter
the basis of the previous arguments, the 'fixed' identification stages.
parameters were selected as:

p, Xq, .r, .ax, Xay, Xaz, by, y(o) 4 Identification Methods

The results for the longitudinal cyclic run are Methods and results for the DLR and Glasgow
given in Fig 10 along with the optimized cali- identification are included in this section.
bration corrections in Tables 6 to 8. For the Corresponding data from the other WG-18
attitude pass the time history comparisons organisations will be reported in Padfield
indicate that an excellent fit has been achieved (1991).
for all runs. The attitude scale factor correc-
tions are small with low standard deviations, 4. 1 DLR
except for the pitch attitude in the left cyclic
run where a 13% change has been identified. Files for the 80 kn flight condition with 3211
The bias estimates are also in general small, test inputs, which were concatenated for identi-
typically of the order 1 deg. Exceptions are the fication purposes, were longitudinal cyclic
roll biases for the collective runs which are of (aft), lateral cyclic (right), pedal (left) and
the order 3 deg. The initial values have been collective (up) control responses. Files used for
corrected accordingly as shown in Table 8. The verification purposes were longitudinal cyclic
results of the attitude pass lead to increased (forward), lateral cyclic (left), pedal (right) and
confidence in the measurements but there is collective (down) control responses.. In the
sufficient scatter in the results from run to run model structure and parameter estimation stage
to cause concern about the accuracy of any of the identification process the chosen state
particular value, vector was:

V.
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x = (u, v, w, p, q, r, 0, 0) T  (25) quadratic in the vicinity of the minimum), the
multiple-run estimates and corresponding

and the measurement vector was: standard deviations may be obtained a priori
using the individual results from the runs

T forming the basis of the multiple-run
Y = (ax, ay, az, p, , 6, u, v, w) . (26) identification.

Estimation was carried out using the DLR non- The individual cost functions for the frequency-
linear maximum likelihood program (see, e g domain output-error stage of the identification
Jategaonkar and Plaetschke, (1983)). All state process were based upon a maximum likelihood
variables were used and no use was made of form of criterion involving summation over a
pseudo-controls. No elements of the system specified frequency range. Pseudo control
and control input matrices were fixed and all inputs were used in this approach. In this
kine-matic and gravity terms were included, application the range considered was 0.049 Hz
Pure time delays were included for control to 0.492 Hz. The error-covariance matrix
inputs, except for the pedal input, estimate was updated at each iteration on the

basis of predicted model outputs. Convergence
4.2 University of Glasgow/RAE is required in both the model parameter values

and in diagonal elements of the error-covariance
Files principally used for parameter identifi- matrix. Minimisation involved a quasi-Newton
cation involved the 80 kn flight condition with method together with an optimal linear-search
3211 inputs. Measurements used were speed, algorithm. Some parameters were fixed in the
incidence, flank angle, pitch rate, pitch angle, identification process but no other constraints
roll rate, roll angle, yaw rate, longitudinal were included.
acceleration, lateral acceleration, normal
acceleration, collective, longitudinal cyclic, A time-domain output-error identification stage
lateral cyclic and pedal. The portion of each was used, following the frequency-domain
record used was not the same in all cases. The output-error identification, in order to estimate
responses to the collective-down input were zero offsets and initial states.
truncated after approximately 14 s and were
thus significantly shorter than all other records Verification was carried out using data sets
which involved between 20 s and 25 s of data. which were not used in identification.
The sampling frequency used was 32 Hz. No
filtering was carried out on the flight data.

5 Identification and Verification
Model structure and parameter estimation were Results
carried out using a three-stage approach involv-
ing frequency-domain equation-error and The principal results of the studies are as
output-error techniques (Black and Murray- follows:.
Smith, (1989); Black (1989)). Work was carried
out using both single records and combinations (i) Tables 9 through 13 contain the stability
of records. The analysis of combinations of and control derivatives and equivalent time
records has involved the application of a delays estimated by Glasgow, DLR, ONERA (with
technique, developed at the University of and without time delays), NAE and NLR. All 36
Glasgow, for multiple-run identification (Black stability and 24 control derivatives are
and Leith, (1990)). This approach retains the included although in many cases (particularly
individuality of separate runs and avoids some Glasgow, DLR and NLR analyses), some are
of the known problems of concatenation. It deleted a priori, on the assumption of the small
involves the introduction of an additional contribution to an adequate model structure.
summation loop in front of the individual cost
functions associated with each separate data set. (ii) Table 14 contains the eigenvalues corres-
This gives a combined cost function, ponding to the assembled state matrices (with

known gravitational and kinematic terms).
yN Included are the US Army results derived from

Jtotal i.' 1
i (27) transfer function fitting of the roll rate, yaw

rate and sideslip response to lateral cyclic and

for N data sets. Expressions have been derived pedal.
which show that, under certain conditions (eg
the cost surface is a close approximation to a
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(iii) Tables 15 to 18 contain results from the and pitch damping are estimated to be greater
modal analysis described in more detail in the than 2 and 1 respectively; the Helistab simula-
next section. tion predictions are -1.68 and -0.71 respec-

tively and are considered to be reasonable
(iv) Figs 11 and 12 illustrate the Glasgow time theoretical estimates of these effects. Is the
history fits for translational and angular simple Ilelhstab theory really 50% in error, or
velocities corresponding to the identification are the flight derived estimates in some sense
and verification runs respectively. The biased? Su:h a question must have a validated
concatenated runs for the identification are, answer before system identification methods
from left to right, longitudinal cyclic (aft), can be used entirely with confidence. In the
lateral cyclic (right), pedal (left) and collective next section, the results summarised above will
(up). Inputs for the verification runs corres- be examined in more detail with respect to the
pond to the opposite directions, dynamic modes of motion to support an

improved understanding of the variations
(v) Figs 13 and 14 illustrate similar results discussed.
from the DLR.

(vi) Fig 15 shows Helistab results for varying 6 Discussion of Results
static stability derivatives (discussed in
relation to longitudinal dynamics below). From the compendium of results contained in

Tables 9 to 13 and Figs 3 to 6, we can extract
The derivatives in Table 9 to 13 are accom- subsets that reflect the fundamental properties
panied by their standard deviations in of the dynamic modes under suitable conditions.
parenthesis. Values of the latter below 5% of In the mid-speed range, articulated-rotor
the associated parameters are deemed to be helicopters typically exhibit conventional
estimated with very high confidence. Nearly all flight modes, eg short period, roll subsidence,
the major derivatives (dampings, primary etc; while couplings can be moderate, eg roll/
control, roll/yaw sideslip) fall into this pitch, they manifest themselves as forced
category. Many of the cross coupling deriva- motions and tend not to have a strong effect on
tives fall outside this category. The most modal frequencies and dampings. Most of the
disturbing feature is the variation of derivative dynamic excursions in the test manoeuvres can
estimates across the methods. Comparing be considered to be within the normal linear
results from Glasgow, DLR and ONERA (with range, at least as far as the aerodynamic loads
time delay), there is some consistency (<20%) are concerned. The estimated stability and
across derivatives like Lv , Zcol, Zw and Nped ,  control derivatives should therefore be reason-

while other, equally important, effects are ably close to their physical counterparts;

estimated with variations of 50% and hglber, eg assembling the approximating factors from
Lp, Mq, Llat, Mlon. In some cases, very small these can provide insight into the corresponding

but important derivatives are estimated with fit errors and the overall confidence levels in

striking consistency, eg Yv, and others much the results.

less so, eg Mw , Xu. The total damping, computed (i) Longitudinal short period mode

either from the sum of matrix diagonal elements
or eigenvalue real parts, varies from greater The approximate characteristic equation for
than 5 (Glasgow, DLR) to less than 3 (NAE, NLR). this mode is very well documented in textbooks
These anomalies are a source of concern and and has received detailed scrutiny by Padfield
insufficient effort has been focused on resolving (1981).
them to date. In most cases the same or very
similar time histories were used in the identifi- 2
cation, but the different cost functions, mini- - (Zw + Mq) X + ZwMq - Mw(Zq + V) = 0.

misation algorithms and parameter constraints ...... (28)
used will all lead to particular solutions and
exacerbate the non-uniqueness of system This approximation assumes that speed is con-
identification process. The variation of results stant during the pitch manoeuvre. Table 15
across the methods cannot be fully accounted shows a comparison of the approximate results
for without re.ourse to more detailed examina- with the eigenvalue data from Table 14;
tion. The issue is raised, however, as to which, included are the RAE Helistab simulation
if any, of the approaches is the better. This is results. In most cases the agreement is within
also difficult to resolve; the DLR and Glasgow 20%, some better than 5%. Where the
multi-run results are classic examples. Roll

J:
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comparisons are good, attention can be focused complete cyclic of the phugoid mode. The
on the simple components of the approximation. approximate formulae for damping and fre-
A comparison of results across the methods quency set out in Padfield (1981) is based on
reveals stronger variations in damping and the assumption that the phugoid is character-
frequency. Why this should be so is difficult to ised by weakly damped vertical and horizontal
explain without access to the details of the motions. The damping is composed of a large
estimation algorithms and procedures. In order number of small effects including the drag
that these comparisons can .)e related to the derivative Xu. It is shown by Padfield (1981)
short period time responses, the control effec- that this approximation is unlikely to be valid
tiveness ratios need to be compared as shown in at 80 kn and, of course, with barely one
,able Both cyclic and collective control oscillation cycle of data, such weak damping
sensiti " damping ratios are included and would not be easy to estimate. The frequency on
these show a similar level of variation between the other hand is dominated by a particular
methods. Another key parameter featuring in combination of derivatives:
equation (28) is the static stability derivative
Mw, which serves to couple pitch and heave and *2 ZwM.

turn what would otherwise be a pair of subsid- 0) - - cos 0M . (29)
ences into an oscillation. The variation across
the results is again strong and reflects the
variations in short period frequency COsp. The Table 16 shows a comparison of w~ derived from
standard deviations for the parameter estimates P
discussed are typically quite small, indicating equation (29) with the corresponding eigen-

good confidence in the values, values of the full system taken from Table 14.
It is clear that the estimation methods agree

The key time histories for pitch short period very well on these ,arameters and that the

behaviour are pitch rate and incidence for the approximation in equation (29) gives good

identification run in response to longitudinal agreement, with variations generally less than

cyclic control. Both the DLR and Glasgow 10%. It should be noticed that this correlation

analyses used air data measurements. An results from combining ;nd;vidual effects (ie

obvious question to address is how such distinct Wsp , Mu) that typically vary by more than

derivatives and associated modal characteristics 100%. This result suggests that some correla-
can result in such similar t:me responses. A tion exists between the identified parameters,
comparison of the Glasgow and DLR results eg the ratio of Mu to Osp is roughly a constant.
illustrates the point adequately;, using the Both the static stability derivatives Mu and Mw
Glasgow results as a reference, the DLR results are small, poorly identified (based on the
indicate,, scatter between different methods), but at the

same time play a key role in the form of the
(a) 25% difference in damping, response history. Fig 15 shows Helistab results

for the Punia at 80 kn in response to a clinical
(b) 40% difference in frequency,, 3211 input on longitudinal cyclic. The short

term response is strongly sensitive to Mw and(c) 300% difference in static

stability Mw the longer term to Mu . The range of derivative
values depicted cover those values estimated by

The fits for the verification runs shown in the different organisations. These results con-

Figs 12 and 14 are poorer, particularly the firm the classical importance of these deriva-

Glasgow incidence comparison. tives to vehicle behaviour.

are inconclusive regarding The results for the two longitudinal modes
the relative merits of one technique over described above suggest somt. conflict in the

esimatior of physically meaningful character-
another, with regard to estinmatiig short period
characteristics. istics for both modes simultaneously.

0i) Longitfidinni phugoid (iii) Roll subsidence

With only 25 s of response, the information The role damping Lp is the key derivative here ,
content on the low frequency phugoid mode is and Table 10 indicates an estimation range
low. In general however, the match of the u between -0.7 (NAE) and -2.5 (DLR). The
velocity component is quite good and reveals a standard deviations are very small for all

ii llltll Sl lll lil lll 31Jll
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estimates. It is interesting to note that the two A comparison of Dutch roll damping and fre-

examples cited above correspond to cases with quency for the different methods is provided in
effective time delays of zero and 125 ms Table 18. The frequency is generally predicted
respectively. It is known (Padfield, 1987) that very well by the approximation, being domin-
the roll damping can sometimes be grossly ated by the directional stability Nv. In most
underestimateu if no account is taken of the cases about 75% of the damping is predicted by
effective delay introduced by the actuation and the approximation; the variation between
rotor system. This could well have played a methods is, however, quite large. Time history
part here. The roll mode eigenvalues given in matches are good, particularly for yaw, but also
Table 14 correlate well with the damping in roll and pitch. The quality of comparison in the
most cases. Table 17 compares the rate sensi- verification runs is less good with even small
tivity ratio for the various cases revealing a mismatches in frequency and damping clearly
spread from 0.015 to 0.03 (rad/s %). Such a visible in some cases (eg Glasgow results).
wide variation is not reflected in the short term Equations (31) and (32) highlight the role of
roll response to lateral cyclic shown in identi- the yaw/roll coupling derivatives (Lr , Np) in
fied responses, eg Glasgow traces. As will the h
longitudinal modes however, the quality of the Dutch roll dynamics. In general, these

lateral mode estimation cannot be fully dis- parameters are expected to be physically less

cussed in isolation, dominant and smaller than their primary
counterparts (Lp , Nr). The results shown in

(iv) Dutch roll Table 10 suggest the contrary in some cases (eg
NAE - Lr/Lp , DLR, NLR - Np/Nr). To an extent

The approximating, polynomial for the Dutch these apparent distortions can be explained by
roll mode is more difficult to derive and will the effects of inertial coupling between roll and
depend on the extent of coupling between roll, yaw, but by no means entirely. The potential
yaw and sideslip. The most general single mode for parameter correlation in the Dutch roll
formulation has been derived by Padfield analysis is believed to be very high, especially
(1991) and assumes that sideslip and sideways with such low damping and the almost anti-
velocity can be regarded as weakly coupled. phase relationship between roll and yaw. More

discussion on the Dutch roll results are con-
The quadratic then takes the form: tained in one of the application case studies in

this lecture series (see Padfield (1991)).
2 27, + 2 OWr)X + (0= 0 ,,(30)r (v) Spiral mode

The usual approximation for the slow spiral
where mode takes the form (Padfield and DuVal, 1982):

N r + _ _ (LN-NvLr) (
r v Vs V LL(34)

(2r)(Lp PN v " NP v + VLv )

( + r-
1 + A cursory examination of the tine histories

indicates that there is little evidence of any
...... (31) spiral mode excitation at all in the dynamic

response. A comparison of approximate and full

*2v + model results for just the Glasgow and DLR datar = (32) reveals the poor correlation particularly for the
r former, which is typical of results from all the

I + V different methods.
P

Glasgow

(g - N pV) e = -0.022

L (33) s

p
Xs = -0.005

?t-~.

Ai M
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DLR (c) In general the collective responses
provide the poorest comparisons. The Dutch

= 0.0673 roll mode is clearly excited yet few of the
S

methods appear to capture the corresponding

s= -0.048 roll and yaw motions. The pitch/collective
coupling is generally well represented, suggest-
ing compatibility between the estimated char-

Like the phugoid damacter of the short period mode in response to
difficult to identify, being a residue of two cyclic and collective inputs.
quite strong effects (cf numerator in
equation (34)) and is probably better identi- (vii) Control derivatives
fied in part by conventional 'turns-on-one-
control' manoeuvres (Padfield, 1985). The control effectiveness is one of the few

derivatives with a direct physical interpreta-
(vi) Cross coupling tion; following an application of control an

aerodynamic force is generated that induces
The prediction and estimation of cross coupling measurable fuselage translational and rotational
effects on helicopters has presented serious accelerations. Control derivatives arc by far the
hurdles and has been reported in much of the most important parameters for control law
published identification work. An underlying design and having accurate estimates across the
concern has been that if the coupling effects are required frequency range is vital for maximis-
poorly estimated or distorted then this will ing robustness. The Puma estimates are con-
reflect on the primary responses too, and in tained in Tables 11 and 12. Some notable
many cases this has led to the neglecting of features are:
coupling effects or their relegation to pseudo
controls. Regarding the current Puma analysis (a) Primary cyclic derivatives are estimated
the following observations can be made: with low standard deviations but vary across the

methods by more than 50% relative to the
(a) Lateral velocity, roll and yaw response for Gla s refe re vaue.

the longitudinal cyclic inputs are poorly pre-

dicted in both identification and verification (b) Cross cyclic control derivatives are
runs. The flight data indicates that the Dutch estimated with low confidence, sometimes not at
roll mode has been strongly excited while this estimaed witelowecnfidecefsoetimesnots a
mode is practically absent for the reconstructed
responses. Most of the related derivatives, eg (c) With the exception of the DLR value the
Lq, Lw, Nq, Nw are estimated with low confid- pitching moment from collective i. estimated

ence and often have unrealistic values (eg Lq). with strong consistency.

The analyses do not normally provide data on
the sensitivity of the overall cost function to (d) The collective sensitivity Zco I is estimated
individual time history fits . This kind of with confidence but again varies between
information could prove very useful in under- methods; the heave sensitivity Zcol/Zw appears
standing some of the anomalies, eg the roll to be reasonably constant acioss the methods
response to longitudinal cyclic is as pronounced however.
as the pitch response and yet, in most cases, the
optimisation appears to have ruled out roll as a (e) The yaw control derivative Nped varies
contribution to the minimising process. eby about 25% of the Glasgow reference value; the

(b) In contrast, the pitch and heave responses corresponding sideforce derivatives are
during the lateral cyclic and pedal manoeuvres generally estimated with low confidence
appear to be reasonably well modelled. This is however and do not relate kinematically with

particutarly true for the DLR identification and Nped.
verification results. Both the contributing
derivatives M and Mv are estimated with high (f) The X and Y control derivatives are

confidence although the former is of opposite generally small and poorly estimated.
sign to that predicted from purely aerodynamic
considerations (Ilelistab value = -0.22). The (viii) General

relatively high value of Mv is surprising and An important factor to recognise in system
almost certainly a major contribution to the identification is that the values of the estimated
pitch response in the Dutch roll. parameters within a given model structure are
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instrinsically linked to one another. This is 7 Conclusions
particularly acute within the individual modes
of motion as demonstrated in the above discus- Six of the participating organisatlons in AGARD
sion, eg if the value of Mq was varied in WG-18 conducted system identification on the
equation (29) then other parameters, say Mu , SA 330 Puma flight test data provided by the

would need to change to give the same value of Royal Aerospace Establishment, UK. This Paper
. Hence, any individual parameter distor- has reviewed the test data itself and the various

tions or errors propagate throughout the model identification methods applied by the different

structure. Cross-coupling derivatives can have organisations. A six degree of freedom model

a most insidious affect in the context, corrupt- structure was assumed for all the work. Results
ing the values of more important primary have been presented including estimates of

stability and control derivatives. This linkage stability and control derivaties and compari-

or correlation has been demonstrated on several son of test and reconstructed time histories for

occasions above and appears to be common to all the collection of multi-step control input

of the different approaches taken. The phenom- manoeuvres. Special consideration has been

enon is, of course, intrinsic to the basic multi- given to the RAE data consistency analysis and

run, full-state model structure analysis, also a physical interp -ation of the derivatives

whether output-error or equation-error. through approximations to the dynamic modes of

Classically it can be described as over- motion. From the results presented the follow-

parameterisation and can only be overcome by ing obscrvations and conclusions can be drawn.

constraining the model structure or improving
the information content in the test data. The (i) Calibration factor corrections derived

latter is primarily dependent on the control from a systematic output-error analysis has

input shaping; the 3211 runs used for the SA highlighted a variability from run to run that

330 analysis were composed of a 7 s forced cannot be fully explained from the analysis. A

response following by 18 s of free response. constrained optimisation was required to

The spectrum of the control input and hence the achieve a realistic solution in most cases. The

force response is relatively broad up to about correction factors are generally small and

3 rad/s. The free response, constituting over readily account for integrated inertial errors

70% of the manoeuvre, is made up entirely of that otherwise grow during the manoeuvres.

the natural modes with relative magnitudes
dependent on the 'initial conditions' at the (ii) Many of the primary derivatives are

termination of the control input. In practice, estimated with a strong confidence by the

the weakly damped Dutch roll and phugoid various methods. However, the variation

dominate the response. The information content between results from different methods is a

will therefore be quite different from data cause for concern. Typically, very good time

obtained from persistent excitation, e g history fits are achieved by two methods with

frequency sweep. No analysis of the sensitivity widely differing (>50%) derivative estimates.

of parameter estimates to information content
was carried out on the SA 330 data by WG-18. (iii) Cross coupling derivatives are generally

There appears to be potential for improved estimated with low confidence; on occasions the

understanding of the results through such values are still significant which must, in turn,

analysis; additional interactive tools could help cast doubt on the distorted values of the associ-

here, allowing the fit weightings to be varied ated primary derivatives.

across different measurements and data time/
frequency slices. (iv) An analysis of the modal behaviour

through approximate formulae has proved useful

With regard to model structure constraints, in highlighting the importance or otherwise of

again only limited work was achieved by WG-18 particular combinations of derivatives. Some

amounting to the fixing of particular derivatives correlation between modal estimates has been

to zero, the treatment of cross 'oupling as observed, eg phugoid period and short period

pseudo controls (Padfield, 1991) and the single damping, Dutch roll and roll subsidence, ie an

mode transfer function analysis by the US Army Mq value appropriate to the phugoid may not be

(Padfield, 1991). Further analysis is required best for the pitch mode. The results are some-
before general conclusions can be drawn but, what inconclusive, however, and further
once again, there is potential for improved information content and model structure
understanding through creative model structure analysis is required to support an improved
constraints allied to the information content understanding of the results.
analysis discussed above.
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(v) Potentially useful analysis tools to Maine, R.; Iliff, K.W.
support the identification have been identified, Identification of Dynamic Systems: Theory and
eg sensitivity of the cost function to the fiis of Formulation
individual time histories, or portions of NASA Reference Publication 1138, 1985
response.

Padfield, G.D.
On the Use of Approximate Models in Helicopter
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Mass and moments of Inertia Tail rotor

Mass 5805 kg Diameter 3.042 m
Manufacturer's estimates based on m = 5800kg Blades 5

/X 9638 kg m2  Chord 0.18 m
ly 33240 kg m2  Airfoil NACA 0012

25889 kg m2  Solidity 0.19
2 Twist 0

2226 kg m Main/tall rotor gearing 4 82
63 angle -450

Main rotor Horizontal stabilator
Diameter 1509 m Span 2 11 m
Blades 4 Area 14 2

Chord 0 54 m
Airfoil NACA 0012
Blade Area (from hub) 16 2 m2

Blade Area (froir cutout) 12 33 m2  Vertical tall
Solidity (Thrust) 0.0917 Span 114 m
Twist 80 2
Shaft Angle 50 Area 1.34 m
Nominal rotorspeed 27 rad'w Incidence - 1 50

Table I Physical characteristics of the RAE Research SA-330

m • wm• m mm mcmmmmmImim Im ¥ W l ~ll -
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Variables Original
SSampling
Source Rate

Group Quantity (in Hiz)

Forward/aft c% clc Potentiometer 128

Lateral Cyclic Potentiometer 128

Pedal Potentiometer 128

0
U Collective Potentiometer 128

Table 3 SA-330 Control Variables
Data provided at a uniform sampling rate of 64 Hz.

• m mum mw • m f )lpp mmu|w
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Variables Original
Sampling

Group Quantity oucRate
(in Ilz)

Angle of attack Noseboom vane 128

Angle of sideslip Noseboom vane 128

Airspeed Pitot 128

Climb rate Static pressure 128

Longitudinal acceleration Agility package 256"2

U Lateral acceleration Agility package 256

Nomial acceleration Agility package 256

Roll angle Vertical gyro and agdity package 128

Pitch angle Vertical gyro and agility package 128

Yaw angle Directional gyro 128

Roll rate Rate gyro and agility package 256

Pitch rate Rate gyro and agility package 256

Yaw rate Rade gyro and agility package 256

01

0 RPM I achomneter 256

Table 4 SA 330 Response Variables
Data provided at a uniform sampling rate of 64 Hz.
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GLASGOW DLR CERTI CERT2 NAE NLR HELISTAB

"p 0.27 0.261 0.269 0.266 0.278 0.264 0.221

" p 0.268 0.282 0.255 0.274 0.211 0.24 0.195

Xu  -0.029 -0.039 -0.027 -0.026 -0.031 -0.025 -0.024

Mu 0.013 0.01 0.007 O.Oi 0.003 0.008 0.0074

Table 16 SA-330 comparison of phugoid characteristics
wp-approximation equation (6.3.30)

GLASGOW DLR CERTi CERT2 NAE NLR HELISTAB

L 6lat

L 0.0154 0.02 0.024 0.021 0.03 0.027 0.025
p

Table 17 SA-330 comparison of roll rate sensitivity

Olaisgow DLR CERTI I CERT2 MA - MA elistabI.f
(C ii)I 0.291 0 167 0.261 0.408 0.565 0.477 0.39

2trwr  0.4 0.201 0.321 0.324 0.39 0.302 0.326

1.34 1.36 1.43 1.23 0.865 1.24 1.19

Ug__ 1 1.4 1.375 1.35 1.36 1.3 1.31 1.06

Table 18 SA-330 characteristics of Dutch roll mode

Al t.

V.
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Fig 1 RAE research SA330 Puma

Fig 2 3-view drawing of RAE research SA330 Puma
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Industry View on Rotorcraft System Identification

D. Banerjee and J.W. Harding
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company

Mesa, Arizona

1. Abstract ods and the responses are summarized in this paper.

An industry perspective on rotorcraft system identifi-
cation is presented based on responses from eight ma- 3. Industry Response
jor rotorcraft manufacturers to a questionnaire sent
out by the AGARD FMP Working Group 18 on Ro-
torcraft System Identification. Several manufacturers MDHC is working with both time- and frequency-
are implementing system identification techniques for domain identification. For time-domain identification,
model validrtion and flight control law development, both Output Error (OE) and Maximum Likelihood
Concerns over costly data requirements and nonstan- (ML) techniques are used. OE identification has been
dardised procedures are echoed. An example of tl ' applied to flight simulation model validation (Du Val,
application of system identification for design support et al. '1J) and WG-18 activities. In a separate ef-
at McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC) fort, ML was used to identify a reduced order stability
is discussed, derivative model to support flight control law devel-

opment. This work is described later in this paper. A
The contributing rotorcraft manufacturers include: frequency response method based on the CIFER soft-
MDHC, Aerospatiale, Agusta, Bell Helicopter Tex- ware package (Tischler, 1990 121) is currently being
tron Inc. (BHTI), Boeing Helicopters, Messerschmidt- applied to AH-64 flight test data. MDHC is moving
B6lkow- Blohm (MBB), Sikorsky, and Westland. aggressively to implement system identification tech-

niques in linear handling qualities and non-linear flight
simulation models and also in other applications where

2. Introduction modeling parameters are not adequately quantified.

Aerospatiale has conducted a joint activity with ON-
System identification can best be described as the de- ERA. Aerospatiale was responsible for the flight test-
termination of system characteristics from measured ing and has concluded that requirements for high qual-
data. In flight dynamics, system identification can ity measurements, careful testing, and test time dura-
be used as a means of correlating theory and experi- tions preclude short flight test development. ONERA
ment and is often applied to handling qualities anal- was responsible for the development and validation
ysis, model validation, and flight coLtrol law develop- of time-domain identification tools. Identified linear
ment. Practical use of these techniques in the rotor- models were not found to be as useful for validating
craft industry is hampered by the complex dynamics and improving simulation models as expected.
and severe flight tst m3asurement requirement asso-
ciated with helicopters. In recent years as these prob- Agusta uses a least-squares identification technique to
lems are overcome, development of system identifica- minimize the error between flight test and simulated
tion techniques for rotorcraft flight dynamic analysis time histories (computed by the nonlinear ARMCOP
has increased. The ultimate goal of such developments program). Models are defined in ARMCOP by a set
for industry is to decrease design costs by reducing the of parameters which include geometric and aerody-
necessary flight testing and re-design for aircraft not namic characteristics of the main and tail rotors, fuse-
performing as designed. lage, vertical fin, and horizontal stabilizer. A subset of

these parameters is selected to be identified and their
One objective of the Working Group was to devel p values are subected to constraints. A set of 'effective
gidolines for the application of identification tech- parameters" L found for each flight condition. This
niques for design and development. To be effective in technique has been applied to both A109 and SA-330
achieving this objective, it was importano to get infor- (WG-18) flight test data.
mation on the industry's experience with and percep-
tion of the methodology as applied to solve rotorcraft BHTI uses force determination methods for structural
development prtblems. The WG sent questionnaires dynamics analysis, however, no formal system iden-
to the eight major rotorcraft manufacturers requesting tification methods are used in the handling qualities
information on the uz- of system identification meth- group. BHTI states that the system identification field
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has not reached the same level of maturity as force de- ing experience, flair, judgement, and understanding
termination as evidenced by the lack of validated soft- of the physical factors involved and which underlie the
ware. Development and validation of the techniques proposed model structure rather than any sophisticated
for use by the helicopter industry is encouraged. system identification methodology.

Boeing's most recent experience with system identi-
fication occurred on the ADOCS program where fre- 4. Recent Application of System Iden-
quency response analysis techniques (Tischler, 1987 tification
131) were used to document the closed loop com-
mand/response characteristics of the aircraft. Close
correlation of both gain and phase characteristics be- One of the enhancing characteristics of MDHC's new
tween analytical predictions and flight test results MD520N NOTARTM -equipped aircraft is the degree
have provided a higher level of confidence in predic- to which yaw response is decoupled from collective
tive capability. Time-domain methods including Max- control changes. This inherent decoupling reduces pi-
imum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and Orthogonal- lot workload when compared t', other single rotor he-
ised Projection Estimation (OPE) algorithms have licopters. As is often the case, however, a new de-
been applied to analytical and flight test response data sign brings both advantages and disadvantages. The
for the purpose of identifying open-loop aircraft char- MD520N is statically unstable in yaw in one rather
acteristics in terms of stability and control derivatives, narrow region of its flight regime, i.e., in partial power
The MLE methods appear to be more robust than the descents in the mid speed range (around 60 knots). At
OPE techniques. A limitation of system identification that flight condition, the vertical fins do not produce
methods is the requirement for a substantial amount sufficient yaw moment to overcome the adverse mo-
of data and a large number of sensors specific to han- ment created by the fuselage. The divergence is slow
dling qualities work which often are at a lower priority enough that a pilot can stabilize it without signifi-
than loads and stross related parameters. cant difficulty. However, the increased workload was

considered objectionable, and a solution was deemedMBB, in a joint research program with DLR, iden- ncsay
tified a model from BO105 flight data taken at 70
knots (Rix [4]). In addition, an extended flight en- Several modifications to arrive at an aerodynamic so-
velope was identified (Kloster [5]). Difficulties in the lution were tested, but none was completely satisfac-
flight data included vibration effects, drifts in speed tory. While an aerodynamic solution would certainly
measurements, and poor accuracy in horisontal linear have been preferred, it was finally decided to try an
accelerations. Comparisons between identified deriva- active feedback control approach. The MD520N yaw
tive models and theoretical results from non-linear control system consisted of a variable pitch tail boom
simulation and quasi-static models were made. Time pressurization fan, circulation control slots, thruster
history agreement was good while derivative compar- control ports, and two variable incidence vertical fins,
isons were sometimes poor. MBB expressed t'.,. need lU mechanically linked and controlled by the pilot
for a standardized identification procedure which gives with pedals. Several actuation approaches were con-
comparable results. sidered, with the final choice being to dedicate one

vertical fin, with limited authority, to the active yaw
Sikorsky invested significant effort in helicopter pa- control system, and retaining the remainder of the me-
rameter identification in the early 70's but became chanical control system intact. The advantages of this
disenchanted when it became obvious that the derived approach are:
parameters, while able to reproduce time histories ac-
curately, were physically meaningless. More recently,
frequency-domain methods have be~n used to validate * Simple mechanical redesign and installation
the GEN HEL model against flight test data from the * Minimal impact on hover and low speed side-
CH-53E helicopter taken during the Technical Evalua- ward and rearward flight characteristics
tion Program (TEP). Frequency-domain methods are
now used routinely with simulation and in handling e Requires relatively small actuation forces
qualities work to show compliance with some parts of * Feedback control system failures can not possi-
the new specification. At ths time, based on our ex- bly affect the mechanical control system and are
perience, no parameter identification code is available easily overridden by the pilot.
that is robust and mature enough for industry use.

Westland has no specific experience that has been With a design approach decided, it only remained to
thought of as system identification. The perception determine the required feedback measurements and
of the methodology is that it reproduces a particular associated gains and time constants. To support the
phenomenon under a particular set of circumstances analysis and design, a model of the aircraft dynamics
without necessarily advancing the understanding of was needed. No simulation of the vehicle had been de-
the phenomenon. Any success is resated to engineer- veloped, but a great deal of flight test data was avail-

able. A 3 DOF linear model of the lateral/directional
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axes was assumed adequate for the required analysis, change mechanism, was installed in the flight test ve-
The model structure, along with flight test recordings hide. Several flighq were conducted to validate the
of input stimuli and output responses, was input to controller performance and gain margins and to fine
a ML system identification program to determine the tune the controller parameters for the problem flight
coefficients of the linear model, condition as well as the entire flight envelope. During

flight test, the yaw rate gain was reduced to half of
The model states were roll rate, yaw rate, sideslip an- the design gain to reduce control activity and provide
gie, and roll attitude. The inputs were lateral cyclic a smoother ride at high speed.
and pedal controls The model outputs were the
model states plus lateral acceleration. A 30 secnnd
flight test segment was used for the identification pro- 5. Conclusions
cedure. This segment covered the problem flight con-
dition at 60 knots in a partial power descent (approxi-
mately 800 ft/min) where the pilot controlled sideslip From an industry standpoint, requirements for ded-
for the first 7 seconds, then allowed the yaw diver- icated flight testing to produce a high quality data
gence for approximately 4 seconds, then re-established base are a limiting factor to the application of these
control over sideslip (approximately 10 seconds), and techniques. Although several major manufacturers are
finally continued sideslip control for the remainder of implementing system identification in various forms,
the segment. The measurements were uniformly sam- concerns still exist over the robustness of these meth-
pled at 100 Ha. ods to provide accurate stability and control deriva-

tives. The need for a standardised methodology is
The ML system identification algorithm uses a recognized.
Kalman filter formulation of the system model where
the state transition matrix and the input and output
matrices are defined as functions of the parameters to Acknowledgements
be estimated. The identification procedure is iterative
and, therefore, must be given an initial estimate of the
parameters. The procedure adjusts the parameters at The authors would like to thank those companies
each iteration with the goal of minimizing the sum of which responded to the questionnaire and Mr. Don
the square of the Kalman filter innovation sequence Caldwell for providing the details of his work on the
over the entire time history. At any point, the model MD520N yaw stabilization.
output time history may be compared to the flight test
data to judge the degree of match.
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APPLICATION AREAS FOR ROTORCRAFT SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

SIMULATION MODEL VALIDATION

by

Gareth D. Padfield
Defence Research Agency

Aerospace Division
RAE Bedford, UK

and

Ronald W. DuVal
Advanced Rotorcraft Technology Inc

Mountain View, Ca, US

Summary

The role of system identification in the validation of rotorcraft simulation models is examined in
terms of the overall 'functional' fidelity and individual component 'physical' fidelity. Validation
acceptance criteria are discussed in terms of modelling range and accuracy for the three
fundamental flight mechanics problems - trim, stability and response. Model development and
upgrading are described as a natural part of validation, and the role that system identification can
play in highlighting model deficiencies is discussed. An example from the six-degree-of-freedom
analysis conducted by AGARD WG-18 is presented to illustrate functional validation and the merits
of model distortion analysis in identifying deficiencies. Results from a more detailed analysis of
the SA 330 blade flapping dynamics are presented to illustrate physi~al validation.

I Introduction

The potential of simulation as a flight dynamics and performance support tool is considerable both
in research and project applications, from design through development and certification. Some uses

are listed below:

(a) Developing control laws for handling qualities and disturbance rejection.

(b) Checking compliance with flying qualities requirements for both clinical mission-
task-elements and general flying tasks.

(c) Checking adequacy of control and stability at the edges of the flight envelope.

(d) Establishing control strategy following engine failure during various flight nhases eg
take-off.

(c) Developing functional integration of flight control with navigation, fire control, engine
control systems etc.

(f) Developing dis;,lay fcrmats for operations in reduced usable-cue-environments.

In addition, the current and future potential value of simulation in pilot training is very high both
in reducing flight hours required and improving safety. Examples include procedural operations,
tactical operations and emergency situations.

Confidence in the results of simulation ir these applications can be directly related to the fidelity
or validity of the simulation, encompassing the full range of cues to which the pilot is exposed. At a
fundamental level all cues ar. generated by the mathematical model at the heart of a simulation and,
while it is not sufficient, it is certainly necessary that a model must be a valid representation of the
real world' to be fit for useful work.

'-
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In a general sense, model validation refers to establishing the range and accuracy of a theoretical
model for predicting the behaviour of an aircraft in response to pilot commands and external
disturbances (eg gusts). The activity can more appropriately be described as calibration,
highlighting the need for a scientific approach to the design of supporting experiments, in addition
to the specialist efforts required for interpretation and analysis. The modelling range can be
conveniently defined in terms of frequency and amplitude which, structurally, reflects the modal
content and degree of nonlinearity. Within this range, we can draw a distinction between functional
and physical validation, the former concerned with overall model response fidelity, the latter with
the accuracy of the underlying modelling assumptions. Many of the rotorcraft modelling
assumptions, (eg for inflow distribution, blade dynamics, interference effects etc) will have a
limited range of fairly precise validity, and a broader range of marginal ,alidity. In combination,
the functional validity is difficult to quantify and depends upon the application. But validation
involves much more than calibration and checking modelling assumptions; improvements are
implicit in the process of validation, and any method that defines thte limits of application of a
model should also be able to identify the modelling features needing further development or the
areas where assumptions are breaking down.

The role of system identification in the validation activity is illustrated in Fig 1. Parameters in
an identified model structure, derived from test data, are compared with the same physical
parameters in a theoretical model. The quality of the comparison will determine the verification
effort required using different data sets and whether a model upgrade or further experiments need
to be conducted. The product of this incremental and iterative exercise is a simulation model, fit
for use over the range of conditions covered by the validation. In practice, use is likely to be
extended beyond this range, towards conditions uncharted in the real-flight environment, often for
safety reasons. The importance of validation for this special application is paramount.

For the purposes of discuss'on the validation process can be orgamsed into the following steps.

(1) Establish acceptance criteria.

(2) Conduct flight tests and collect data.

(3) Conduct simulation tests and compare results.

(4) Analyse discrepancies and modify model to satisfy acceptance criteria.

In this paper, we distinguish between the functional and physical fidelity and validation of a
simulation model. As noted above, the former relates to the overall goodness of fit of airt.,aft
response to controls and disturbances, the latter to the accuracy of model component behaviour and
modelling assumptions. The topics are connected through the requirement to establish sensitivities
of fidelity to the modelling assumptions. In the following sections, each step in the validation
process is discussed from the standpoint of both functional and physical validation. The topic of
acceptance criteria for simulation models is covered in section 2; the flight testing and data
requirements are not treated in this paper, but are dealt with adequately in other papers in this
Lecture Series and in the report of AGARD WG-18 (AGARD, 1991). Sections 3 and 4 discuss the role
of system identification in the simulation validation activity and the methodologies for conducting
comparisons and analysing discrepancies; section 5 presents examples from both functional and
physical validation activities drawn from the RAE Research SA 330 Puma (Fig 2) flight test
database.

2 Validation Acceptance Criteria

2.1 Functional fidelity

2.1.1 Objective

When the intended use of a simulation model is for real time piloted investigations, then the
principal objective of validation is calibrating the fidelity of the model outputs that provide the
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piloting motion and visual cue sources, displacement, velocity and acceleration in the six spacial
degrees of frecdom. In addition, the control positions relate directly to the modelling accuracy. A
framework for discussing and analysing model fidelity can be developed in terms of the range over
which the model is valid and the accuracy criteria and level within this range.

2.1.2 Scope

When discussing model range and accuracy it is important to define exactly what the model is
intended to predict. In flight dynamics the three important problem areas are trim, stability and
response. In mathematical terms, these can be expressed as different solution forms of the general
nonlinear evolutionary equations of motion (ignoring hereditary effects),

dxdt- f(x,u,t), (I)

where x(t) is the state vector comprising, in general, fuselage, air mass and rotor states; f(x,u,:)
is a general forcing function comprising contributions from inertial, gravitational and aerodynamic
sources and an explicit dependence on time to allow for prescribed disturbances and non-stationary
effects ; u(t) is the control vector.

The trim solution is given by,

f(xe,ue) = 0 , (2)

where the subscript e refers to the equilibrium or trim values.

The stability solution is given by,

det X I - 1 , (3)

where tne values of X correspond to the exponents of the small perturbation exponential transients
ie the eigenvalues of the linearisation of f(x,u,t) about the trim point x e

The response solution is given by,,

x(t) = x(O) + I f(x,u,t)dt (4)
0

Model accuracy is therefore related to the controls u required to hold a state x , the location
of the system eigenvalues X and associated vectors ,.nd the time response x(t) to control inputs
and disturbinces expressed in the time or frequency domain. All three need to be quantified to
give a comprehensive measure of model accuracy. Just how accurate the model has to be, relative to
test data, depends upon the application. For example, the examination of trends during research
and feasibility studies is not nearly as critical as predicting handling and control problems in a
test programme to expand the flight envelope. On the other hand, if the flying qualities
requirements are a primary design driver in a particular area, then predicting the correct
behaviour at the earliest possible stage of a project is very desirable.

2.1.3 Range

Before discussing the application of system identification to these three problems, some
definition of the range of validity is required. The natural dimensions of model range are frequency
and amplitude and they embrace all three flight dynamics problems.

-
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(a) Trim states are defined by the envelope of velocity (airspeed, V), flight path angle (y),
sideslip angle (0) and turn rate (w)), achievable within the limits of the control ranges, power and
aerodynamic or structural limits. With four controls available, only four vehicle states can be
defined or controlled independently and the selection given above, although arbitrary, is a natural
piloting choice of primary variables. In this case, the secondary trim variables are the body
attitudes, (i,O,I), rates (p,q,r), velocities (u,v,w), torque, rotor speed and corresponding rotor flap
and lag angles.

(b) The range over which the rotorcraft stability is to be assessed can be defined by a
bounded region in the complex plane, which includes all coupled rotor/fuselage modes that impact
ou the flight dynamics problem under investigation. In addition to the usual linear behaviour
about trim states, the stability analysis should also encompass any limit cycle behaviour through
equivalent linearisation or a describing function approach.

(c) The response problem presents the greatest challenge, with respect to the validation
range, encompassing, as it does, small and large amplitude transient, open loop dynamics and forced,
closed loop manoeuvres. The US flying qualities requirements, ADS-33C (AVSCOM, 1989), presents
response criteria in different forms depending on the response amplitude. In general, small
amplitude response is governed by the bandwidth criteria, moderate amplitude by the quickness or
attack parameter and large ar'olitudes by the control power. Three features of ADS-33C are worth
highlighting, however.

(i) They represent minimum acceptable criteria, and therefore do not necessarily
require a vehicle or simulation to be exercised across its full dynamic range to satisfy
handling requirements.

(ii) They represent necessary, but not sufficient, criteria. For examplc, the format is
single input/single output, while in practice, a simulation has to be good for situations where
the pilot uses a combination of controls to manoeuvre from one trim state to another.

(iii) ADS-33C is presented in a format based on a collection of one or two parameter
criteria, and the method of extracting the parameters from test data is clearly defined. In
particular, with one or two exceptions, the parameters are not derived from an assumed model
structure so much as direct pointwise extraction from graphical data.

While the new flying qualities format has its shortcomings, these are generally acknowledged and
exist because of the inadequate database of test results available from which to construct the
criteria. As a definition of response range it is certainly incomplete but is a useful starting point;
more work is needed to develop and expand the format to provide a comprehensive set able to
exercise the vehicle dynamics fully.

2.1.4 Accuracy

While there can be no absolute criteria for the validity of a simulation model, there is a clear
requirement for quantifying accuracy criteria.

(a) Predicted trim states should match flight estimates to within X% of full trim range
for controls, attitudes and power requirements, The value of X may be as small as 0(1) for hover
power predictions, <5 for control margins at the flight envelope limits and 0(10) for fuselage
attituoes across the speed range.

(b) Predicted stability should match flight estimates to within Y% of the modulus of the
corresponding eigenvalue. Individual criteria for each of the system modee are likely to be more
useful when a wide modulus separation is present.

(c) Predicted response, in the excnded format of ADS-33C, derived from time and
freauency responses to controls and disturbances, should match flight estimates to within Z % of
full response range. This criterion does not include the standard time history comparison test, on
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the grounds that long tcrm departures of flight and simulation responses, following initial, short-
duration, control or disturbance inputs, do not generally imply poor validation; the smallest
difference in initial conditions or modelling errors will always integrate to large values given
enough time, and accurate piecewise comparisons of time histories after 20 or 30 seconds, for $

example, would be an unreasonable validation test. A potentially useful criterion format here
would take account of this characteristic by weighting the time response error functicn e (t) with
the matrix function W(t) appropriately in the cost function J

J =-. e W(t) eTdt.. (5)

For particular applications the criterion could take different forms. Tischlc (1990), for example,
presents criteria for the engineering validation of a nonlinear simulation model to be used for
piloted investigations of helicopter accidents. For short term responses 'the peak value and 50%
rise-time of the simulation and flight values shall match to within 20% of the flight values.' For
long term responses 'the stability trends shall be consistent with the flight data.' For off-axes
response, 'the trend of the response shall have the correct sign following the on-axes input during
the time period up to 100% rise-time.'

To be acceptable, a set of simulation validation criteria must be substantiated by pilot subjective
opinion, supported by analysis quantifying the level of similarity between pilot control strategy in
flight and simulation. This is still a very immature topic, requiring fundamental research 'o
establish rules and how they relate to the different application areas.

2.2 Physical fidelity

Functional fidelity and validation are associated with the modelled behaviour of an aircraft's six
degrees of kinematic freedom. For handling qualities investigations and piloted simulation experi-
ments, these are the key variables of interest. However, as noted above, goodness of fit of overall
time or frequency responses provides little insight into specific modelling deficiencies or required
improvements. Only the very experienced engineer can be expected to be able to diagnose the source
of problems from such data. If a model is required to support engineering development or studies
into more generic design trade-offs, then a different approach is needed. We have described
physical fidelity and validation as the attribute and activity addressing the underlying modelling
assumptions. More than anything else, physical 'alidation is concerned with quantifying the range
and accuracy of the collection of these assumptions. Fig 3 attempts to encapsulate this idea; the
functional relationship between the overall system input y and output x is represented by the

operator F. Internal dynamic elements have their own operators; physical validation is concerned
with these more primitive modelling elements. An immediate requirement, beyond the scope of

functional validation, is for significantly more detailed measurements of behaviour internal to the
model. Examples are,

(a) If the rotor induced inflow model structure and parameter values are to be validated,
then measurements of the azimuthal and radial load and incidence distribution may be
required.

(b) If the elastic blade deformation approximations aro to be validated, then measurements
of blade strain/bending moments may be required.

(c) If the blade element aerodynamic formulations are to be validated, then detailed load-
ings need to be measured.

(d) If the rotor-wake/fuselage/empennage interactional aerodynamic model is to be vali-
dated then measurements of the flowfield and surface pressures may be icquired.

(e) If the tail rotor thrus./torque modelling is to be validated, the measurements of these
and the rotor states may be required.
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Similar requirements fall on all of the individually modelled elements. The complete task is very
difficult and expensive to accomplish in flight and most component model v,.lidation has been
conducted at model scale in wind tunnels.

The scope of physical validation and fidelity is therefore considerably greater than for functional
fidelity as discussed above. The range of interest covers all the operating conditions that
component elements will be exposed to in the applications of interest, eg a stall model for section
aerodynamics will be required to expose handling effects in limiting conditions; a main rotor
wake/tail-rotor interactional model will be required to establish tail rotor control limits for hovers
in side winds. Accuracy requirements will vary according to the application, as for functional
validation. In fact, the two levels of validation are related strongly n this respect; the sensitivity
of the functional fidelity to the accuracy of modelling assumptions, hence the details of physical
validation, is of central interest in the development of an engineering simulation. System
identification plays a role common to both.

3 System Identification in Functional and Physical Validation

System identification is, in a general sense, a sophisticated form of curve fiting and has application
to all three problem areas - trim, stability and dynamic response. Practically all the published
work on rotorcraft system identification has been concerned with linearised models and, except for
some notable exceptions (Fadfield, editor, 1988), with the functional validation of conventional six-
degree-of-frcedom model structures. The evolutionary equations for small perturbation about a trim
condition take the form,

dxdt - Ax = Bu + g(t) , (6)

where x(t) = [u,w,q,O,v,p,o,r] , U(t) = [00, Ols' 01c, Otr]

A and B are the state and control matrices of stability and cantrol derivatives respectively and g(t)
is a general vector forcing function.

u, v, w and p, q, r are the aircraft translational and rotational velocities about the body axes; 0
and 0 are Euler roll ard pitch angles and 00, 0 Is , 0 1c, 0 tr are the main rotor and tail rotor
controls.

While the trim and response problems are inherently nonlinear, some useful results can be derived
using the linearised form given by (6).

3.1 Trim

For the trim problem, , stem identification can be applied to the steady-state algebraic form of (6).
Let Aa be the matrix of unknown aerodynami. derivatives and Aig be the matrix of inertial and
gravitational derivatives, then the steady state form of (6) can be written as,

[Aa1 1X ] = - Aig x . (7)

In principle, a wide enough range (ovei small amplitudes) of new trim conditions, close to the
original, can be established to enable estimates of derivatives or, in most cases, ratios of derivatives
to be derived from the test data. Z, amples from classical stability and control testing include the
speed stability derivative Mu . the rolling and yawing moments with sideslip (Lv, Nv) and pitch

manoeuvre margin in steady turns.



Simulation model validation requires that the simulation trim or initial conditions match those of
the reference flight test data and that the simulated configuration is representativi. of the vehicle
that generated the reference data (CG position, weight, control modes, atmospheric conditions, etc.).

Such static comparisons are usually performed by trimming the simulation to, the desired flight
condition and comparing the simulated trim variables with those obtained from the flight t2st data.
This is often complicated by the difficulty in establishing trim results accurately from flight test
data where the aircraft can be in a constant state of perturbation from gusts and sporadic control
inputs. Identified discrepancies in trim results are difficult to relate to physical phenomena since
there is no dynamic excitation to help isolate the source of the discrepancies. A trial and error
approach is often required in which alternate modelling assumptions are used to determine their
impact on the comparison. An example of such an approach is given in Fig 4. These plots show
comparisons of trim values for tl'e collective control position and aircraft pitch attitude as a
function of airspeed for the UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter. Flight test data is compared with two
types of simulation model. One is based on a blade element rotor model with rigid articulated
blades and the other on a blade element rotor model with elastic articulated blades. The effect of the
blade elasticity on high speed trim characteristics is evident from this figure. While the elastic
model data presented was generated using a physically based modal representation of blade
elasticity, a functional approach using empirical modifications to the effective collective feathering
as a function of airspeed has also been demonstrated to provide a good fit to the test data. In both
cases, however,, the starting assumption was that the trim problem was related to blade elasticity so
a certain amount of engineering intuition was required.

3.2 Stability

The stability problem centres around deriving good estimates of the A matrix elements or a set of
equivalent parameters. This application area has received by far the most attention and many of the
ground rules and pitfalls are fairly well understood. Two aspects can dominate the likelihood of
success:

(a) Test inputs and aircraft mo:ion excursions should be as small as possible for the
linearity assumptions ,o hold good and yet large enough that the noise content is small relative to
the response signal. The requirements conflict and, in practice, both will be compromised.

(b) Test inputs need to excite the aircraft modes, the stability of which are under
investigation. This requires a priori knowledge of the modal distribution and usually some
iteration to optimise the ,nput shape. Doublets, multi-steps (eg 3211) and frequency sweeps are all
in common use.

Test input design is therefore a most critical issue in deriving robust parameter estimates and
hence stability information. Frequency domain identification has gained favour in recent years
because of the ease with which different model structures can be explored over different frequency
ranges. Data derived from frequency sweep inputs are particularly suitable to transfer function
modelling, whereby the modal character, and hence model structure, is matched by polynomial
fitting, providing direct estimates of both system open-loop poles (eigenvalues) and closed-loop
zeros.

3.3 Response

In order to decouple the problems of static trim and dynamic response validation, dynamic results
are often compared as perturbations about a trim condition. This is a risky approach since the
nonlhnearities in the simulation can cause significant coupling of the trimmed flight condition into
the dynamic response. Trim problems are relatively easy to correct on a functional basis ice
control variables can be biased to achieve the required trim. The biases are often justified by citing
uncertainty in the control rigging or in the available test data for control positions. This is also a
risky practice since it treats the symptoms rather than the illness and can further impact the
validation of the dynamic response. Ideally, static and dynamic comparisons should complement
each other in isolating the physical cause of simulation discrepancies.

- A ,
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To some extent, the response problem receives partial treatment when identifying the stability "1

characteristics. The model matching and identification is achieved on time or frequency response
hist3ries and such comparisons are often put forward as evidence that the model validation has been
successful or otherwise. In reality this test or demonstration, while potentially being convincing on
one level, is never enough to ensure true validation and in many cases can be very misleading.
Derivatives estimated from an identification that produces an excellent response fit can often bear
little resemblance to the values of their theoretical counterparts, leaving the engineer perplexed as
to what needs more validation, the theory or the system identification method, With good quality
test data and careful application of a comprehensive identification analysis however, robust values
of derivatives can be estimated that can be used to glean insight into the force and moment character
at small amplitude and hence support the validation of the full nonlinear model.

A recommendation made in an earlier section was the use of the ADS-33C flying qualities criteria as
a format for demonstrating simulation validation. This is particularly appropriate %hen the
simulation is being applied to establishing compliance with the requirements. A complete and
substantiated flying qualities criteria should contain a specification for every effect that can
impact the pilot's impression of the aircraft's ability to perform a flying task. An equivalence
between simulation and flight in this sense, should then imply validation of response
characteristics as far as pilot subjective opinion is concerned. No existing criteria fully complies
with the CACTUS rules (complete, appropriate, correct, testable, unambiguous, substantiated)
however (Padfield, 1988), and as ADS-33C currently stands, compliance will not guarantee
validation.

The principal role of system identification in supporting this comparison is through equivalent
system model matching. The only criterion in ADS-33C that requires the formal use of system
identification is the height response to collective, where a least squares fit of a delayed first-order
model to the response to a step input is made, to establish key handling parameters. This criteria is
discussed in more detail in another paper in this Lecture Series and in the final report of AGARD
WG-18 (Tischler, 1991). Other criteria where parameters can be alternatively derived from
identified models include pitch, roll and yaw bandwidth, lateral/directional oscillation
characteristics and torque response to collective. The use of equivalent systems or reduced order
models for deriving such criteria is particularly appealing; considerable insight can be gained, from
parameterised models, into the effects of design parameters on an aircraft's ability to meet design
criteria.

The validity of a nonlinear simulation model and its theoretical foundations, in terms of its
accuracy over a given range of steady state and dynamic conditions, can only be partially judged, as
noted above, through comparison with small perturbation linearised approximations. The use of
system identification in the validation of full nonlinear model structures has received limited
attention in the ae'ospace community. The research of Klein and Batterson (1983) is a notable
exception, where ".he authors estimate parameters associated with higher order polynominal terms
(spline functions) oy using different amplitude ranges in the responses. A good a priori knowledge
and understanding of the likely behaviour, and hence mathematical formulation, is essential for the
success of this approach. Another approach to identifying nonlinear models is to work directly with
the nonlinear model structure and the set of fundamental parameters, eg aerodynamics, structural,
inertial and geometric. The parameters can be 'tuned' to minimise the error between measured and
predicted responses. The approach appears attractive but the limited experience to date has
exposed identifiability problems. The large number of 'adjustable' parameters precludes their
simultaneous estimation and determining which parts of the simulation should be modified is a
difficult task which relies mainly on engineering judgement. Therefore, the effectiveness of the
parameter estimation approach depends on accurately isolating these problem areas, as parameter
estimates will be affected by errors elsewhere in the simulation.

An intuitive approach to performing dynamic comparison is to drive the simulation controls with
the control time history obtained from the flight test reference data and compare the dynamic
response with that of the reference data. This can be referred to as closed loop simulation since the
simulated six-degree-of-freedom airframe motion is obtained from integrating the accelerations
produced by the applied loads that result from the prescribed control. The task of identifying the
problem areas in the model is hampered by the fact that the method relies on comparing response
data. This is a major drawback of functional validation. It is difficult to infer, from typical
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measured responses, the specific shortcomings in the simulation. Parameters are often embedded in
approximations to component forces and moments, while th. aircraft response is related to these
forces and moments through coupled, nonlinear differential equations. Other disadvantages in this
approach are the considerable CPU times required and potential convergence problems. To correct
problems associated with matching simulated responses, alternate techniques of inverse simulation
have been proposed (Thomson and Bradley (1988), DuVal et al (1989)). This is the term given to the
method whereby selected state variables are constrained to be equivalent for the test and model
results and the simulation model partially inverted to determine th, unconstrained motion. The
constrained degrees of freedom can be considered as 'open loop' in the computer simulation. Both
closed and open loop techniques require that the test data be properly conditioned to assure
consistency with both redundant sensors and kinematic relationsLips. Kalman Filter/Smootner
techniques can provide a systematic basis for this conditioning.

Closed loop simulation

A schematic representation of this methodology is shown in Fig 5. The simulation is first
initialized to the starting test conditions and test vehicle configuration. The simulation is then
driven with the recorded history of flight test controls and the simulation's dynan ; response is
compared to that of the flight vehicle. This is the most commonly used comparison approach. Its
advantages arc that it is simple to implement and requires minimal sensor data. Its disadvantage is
that the cumulative error build up due to the closed loop integration of simulation loads causes the
simulated vehicle to diverge from the flight test trajectory and consequently limits the validity of
the comparison. This approach is suitable for supporting functional validation but the coupling
between dynamic subsystems cannot be isolated in this method, so it is limited in its application to
physical validation.

Open loop simulation

A schematic representation of open loop simulation comparisons is shown in Fig 6. In the example
shown, the procedure is to disable the integration of the airframe r-;3id body motion ir the
simulation and drive the simulation with controls and rigid body motion data obtained from the
flight test as if it were in a wind tunnel. The resulting simulation loads can then be compared with
flight test data to provide a systematic approach for isolating and correcting discrepancies (DuVal
et al, 1989). Since the simulated flight vehicle follows the actual flight test trajectory, the
comparison can be performed without concern for a cumulative error build up. This approach
requires more extensive data collection than is genprally available from flight tests. Load cells
and/or accelerometers must be placed at the boundaries of vehicle subsystems to facilitate isolation
of the mathematical model and direct comparison of subsystem loads. The implementation of the
simulation run is more difficult since the capability to suspend the integration of selected degrees
of freedom is required and the ability to input the airframe motion as well as the controls from the
fiighi test data is also necessary.

4 Analysing Discrepancies and Upgrading the Model

Once the comparisons have been performed and discrepancies have been identified, it is necessary
to analyse these discrepancies to determine their source and to postulate potential model upgrades.
The upgrades must then be implemented and their effectiveness evaluated. This is often an iterativ;e
process since the adequacy of a proposed upgrade cannot be determined without implementing and
testing it with the simulation. System Identification methodology plays a critical role in this stage
of the validation process. There are two potential sources of error in the model; the model structure
and the model parameter values. They are strongly related and must be jointly addressed.

(a) incorrect parameter set - this would include those parameters directly related to, and
measurable as, physical attributes, eg inertias, geometry, and those derived from approximation
theory as effective pa-ameters, eg effective hinge offset/spring strength, aerodynamic force
coefficlents,

(b) incorrect model structure - this would include both model degrees of freedom and
nonlinear formulations.

- -' *.',
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As pointed out above, the two ways are connected; an effective parameter is often an approximation
to a more complex effect, eg quasi-steady form of another degree of freedom or local linearisation of
a nonlinear function. Ther will always be a limit to the range over which the approximation is
valid and, ultimately, a breakdown in the value of an effective parameter is indicative of a model
structure deficiency. It is important to understand which of the above is the cause in a particular
situation. In general, deficiencies in the second category are more difficult and time consuming to
cure, although once achieved, the upgraded model will offer more opportunity to expand the
application range. Unless evidence is strongly to the contrary, however, deficiencies in the first
category should be exhausted before recourse to structural upgrades.

Two key points are worth highlighting at this stage. Firstly, the experimental test database, from
both model and full scale, needs be carefully assembled to support the validation activity. In the
limit it is desirable to measure every variable that plays a part in the simulation, (eg individual
component force and moment contributions), but in reality this is rarely achieved. It must be
recognised that a limited measurement database will limit the upgrading potential. Secondly, an
underlying principal, that brings a systematic methodology to the validation activity, is that every
modelling approximation or assumption employed needs to be checked, across the range of
application, through correlation with test data. This is the essence of physical validation.

4.,1 Model structure determination

The modelling assumptions used in developing a simulation may be inappropriate under certain
conditions. While empirical parameters can always be added to the simulation to fit the test data,
the resulting model may not exhibit correct behaviour between available test points. The only way to
have confidence in a simulation outside the specific test points available for validation is to use
physically based models that are tuned with physically meaningful parameters. The first indication
that a model is not structurally correct often comes when parameter identification is attempted and
the resulting parameter values are found to be physically meaningless. At this point a more
systematic approach to evaluating the model must be taken. The starting point is usually to examine
the discrepancies in the acceptance criteria and attempt to relate these discrepancies to specific
vehicle states and physical phenomena. Statistical correlation of the comparison errors with
measured states and controls may provide an initial insight into the nature of the problem. For
example, correlation of the error with rotor speed or lead-lag angle may indicate that a more sophis-
ticated representation of the coupled engine/drive train/rotor model is required. Regression is an
essential tool in such an investigation. Stepwise or subset regressions can be particularly useful by
finding the state or control most correlated with the comparison error, fitting it to the error through
regression, and then repeating the procedure with the residual error and the remaining states and
controls. Another valuable tool for model structure determination is the freqLency response. By
examining the magnitude and phase of comparison errors versus frequency, the bandwidth in which
these errors predominate can be determined and this can then be related to the known bandwidth of
relevant physical phenomena to determine the missing pieces. An example is to examine the error
in simulated and measured flapping response to cyclic input. Excessive error levels in the
frequency range associated with, say, dynamic inflow would suggest that this effect is not properly
modelled or that its coupling with the flapping is incorrect. This example will be returned later in
section 5.2.

A modification to the structure of a model subset may take one of two forms; an increase in the
number of states utilized in the subset model or the addition of nonlinearities to the model. It is
often dfficult to distinguish between these two causes. Regression is an important tool for perform-
ing such an analysis. Correlation of the modelling error with derivatives of the model states can
indicate that a higher order dynamic model is required. Strong correlation with the states of other
subsystems indicate the need to model cross coupling. If regre.ion is unable to fit the error with
some linear combination of system states, then nonlinear functions of the states may be required.
These functions can also be tested with regression, so long as the regression is linear in the
coefficients to be identified.
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4 .2 Parameter identification

The process of model structure determination and parameter identification is usually an iterative
one, since unreasonable parameters will result from an incorrect model structure and may therefore
lead to a reformulation of the model structure. Regression is an effective tool in the initial stages
since it supports both model structure determination and parameter identification, but once the
structure is reasonably well determined, a more robust identification is required for the
parameters. Equation Error methods, such as regression, may be biased in the presence of
measurement noise. Output Error methods are generally more suitable for experimental data where
measurement noise is a concern. Output Error identification also provides more effective
identification of the stability matrix than regression since it takes into account the time correlation
of a dynamic system while regression essentially looks at a snapshot of the correlation at each point
in time independently of other time points. Maximum Likelihood Identification is the most general
form in that it is unbiased in the presence of both process and measurement noise; however,
stability and convergence problems, particularly for nonlinear systems, tend to make it less
practicable than the Output Error approach. It is interesting to note that both Equation Error and
Output Error methods are special cases of Maximum Likelihood. Equation Error results from a low
measurement noise assumption in Maximum Likelihood and Output Error results from a low process
noise assumption,

In the functional validation example which follows this section, six-degree-of-freedom stability and
control derivatives are referred to extensively. Two points are worth making at this stage:

(i) Derivatives estimated by a system identification method are effective parameters; for
very small amplitude they are equivalent to the first order terms in a Taylor expansion of the
applied forces and moments about the trim condition. Aircraft motion excursions in typical test
data are generally of more moderate amplitude, however, and any nonlinearities will be embodied in
the resultant derivative. It is important therefore, when comparing derivatives from flight and
theory, to check for variations with motion amplitude from both sources.

(ii) Derivatives, predicted from a theoretical model, are themselves functions of a large
number of, more fundamental, configuration and model parameters, eg rotor radius, lift curve slope,
moments of inertia etc. Fig 7 illustrates how, for the RAE simulation model Helistab, two of the
pitching moment derivatives vary with three model parameters - the effective rotor flap stiffitess,
rotor flap inertia and centre of gravity location. There can be many more fundamental parameters
than derivatives, depending on the model complexity. Model deficiencies in the first category above,
ie incorrect parameters, can sometimes be identified through an exploration of the required
fundamental parameter distortions required to match derivatives. This parameter distortion or
'fudge factor' technique is often used in simulation validation to accommodate pilot subjective
opinion. The technique is prone to considerable misuse, with a genuine source of modelling error
being compensated for by distortions in an unrelated parameter. Careful applications can bear
fruit, however, particularly with respect to corrections in effective parameters. Optimising the
distortions to match derivatives is inherently nonlinear and multi-objective; system identification
is the natural tool for such problems.

All airframe manufacturer, and research laboratories have experience of simulation model
validation based on comparison with test, with the attendant development and upgrading activities.
Houston (1989) and Ballin et al (1990) present typical results from contemporary studies conducted
at UK and US Government research laboratories. Houston's work focusses on vertical axis dynamics
of an SA-330 at hover, illustrating how coning and air mass dynamics are required model elements
in the prediction of body motion up to about 20 rad/s. Errors in this model structure are computed
as distortions in the model parameters providing some insight into the validity of assumptions
associated with local momentum theory and the use of rigid blades. Measurements of blade flapping
motion were essential in providing confidence in these transfer function results. Ballin sets out to
upgrade the US Army's Genhel UH-60 simulation model based on open-loop frequency and time
domain flight test results. Bailin's work is an excellent example of investigative upgrading, based
on non-parametric frequency response models. The Genhel software incorporates a blade-element
rotor model with flap, lag and air mass dynamics and runs in real-time with a 6.67 ms frame on an
AD-100 computer. The comparative technique proved effective in evaluating various modelling
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improvements, eg new dynamic inflow model, lag damper characteristics, and establishing a model
which is 'fully adequate for real-time handling qualities' up to 10 rad/s.

5 Examples

5.1 Functional validation (six-degree-of-freedom)

5.1.1 General

The framework for simulation model validation and the application areas of system
identification have been set out in earlier sections. Establishing criteria for model range and
accuracy and highlighting the required model developments were the two specific areas addressed.
The AGARD WO-18 test databases are insufficient to cover the full range of issues included in the
trim, stability and response problems. All three aircraft databases are, however, typical of those
used to support simulation model validation and a number of useful examples can be derived from
them, one of which will be detailed here. The primary simulation model used in this case study is
the RAE Helistab model (Padfield, 1981,1988). This model is intrinsically nonlinear and can be
trimmed in a general condition of sideslipping, turning, descending flight. Coning end first
harmonic flap and rotorspeed/engine governor degrees of freedom complement the fuselage states.
Current developments include three degree-of-freedom rotor lag and inflow dynamics. Rotor
aerodynamics are derived from linear blade element/momentum theory and the rigid blade/centre
hinge-spring analogue is used to model both hingeless and small-offset articulated rotors. Fusela-e
and tail surface aerodynamics are nonlinear functions of incidence, sideslip and rotor downwash.
The quasi-steady, six degree-of-freedom version is used for the comparisons discussed here. Fi, 8
shows a comparison of test and theory for the three translational and three rotationa! velocities for
two Puma test runs - pedal and lateral cyclic inputs. Fundamental questions that can be asked of
the system identification approach are:

(a) Can a comparison of flight-estimated and theoretically-predicted aerodynamic
derivatives shed light on the model strengths and weaknesses?

(b) Can the stability characteristics of the the aircraft dynamic mode3 be correctly
estimated?

These two questions and their answers are closely related. Often, approximations for mode
frequency and damping can be derived from simplifying assumptions and expressed in terms of a
limited numi,,r of parameters. Comparisons of the equivalent modal parameters from flight and
theory and their constituent parts can be effective at highlighting areas of overall simulation model
deficiency. Later ir this section this approach will be explored for the Dutch roll motion, but
before this, a number of relevant observations can be made from an examination of the comparisons
in Fig 8.

(a) Pedal response (Fig 8a)

(i) speed changes are greater in flight (5 m/s);

(ii) initial yaw, roll and sideslip responses are distinctly greater in the
simulation;

(iii) the Dutch roll mode appears more damped and of lower frequency in the
simulation.

(iv) the pitch and heave responses appear considerably smaller in the simulation.

(b) Lateral cyclic response (Fig 8b)

(i) roll response appears sharper and less damped in the simulation;

(ii) the Dutch roll response in .oil and yaw is greater in flight;
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(iii) the pitch and heave responses are smaller in the simulation;

(iv) speed changes are small during the manoeuvre (5 m/s)

Some of these obseivations will be reviewed in the light of the system identification analysis later
in this section.

The complete set of Helistab stability and control derivatives and corresponding eigenvalues are
contained in Table 1 for the 80 kn flight condition. Data are also included on aircraft
configuration and the magnitude of the perturbations used to generate the derivatives numerically.

5.1.2 Lateral directional Dutch roll motion

The dominant motion throughout the responses shown in Fig 8a&b is the weakly damped Dutch roll
mode. The lateral-directional dynamics of the Puma at the 80 kn flight condition appear to be
classical with a roll subsidence and spiral motion completing the modal set. It L of interest to
explore whether the mismatch in the Dutch roll response between flight and simulation illustrated
can be explained through the estimated derivatives. Table 2 compares the primary
lateral/directional derivatives from flight and simulation, the former taken from the DLR and
University of Glasgow analyses using time and frequency domain system identification techniques
respectively. Numbers in parenthesis are the standard deviations of tht parameter estimates; as a
rough rule of thumb, values below 10-15% of the parameter itcel- are considered to imply a high
confidence level. The Dutch roll eigenvalues are also included in tihe Table and show that the
fourth-order lateral sub-system provides a reasonably good approximation in all three cases. This
is a significant result in itself, indicating that although the pitch and heave motions are
appreciable, they do not have a first order effect on frequency and damping at this flight condition.
Lower order approximations to the Dutch roll mode can be derived for a range of different cases, the
simplest being when the motion "s pure yaw. This is clearly inappropriate in the present case with
the roll/yaw ratio approximately unity (see Fig 8a). A mote general and useful approximation can
he derived by isolating the spiral dynamics with the sideways-velocity degree of freedom,

v0 = v+Vp . (8)

The lateral equations can then be written in the alternate form (Padfield and DuVal, 1982)

v0  0 0 Yg V'0

dIv 0 0 1 0 v
dt -N -VN N + Y g - N V (9)Nr V rv p

p Lr/V L -Lr/V L p

The partitioning shown divides the dynamics into the three modes of increasing modulus - spiral,
Dutch roll aud roll subsidence. If the conditions for 'weak coupling' between the partitioned
degrees of freedom are met (Milne, 1965), then the approximation to the Dutch roll eigenvalue can be
written,

X +2ncoX+ 2 
= 0 . (10)

n n
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where

- N +Yv+ { -

(1 r

p

, (VN + aL)

n crL(1+-)

p

(g-N V)

LF (13)o- L

This approximation shows how the Dutch roll ciani,;,g is affected by the derivatives Lv, Np and Lr,
in addition to the yaw damping Nr. Likewise, the frequency is modified by Lv in addition to the

primary stiffness Nv. The approximate eigenvalues for all three cases are shown in Table 2 (X( 3 ))
along with the coefficients of equation (9). In general there is excellent agreement with the Dutch
roll eitenvalues for each case. The Helistab damping prediction is double the flight estimate,
confirming the observation made in section 5.5.1, and the frequency is 20% lower in the simulation.
Comparing the make-up of the Dutch roll characteristics from (9), the following points can be made:

(a) Helistab over-estimates the basic yaw damping (estimated from flight) by 60%.

(b) Hehistab underestimates the principal roll derivatives by 20%.

(c) Flight estimate of Np is more than double the Hehstab value.

(d) Flight estimate of Nv is 20% higher than the Helistab value.

(e) Lr from flight is negative, from theory positive; the flight values are estimated with low
confidence.

(f) Yaw control derivative Ntr from flight is r.early half the Helistab value.

On the basis of these observations, assuming that the flight deriv-;, :s estimated with high
confidence are 'correct', a set of correspond:ng hypotheses can be mad concerning the simulation
model validation.

(a) The yaw damping and control sensitivity are dominated by the tail rotor; the simple
tail rotor model (with fin blockage) adopted in Helistab needs refinement.

(b) The uniform increase in primary roll derivatives (Lv, Lp, Lic) suggests an incorrect
roll moment of inertia or rotor Lock number, the latter possibly reflecting the effects of unmodelled
dynamic inflow.

(c) The derivative Np has a strong destab'lising effect on the Dutch roll mode, accounting
for about 65% of the damping decrement (le the additional term). The larger flight value could be
explained by an incorrect product of inertia Ixz in the simulation. More subtle aerodynamic effects
are difficult to accommodate within the simple rotor model structure in Helistab.

Vm
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(d) The directional stability is clearly underpredicted by Helistab; this is unlikely to be a
tail rotor effect in view of (a) above. In fact, the evidence suggests that Nv due to the tail rotor
should actually be less than predicted. The fuselage and empennage contributions to Nv in
Helistab are derived fizm wind tunnel data and an obvious conclusion is that these do not relate
directly to the flight situatkn.

(e) The positive Lr ft,,m Helistab comes entirely from the tail rotor, is stabilishig, but is
not significant in the Dutch roll damping. The negative and higher DLR flight estimate is not
insignificant, but is perplexing as no well understood mechanism gives rise to such an effect. The
relatively high value of the standard deviation for this derivative suggests a low confidence factor.

(f) In addition to the above effects, the absence of a rotor wake/tail rotor/empennage
interaction model in the simulaion must have a significant impact on the results, particularly the
yawing derivatives.

Such hypotheses form the starting point for a second phase of the validation exercise; some appear
plausible and consistent but others are more dubious. The sensitivity of key derivatives and the
Dutch roll eigenvalue to some of the physical parameters discussed above is summarised in Table 3.
The DLR flight estimates and baseline Helistab results are compared with five cases as follows.

(a) Twenty per cent change in the roll inertia lxx increases the roll derivatives, decreas-
ing the modol lamping and increasing the frequency slightly.

(b) Increasing the peiturbation size on the sideslip velocity v to 5 m/s from the default
value of 1.5 m/s, increases the weathercock stability to within 3% of the flight estimate. The
strongly nonlinear fuselage and empennage aerodynamic forces and moments with sideslip account
for this effect. The value of 5 m/s could be argued to give a more appropriate equivalent
linearisation, consistent with the magnitude of the sideslip excursions in the response to pedal
input. However, this effect serves to i.acrease the damping to double the flight estimate.

(c) A 50% increase in the ptduct of inertia Ixz leads to a corresponding 50% increase in
Np, but orly a marginal decrease in stability.

(d) Reducing the efficiency of the tail rotor by a 40% reduction in the blade lift-curve
slope reduces the magnitude of the yaw derivatives by a similar amount. While the damping and
control sensitivity approach the flight estimates, the weathercock stability also decreases,
departing even further from the flight .stmate. The modal characteristics are now considerably
different from the flight values.

(e) Reducing the linear coefficient in the fuselage yawing moment function with sideslip
(parameter FNl) increases the directional stability without affecting the yaw damping. Both modal
frequency and damping increase.

(f) The results obtained from combining the above five effects are shown in the final
column in Table 3 and compared with the baseline Helistab results in Fig9. The results are
shown as a ratio with the DLR flight estimates. While most of the derivatives are within 15% of the
flight estimates, the yaw control sensitivity and mode damping, although considerably improved
relative to the baseline values, are still high relative to :he flight values.

Tuning of model parameters to improve functional fidelity is acceptable within constraints
consistent with the uncertainties in the parameters. Some of the distortions used above are large
and somewhat arbitrary; they will need to be compared with values obtained from dissimilar
manoeuvres for verification or otherwise. As demonstrated above, obtaining improvements across a
range of derivative predictions and response characteristics will generally require distortions in
several parameters simultaneously. All will need checking against other conditions, e g
damping/control sensitivity from step inputs, dihedral and weathercock stability from sideslip
tests, before a high confidence is achieved. In any case, more detailed component measurements (eg
main/tail rotor thrust/moment) and model structural changes may be required before a simulation
deficiency is fully understood and rectified. It should be remembered that derivatives encapsulate
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any nonlinear effects when derived from experimental data and tests at varying amplitudes will be
required to establish the presence and importance -. such effects. Nevertheless, as a starting point,
the flight estimates hae enabled considerably more validation evidence to be gathered
system'tically, compared with any speculation derived from the observations in section5.1.2.
There remains the question, of course, as to the validity of the flight estimated derivatives. The
time history comparisons of the DLR lateral sub-system and flight data are presented in Fig 10; the
fit is not as good as the fully coupled six degree-of-freedom response shown in Fig 11, (taken from
Padfield (1991)). The coupling effects clearly contribute to the response, even though the damping
and frequency are not affected significantly; the simplified approximation cannot shed any new
light on the nature of the lateral to longitudinal coupling in the Dutch roll.

The Glasgow derivatives, shown in Table 2, show -easonable consistency with the DLR results with
two notable exceptions - Lr and Llc . The large positive value of Lr accounts for the greater
stability of the Dutch roll mode according to the Glasgow estimates ( t1 / 2 - 4 s , compared with 8 s

for DLR). The lower roll control sensitivity and damping from the Glasgow analysis correlate with
the lower estimate fer effective time delay shown in Table 2 (Black, 1987), highlighting the fact that
these are strictly equivalent parameters; the effects of higher order dynamics have been ignored as
such but encompassed within the effective time delay. The 'true' value of some of the stability and
control derivatives cannot therefore be estimated. The Dutch roll approximations do show, however,
that useful insight into modelling accuracy can be gained from an analysis of the derivative
contributions to the component terms..

Table 4 shows a comparison of Dutch roll eigenvalues for the BO-105 (DLR Model 3 (Kaletka, 1991))
and AH-64 Apache derived from the DLR flight estimated derivatives, with the corresponding
approximations derived from (9) alongside the SA-330 Puma results. The comparisons are very
good, apart from the BO-105 frequency estimate, adding support to the value of the approximation
across different aircraft types. As a concluding note to this section, Fig 12 illustrates the current
Datch roll handling qualities criteria from ADS-33C. The criteria are expressed in terms of
handling qualities level boundaries for damping and frequency for different mission task elements
(MTE). The data points correspond to flight estimates and theoretical predictions for all three
aircraft; the Puma theoretical result is derived from the Helistab case discussed, the BO-105 point
from the DLR blade-element model Simh and the AH-64 result from the MDHC Flyrt nonlinear rotor-
map model. It is interesting to note that for all three aircraft, theory predicts about twice the
damping measured in flight. This suggests that the fidelity of the main rotor modelling has little
impact on this parameter; main rotor wake/tail-rotor interaction is a more likely common modelling
deficiency. Moreover, on the criteria diagram the data points lie on either side of the Level 1/2 or
Level 2/3 boundaries, depending on the aircraft role (ie MTE). Considering the aircraft types under
consideration, the Level 2/3 boundary is probably more appropriate. A conclusion that can be
drawn is that none of the simulation models (which are state-of-the-art for disc, blade element and
rotor-map models respectively) are capable of predicting Dutch roll damping adequately for
compliance demonstration. This is considered to be a reflection on simulation modelling in general
and the detailed analysis of the Puma dat. has provided some insight into how, for this aircraft,
Ilelistab is deficient.

5 .2 Physical validation (Puma inflow)

5.2.1 Overview and objective

The process of physical validation requ;-es close coupling between modelling and testing.
First a suitable subset of the dynamic and aero ynamic physical phenomena must be isolw'ed and a
mathematical model of this subset must be derived from first principles. The subset must be chosen
to facilitate identification of parameters for the selected subset. Just as in functional validation,
too many parameters can result in identified values that are physically meaningless duc to over
parameterisation and, depending on the degrees of freedom included in the ,ubset, the parameters of
the model may not be observable from available test dakt. The interaction of the sclcctcd subset
with other modelling subsets must be determined to establish the input and output data

requirements of the subset. The dynamic relationship between this input and output data must then
be derived based on the physics of the mode!led subset. Test data requirements are then

established to support validation of the specified model subset. At a minimum, these requirements
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should include the interface data for the subset in order to isolate it from the rest of the system
model. Recording of certain internal degrees of freedom of the model subset may also be required to
ensure observability of the parameters to be identified.

The example presented below is taken from DuVal (1989b), where the objective is to validate a
physically based model of coupled rotor flapping/first harmonic inflow dynamics derived for a
forward flight manoeuvre using the RAE Puma test data.

5.2.2 Approach

The following steps were carried out to accomplish the objectives of this study.

(i) Establish structure of baseline math model. After reviewing the literature, a baseline
model was chosen to reflect generally accepted technology. The rotor dynamics model was based on
the work of Chen (1980) with modifications made to account for the French rotation of the Puma
Helicopter and the inclusion of first harmonic inflow components. The inflow dynamics model was
based on the work of Goanker and Peters (1984), together with a Glauert model of the quasistatic,
velocity dependent first harmonic inflow. The notation used conforms to Chen to facilitate
comparison.

(ii) Perform consistency tests on flight test data. Since the test data was to be used to
validate the math model, it was essential that the data be consistent. A series of comparisons of
redundant sensors and sensors that can be compared through known kinematic relationships was
used to eliminate sensor biases and isolate faulty measurements.

(iii) Establish consistency of model structure with flight test data. Having established the
consistency of the flight test data, the validity of the baseline model structure was tested by
examining the equation error resulting from applying the test data to the baseline model for a
nominal set of model parameter values. The baseline model structure was then extended as required
to assure consistency.

(iv) Identify parameters of model from flight test data. An output error parameter
identification method was used to identify selected parameters of the validated model structure.
The technique was first tested using simulated data generated from the baseline model. It was then
applied to the lateral manoeuvre at 100 knots and a set of ten parameters were identified. These
parameters were then used with the model to predict the response for the longitudinal manoeuvre
and the results were compared with flight test data to verify the parameters.

5.2.3 Cyclic flappinglfirst harmonic inflow model

It was decided to use an isolated model of coupled rotor/inflow dynamics rather than a fully
coupled rotor/fuselage dynamics model. This approach of dealing with isolated subsets of the total
system allows for a systematic validation of each subsystem independently and reduces the
complexity of each model to a manageable level. In order to isolate the mathematical model of a
subsystem, the variables involved in cross coupling with other subsystems are treated as measured
inputs or pseudo-controls acting on the isolated subsystem.

The cyclic flapping model is a two degree of freedom model with second order dynamics modified to
include first harmonic inflow components. The dynamics of the longitudinal and lateral disc
flapping states (als and bls) are driven by the longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch controls (BI
and Al), first harmonic dynamic inflow (Pi and qi) and a quasistatic first harmonic inflow based on
advance ratios (itx and Ity). The cyclic inflow dynamics are also driven by the roll and pitch rates

(p and q) and nonlinear functions (ua and ub) of coning angle and coning angle rate (aO and a0),
uniform inflow (kc), collective pitch (0 0 ), and advance ratio (Ig). The baseline model has the form:

[5ij1+ [1FI= 1+GE1 Fa[bi.J [u[A:J +FbL| | + G2 [J + UJ(14)
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where
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The uncertain parameters are the Lock Number (y), and the Tip Loss Factor, (B),
where

B43 = 4-B 3 e, B32 -B-e, B21  B4 33 2 2

and e is defined as the nondimensional hinge offset.

The inflow is represented as a two-degree-of-freedom model with first order dynamics and is given
by:

pi P ([]_[ 11[Ab 131 [A 1,+ F ]= G4([] ~ o b .1), (17)
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where

F3[. 0] 4[~k (18)

The uncertain parameters are the inflow time constant r , and the gain on the forcing function (k).

The equations are linearised about the trimmed condition to simplify further the relationship. This
results in the elimination of the nonlinear forcing functions (ua and ub) since there is little
variation in these variables. Equations (14) through (18) otherwise remain the same except that the
states are now interpreted as perturbations from the trim condition.

5.2.4 Validation and modification of model

Validation of the test data is described in DuVal et al (1989b) and will not be covered here;
the validity of the baseline model structure is next evaluated. It is essential to validate the model
structure prior to identifying parameters. As discussed above and throughout this paper, if the
model structure is incorrect, parameters may still be identified that track the data accurately, but
they can be physically meaningless. The inflow equation is first integrated, using nominal
parameter values and the measured time histories of forcing functions. The resulting inflow time
history is then used in the flapping equation with nominal parameters and measured values of the
other states and controls and the correlation between the homogeneous equation and each forcing
function is evaluated. The homogeneous equation was found to be most correlated with controls and
body rates as expected, so the coefficients of the controls and body rates that minimize the error
between the homogeneous equation and the corresponding forcing functions were identified by
regression. The resulting forcing functions are compared with the homogeneous equations in
Fig 13. The poor comparison indicates that the model structure is incomplete. The remaining error
appeared to be correlated with both the velocity time histories and a bias in the flapping azimuth
reference. A mathematical representation of the error in cyclic flapping and feathering due to
biases in the blade azimuth references is given in Fig 14. In order to be completely general,
separate biases were assumed for the blade azimuths associated with both flapping and feathering
measurements. The velocity dependence is most likely related to the quasistatic (Glauert)
component of first harmonic inflow so a matrix of coefficients relating these velocities to the
homogeneous equation was also added to the model structure. Regression was then used to determine
preliminary values for the velocity coefficients and the azimuth biases. The resulting forcing
functions are compared with the homogeneous equations in Fig 15. This fit has improved
significantly over that of Fig 13 and this indicates that the model structure is reasonably close
since the resulting parameters identified by the regression are close to the nominal values and are
therefore physically meaningful.

Having determined the modifications to the model structure required to assure consistency with the
test data for physically reasonable values of the model parameters, the final step in the system
identification process is to identify values for selected parameters. Ten parameters were selected
based on the results of the model structure determination process and an understanding of which
parameters had well defined values and which were uncertain. The parameters to be identified were
the Lock number y, the tip loss factor (B), the inflow time constant -r, the inflow gain (k) (related
to the deficiency function), biases on the zero azimuth reference for both the flapping and
feathering measurements (VI and V2), and a matrix of four coefficients relating longitudinal and
lateral velocity perturbations to the two first harmonic inflow components (kl, k2, k3, k4). The

estimates of the system states (Als,Sls,Oi,i) for specified values of the parameter set (0o) are then
given by the following equations:

m ~ mmwmm m millm • mlm li m u fu m Ii m I w m mmf .
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r:r""a .a, aa,
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where

Op=[Y B, ,k]"

As shown in Fig 14, the cyclic flapping measurements (als, bls) are related to the actual flapping

.tates uirough the coordinate transfurmation,

at.] rcosl/ti sinl][a:] . ra , 1 (20)

b..cs J,= 2() y'b -b
where vI represents the bias on the zero azimuth reference point associated with the flapping

measurement.

5.2.5 Results o; Modification

As discussed in 4.2, there are three basic methods for parameter identification; the Equation Error
method, the Output Error method and the Maximum Likelihood method.

The simplest is the Equation Error method. This approach finds the parameters, 00 , of the system
that minimize some error function, g, based on the model, given the measurements, z , and inputs,
uc :

g(z,00,uc) = 0 . (21)

It is simple to implement if the equations are linear in the parameters, and can also be used for the
model structure determination. rhe Equation Error method requires measurements of all states and
controls, and gives biased parameter estimateb in the presence of significant measurement noise.

The Output Error method generates system states, x , by integration of the system dynamic
equations for a given set of parameter values, 00, and a given input history, uc

i = f(x, uc, 00) , (22)

In this approach, the parameters are iteratively adjusted by L second order gradient technique to
minimize an error function, g , in the outputs, z , the system states, x , the cortrcls, uc , and the
parameters, 00 :

g(x, Uc, Z, 00) = 0 . (23)

This method would give biased estimates if the model structure has significant error. It does not
require that all states be measured, however, since it produces state histories from the dynamic
model.

'.V --
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The third method for parameter identification is Maximum Likelihood. In this case the state and
output equations are combined in an Extended Kalman Filter. The states estimates are then obtained
from the equation

X = f(i, uc,Op) + K[g(i, uc, z, Op)] (24)

and the parameters are again iteratively adjusted by a second order gradient method to minimize the

error function, g(k, uc, z, 0). Maximum Likelihood also does not require all states to be measured.
It is the most general identification method since it gives unbiased estimates in the presence of both
process and measurement noise. However, the Kalman gains reduce the sensitivity of measurement
errors to parameter changes and result in slower convergence.

While the Equation Error method is the simplest, it could not be used in this application because
there were two unmeasured states (the first harmonic inflow components). Of the remaining
candidates, the Output Error method is the simplest, but its application requires that there is no
significant process noise. The model structure validation work had demonstrated that the data could
be reasonably well matched with the selected model, indicating a low level of process noise, so the
Output Error method was selected.

The Output Error method was applied to identify the parameters of the model given by equation (19)
using flight test data from the longitudinal doublet manoeuvre at 100 knots. The initial values of
the parameters and the converged values obtained from the identification are shown in Table 5 along
with the uncertainty in the estimate, as determined by the Output Error method. The Tip Loss
Factor (B) and the Lock Number Q') are relatively close to the initially assumed values and have an
uncertainty of less than one percent. The identified inflow time constant is, however, nearly twice
the initially assumed value of 0.5 seconds and the gain on the inflow forcing function is more than
five times lower than the initially assumed value.

The azimuth biases for the feathering and flapping measurements are seen to be nearly equal at
around 200. It was later determined that a 100 bias would be present due to collective lead-lag and
an additional 10° could result from time skew in the data collection, so the identified values appear
reasonable.

The coeffic;.ts relating longitudinal and lateral velocity perturbations to first harmonic inflow
components are difficult to interpret physically so the validity of their identified values is
difficult to assess. These terms, however, have the most significant effect on being able to match the
measured flapping data with the model. Physically, the first harmonic inflow dependence on
velocity should be related to the classical Glauert first harmonic inflow distribution and to fuselage
interference effects on the flow field.

A comparison of the estimated cyclic flapping response and the measured response, corrected for
the identified azimuth bias, is shown in Fig 16. The comparisons are seen to be reasonably good.
The corresponding first harmonic inflow components are shown in Fig 17. They have been separated
into dynamic inflow components, as generated by the dynamic inflow model, and the velocity
dependent or Glauert components, as generated by the application of the identified velocity
coefficients to the measured velocity perturbation. The results are normalized by the tip speed.
The Glauert component due to velocity perturbations in the manoeuvre appears to be as significant
as the dynamic inflow component generated from momentum theory.

As d final check on the validity of the identified model structure and parameter values, they are
applied to measured input data from the lateral doublet manoeuvre and the resulting flapping
estimates are compared with the measured data. The results, as shown in Fig.18, indicate the same
level of accuracy as obtained in the longitudinal manoeuvre. The flapping has been scaled the same
in both the longitudinal and lateral manoeuvre plots to allow direct comparison of error levels. The
longittdinal manoeurc was selected for use in the identification since there was significantly more
excitation in both axes.
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6 Conclusions

This paper has provided a treatment of rotorcraft simulation model validation from functional and
physical standpoints. Acceptance criteria for validation have been discussed and presented and the
role of system identification in achieving these covered. Examples from the RAE Puma test database
have been presented that illustrate six-degree-of-freedom functional fidelity and a more detai-d
physical validation of blade flapping dynamics.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the discussions presented:

(1) Validation as an activity can be considered in two stages; firstly, establishing the range and
accuracy of the simulation model and, secondly, establishing the modelling deficiencies and
required upgrades. This paper has proposed a framework for the application of system
identification in these two stages.

(2) Accuracy and range can be defined in terms of three flight mechanics problem areas - trim,
stability and response. Range can conveniently be defined in terms of the freqiency and amplitude
of the intended operation. Accuracy requirements depend critically on the intended application.

(3) System identification can play a role in all three problem areas.

(4) Functional fidelity provides a measure of the overall accuracy of the aircraft's response to
controls and disturbances; physical validation is concerned more with the accuracy of the
underlying modelling assumptions.

(5) The use of system identification in model upgrading has to be complemented with a good
understanding of the underlying physical assumptions and mathematical approximations.

(6) The example chosen to highlight the value of system identification in functional validation has
been the Dutch roll motion of the SA 330 Puma. A simple approximation for Dutch roll damping and
frequency has highlighted the possible origins of modelling deficiencies. Current simulation
models are poor at predicting cross coupling effects. Of perhaps greater significance is the over-
estimation of Dutch roll damping by current simulation models leading to a more favourable
compliance with ADS-33C, te Level 2 rather than Level 3 handling qualities.

(7) Physical validation has been illustrated with an example of coupled blade flapping/inflow
dynamics. A suitable model structure incorporating first harmonic and velocity dependent,
quasistatic inflow was established using equation error techniques; model parameters were then
estimated using an output error method.
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____________________Stability Derivatives ____________

______ U W qv r

X -0.02413 0.0022 0.7411 0.0073 0.3303 0.00
Z -0.0482 -0.7302 41.077 0.0255 0.5669 0.00
M 0.0074 -0.0 199 -0.7661 -0.0049 -0.2211 0.00
Y -0.0044 -0.0203 0.3207 -0.1248 -0.751 -40.897
L -0.0058 -0.0525 0.7583 -0.0549 -1.67 042
N 0.0098 0.0326 -0.64 .01 6 -014 0.67

__________Control Derivatives
______ 01 eS 01c Otr

X -2.0546 -9.546 0.4862 0.00
Z -96.795 -27.7184 0.00 0.00
M 1.5626 6.4123 -0.3238 0.00
Y -2.4806 -0.2069 - 9.6746 4.141
L -6.4913 1 -0.6815 22.8395 2.059
N -5.9196 ' 4955 2.5202 1 -8.22

perturbation amp
mode eigenvalue for derivative

________________ computation.
roll subsidence -1.6833 u, v, w -1.5 ni/s

pitch short period -0.87 10 ± 0.9332i p, g, r -0.05 rad
Dutch roll -0.1630 ± 1.0171i 0, e 0.05 rad

phugoi -0.0104 ± 0.2214i cnrl, .0 a
spiral ~-0.1199 __________

SA 330 Puma Flight 9nd Configuration Data

V =8Okn, p = 1.0978 kg/rn3, mass = 5805kg, Ixx = 9638kgm 2

1yy = 33240kgm2 , Izz 25889kgm 2, Ixz =2222kgm2 , xcg 37.5mm

Table 1

liclislab Data

X
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Derivative Fit est - DLR Fit est - Glasgow H elistab

Yv -0.135(0.0019) -0.135(0.0263) -0.125
Lv, -0.066(0.0012) -0.064(0.00149) -0.055

N, 0.027(0.0002) 0.029(0.00069) 0.0216
L* -2,527(0.0534) -2.012(0.0695) -1.677

No -0.395(0.0092) -0.3216(0.0106) -0.174
L- -0.259(0.0343) 0.554(0.0787) 0.142

Nr -0.362(0.0065) -0.3887(0.0348) -0.57
LIat -0.051(0.0012) -0.0317(0.0017) -0.043
Niat -0.008(0.0002) -0.00738(0.00047) -0.0047

Loed 0.011(0.0007) 0.0209(0.004) 0.0109

Nped -0.022(0.0001) -0.0254(0.00086) -0.0436

"t 0.125 0.01(0.015) 0.0

'toed 0.0 0.0 0.0

x.(1) -0.104 ± 1.37i -0.200 ± 1.35i -0.163 ± 1.017i

X( 2 ) -0.089 ± 1.271 -0.154 ± 1.329i -0.166 ± 1.08i

2 On 0.1674 0.291 0.390
wn2  1.842 1.791 1.417

X(3) -0.081 ± 1.34i -0.157 ± 1.39i -0.199 ± 1.199i

(1)- Dutch roll (fully coupled)
) (2) - Dutch roll (lateral subset)

X(3 ) - Dutch roll (2nd order roll/yaw/sideslip) approx.

Table 2

Comparison of SA 330 Puma lateral/directional characteristics

Derivative Fit Est Helistab Ixx*0.8 v = 5 rn/s Ixz*1.5 atr*0.6 FNI*0.5 combine

Lv -0.066 -0.055 -0.069 -0.055 -0.053 -0.05 -0.0506 -0.0543
Nv 0.027 0.0216 0.02 0.028 0.0195 0.001 0.0404 0.0232
Lt -2.527 -1.68 -2.108 -1.68 -1.724 -1.669 -1.677 -2.18
Np -0.395 -0.174 -0.211 -0.174 -0.252 -0.207 -0.174 -0.344
Lr -0.259 0.142 0.178 0.142 0.0.075 0.0953 0.142 0.064

Nr -0.362 -0.57 -0.567 -0.57 -0.572 -0.383 -0.57 -0.383

Llat -0.051 -0.043 -0.0522 -0.043 -0.043 -0.042 0.0416 -0.054

NI -0.008 -0.0047 -0.0055 -0.0047 -0.0065 -0.0046 -0.0046 -0.008
Loed 0.011 0.011 0.014 0.011 0.0058 0.0074 0.011 0.005
Nped -0.022 -0.0436 -0.0432 -0.0436 -0.0437 -0.0292 -0.0435 -0.0292
Re() -0.104 -0.163 -0.157 -0.205 -0.151 0.053 -0.252 -0.128
IM(X) 1.37 1.017 1.046 1.14 1.03 0.675 1.344 1.160

Table 3

Lateral/Directional derivatives/Dutch roll eigenvalues;
Comparison with distorted parameters

• _~~ ~~ .. ...' .... .... ... .
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Case\Aircraft SA - 330 BO 105 AH 64

Flight - 6 dof -0.104 + 1.37i -0.35 - 2.5i -0.170 - 1.726i
Flight 3 dof -0.081 - 1.34i -0.33 - 3.21i -0.171 + 1.843i
Theory - 3 dof -0.163 + 1.017i -0.65 + 2.61i -0.407 ± 1.857i

Table 4

Dutch roll mode eigenvalues; comparison of flight
estimates (DLR) with theory

(SA 330, RAE Helistab; BO 105, DLR Simh; AH- 64, MDHC Flyrt)

Parameter Initial Final % std. error

B 0.9 0.98 0.2
Y 9.5 9.1 0.9

-1I/ -2.0 -1.1 7.0
k 2.0 0.34 6.5
VI 0.0 18.8 deg 3.3

W2 0.0 21.2 deg 3.1

k I  0.0 0.042 17.0

k2 0.0 0.37 2.1
k3  0.0 -0.23 4.3

k4  0.0 0.28 2.7

Table 5

Identified Parameters for Puma Inflow Example

Copyright
©

Controller HMSO London

1991
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SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION METHODS FOR HANDLING-QUALITIES EVALUATION

by
Mark B. Tischler

Aeroflightdynamics Directorate
U.S. Army Aviation Research & Technology Activity

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1099

SUMMARY

System identification methods for rotorcraft . _____io.ioY Air.ra., "- I
handling-qualities studies are discussed in this paper. A
key factor that has been responsible for the broad and
successful application of system identification techniques
in the handling-qualities community is probably the rela- Fig. I Pilot/vehicle system block diagram.
tively simplicity of the models which are desired for pilot-
in-the-loop analyses as compared to the full 6-DOF fied decoupled state-space representation. Both time-
models required for most other applications. Generally, domain and frequency-,omain methods have been widely
these analyses consider only the on-axis, single-input/ used for these applications.
single-output response of the pilot/vehicle system. The
extracted vehicle model may be nonparametric, such a This paper discusses system identification methods
frequency-response, or a low-order parametric model, for rotorcraft handling-qualities studies. The requirements
such as a transfer function, or a simplified decoupled for flight testing, data analyses, and modeling for
state-space representation. Both time- and frequency- handling-qualities applications of system identification
domain methods have been widely used for these applica- are contrasted with the requirements for extracting multi-
tions and are discussed in this paper. The requirements for input/multi-output state-space models for flight mechanics
flight testing, data analyses, and modeling for handling- purposes. Tpical handling-qualiues analysis results are
qualities applications of system identification are con- illustrated using the WG 18 databases for the BO 105 and
tasted with the requirements for extracting multi-input/ AH-64 helicopters.
multi-output state-space models for flight mechanics
f urposes. Typical handling-qualities analysis results are
illustrated using the WGI8 databases for the BO-105 and 2. BASIC HANDLING-QUALITIES CONCEPTS
AH-64 helicopters.

Pilot/vehicle interaction in closed-loop control tasks
is commonly analyzed by first modeling the pilot as a
low-order compensator, and then analyzing the
pilot/vehicle feedback system as a servomechanism

1. INTRODUCTION (Fig. 1). This section uses classical control theory to ana-
lyze the pilot/vehicle servomechanism and to illustrate

System identification techniques have seen wide basic handling-qualities concepts, although state-space
application in the fixed-wing and rotary-wing handling- based optimal methods are also available in the literature
qualities communities for characterizing the dynamics of and have been used successfully (Ref. 2).
air vehicles and piloted simulations. The extracted models
are commonly used in closed-loop analyses of the pilot/ In attitude tracking tasks, the pilot attempts to null the
vehicle system (Fig. 1) to expose potential handling- error e between the commanded aircraft attitude r and
qualities deficiencies and to check vehicle compliance the actual aircraft attitude c through suitable motion of
design specifications (Refs. I and 2). A key factor that has the aircraft stick, 8 (Fig. 1). The rate of pilot stick inputs
been responsible for the broad and successful application dS/dt is characterized by the cross-over frequency Oc, a
of system identification techniques in the handling- fundamental handling-qualities parameter, defined as the
qualities community is probably the relative simplicity of frequency at which the compensated open-loop magnitude
the models which are desired for pilot-in-the-loop response of c/e is 0 dB. Higher cross-over frequencies
analyses as compared to the full six or more degrees-of- allow tighter closed-loop tracking, but imply higher stick
freedom models required for most other applications, deflection rates, and thus higher workload. The cross-over
Generally, these analyses consider only the on-axis, frequency is selected by the pilot to achieve the task
single-input/single-output response of the pilot/vehicle performance requirements in the presence of noise or
system. The extracted vehicle model may be non- disturbances. A large body of test data (Ref. 2) indicates
parametric, such as frequency-response, or a low-order that the cross-over frequency for attitude tracking tasks is
parametric model, such as a transfer function, or a simpli typically in the range of I rad/s 5 wc 5 3 rad/s.

71!:y .
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Classical servomechanism theory can be used to frequency is termed the "bandwidth frequency" (NObw) in
show that good closed-loop characteristics (e.g., stability the handling-qualities community, and cb,, be determined
margins and command tracking) require that the overall by inspection of the attitude response of the helicopter

compensated open-loop response c/c displays an average alone (Ye) as obtained from system identification (Fig. 2).
K/s characteristic (-20 dB/decade magnitude slope) in the The bandwidth frequency can also be considered as the
cross-over frequency region. While the pilot (Yp = 8/e) inverse closed-loop time constant (l/fT), since:
can compensate for poor rotorcraft characteristics
(Y, = c/b) to achieve the desired overall cross-over c _c (2)
characteristics (c/e = YpYc), this leads to increased pilot r s + (2)
workload and resulting poor handling-qualities ratings.
The minimum workload is achieved when the pilot can thus,
act as a pure gain regulator through a neuromuscular
delay (Ref. 2):

"T- = (c = Obw

Yp = Kp exp(-s) (I)
High bandwidth responses, and thus associated short

where typical values of time delay are 0.2 s < T < 0.4 s. rise times, are desirable for aggressive closed-loop pilot-
ing tasks, st-ch as air-to-air tracking and air refueling.

Simplified pilot/vehicle analyses (R.f. 2) assume that Lower bandwidth responses (and associated longer rise
the pilot acts as a pure gain regulator (ignoring t), and times) are acceptable for less aggressive tasks such as up-
selects the maximum cross-over frequency oc that can and-away cruise flight and maneuvering.
be achieved while maintaining acceptable stability
margins (e g., phase margin = 450, gain margin = 6 dB). Task requirements for incrcsed piloting aggressive-
This maximum achievable pure-gain pilot cross-over ness lead to the need for higher cross-over frequencies

AIN MARGIN

MARGIN

wo, rad/sec --

"'BWphase BASED ON NM

-200

DEFINITION OF PHASE DELAY

P 57 3 X2w1 80  '

--- 77 o 8

Fig. 2 Determination of bandwidth and phase delay criteria values.

T.10-
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than can be achieved by the simple pure gain piloting .4

technique of Eq. (1). The increased phase lag (i.e., deteri
orating phase margin) associated with higher cross-over
frcquencies must be offset by pilot-supplied lead, i.e., ./
control anticipation. These requirements for pilot lead
cause an increase in pilot workload and a degradation in
perceived handling qualities. A measure of the rate of S
deterioration in the aircraft phase margin and, therefore,
the requiremnt for pilot-supplied lead is obtained from a Level Level Level
handling-qualities metric referred to as phase delay rp: 3 2 1

= 02ol80 
8 00 ( 1

TP 57.3x2a 1 8 0  (3)

(a)

High values of phase delay indicate that when the

pilot attempts to rapidly increase the cross-over .4

frequency, there will be large demands for pilot lead. Level
This, in turn, leads to poor handling-qualities and

increased probability of pilot induced oscillations (Ref. 2). 3Level Level
Tasks which can be considered as "low gain" require 2 1

lower cross-over frequencies and are, therefore, not as
sensitive to large phase delays. The current US Handling-
Qualities Requirements for Military Rotorcraft ADS-33C -> .2

(Ref. 3) specifies desirable levels of bandwidth and phase C

delay for on-axis attitude responses (e.g., c/B = O/Blat in
Fig. 1) appropnate to a variety of piloting tasks. Desirable 1
(Level 1) handling-qualities for the roll response to lateral
stick inputs are shown in Fig. 3 for:

(a) high gain (target acquisition and tracking) tasks - 2 3

and O)BWO (rad/sec)

(b) all other piloting tasks. Fig. 3 Requirements for roll response to lateral stuck
inputs.

Compliance with these specifications must be
demonstrated for the flight vehicle (and/or simulation) locus, and stat-space based methods (Ref. 2). Also, the
using non-parametric frequency-response identification correlation of subjective handling-qualities ratings with
techniques. vehicle-based aerodynamic characteristics (e.g., roll

damping and roll control sensitivity) is often used in the
Non-parametric models identified in the frequency- development of handling-qualities design criteria. Para-

domain are very useful for these handling-qualities metric models used for this purpose are generally low-
analysis because: order, decoupled single-input/single-output transfer-

function representations of the "effective" aircraft
1. They are rapidly obtained from flight tests, response characteristics important in the pilot cross-over

frequency range. For example, in the fixed-wing
2. They contain no inheret assumptions of model handling-qualities specification, a second-order model

structure or order, must be identified to allow characterization of the short-
period response of aircraft pitch attitude to longitudinal

3. The handling-qualities metrics (Wbw, tp) are inputs and demonstrate compliance with the design
determined d:rectly from inspection, criteria. The ADS-33C specification for rotorcraft gives

desirable characteristics of the vertical velocity response
Frequency-response testing and analysis techniques to collective inputs in terms of a first-order transfer-

initially developed and demonstrated for helicopters using function model h /col. An excellent review and analysis
the XV-15 (Ref. 4) and the Bell 214-ST aircraft (Ref. 5) of helicopter handling-qualities using parametric system
have become a standard pan of the rotorcraft specification identification of low-order models is given by Houston
compliance testing procedure. and Horton (Ref. 6) based on SA-330 and Lynx flight test

and simulation data. Both frequency-domain and time-
Parametric models are needed in handling-qualities doma'n methods are employed in the handling-qualities

studies which use parametric analysis tools such as root communities for parametric system identification.

• :4.-
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The following sections demonstrate the apphca'ion of condition. However, the reduced identification frequency-
both non-parametric and parametric system identification range needed for handling-qualities applications allows
methods for handling-qualiues studies. much shorter record lengths and higher minimum excita-

tion frequencies, thus reducing difficulty of achieving
acceptable excitation even in hover. Furthermore most

3. NON-PARAMETRIC MODEL IDENTIFICA- handling-qualities applications are concerned with the
TION FOR HANDLING-QUALITIES STUDIES augmented (i.e., stability control augmentation system

engaged) vehicle response characteristics, for which the
'fhis section discusses special requirements for aircraft dynamics are generally more stable and more

identification of non-parametric (frequency-response) nearly decoupled than the bare airrraine.
models apd presents an illustrative example using the
BO 105 data base. Attitude response identification (e.g., 0/4at) in the

mid- and high-frequency range is best achieved using the
Non-parametric models used in the evaluation of angular-rate signals (P/81at) which have better frequency

handling-qualities based on bandwidth and phase delay content compared to the attitude measurement variables.
metrics must be accurate in the frequency range of the Then, the required response is obtained by applying
data used in the calculation (e.g., Eq. (3) for "Tp): numerically a 1/s correction

0.5(Obw < o < 2 .5()180 (4) 0 =1 p

As seen in Fig. 3, the range of acceptable bandwidth
frequencies in the pitch and roll axis is roughly in the frequency domain.
1 rad/s - 4 rad/s. Based on Eq. (4), and assuming a simple
second-order closed-loop attitude response characteristic, Figure 4 shows an example of the 'P]5lat response for
the required range of accurate identification is roughly the BO 105 obtained from the AGARD WGI8 frequency
0.5 iad/s to 15 rad/s. Clearly the very low frequency sweep data at 80 kn (events 44,45, 46). The bandwidth
behavior of the phugoid (and spiral) dynamics are not as and phase delay metrics are readily obtained from the
important for handling-quality applications as they are to figure and Eq. (3) to yield:
the requirements for identifying a complete 6 DOF flight
mechanics model. o)bw = 5.72 rad/s (5)

The frequency-sweep input is particularly well suited t= 0.062 s
for achieving accurate non-parametric (frequency-
response) identification because it produces an even dis- These values are then spotted on the ADS-33C speci-
tribution of spectral content across the desired frequency fications in Fig. 3. The BO 105 characteristics arc seen to
range. The range of excitation is determined by selecting be in the desirable range even for the most demanding
the period of the lowest frequency input and the cycle rate piloting tasks. This is a reflection of the high effective
of the highest frequency input. At least two complete hinge offset of the BO 105 hingeless rotor, and the lack of
frequency sweeps are concatenated to increase the amount additional time delays in this unaugmented aircraft. Much
of data used in the spectral analyses and thus reduce the larger effective time delays are usually associated with
variance in the spectral estimates. Three frequency sweeps flight control system augmentation in advanced rotorcraft
are executed consecutively in each of the primary axes to (Ref. 7).
ensure tiat two good runs are obtained. Instrumentation
requirements for identifying handling-qualities models are The presence of the lead-lag dynamics causes a dip in
essentially the same as those required for idt,itifying the the phase curve near the 2 ol80 frequency as indicated in
more complete flight mechanics. As before, th. instru- Fig. 4. This causes the phase characteristics to be a
mentation characteristics must be carefully selected to nonlinear function of frequency and makes the phase
minimize their influence on the aircraft response charac- delay calculation extremely sensitive to the identified
teristics being identified. Further, the characteristics of the value of 2o)180. In such circumstances, the phase delay
sensors and filters must be well known so that their effect parameter should be determined by a least-squares fit to
can be incorporated in the analyses and not cause the the phase data in the piloted cross-over region (ADS-33C)
extracted response characteristics to be biased by the as illustrated in Fig. 5. The results show that for the
instrumentation dynamics. Finally, the flight tests must be present case, the least-squares calculation produces
conducted during periods of minimum ambient wind and essentially the same phase delay value as was obtained
turbulence to reduce the random errors in the directly from the two point approximation in Fig. 4.
identification.

Flight-test inputs for flight-mechanics model identifi-
cation are typically difficult to execute for the hover flight

/ m m l~ w .......... . ..
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20( tc. As a rule of ihumb, the frequency range of validity
[should encompass:

-40 - 0.3 Oe -< o < 3.0 oc (6)

The pilot's feedback loop suppresses the dynamics at
-60 lower frequencies, while the natural roll-off behavior of

. system response reduces the importance of the high-

0 - frequency dynamics. Thus, closed-loop pilot/vehiclc
characteristics are dominated by the open-loop response
c/e in the frequency range of Eq. (6).

- tionParametric system identification methods for applica-
tion to handling-qualities must be tailored to be most

0. accurate in the frequency range of Eq. (6), w:t consider-
ably reduced accuracy being acceptable outside of this

(b) frequency range. This suggests that handling-qualities
-300 - . models for attitude task analyses (1 rad/s S wc5 3 rad/s)

1.0 -should be accurate in the frequency range of 0.3 rad/s to
9 rad/s. WG18 identification results indicate that a quasi-
steady model formulation will be quite acceptable for
characterizing helicopter dynamics in this frequency

6 6 range. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, parametric
0 handling-qualities models are generaly assumed to have a
0very simple decoupled, first- or second-order structure to

expose the dominant characteristics of concern to the
2 ..... I I pilot. This is especially true for analyzing handling-.1 1.0 10.0 30.0 qualities of augmented vehicle dynamics, since augmenta-Frequency (rad'sec) tion tends to suppress most of the coupled and secondary

Fig. 4 Roll attitude response to lateral stick (9P/8l) open-loop vehicle dynamics. Clearly, model structures forig4ati ud e fromBO1reny-s dralst a handling-qualities analyses applications are significantly
identified from BO 105 frequency-sweep data. impler than the 6 DOF flight mechanics models identi-

-50 fied by WGI8. The rudimentary models adopted to
represent the pilot (e.g., Eq. (1)) make a more accurate

-75 - modeling of the rotorcraft dynamics inappropriate.
-100 Least-squares result.

-125 TP = 0.067 sec The simple parametric model structures adopted for
-10 " handling-qualities analyses allow considerable relaxation175 - of the input design requirements and computational algo-

- --- rithms needed for parametric system identification. The

. -200 main requirement is to acquire data with record lengths on
-225 - Range of fit the order of 2 to 3 time constants of the modes included in
-250 - the model. For example, a typical heave damping constant

(Zw = -0.5 -1) implies a time constant of 2 seconds.
-275 2 .18o Thus, desirable record lengths to identify this parameter
-3oo0 5 1 0 1 5s 20 2 30 from flight data would be of the 3rderof4 to6 seconds.

Frequency (rad/sec) These record lengths are considerably shorter than neces-
sary to identify the coupled and lower frequency behavior

Fig. 5 Determination of phase delay using least squares for a full 6 DOF flight mechanics model. Rapid identifica-
fitting procedure. tion algorithms based in both frequency-domain (Refs. 5

and 6) and time domain (Ref, 3) are available for this
application. The following two examples based on the

4. PARAMETRIC MODEL IDENTIFICATION FOR WG 18 AH-64 data-based illustrate the use of time-
HANDLING-QUALITIES ANALYSES domain and frequency-domain system identification

methods to extract lower-order parametric handling-
Handling-qualities analyses based on parametric qualities models.

models of the pilot/aircraft system of Fig. I must be
accurate in the region encompassing the pilot cross-over,
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4.1 Time-Domain Identification Example
55

The ADS-33C specification requires the identifica-
don of the first-order model of vertical response to 54

collective:
53

h K exp(-ts) (7) 526 col -- Tfs+l

51

based on a simplified time-domain output-error technique.
The required analysis assumes that the input is a pure 2 - -- Flight data
slp. This yields the simple closed-form solution for the o . Model
vertical rate response:-2

-4
hes(t)= 0 for t r> T (8) -

-8

-12 1 (b)

Although not contained in the current specification, 2 3 4 

the constraint of Eq. (9) is necessary to yield a casual
model response (Ref. 8). In practice, the starting time Fig. 6 Flight data and handling-qualities model identifica-
(t = 0) is assumed to be at the mid-point of the control tion (Eq. (8)) for vertical rate response
input, since a finite time will always be required to
achieve the full input during flight testing. The parameters procedure is t = 3.31 s. Considering an approximate
of Eq. (7) are to be obtained by a nonlinear optimization heave damping value (Zw = -0.5 s- 1) based on the AH-64
search to minimize the squared-error (e2 ) between the results obtained by the DLR, the system time constant is
model output and flight test data: about 2 seconds, thus indirating that the record length is

marginally acceptable for .ie current identification
2 =(hest - hdata )2 (10) problem.

The transfer-funciwn parameters identified using theTable 1 presents the ADS-33C specifications of the data of Fig. 6 are:

parameter values for desirable handling-qualities

(Level 1). K=-1.60 fts-2 /%= -0.488 m s-2/%

t=0.192 s (11)
Table 1 Comparison of equation parameters with Th = 1.86 s

specification

The model response as estimated from Eqs. (8), (9),

Level Th and (11) is shown in Fig. 6. The correlation coefficient r2

(in seconds) (in seconds) is a measure of the accuracy with which the identified
model satisfactorily characterizes the flight test data:

1 5.0 0.20

2 00 0.30 n

( est - hdata)2

r2 = = - (12)
The collective step response of the AH-64 for the n

130 kn flight condition shown in Fig. 6 was obtained by (hdala -hdata)
using the first portion of the doublet record (flight 883,
event 10). The input is assumed to begin at t = 1.2 s,
which corresponds to the mid-point of the initial collec- where h denotes Ihe mean value nf h For the results of
tive step. The end-of-record is taken at t = 4.51 s, which Fig. 6 is:
corresponds to the point of collective control reversal.
Therefore, the total record length used in the identification r 2 = 1.017 (13)

S__
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The specification requires a correlation coefficient in niques described above and is presented in Fig. 7. Good
the range of 0.97 to 1.03. Therefore, while there are sig- coherence is achieved in the frequency range from
nificant deviations between the model predictions and the 0.6 rad/s (corresponding to the starting frequency of the
flight test data, the fit is considered to be satisfactory for automated sweep) to 10 rad/s. The coherence function of
handling-qualities applications. Comparison of the nearly unity indicates excellent identification accuracy
Eq. (10) parameters with the specification (Table 1) and response linearity in this range. Visual inspection of
indicates that the AH-64 achieves desirable (Level 1) the frequency response of Fig. 7 indicates a fundamental
handling-qualities characteristics for the vertical response. first-order characteristic. Attempts to fit the pitch rate

response with a second-order model, or a simultaneous fit
When a helicopter is operating with the automatic of the pitch rate and normal acceleration responses with

flight control system disengaged, as in the present case, the short period model pror'sed by RAE (Ref. 6) resulted
the parameters of Eq. (10) correspond to the bare airframe in overparameterization. Tle second-order pitch rate
stability and control derivatives: transfer function reduced to a first-order form, thus indi-

cating a very weak coupling between pitch rate and verti-
Z~wl = K = -0.488 m s-2/% cal rmsponses. This finding is further supported by the

very small identified values of the Mw coupling deriva-
Zw = - -0.54 s-1 (14) tive determined by the DLR (Mw = 0.013) and the NAE

h and MDHC (Mw = 0.00513). The following decoupled
T = rotor delay = 0.192 s pitch rate response was obtained from a 20-point match

over the frequency range of from 0.6 rad/s to 10 rad/s:
The DLR results for these parameters as obtained

form the full 6 DOF model identification are repeated q = M81on exp(-XlonS)
below for comparison with Eq. (14). 81on  s-Mq

Z&,l = -0.264 mn s-2 /% MSlOn = 0.0274 s-2/%
= Mq =-0.7754 s1 (16)

Zw = -0.547 s (15) Tton = 0.0993 s

,r= 0.117 s

The rather crude identification technique of Eq. (8)
yields an accurate identification of heave damping (Zw). q/81on
The normal sensitivity (Z 1co) and time delay (T) are -20-
somewhat overestimated, and may be correlated-trading a -0
off one against the other in the simple identification a

41 -40 -scheme. The Level I specification is achieved even for the -

overestimated time delay of Eq. (14), although the pilot
opinion of the model of Eq. (15) would probably more -60 -

accurately reflect the true aircraft behavior. a)

4.2 Frequency-Domain Identification Example F -- - - I

Frequency-domain methods provide a reliable s -150

approach for extracting physically meaningful low-order
handling-qualities models because:

_300 (b) .._ , tr J , , , l

1. model structure can be selected based on a visual 1.0
inspection of the non-parametric frequency-response
identification results, and

2. the frequency range of fit can be restricted to the .,
model's range of applicability (Ref. 9). U

This approach is illustrated using the WG18 fre- .2 c)

quency sweep data for the AH-14. .1 1.0 10.0
Frequency (radasec)

The frequency response of pitch rate due to longitudi- Fig. 7 Pitch attitude response to longitudinal cyclic
nal actuator inputs was obtained (from flight 883 events 3 Fzg. 7 ide ro to frequncycic
and 5) using the frequency-response identification tech- (q/B Is) identified from AH-64 frequency-sweep data.

Vw
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Tefrequency response comparison between the low-. .
order transfer function model (Eq. (16)) and flight test 5.0 
data is excellent over the frequency range of the fit as K
shown in Fig. 7. For comparison with the above simple 2.5 -
model results, the parameters obtained by the DLR for the ,2 0
full 6 DOF model are repeated below: - - \

M 81,, = 0.02757 s-2/% -s.0 ..-- --- --- - I i I

Mq =-0.7741 s-I  (17) 1

ion = 0.100 S 0

The agreement between the first-order, 1 DOF, - - Flight data
handling-qualities model and the full 6 DOF results is|---Me
remarkable (compare Eqs. (16) and (17)), substantiating

the use of the simplified model in the limited frequency 2.
range of applicability. IF

The utility of the simplified transfer function model 0
was checked using time domain verification for a doublet S'
input. As seen in Fig. 8, the predicted and measured l? -.1
responses of pitch rate and pitch attitude are nearly identi- 2
cal for the 8 seconds record length shown in the figure.
This 8 seconds record corresponds to about 6 time con- -.3 M I I I "r I I _1
stants of the identified pitch rate mode. Clearly, the tran- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
sment pitch rate response characteristics of the AH-64 that Time (sac)
are of interest to handling-qualities are satisfactorily
captured by this very simple first-order transfer-function Fig. 8 Time-domain verification of first-order pitch model
model. (Eq. (16)) of the AH-64.

As seen in Fig. 7, the poor coherence at low fre-
quency is not satisfactory for allowing an extraction of the 1. Requirements on flight testing, models structure,
bandwidth and phase delay parameters from the identified and identification algorithms are substantially eased
frequency-response. However, these parameters can be because of
obtained by extrapolating the transfer function model
response into the needed frequency range: a. the rather restricted frequency range of

applicability needed for analyzing pilot-in-the-loop
(0 bw = 0.678 rad/s handling-qualities; and

=O.074 s 8)b. the desire for simple handling-qualities
models which capture the inherent dynamic characteristics

Comparison of these values with the ADS-33C speci- using a few number of parameters.
fications (Fig. 3) indicates Level 2 handling-qualities for
the unaugmented AH-64 in the nonaggressive piloting 2. Non-parametric models are very useful for
tasks. Level 2 handling-qualities for a failed (or disen- handling-qualities and are easily obtained in the frequency
gaged) AFCS condition is generally considered domain from frequency-sweep flight test data.
acceptable.

3. Simple parametric models are useful for charac-
terizing the dominant vehicle characteristics in the -

5. CONCLUSIONS frequency range of interest to handling-qualities and for
establishing handling-qualities design guidelines.

Key considerations in the application of system iden-
tificauon techniques to handling-qualities studies that 4. Examples of frequency and time domain identifi-
were highlighted in this section are: cation techniques applied to the BO 105 and AH-64

daLaba,es illustraxe that rather simple modeling and
identification methods can reliably be used to support
rotorcraft handling-qualities studies.
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SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH-BANDWIDTH
ROTORCRAFT FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

by
Mark B. Tischler

Aeroflightdynamics Directorate
U.S. Army Aviation Research & Technology Activity

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1099

SUMMARY 0, roll angle command input to command model,
rad

The application of system identification methods to
high-bandwidth rotorcraft flight control system design is Oe  roll angle error signal = Om - 0, rad
examined. Flight test and modeling requirements are illus-
trated using flight test data from a BO-105 hingeless rotor Om roll angle command input to stability loop, rad
helicopter. The proposed approach involves the identifica-
tion of nonparametric frequency-response models, fol- to frequency, rad/sec
lowed by parametric (transfer function and state space)
model identification. Results for the BO-105 show the toBW bandwidth frequency (of closed-loop response),
need for including coupled body/rotor flapping and lead- rad/sec. For attitude command systems, the
lag dynamics in the identification model structure to allow bandwidth is defined as frequency at which the
the accurate prediction of control system bandwidth limi- phase angle is -135*
tations. Lower-order models are useful for estimating
nominal control system performance only when the flight (0c design crossover-frequency (of open-loop
data used for the identification are bandlimited to be con- response) to give 45' phase margin, rad/sec
sistent with the frequency range of applicability of the
model. The flight test results presented in this paper are (o frequency at which instability occurs due to
consistent with theoretical studies by previous researchers. increasing feedback gain, rad/rcc (frequency

value at which the root locus branch crosses the
imaginary axis)

SYMBOLS
(0180 frequency where the phase angle of closed-loop

GM gain margin (of open-loop response), dB system = -1800, rad/sec

K0  roll angle feedback gain, %/rad 0)2  upper frequency of transfer function fittingrange, rad/sec

Kp roll rate feedback gain, %/rad/sec

Lp roll damping derivative, 1/sec

p roll rate = (linear model), rad/sec 1. INTRODUCTION

Y8,p coherence from lateral control inputs to roll rate System identification procedures provide an excellent
outputs tool for improving mathematical models used for rotor-

craft flight control system design. Dedicated flight tests of
lateral control input, % a prototype helicopter can be conducted to update the

flight mechanics to update the flight mechanics models
4 damping ratio and optimize control system gains early in the develop-

meat process. Such an approach has already been taken by
time delay, see Kaletka and von Grunhagen (Ref. 1) in the development

of a fly-by-wire BO-105, and by Bosworth and West
rp phase delay (of closed-loop response), sec (Ref. 2) in the development of the X-29A.

02o phase angle (deg) of closed-loop system when The identification of models for use in flight control2ts the frequency = 2 x tol80 system design involves requirements that are considerably

different from those encountered in other applications
roll angle, rad such as piloted simulation and wind tunnel model

a : -
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validation. Models identified for use in simulation and
wind tunnel validation must be generally accurate over a
wide spectrum of frequencies from trim (zero frequency)
and phugoid (low frequency) to the dominant transient
responses of the longitudinal short-period and roll-
subsidence modes (mid/high frequency). Therefore, in -I.
terms of stability and control derivatives, the low-
frequency parameters such as the speed derivatives may
be just as important to a pilot's perception of simulation '

fidelity as an accurate value of roll damping. ,

Practical flight control system design requires models 4,

that are:

1. highly accurate in the crossover frequency Fig. I BO-105 case stuay helicopter.
range--to exploit the maximum achievable performance
from the helicopter, and,

2. robust in the crossover range with respect to 2. SIMPLE MODEL-FOLLOWING CONTROL
flight condition, and input form and size-to ensure that SYSTEM
closed-loop stability/performance is maintained. The con-
trol system design can be made sufficiently robust to Figure 2 shows a simple design of the roll channel for
compensate for poor model robustness, but at the expense control system based on an explicit model-following con-
of performance. cept. An attitude-command/attitude-hold configuration is

shown, with only roll angle feedback for the present. The
These requirements are especially difficult for error signal is formed from the difference between the

advanced high-bandwidth control systems where the actual roll angle response and that of the desired com-
crossover range occurs at frequencies near the limit of mand model.
current identification capabilities.

The control law design problem for this simple sys-
This paper examines in detail these requirements for tem involves the selection of the stabilization loop gain K,

system identification application to high-bandwidth flight and an appropriate command model. Design requirements
control design. Much of this paper discusses the need in based on the U.S. military handling qualities specification
control system design for higher-order models that (Ref. 4) are for an overall closed-loop roll attitude band-
include rotor dynamics. It is interesting to note that the width 0! c (based on 450 phase margin) in the range of
inclusion of rotor flapping dynamics in an optimal control tOBW = 2-4 rad/sec. The desired stabilization loop band-
system design methodology was investigated by Hall and width of 0i/ Om is selected as twice this range
Bryson (Ref. 3) many years ago. (tuBW)STAB = 4-8 rad/sec to achieve good model-

following and gust rejection (Ref. 5). This implies a stabi-
The roll response of the BO-105 helicopter (Fig. 1) at lization loop crossover frequency (of 0/ Oe) ir he same

a trim condition of 40 m/s is used throughout to illustrate range, with associated satisfactory phase and gain mar-
the main points of the analysis. The high-bandwidth/ gins. The following section addresses the idenufication
highly-coupled rotor system of the BO-105 presents the and modeling aspects for achieving these desired stabi-
control system designer with a "most difficult case" sce- lization loop c'aracteristics 0/ 0,. Command model
nario. Flight data presented in this paper were collected by selection (em / Oc) is not addressed herein, because it is
the DLR Institute for Flight Mechanics as part of the not an identification issue.
AGARD WGI8 on Rotorcraft System Identification.

0m + Oe Hydraulic 6a, - 0
Coman K actuator, -S

moel -linkages

Fig. 2 Simple explicit model following control system.

I l l l/ l l I I I I [ I i I I -
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3. IDENTIFICATION MODELS FOR CONTROL A robust control system design requires a model that
SYSTEM DESIGN is accurate over a frequency range that spans the intended

crossover region. However, the helicopter's dynamics and
Identification models for use in control system design thus the achievable crossover frequency are unknown at

can be categorized as non-parametric (e.g., frequency- this stage. Thus a nonparametric model that is accurate
response) or parametric (e.g., transfer-functions and state- over a broad frequency range is desirable. Pilot generated
space models). Both types of models are discussed in this frequency-sweeps are especially well suited for this pur-
section. pose (Refs. 6 and 7). Piloted frequency-sweeps of the

BO-105 were conducted over a range of frequencies from
0.1 Hz -5 Hz (0.63-31.4 rad/sec) to excite all the dynamic

3.1. Nonparametric Frequency-Response Model modes of concern (Fig. 3).

Nonparametric identification models are highly use- The identified open-loop (/a) frequency response
ful as starting points for control system design because of the BO-105 body/rotor/actuator system for the 40 i/s
they contain no inherent assumptions on model order or flight condition shown in Figure 4 was obtained using the
structure. The frequency response is complete and accu- spectral analysis techniques of Ref. 8. The spectral analy-
rate (within the frequency-range of good coherence), and sis was optimized for accuracy in the frequency-range of
provides the fundamental open-loop characteristics 1-30 rad/sec, which covers all modes of concern near the
needed for both classical and modem frequency-domain crossover range. The associated coherence (Fig. 4c) indi-
based design methods. The identified frequency-response cates accurate identification in this frequency range. The
is a describing function model of locally-linearized non- Bode plot of Fig. 4 shows that with roll attitude feedback
linear behavior. The severity of this assumption can be only, a maximum crossover frequency (0/ Oe) of
checked by comparing extracted describing functions for oc = 5.72 rd/sec can be achieved for phase and gain
different input amplitudes, margins of 450 and 6 dB, respectively. These

65 "

60

h 55

50 -

(a)
45 I I I I I I

.20 -

10 -'
10

-.10

-. 20 -. o (! I I I I I I I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Time, sec

Fig. 3 Flight data of roll axis frequency-sweep. a) Pilot lateral stick input, 8a; b) roll rate, p.
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T -20
a rule of thumb, dynamics modes with frequencies of 0.3-
3.0 times the crossover frequency will contribute substan-
tially to the closed-loop response. In the present case, this

, -40 - indicates that the parametric model should be valid in the
frequency range of 2-18 rad/sec, which includes all of the

classical attitude response modes (short period, dutch roll,
and roll subsidence) and the regressing rotor modes
(flapping and lead-lag), and dynamic inflow (for lower

-80 Lspeed conditions). Accurate characterization outside of
this frequency range is not important to control system

-50 -design for the design bandwidth selected here. Closed-
-100 loop control suppresses all low fr-equency open-loop

response, so that accurate knowledge of the speed deriva-
-150 -tives (phugoid and spiral dynamics) is of little importance.

-200 -
-250 W3.2.2. Model order

-20-b) c, v

-300 The model order must be high enough to capture the
1.0 important dynamic characteristics in the frequency-range

of model validity. In the frequency-domain, this means a
sufficient number of states to achieve a "good fit" of the
nonparametric response of Fig. 4 is needed in the desired

2 frequency range. However, if the model order is exces-
p .6 sive, model parameters will exhibit large variability to

small changes in flight condition, input form, and input
size which will compromise robustness (Ref. 9).

(c)
.2'

1 10 30 3.2.3. Estimate of model accuracy
Frequency, rad/iec

Flight control design requires an estimate of the accu-
Fig. 4 Frequency-response identification. racy of the aerodynamic parameters. Modem MIMO

methods that feedback all outputs to all controls require a
characteristics meet the design specs for this simple sys- consistent level of accuracy in the characterization of all
tem. However, roll rate feedback will be necessary to off- of the on- and off-axis responses. Metrics such as the
set additional lags in a practical design implementation Cramer-Rao lower bound, multi-run scatter, and
(Ref. 5). frequency-response errors are useful for assessing model

accuracy.

3.2. Parametric Model
3.2.4. Model robustness

A parametric model of the roll response is useful to
facilitate detailed control design studies. The fundamental Models must be robust with respect to flight condi-
considerations in denving such a parametric model are: tion, input form, and input size. Model structure determi-

nation methods are useful in reducing parameter insensi-
1. desired frequency-range of validity tivity and correlation, which in turn improves model

robustness. Also model verification with alternative input
2. model order forms, and magnitudes are useful in this regard.

3. estimate of model accuracy
4. A HIGH-ORDER MODEL FOR ROLL

4. model robustness RESPONSE

A 7th-order model is selected as the "baseline model"
3.2.1. Frequency-range of validity that captures the key dynamics in the frequency-range of

concern (2-18 rad/sec):
The frequency-range of model validity should extend

substantially on either side of the crossover frequency. As 1. coupled roll/rotor flapping dynamics (2nd order)

S-it
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2. lead-lag/air resonance (2nd order) The transfer function model indicates a highly cou-
pled body-roll/rotor-flapping mode (t = 0.51,

3. dutch roll dynamics (2nd order) to = 13.7 r/s) as is expected for the hingeless rotor sys-
tem (high effective hinge offset) of the BO-105. Heli-

4. roll angle integration (1st order) copters with low effective hinge offset rotors (or equiva-
lently low flapping stiffness), such as some articulated

5. actuator dynamics (equivalent time delay) systems, will generally exhibit two essentially decoupled
first order modes; (1) body angular damping (LpMq),

Dynamic inflow modes are not explicitly included in (2) 1st order rotor regressing. The decoupled rotor mode
the above list, because of their small influence at this for- is often modelled by an effective time delay. The degree
ward flight speed (40 nms). (Implicit effects of inflow on of body/rotor coupling is determined by the flapping stiff-
the rotor modes are captured in matching the frequency- ness as illustrated in Fig. 6 from Heffley (Ref. 10). The
response data.) The roll angle response to lateral stick lead-lag mode is very lightly damped ( = 0.0421) due
transfer-function for the baseline model is then 4th-order only to structural damping of the hingeless rotor and the
numerator and 7th-order denominator. The model parame- low aerodynamic damping. The total modal damping
ters shown in Table la were obtained from a frequency o = -W = 0.666 rad/sec agrees very well with previ-
response fit of Fig. 4 from 1-30 r/s using 50 pts. The fre- ously published experimental data (Ref. 11). Significant
quency-response comparison with the data is seen in roll/yaw coupling is apparent from the separation of the
Fig. 5 to characterize the dynamics accurately in the range
of concern, thus indicot;g that model is of sufficiently
high order. The mismatch near the lead-lag mode (13 rad/ X 8-10512
see) reflects the reduced accuracy (lower coherence) of
the flight data in this frequency range (Fig. 4). The 451
phase margin crossover frequency for the baseline model l1
is taken from Fig. 5 as (oe = 5.32 r/s which is within 7%
of the data, and the baseline gain margin and the fre- 8
quency for closed-loop instability (w.u) matches the data
(Table Ib). 6

OH-6A X
-20 X 4

UH-60

2

-40- AH-1 UH-1

-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0

-60

(increasing rotor stiffness)

(a7 s-plane (rate augmentation
,-Be with lag)

-50 - fik

-100 Rigidj

00. -150 ..... ............. . ..." .......... ..... .... A g e ted

-20 Flight data Atclt Free'"s"
250 Baseline model TTP lag Teetering

-300 L -- I II +
110 3=0 0 ,.. ,

Frequency, rad/sec 16

Fig. 5 Comparison of baseline model (7th order) and Fig. 6 Short-term eigenvalue locations as a function of
flight data. flapping stiffness.
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complex pole/zero combination of the dutch roll mode. crossover frequency (coo = 5.32). The aUitude feedback
Finally, the equivalent time delay corresponds well to gain (K) is limited by the destabilization of the rotor/
known control system hydraulics and linkage lags. flapping mode. Added time delay to account for unmod-

elled dynamics does not change these results significantly.
Figure 7 shows the root locus for variation in the roll

angle gain KS (of Fig. 2). The pole at the origin moves to The closed-loop frequency response of 0 / om (from
the crossover range, and the dutch roll mode is driven into Fig. 2) shown in Fig. 8 for K = 322.9%/rad indicates that
the neighboring zero in a stable manner. The lead-lag good model-following will be achieved out to the desired
mode is also driven toward the neighboring complex zero, stabilzation-loop bandwidth frequency (4-6 r/s). The
and is slightly stabilized ( = 0.0440) for the nominal closed-loop data curve also shown in the figure was

20

Lead-lag -0- Unstable

Coupled - 15
body/rotor
flapping

-10.

I Nominal gain

Dutch roll 5

t. . .. .. .±.....+ . 1... ........ J..._ .. _L.... _ _ l. +_
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2

Real, rad/sec

Fig. 7 Stabilization loop root locus, varying roll attitude feedback gain, K,.

20 -

S-20

0-40 I M t T

0 -

-100

E

-200

-- Data, KG/(1 + KG)
- -Baseline model

(b)

-300 . . . . . 1
1 10 30

Frequency, rad/sec

Fig. 8 Comparison of closed loop response, 0/ on, of baseline model vs. data.
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generated by calculating KG/[l + KG] for each frequency, (2o)Iso = phase angle at a frequency of 2 x w18 -
using the open-loop data curve of Fig. 4. The good
agreement between the closed-loop baseline model The bandwidth and phase delay metrics are well predicted
response and the (calculated) data over the broad fre- by the higher-order model as shown in Table lb.
quency range (1-30 r/s) further demonstrates the validity
of the 7th-order model for predicting high-bandwidth An additional feedback of roll-rate will be required in
flight control system performance. the control system to offset lags and time delays associ-

ated with practical design implementation. Figure 9 shows
Two important quantitative metrics of closed-loop a root locus for variation of roll-rate feedback gain Kp.

performance (0/ Om) are bandwidth ()BW) and phase For no additional time delay, rotor/flapping mode stability
delay (T ). Closed-loop bandwidth wBW is defined in remains the limitation on rate feedback gain, although the
the handling-quaties community (Ref. 4) as the fre- lead-lag mode damping is clearly reduced for moderate
quency at which phase margin of the closed-loop gain levels. When 50 msec of additional time delay is
response, 0 / O in this case, is 45*. (This definition included to account for filters and computational delay in
applies for attitude command systems as in the present a practical digital control system implementation (Ref. 5),
study.) The phase delay is a measure of the phase rolloff the lead-lag mode becomes rapidly destabilized and sets
near the bandwidth frequency and reflects the total effec- the limit on rate feedback. (A lag and a pure delay have
tive time delay of the high frequency dynamic elements the same effect on destabilizing the lead-lag mode for this
(rotor and actuator in this simple case). The phase delay,, case.) This result illustrates the need for accurate knowl-
1p is defined as (Ref. 4): edge of the lead-lag dynamics in high-bandwidth control

system design. An?'ytical studies by Diffier (Ref. 12),
02oISO +1801 Miller and AJ 'iite (Ref. 13), and Curtiss (Ref. 14) have

- =made the same conclusions. A flight test investigation by
57.3 x 20)180  Chen and Hindson (Ref. 15) using a variable-stability

CH47 helicopter demonstrated the importance of rotor
where, dynamics and control system lags in determining feed-

back gain bandwidth limits.
)180 = frequency where the phase of O/Or=

-1800

F

30

No added 25
delay - Unstable/ "- 0 2:- 20

At 0.05

x 'AT- 0.05

Body/flapping 10 -

Dutch roll -5

I I 1 : I

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
Real, rad/sec

Fig, 9 Stabilization-loop root locus. varying roll-rate gain, Kp.
-
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5. LOWER-ORDER MODELS FOR BROAD-BAND fication model (flapping dynamics only). This approach
ROLL RESPONSE has been successfully applied in the state-model identifi-

cation of BO-105 dynamics (Ref. 16).
Two levels of approximation that are commonly

made in formulating models for identification are consid- The frequency-response matches of the 5th-order
ered in this section; (1) omit lead-lag dynamics (5th model matches the high-order model very well (Fig. 10),
order); (2) quasi-steady rotor dynamics (4 th order). except of course for the omission of the lead-lag mode.

The fitting error shown in Table la, indicated only a slight
A 5th-order roll-attitude response model was degradation relative to the 7th-order model. The roll-angle

obtained by refitting the frequency response data without gain is again limited by destabilization of the coupled
the lead-lag mode (Table 1). The transfer function result is roll/flapping mode. Of course, roll-rate limitations due to
consistent with 7th-order model, with only slight varia- lead-lag instability will not be detected by this model.
tions in the remaining parameters. This indicates that the Comparison of the closed-loop response (0 / 0m) of the
lead-lag/air-resonance mode can be modelled as a one 5th-order and 7th-order model (Fig. 11) shows that the
way-coupled (parasitic mode), similar in nature to an air- reduced-order model is very accurate except for the lead-
craft structural mode. Thus, the lead-lag transfer functiois lag mode omission. The quantitative metrics match the
(quadratic dipoles) could be appended onto a 8 dof identi- baseline model results (Table I b).

Table la Roll response models, 0/I8a

Mode Fitting range Transfer function Fit cost

Baseline model 7th order 1-30 r/s 2.62 W.413, 3.07][0.0696,16.2]e"-0 0225st 12.1

(0)[0. 277,2.751[0.0421,15.8110.509,13.7j

Coupled bo.ly/rotor 5th 1-30 r/s 2.47 [0.490, 3.1 lie"0 0218s 26.8
order (0) [0.319, 2.71] [0.413,13.51

Broad-band quasi-steady 1-30 r/s 0.200 [0.283, 2.04]e- 0'0743s 102.3
4th order (0) [0.214, 2.131 (9.87)

13 r/s band-limited quasi- 1-13 r/s 0. 300 e -0 0838s 44.2
steady 2nd order (0) (14.6)

tShorthand notation: [ , to] implies s2 + 2tows + wo2 , = damping ratio, (o = undamped natural frequency

(rad/sec); and (1/T) implies s + (lr), rad/sec.

Table I b Comparison of performance estimates

Open-loop metrics € / 4e Closed-loop metrics (0 / On)

Model toc (rad/sec) GM (dB) ou (rad/sec) (OBW (rad/sec) 'tp (sec)

Data 5.72 6.39 11.4 8.58 0.0658

Baseline model 5.32 6.51 11.8 9.46 0.0659

Coupled body/rotor 5.33 5.70 11.5 9.62 0.0682

Broad-band quasi-steady 4.28 10.2 10.2 6.98 0.0545

13 r/s band-limited 5.26 7.96 11.1 8.33 0.0600

- . 1
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-250 - Quasi steady (4th ord er) 

B . .. . Qu asis edy (4th order)

-3C -30 (b)
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Frequency, rad/sec Frequency, rad/ec

Fig. 10 Lower-order broad ban-! models. Fig . 11 Closed loop responses of lower-order broad-band
models.

A 4th-order model is obtained by adopting a quasi- by the three-fold increase in the fitting cost relative to the
steady assumption for the roll dynamics and treating the 5th-order model (Table 1). The 451 phase margin cross-
rotor as an equivalent time delay. The resulting transfer over frequency is under-predicted by 20% relative to the
function model fit is given in Table 1. The time delay of baseline model, while the gain margin is overpredicted by
0.0743 see now accounts for 0.023 sec from the 57% (Tab!e lb).
hydraulics/actuator system and 0,051 see from the effec-
five rotor delay. The quasi-steady roll damping mode is The root locus versus attitude gain for this model
estimated at Lp = -9.87 r/s. The dutch roll pole/zero (Fig. 12) indicates that the gain limitation is due to the
quadratic has been de-tuned for this single axis fit. (This destabilization of a coupled 2nd-order pure rigid body
could be improved by considering a simultaneous match mode. Thus, the quasi-steady fails to capture key dynam-
of 3/ 8, which will enforce t c correct dutch roll location ics of the coupled roll/flapping mode. Finally, the closed-
(Ref. 8).) The frequency-response of this model is seen in loop bandwidth is underestimated by 26% as indicated ir.
Fig. 10 to be a poor approximation, especially at higher- Fig. 11 and Table lb. Overall, the use of the 4th order
frequency, as expected by the adoption of a crude rotor model to match the full frequency range (1-30 r/s) is seen
flapping approximation. This is further emphasized to be inappropriate.
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Fig. 12 Stabilization-loop root !ocus for 5th order (quasi-steady) model varying attitude gain, K0.

6. QUASI-STEADY MODELS FOR LOW- similar analysis conducted on the pitch response indicates
FREQUENCY ROLL RESPONSE a useful bandwidth for the quasi-steady assumption of

13 r/s. Thus, the overall useful bandwidth of the quasi-
The utility of the quasi-s;eady approximation in char- steady model structure is 13 r/s.

acterizing the lower-frequency dynamics was investi-
gated. For this study, the dutclh roll dynamics were omit-
ted. Figure 13 shows the variation in Lp and the fitting
cost for changes in the upper fi.ting frequency, (02, from
8-30 r/s. The roll damping risu, 'rom Lp = -9.3 for wo2 . 30

8 r/s, to Lp = 20.4 for (2 = 15 r/s; however, the cost finc-
tion remains fairly constant in this range. For 02 beyosd 25
14 r/s, the cost function rises dramatically, indicating a
poor characterization of the dynamic response. Note that 20

for the 0)2 = 30 r/s, the roll damping drops to Lp = -9.6, "
which closely corresponds to the 4th-order model of 15

Table Ia. The extreme sensitivity in the model parameters
and cost function for values of 0)2 greater than 14 r/s 10 -

shows that this frequency is the limit of the validity of the (a)
quasi-steady assumption. For 02 below 14 r/s the cost 5
function remains fairly constant at CF = 45, which 120
roughly corresponds with the 5th order fitting error, the
higher-order model being more accurate as expected. The 100 -
variability in Lp seen even for Wo2 = 7-13 r/. will be lim-
ited by the simultaneous fit of multiple responses in the
full model identification (Ref. 16). The 0h/8a frequency- 8 o0
response for the (02 = 13 rfs case is shown in Fig. 14 to &Z Limit of validiW
have comparable accuracy as the baseline model in the 60 - w2 14 rad/sec

range of 1-13 r/s (except for the omission of the dutch roll
mode). The estimated crossover frequency is nearly iden- (b)

tical to the high-order baseline model. Also, the closed- 40 ,
loop performance metrics are much closer to the baseline 10 15 20 25 30

model than was the 4th-order model (Table Ib). The 1st Upper frequency of FIT, W2 rdlsec

order model for (02 = 30 rls, also shown in Fig. 14, is Fig. 13 Effect of upper frequency limit (02 on quasi-
seen to poorly characterize the response at both low and steady identification; lower limit of fit ib fixed,
high frequency. The frequency range of the fit is clearly std 1.0 r sm
inappropriate for the quasi-steady model structure. A
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-20- nominal control system performance if the data used in
the identification is bandlimited to frequencies below the
coupled body/rotor response.

-40
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000 t t etn i AO-A216828 890915 p 26 Presented at the 15th European Rotorcraft

ot-a- Forum, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 12-IS Sep 1989 In EN (English)
Aoail NTIS HC A03/MF AOl p 1456

Ci-o, CZo O (.t--t si. 5,o-ol1
Cor'irlls-o nerio0s -stccanat na AInoC, R a a - O /'CWtu -flX W Mathematical models for the dynamics o, the DLR ED 105 helicopter
i-CAR 05C-iS /-nIMM Lr-.OL-nCiO st-ESh I -AtA 'r t A .I are extracted from flight test data using two different approaches

/ tIc-lO f'PrtIC / P.oC T Fi / 1-11EiAirC: ieCCZ / C-tl frnquency-domain and tme-domin identifination Both approaches are
n-EhO / reviewed Results 1rom an extensive data consistency analysis are

given Identifications for 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) rigid body
models are presented and compared in detail The extracted models
compare favorably and their prediction capability is demonstrated in
verification results Approaches to extend the 6 DOP models are

t a is a- otuto"y? addressed and first results are presented System identification is
tA17"t7 -WAsu to .n-,- Pa- I- C~5 broadly defined as the deduction of system characteristics from
Ciss yx-io~n - nnroi e- .- ot- ..ns meerimtis sit easured data It provides the only possibility to extract both

miuitois to te e0-t10 n-lccid non-parametric (e g , frequency responses) and parametric (e g , state
(AtoyrtI-E roe e 5 (oASAurru. VIS G, space matrices) aircraft models from flight test data and therefore
(AA) C S 1- , sllon- eeotlo Oi-omte, rOffett i-p A). gives a reliable characterization of the dynamics of the actually

(O0)Nt~lio -5, Stn I-S, -, non Alto, C
A
) existing aircraft Main applications of system identificatilon are seen

I m, ,-e nI roe o io4Ath niolon, DC ba- Z It25- IA), in areas where higher accuracies of the mathematical models are
eroo.otra sot- tAui-sCOo co-oP) unia-,e r-l, 00, uo-,-io- required Simulation validation, control system design (in particular
n .toner Totn. tOOT. o O -i7 Ar 0 T,) rt-s o- 0, o, model-following control system design for in-flight simulation), andtub O. g g 1 handling qualitiesGRA

sosito t~nten -o~ioate oo f - - " a ooee mt on r -e i iro ,/otnont Category code 05 (aircraft design, testing, performance)ereos-,o n-atus . i-s eeie uctid hiloote- OiSnl. uhIe Control led terms DATA PROCESSING /'DYNAMIC MODELS PLIGHT
ccto a o-mo, nor a ito- Wso no-' totro or- f r-e - SIMULATION /*FLIGHT TESTS /HEt ICOPTERS /'RIGID STRUCTURES / AIRCRAFT

to se m su t, co-bIntro te re t.$ of nittit MODELS / CONSISTENCY /, DEGREES OF FREEDOM / PREDICTION ANALYSIS
ir y- e aores ctoir- ?ivn a -e ot s-sr uimO, orso TECHNIQUES / QUALITY 4

smoite -oiizo r-_-s ire -s-i ottl-izeion of Ano - is

co/Mt:t- itmoinoI Sb te-m oomto moO Isa en to (I) im/on.
Is eoolmo no ili"t otri 'l-sn. it i toir ire rmn tai' i- -1 i

sln Is liolt_ oi t- ,tila.ion or t a Ie-to ,ntoi-0
o C Quest Accession Number 'uGAIgT23

90A19723# NASA IA Preprint Issue 06
caot y Coti 05 aio-lt o.Sla. testl, _,- e) UH-6 flight data replay aid ifly system state estimator alalvsi%

tou's- Pte-o Nt-lOS riCL-CtT /'iLAt-S (CCrMO 9ORIPLECSo W.Mb(C(~ , 10
-" niouu a-,ns uvnC.-A, /soi n InNgLoc tOaY " AIM PAPER 90-0181 AIA, Aerospace Scietces Meeting, 28th, deno,

ROVTOROWT AIncAT b AVC(YVo IC &.OaTCiRTItcS / CCME do FEce NV, Jan 8-I, 1990 12 p 90010o p 12 refs 9 In. EN (F-gin10)
FuiT cc-uVYRMa / CTR!As rt/vcto /767n-ntc~trCn~t A

Research currently underway at the University of Alabama ilight
Dynamics Lab (UAFDL) investigates concepts for implementation of a
ground-based UH-60 Flight Data Replay and Refly System (UN-60 FDRRS)
A variation of a Linearized Eotended Kalman filter is implemented

Guest Attession Number 9hA83051 which utilizes a mathematical model of the U-60 to Accurately
9OA30S7 NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 13 re-create a U-60 helicopter flight based on flight measurements
roparison of test signals for aircraft frequency doalin Presented in this paper is a the development of the U9-60 mathematical

identification model, an experimentel verification of the Kalman filter

iRA)YOUG, PETER, (AB)PATTOn, ROALD J implementation, sod an experimental evaluation of filter sensitivity
ABS(York, University, England) to initial condition errors, measurement sample rate reductions, and

Vi l n-m,
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model parameter variations. Results irdicate that vehicle dynamics are Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control)
represented with sufficient fidelity by the UH-AG mathematical model Controlled terms 'AIRCRAFT MODELS /'FLIGHT MECHANICS /*HELICOPTER

for both filter design and piloted simulation, providing a replay and PERFORMANCE /*ROTOR AERODYNAMICS /'SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION / DEGREES OF
a refly capability Experimental analysis of the Kalman filter FREEDOM / FREQUENCY RESPONSE / MATHEMATICAL MOTELS I PARAMETER
indicates that the current filter exhibits a robust tracking ability ICENTIPICATION 4 PITCHING MUPENTS 4'
for low measurement sample rates, demonstrates relatively fast, stable
convergence in the presence of initial condition errors, vet manifests
a notable performance degradation due to weight variations
Author

Category code O (aircraft stability/control) Quest Accession Number 90A12770
Controlled terms *FLIGHT SAFETY 'FLIGHT SIMULATION /'KALMAN 90AI2770 NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 02

FILTERS /. PILOT TRAINING / ;STATE ETMATION '*UA-60A NELICOPTENR Flig ht simulation model validation procedure. a systematic approach7ITR 1'IO RIIG/SAEEIMTO 'HBAHLCPE (AAIDU VAL, R W ; (AB)BRUHIS, 0 , (AC)HARRISN, J M . CAD)HARDING,
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES) / PLIGHT RECORORS I HELICOPTER CONTROL )J W

(A)(Advanced Rotorcraft Technology, Inc , Mountain Vie., CA),
(AS)(Mcbonnell Douglas Helicopter Co , Mesa, AZ)
Vertica (ISSN 036C-4S0). vol 13. no 3, 198, p 311-326. 890000

Quest Accession Number . gOAI277S p 16 refs 6 In EN (English) p 144

9oAI2775 NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 02 A flight simulation model validation procedure is applied to the
Experience with multi-step test nputs for helicopter parameter FLYRT model of the U S Army/McDonnell Oouglas AH-64 Apache attack

identification helicopter, The procedure uses an Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother
(HB)LEITH, D , CAR)MURRAY-SMITnd Algorithm to estimate the 'true' states and aerodynamic loads from
(AS(Olasgo3, Ani5ersiy. Scotland) flight test data FLYRT is then driven by these estimated states and
Vertica (1SS3A-S4SG), vol. 13 no 3, 188, p H03-410 880000 controls to produce comparison aerodynamic loads Discrepancies are

p ID sefs ID In EN (English) p 154 further isolated by comparing measured flapping to simulated flapping

data System identification techniques are applied to improve the
A test inpgt design method developed to provide test signals vith flapping representation The measured flapping exhibits a significant

good properties for helicopter parameter identification is described, torsional flexibility effect axd velocity dependence due to first
The features that should be present in the autospectru of a desirable harmonic inflow is also observed The flapping model is upgraded to
test signal are presented Data on 1201 and double-doublet inputs are include these effects and the upgraded model is shown to produce good
analyzed flapping correlation at iow speed
K I Author

Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control) Category rode 05 '(aircraft design, testing, performance)
Controlled terms. EXPERIMENT DESIGN /'HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE /" Controlled tems "AEROELASTICITO /AH-A4 HELICOPTER /'AIRCRAFT

PARAIETER IDENTIFICATION / FLIGHT MECHANICS / MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOO MOGELS /-FLIGHT SIMULATION /ROTOR AERODYNAMICS /'SYSTEM
ESTIMATES / OPTIMAL CONTROL / ROBUSTNESS (MATHEMATICS) / SPECTRAL IDENTIFICATION / AEROOYNAMIC LOADS / FLUTTER ANALYSIS / HELICOPTER
METHODS / SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION / SYSTEMS SIMULATION / DESIGN 4 MATHEMATICAL MOELS / STATE ESTIMATION

Quest Accession Number 90AI2774
90A7I7A NASA IRA Journal Article Issue O Quest Accession Number 90AI2P71

Time domain parameter identification techniques applied to the 9OAI2771 NASA I Journal Artlcle Issue O

UH-60A Black Hawk Helicopter Advancements in frequency-domain methods for rotorcraft system

(AA)TURE, 8 A . (AE)PITZSIMONS, P M , (AC)TONGUE. S N , identilcation

(AD)SCHRAGE, 8 P (AA)TISCNLER, MARK

(AD)(Geor ia Institute of Technology, Atlanta) AA)(NASA, Ames Research Center, U S Army, Aeroflightdynamics

VertIca (1SSN 0360-5450), vol. 13, no 3, 1989, p 393-401 890000 Directorate, Moffett Field, CA)
p 8 refs 7 In EN (English) p 2;9 National Aeronautics and Space Administration Homes Research Center,

Moffett Field, FA (NCN736S7)
The modeling and system identification of rotorcraft is described Vertica (ISSN 0360-450), vol 13, no 3, 1989, p 327-342 890000

The least squares and maximum likelihood method% are applied to flight p IA refs 18 In EN (English) p 154
test data from the UH-60A Black Nawk Helicopter The tri-ed flight
conditions studled are forward flight at IO0 knots and hover A new method for frequency-domain identification of rotorcraft
Consideration is given to the derivation of helicopter equations of dynamics is presented Nonparametric frequency-response identification
motion and the linearization of the equations of motion and parametric transfer-function modeling methods are extended to
K K allow the extraction of state-space (stability and control derivative)

representations An interactive computer program DERIVID is described
Category code 63 (cybernetics) for the iterative solution of the multi-lnput/multx-output
Controlled terms -AERODYNAMIC CHARACIERISTICS /*LEAST SQUARES frequency-response matching approch used in the identification

METHOD /MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES /'PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION /" Theoretical accuracy methods are used to determine the appropriate
UH-60A HLICOPTER / EQUATIONS OF MOTION / HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE / model structure and degree-of-confidence in the identified parameters
MATHEMATICAL MOGELS / SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION / The method is applied to V-IS tilt-rotor aircraft data in hover

Bare-airframe stability and control derivatives for the
lateral/drctonal dynamics are shown to compare favorably with
models previously obtained using tire-domain identificetion methods
and the XV-lb simulation program

Quest Acession Number 90AI2773 Author

90H12773 NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 02 Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control)
The application of linear maximum likelihood estimation of Controlled terms *AERODYNAMIC STABILITY /'FRSJEOCY RESPONSE /"

aerodynamic derivatives for the Bell-20 and Belt-206 ROTOR AEROOTHAMICS /'SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION /-EV-IS AIPCRAFT /
(A)DE LEEUW, J H , (AB)hUI. K CONPUTRIZED SIMULATION / FLIGHT SIMULATION / ITERATIVE SOUTION /
(A)T(Toronto, University, Downsview, Canada), (AB)(National MATHEMATICAL MODELS / PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 4 TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Aeronautical Establishent, Flight Research Laboratory, Ottawa,
Canada)

Hertica (ISSN 060-54S0), vol 13, no 3, 1989, p 389-392 890000
p 24 refs 26 Is EN (English) p.14

5

The application of parameter estimation techniques to helicopters to Quest Accession Number - 90AI2b9

determine the stability and control derivatives is described The 90A12769O NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 02

model adopted for the helicopter is a linear fully coupled Identification of rotor flapping equation of motion from flight
six-degree-of-freedom rigid body system The estimation of the measurements wlth the RSRA compound helicopter

parameter values in this model (the stability and control derivatives) (AA)WANG, JI C , (AR)TALBOT, PETER D

is carried nut on the basis of flight tests in which the helicopter s (An)(San Jose State University, CA), (AB)(MASA. Aees Research
excited L, suitable control inputs Center, Moffett Field, CA)
R K San Jose State UnIV , CA ($8413977)

NCC2-67 V ertica (ISS 0360-5450), vol 13, no 3, 1989. p.
Category code 05 (aircraft design, testing, performance) 205-309 890000 p IS refs 23 In EN (English) p 154
Controlled terms -AERODYNAMIC STABILITY /-AIRCRAFT CONTROL /*BELL

AIRCRAFT /NHELICOPTFR PERFORMANCE /-MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES /* The application of an integrated rotorcraft Identification method to
STABILITY OERIVATIVES / CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN / FLIGHT CONTROL / the linear modeling of rotor system dynamics is studied Two
FLIGHT SIMULATION 4 FLIGHT TESTS / PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 4 SYSTEM approaches used to describe the rotor flapping parameters in the rotor
IDENTIFICATION 4 state dynomic equations and the period coefficients of the blade

flapping equation of motion are presented In the first approach, the
parameters are identified in the nonrotating reference frame, In the
secod. the blade equivalent damping and spring periodic coefficients
as well as other periodic coefficients are identified in the rotating

Quest Acce sion Number 90AI27 2 reference frame
80AI27Z NASA IAA Juijrnal Article Issue O K
A frequency-domain system identification approach to helicopter

flight mechanics model vaisdatontegory code 08 (aircraft stability/control)

IMTOBLACR. C G (ART)IMIROAH-RMTIO, n ,i C r iit I , lt xi5t OCIL LFIN / 11!~1q'
(AB)(lasgom, University, Scotland) PARAMETER IONTIFICATION /-ROTOR AERODYNAMICS /-SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
VertIca (SSN 83-SASO), vol 13, no 3, 1889. p 313-318 Research / FLIGHT TESTS / MATHEMATICAL MODELS / RESEARCH AIRCRAFT / ROTARY

supported by the Ministry of Defence Procurmeent Executive 890000 WINGS / SYSIEMS INTEGRATION /

p 26 refs 23 In EN (English) p IS4

The development of methods fnr the validation of complex nonlinear
models of helicopter dynamics using measured flight data is discussed
The traosfori tion to the frequency domain is addressed as well as Quest Accession Number 90AI2768
equatlon-error methods In the frequency domain Advantages of the 90AI1268 NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 02
methodology include the use of a restricted frequency range for the System Identification strategies for helicopter rotor moc-ls
of ti delays i f the l rL ,A CCcCiTjstimatios of paramneters of the rigid-body model and the Incorporation Incorporat. induced flowof il.0 delays i,.to the maodel (AA)81ZAOLEY R., (AB)BLACK. C G , (AC)MUdRRAY-$MITH, 0 J.

UK (AC)(Glasgow. University, Scotland)
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Vertrca (ISSN 0360-5450). vol 13. no 3, 1989, p 281-293 Research Accurate mathematical models were required for the design of a model
supported by the Ministry of Defence of England 89000n p 13 refs following control for the DLR B 105 flyby-wire helicoyter
7 In EN (English) p 144 ATTHeS (Advanced Technology Testing Helicopter System) These models

were extractnd from flight test data by system identification
A technique based primarily on frequency-domain output-error methods technigoes Conventional 6-DOf rigid-body aodels turned out to be not

is presented for the identification of rotor Sodnin Strategies appropriate, because they cannot accurately reprbseft the initial

involving different Pores of model structure using Induced-flow models response characteristics of the helicopter Therefore, an mstended
booed on either mocentun or vortex theory are prosented The model wlth 8 SF, including rotor dynamic effects, was derived and

inportance of induced-flow effects for the flight data sets used is identified Roth identification and serification results demonstrate

stdied the iproved short-term response of the ewtended model and prone its

KRK 
appicability for the control system design Results obtained from

In-flight simollon measurements confirm the 
reliability of the R-Dgf

Catngory code Oh (aircraft design, testing, performance) 
model

Controlled terms 'AIRCRAFT MOOELS /'ELICOPTER CONTROL /'AELICOPTER Author
PERFORANCE /'ROTOR AERODYNAMICS /'SYSTEM IDENTIrICATIN / CONTROL
SYSTEMS DESIGN / MATHEMATICAL MODELS / MOMENTUIM THEORY ' ROTARY RINGS Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control)
/ STATE ESTIMATION / Controlled terms 'CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN /'FLIGHT SIMULATORS /FLYNO WIRE CONTROL /'HELICOPTER CONTROL /'MOOEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE

CONDROL /'SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION / AIRCRAFT MODELS / REGREES OF
FREEOOM / FLIGHT SIMULAfION '/ FLIGHT TESTS / MATHEMATICAL MODELS /
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS /

Quest Accession Number 90A12767
90A10761' NASA 106 Journal Article Issue 02
Identification of a coupled flapping/inflow model for the PUMA

helicopter from flight test data
(AA)DU VAL, ROALD. (AB)BRUHIS, OFER, (AC)GREEN, JOHN Quest Accassion Number 89A38554
(ACt(Advanced Rotorcraft Technology. Inc , Mountain view, CA) A9A8S4g NASA IAN Journal Article Issue IA
Alvanced Rotorcraft Technology, Inc , Mountain View. CA (AD237073) Experimental studies in system identification of helicopter rotor
Vertica (ISSN 0360-5450). vol. 13, no 3. 1989, p 267-280 Research dynamics

supported by NASA 890000 p 14 In- Ei (English) p 154 (AA)MCKILLIP, ROBERT, JR
(AA)(Prnceton University. NJ)

A model validation procedure is applied to a coupled flapping/inflow Princeton UnIv . NJ (P3P32113)
model of a PUMA helicopter blade The structure of the baseline medel NAG2-41S (Associazione Industrie Aerospaziali and Associazione
is first established Model structure and flight test data are checked Itallana dI Aeronautica e Astronautica. European Rotorcraft ForUm,
for consistency Parameters of the model are then identified from the 14th, Rilan, Italy, Sept 20-23, 1988) Vertica (ISSN 0360-5S0), vol
flight test data 12, no 4, 198. p 329-336 880000 p 8 refs 14 In EM (English)
Author p 0435

Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control) Recent experiments investigating the system identification of
Controlled terms AIRCRAFT MODELS /'FLIGHT TESTS /'HELICOPTER helicopter rotor dynamics are described The identification makes use

PERFORMANCE /'ROTARY WINGS /'ROTOR AERODYNAMICS /-SYSTEM of a two-pass procedure that estimates the rotor dynamic states prior
IDENTIfICATION / AIRFOIL OSCILLATIONS / COUPLED MODES / FLIGHT to estimation of the dynamic equation parameters Estimation of the
SIMULATION / MATHEMATICAL MODELS / PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION / rotor states is made possible through use of the predictive

inforeation contained in blade-mounted accelerometers combined with a
specialized processing scheme utilizing these signals Descriptions of
the expyrimental hardware e nd the system ideittification technique are
given, as well as implementation issues for using the procedure on

Quest Accession Humber 9OI2766 other sioilarly instrumented rotor blades Finally, comparisons wIth

010766 NASA IAN Journal Art ce Isue 02 other identification techniquws using the same data are presented It

Identification of an adequate model for collective response dynamics is demonstrated that the approach is an attractive one for measurement
of a Sea Ring helicopter in hooer of a helicopter rotors dynamic behavior

(AA)PEIK, R A , (AB)PERRIN, R H Author

(Ag)(Oeparteent of Defer-e, Aeronautical Research Laboratories. Category code OS (aircraft design. testirg, performance)
Rel bourne, hustrolia) Controlled terms -DYNAMIC MODELS /*HELICOPTER DESIGN /-ROTARY WINGS
Vertica (ISSN 0360-5450), vol 13, no 3, 1989, p 251-265 890000 /ROTOR AERODYNAMICS /*SSTER IDENTIFICATION / ELATTIC BODIES PLON

p lb refs I6 In EN (English) p 154 OISTRIBUTION 

A mathematical representation of a vertical acceleration response
characteristics of a helicopter in hover has been developed, including
blade flapping, inflow, and rotor speed dynamics v Maximum Likelihood
parameter estimation technIque has been applied to assess the adequacy
of the model, and to identify the relelant parameters, using flight Quest Accession Humber 90AI2763
data from a Sea King Mk 50 helicopter A number of conclusions related 0AR1763 NASA IA Journal Article Issue 00
to the validity of the modeling approach have resulted from System identfication collaboratilon - The role of AGARD

comparisons between predicted and identified parameters, and further (A) AiMfEL, PETER
Investigation of sote aspec ts are indicated (AHML

(AA)(DLR, Institut fuer Flugmechanik. Brunswick, Federal Republic of
uthor Germany)

Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control) VertiCA (ISS4 0360-S4SO), sol 13. no 3, 1909, p 207-212 R9T0O0

Controlled terms 'DYNAMIC RESPONSE /.HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE /* p 6 In EN (English) p 13I

HOVERING / PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION /*ROIOR AERODYNAMICS /-SH-3 The henefits of rotorcralt system identification are discussed as
HELICOPTER I'YERTICNL MOTION / AIRCRAkFT MODELS / MATHEMATICAL MODELSTh befiso trca ytmldnfctonr icueds

well as a requirement for multidisciplinary collaboration and the
MAX MI LIKELIHOO ESTIMATES / ROTOR SPEED / STATE ESTIMATION / AGARD (Advisory Group for Aerospace Researrh and Development) working

group FMP-WG 18 The objectives of the working group Are to evaluate

the strength and weakness of the different approaches and to develop
guidelines for the application of identification techmiques to be used
more routinely in design and development Another goal is to define an
iltegrated and coordinated methodology for application of system

Quest Accession Number 90A12765 identification based on the strengths of each method
90A107ES NASA IA Journal Article Issue 02
Identification of a coupled body/coling/inflov nodel of Puma

verticel response in the hocer Category .ode 01 (aeronautics)
(AAI)OUSIA, S S Controied terms 'FLIGHT MECHANICS /'FLIGHT TESTS /vHELICOPTER
.N)(Royal Aero;pace Establishment. Flight Dynamics Dlv , Bedford, PERFORMANCE /*SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION / HELICOPTER CONTROL / HELICOPTER

England) DESIGN / WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Vertica (ISSN 0360-S450). vol. 13, no 3, 1909, p 229-249 890000

p 21 refs 19 In EN (English) p IS

An attempt is made to better understand hml(copter behavior in the
hover through the identification of a coupled three-degree-of-freedom
model of the Puma aircraft The model can be used t4 xplain why Quest Accession Number 90AI2471
nuasi-steady theory fails to predict heae awls damping and control 90Ai471 NASA IAA Book/Ronoraph Issue 02
sensitivity The verification of the model using an input dissimilar Inverse problems in controlled system dynamics Nonlinear models
to that used im the identification process confirms that the Puma Russian book)
exhibits quasi-steady heave damping and control sensitivity Obratnye zadachi dinamiki upravliaemykh sistem Nel.neinye modeli
significantly lower than that predicted by theory. (AA)KRUT'KO, PETR D
K K Moscow, :zdatel'stvo Nauka, 1988. 328 p In Russian 880000 p 328

refs 85 In RU (Russian) p 239
Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control)
Controlled terms AEROELASTICITY /-HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE /* Based on the concepts of the inverse problems in control system

HOVERING /'INTERACTIONAL AERODYNAMICS /*SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION P dynamics, a theory is developed for the synthesis of motion control
UN STEADY AEROYNAMICS / AIRCRAFT MOUELS / COUPLED MOVES / DEGREES OP algorithms for nonlinear systems The structure of the algorithms and
FREEbOM / FLIGHT TESTS / MATHEMATICAL MODELS / VIBRATION DAMPING / their parameters are determined on the basis of the prescribed motion

nrim oim '" " 't-'cd ;,:tz;u Tha tt--,or mmod h-s is
used for solving a variety of applied problems, inc-ding problems
concerned wlth the synthesis of control algorithms for robotic
manipulators and aircraft The dynamics of the synthesized systems is
innestigated, and the results of mathematical modeling are discussed

Quest Accession Nuber 90A1284 V L.
90AI/64 NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 02
Identification of mathematical derivative models for the design of a Category code 63 (cybernetics)

model following control system (for fly-by-mire helicopter) Controlled terms -AUTOMATIC CONTROL /-CONTROL THEORY /-RYNAaICAL
(AA)EALE A. JuURGEMI (AR)AON OUENiAGEN. ATIGANG SYSTEMS MONLINEAR SYSTEMS /'TRAJECTORY CONTRO / ACCELERATION

A(OR, Irstitut fuer Flugmechanik, Brunswirk, Federal Rpublic of (PHYSICS) / ALGORITHMS / BOOY KINEMATICS / CENTER OF MASS / DEGREES Of
Ger y) PREEDOM4 FLIGHT ALTITUOE / HELICOPTERS / MANIPULATORS / MATHEMATICAL

(AHS, Annual Forum, 4Sth, Boston, fA, May 1989) Vertica (ISN MOELS / PARAMETER ISETIFICATION / REENTRY VEHICLES / ROORTICS /
0360-450), vol 13, no 3, 1989, p. 213-228. 890000 p 16 refs 9 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS / STRUCTURAL VIRCATION / TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
In EN (English) p 153 /
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Quest Accession Number 89A3S261 Quest Accession Number 89A22872
89A35261 NASA IAA Conference Paper Issue 14 89A22872# NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 07
Frequency domain techniques applied to the identification of Flight test and data analysis techniques for helicopter parameter

helicopter dynaeics estimation
(AA)yOUNG, P , (AB)PATTON, R J (AA)SATTLER. S E , (AB)KONIERKI, N S
AB)(York. University, England) (AA)(Carleton University. Ottawa. Canada)
IN International Conference on Control V8, Oxford, England, Apr (CRS, Flight Test Symposium, Ottawa, Canada. Mar 24, 25, 1988)

13-IS, 1988, Proceedings (A89-35251 14-A3). London. Institution of Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal (ISSN 0008-2821), ol 34, Dec
Electrical Engineer;, 198, p 153-158. Research supported by SERC and 1988. p 213-223 Research supported by SNO 881200 p 11 refs 6
Royal Aircraft Establishment 880000 p. 6 refs 14 In EN (English) In EN (English) p 931

p 2219 Intended specifically to provide insight into flight test and data
The application of frequency domain techniques to the identification analysis techniques for helicopter parameter estimation, this paper

of helicopter dynamics using a scale-model helicopter as a test system commences with a brief review of aircraft parameter estimation The
is described Simulations of the helicopter using linear models of equations of motion for an aircraft are then presented in a form
longitudinal and lateral motion are detailed A comparison is made appropriate for use with helicopter parameter estimation A
between the performances of two input signals in identifying the traditional method for helicopter parameter estimation is presented,
transfer functions of the models whereby control derivatives and associated time delays are obtained
K K from step input data, static stability derivatives are obtained from

trim data, and dynamic stability derivatives are obtained from
Category code 63 (cybernetics) fixed-frequency excitation The attractive features of this method are
Controlled terms 'CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN /*DYNAMIC CONTROL /* found to be the simplicity of the concept and a concurrent better

HELICOPTER CONTROL /'SYSTEN IDENTIFICATION / FEEDBACK CONTROL / understending of the processes involved Also presented is a second,
FREQOENCY RESPONSE / PARAMIETER IDENTIFICATION 4 ROTOR AERODYNAMICS / more advanced method which employs a modified maximum likelihood
SCALE MOVELS / SPECTRAL METHOOS / estimator to explore the methodology of pilot interactively generated

manual control during parameter estimation data generation This
method is shown to provide significantly improved confi--ce levels
associated with estimation of mll stability and control dnrivatives
hxperience gained in the use of parameter estimation techniques during

Quest Accession Number 891N29341 this research program indicates that helicopter parameter estimation

89N294A1 NASA STAR Technical Report Issue 2N has now matured to a level suitable for engineering applications

Identification of an adequate model for collective response dynamics Author

of a Sea King helicopter in hover Category code 08 (aircraft stAbility/control)
(AA)FElK. R A , (AB)PERRIN, R H Controlled terms *FLIGHT CONTROL /-FLIGHT TESTS /AELICOPTER
Aeronautical Research Labs., Melbourne (Australia) (AF441057) CONTROL /'PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION / DATA PROCESSING / DYNAMIC
AD-A2O080, ARL-AERO-TM-399 D80700 p 30 In EN (English) Avail STABILITY / EQUATIONS OF MOTION / MAXIMN LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES /

NTIS HC AO3/MF AOl p 3387 STABILITY DERIVATIVES / STATIC STABILITY /

A mathematical representation of vertical acceleration response
characteristics of a helicopter in hover is developed, including blade
flapping, inflow, and rotor speed dynamics A malimum likelihood
parameter estimation technique is applied to assess the adequacy of Quest Accession Number 89A18938
the model, and to identify the relevant parameters, using flight data 89AI8930 NASA IAA Preprint Issue SA
from a Sea King Mk S0 helicopter A number of conclusions related to Three-dimensional interactive system identification of hohcopte,
the validity of the mdellin approach haoe resulted from comparisons rr/dymdynai

between predicted and identified parametes, and furthe. investigation rotor/body dynamicsofsoe spct i idiatd(AAk)MCKILLIP. ROBERT M , JR
up some aspects is indicated (Ak)(Princeton University, NJ)

AHS, Annual Forum, 44th, Washington, DC, June 1-18, 1988, Paper II

Category code. OS (aircraft design, testing, performance) p 880800 p 11 refs Ii In EN (English) p 77Z

Controlled terms -ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) /DOYNAMIC RESPONSE /i
HELICOPTERS /*HOVERING /*MATHEMATICAL MODELS /-PARMETER System identification results on UH-60 Blackhawk flight test data in
IOENTIFICATION /*ROTOR AEROOYNAMICS /*SH-3 HELICOPTER /'VERTICAL hover are described Simple quasi-static models of the helicopter's
,LIGHT / DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS FLAPPING / LINEARITY / MAXIMUM flight dynamics characteristics were generated using a two-pass

LIKELIiOOD ESTIMATES / ROTOR DYNAMICS / estimation approach The method incorporates Kinematic Observer theory
for the initial state estimation phase, and a factorized Kalman Filter
for the stability derivative extraction The study also employs the
novel use of a graphics workstation in order to aid the identification
process, through superposition of both flight test data and identified
responses in real time Isis approach allows the identification

Quest Accession Number 99A23360 engineer to visualize and understand significantly larger amounts of
8A23360 NASA IAA Preprint Issue 08 data than would be possible through examination of purely numerical
Consideration of trends in stability and control derivatives from data alone. provding an interactive environment for modeling of

helicopter system identification flight dynamics
(AA)BLACK, C G Author
(AA)(Glasgoo, University, Scotland)
AAAF,. European RotorCraft Forum, 13th, Arles, France, Sept 8-11, Category code 0S (aircraft design, testing, performance)

1987, Paper 27 p Research supported by the Ministry of Defence Controlled terms *FLIGHT CONTROL /'ROTOR AERODYNAMICS /*ROTOR BOY
Procurement Executive 870900 p 27 refs 21 In EN (English) p INTERACTIONS /'SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION /IUH-60A HELICOPTER /
1111 AERODYNAMIC STABILITY / FLIGHT TESTS / HELICOPTER CONTROL / HOVERING /

KNLRNN FILTERS4
Methods for vallating a complex nonlinear model of helicopter

dynamics against measured flight data are considered It is shown that
a freuency-domasn output-error estimation technique is a feasible and
practical approach to the successful estimation of a rigid-body model
which excludes rotor degrees of freedom Problems arising in the Quest Accession Number 89A03522
identification of lateral stablity derivatlies, which are associated 89A13S22# NASA IAN Conference Paper Issue 03
with strong correlations between some of the response variables in the Theoretical modelling for helicopter flight dynamics - Development
'Dutch-roll type mode, are solved using rank-deficient versions of and validation
the information matrix (N)P)DFIELD, G
K K (AN~)(Royal Aerospace Establishment, Bedford. England)

IN ICAS, Congress, 16th, Jerusalem, Israel, Aug 28-Sept 2, 1988,
Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control) Proceedings Volume I (A89-13501 03-0) Washington. DC, Aerican
Controlled terms *AIRCRAFT MOOELS /*PELICOPTER PERFORNANCE /'SYSTEM Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Irc , 1988, p 165-177

IDENTIICATION / FLIGHT TESTS / NONLINEAR SYSTEMS / PARAMETER 880000 p 13 refs 17 In EN (English) p 264
IDENTIFICATION

The complexity of developing a fully validated and accurate
mathematical model is discussed, and different modeling levels
necessary to predict lateral, directional, longitudinal, and vertical
axis dynamics are examined System identification techniques are

Quest Accession Number 89A23322 employed to compare flight rest results with theoretical predictions.
89A23322# NASA IAA Prepriot Issue 08 The measurement set required to validate aeroelastic models is
Validation of a mathematical model of tho Sea King MkSO helicopter considered

using flight trials data R R
(AA)WILLIAMS. M J , (AB)ARNEY, A. i . (AC)PERRIN, R H , (AD)FEIK,

R, A. Category cone OS (aircraft design, testing, performance)
(AD)(epartent of Defence, Aeronautical Research Laboratories, Controlled terms -AIRCRAFT MODELS /*FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS /-FLIGHT

Melbourne. Australia) TESTS /*HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE / AEROELASTICITY 4 FLIGHT SAFETY I
AAA F European Rotorcraft Forum, 13th. Arles, France, Sept 8"10, FLIGHT SIMULATION4 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION/

1987. P.per 13 p 870900 p 13 refs 8 In. EN (English) p 1106

Validation of a mathematical model of a Sea King MkSO helicopter, by
comparinq model predictions with flight data, 1i ien'ih

Comparisons of both performance and flight dynamic characteristics Quest Accession Number 8AS51170
show that the model provides an ads-uate representation of flight 88AS1770" NASA IAA Conference Paper Issue 22
characteristics over a range of airspeeds Some specific deficiencies Active control rotor model testing at Princeton's Rotororaft
which remain are noted and stearlzed The use of System Dynamics Laboratory
Identification techniques to investigate model limitations and to (AA)MCRILLIP, ROBERT M , JR
develop improved representations of dynamic characteristics is IAA)(Princeton Unlversity. NJ)
discussed The approach is illustrated by examples from Sea King Princeton Univ , P. J (P3732113)
flight measurements, including an assessment of the effects of inflow, NAGZ-415 IN International Conference on Rotorcraft Basic Research,
flapping, and engine dynamics on vertical acceleration response to 2nd. College Park, NO, Feb. 16-18, 198, Proceedings (A88-51751
collective inputs at hover 22-01) Alexandria. VA, American Helicopter Society. 1988, 9 p
Author Research supported by the Engineering Foundation. 880008 p 9 refsIS In EN (English) p 3657

Category code OS (aircraft design, testing. performance) 
1

to Controlled terms FLIGHT ITS /'HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE /* A description of the model helicopter rotor tests currently in
Is MATHEMATICAL MODELS /'MILITARY HELICOPTERS / ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) 4 progress at Princeton's Rotorcraft Dynamics Laboratory is presented

s DYNAMIC RESPONSE H PELICOPTER CONIROL / SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION / The tests are designed to provide data for rotor dynamic modeling for
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use with active control system design The model rotor to be used Quest Accession umber 88AS17SI
incoporates the capability for Individual Blade Control (IBC) or 88AS1751 NASA IAA Meeting Paper Issue 22
Higher Harmonic Control through the use of a standard swashplate on a International Conference o'( Rotorcraft Basic Research, 2nd,
three bladed hub Sample results from the first series of tests are University of Maryland, College Park, MU, Feb 16-18, IS88,
presented, along with the methodology used for state and parameter Proceedligs
identification Finally, pending experiments and possible research Conference sponsored by the University of Maryland and AHS
directions using this model and test facility are outlined Alexandria, VA, American Helicopter Society, I98, 542 p For

individual items see A88-51752 to A88-SIBS 880000 p 542 In EN
Category code UT (research and support facilities (air)) fhnglish) Members, $55., nonmehers, BPS p 3625
Controlled terms 'ACTIVE CONTROL /'AIRCRAPT MODELS /fROTOR ' a

AERODYNAMICS /*ROTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT / PARAMETER IDENTIPICATION / The papers presented in this volume provide an overview of current
ROTARY WINUS /4 STATE ESTIMATION / V/STOL AIRCRAFT / theoretical and experimental research related to rotorcraft

technology The contributions are grouped under the following
headings perforoance and loads, rotor/body interactional dynamics and
wake stUdies, dynamics, system identification, active controls and
flight safety, EFO applications in rotorcraft, and composite analyses

Quest Accession Number 88AS1769 Specific topics discussed ncl ude rotor-airframe aerodynamic
'A1M769 RASA IAA Conference Paper Issue 22 interaction phenomena, minimum weight design of rectangular and

Some basic issues in helicopter system identification tapered helicopter rotor blades with frequency constraints,
(A)FIZSIANS, P N (AB)TEASE, S , (AC)PUASAS, J H advancements in frequency-domain methods for rotorcraft system

(AB)SCHRAGE, B P , (AE)TnUE B. N identification. and flow field prediction for helicopter rotors with(AS)(Ueorgia Inscitute of Technology, Atlanta) aduanced blade tip shapes using CPU techniques.

DIALOS-86-K-O60 IN International Confere,.e on Rotorcraft Basic 
av

Research, 2nd, College Park. MO, Feb 1S-,g, 1MM, Proceedings

(ABA-SISI 22-01) Alexandria. VA. Me-can Helicopter Society. 18, Category code 0 (aeronautics)
IO p 880000 p 10 refs 6 In EN (English) p 3645 Controlled terms CONFERENCES /'HELICOPTER DESIGN /-ROTOR BODY

INTERACTIONS /-ROTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT / ACTIVE CONTROL / AERODYNAMIC
Significant advancement has been ade in the field of aircraft state STABILITY / AIRCRAFT CONSIRUCTION MATERIALS / AIRCRAFT STABILITY /

estimation and parameter identification for fixed wing aircraft over CONPOSITE STRUCTUPES / COMPUTATIOMAL FLUID DYNAMICS / ENGINE AIRFRAME
the last two decades. By comparison, the progress for rotary wing INTEGRATION / FINITE ELEMENT METHOD H AELICOPTER CONTROL /
aircraft has been relatively slow due to important issues and problems INTERACTIONAL AERODYNAMICS / ROTOR BLADES / SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION /
which need to be resolved A highly coupled, high order system which TECHNOLOY ASSESSMENT 4
is basically unstable summarizos some of the important issues and
problems Other issues, which are more basic, deal with the type of
input used to excite the system, length of the signal used,
consistency checks, and the handling of errors This paper will
address some of the basic issues in helicopter system identification Quest Accession Number 88N26524
using simulated and flight test data for the UH-60A Black Hawk 8N265240 NASA STAR Conference Paper Issue 20
helicopter Frequency domain identification of the dynamics of a scaled
Author remotely-piloted helicopter

Category code US (aircraft design, testing, performance) (AA)YOUN, P . (AB)PATTON, R J.

Controlled terimn AIRCRAPT STABILIlTY E PECOPTER CONTROL /,SSTEM York Ulov (England) (YIM4I4) Dept of Electronics

ICENTIPICATIUN H-RA HELICOPTER ILLEAST SQUARES METHOD 4N PARAMETER In SFVLR, System Identification in Vehicle Dynamics p 153-172 (SEE
IDENTIPICATION / ROUTOA AEROIEAMICS / STATE ESIMATION 4 NM8-26518 20-31) Sponsored by the United Kingdom Science and

Engineering Research Council and the United Kingdom Ministry of
Oefence 870000 p. 20 In EN (English) Avail NTIS HC AIM/MF AOI,
DFVLR. VaB-PL-O, MU 60 S8, 5000 Cologne, Fed Republic of Germany, 109
Deutsche marks p 2786

Quest Accession Number 8A51768 A linear digital simulation of a radio-controlled model helicopter
88APA1768 RASA IMA Conference Paper Issue 22 was performed to evaluate the validity of applying frequency domain
Advancements in frequency-domain methods for rotorcraft system identification to structural estimation of a complex nonlinear system

identification The control and telemetry systems. the sensors and the associated
(AA)TISCHLER, MARK B signal conditioning developed for the radio-controlled helicopter
(AA)(RANA, Ames Research Center, d S Army. Aeroflightdynamics facility are described Sine-save frequency sweeps were applied to

Directorate, Moffett Field, CA) each input In turn to Iocite all the dominant modes of the system, and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Ames Research the time series data were analyoed to obtain the system transfer

Center, Moffete Field, Calif (NC473657) functions The closed-loop transfer functions are found by
IN International Conference on Rotorcraft Masc Research, 2nd, least-squares curve fitting, and the po,'s and zeros are determined

College Park, MU, Feb 16-18, 1988, Proceedings (A88-S1751 22-01) for each case Comparing these modes with the corresponding elements
Alexandria, A, Merican Helicopter Society, IM88, 18 p 8U0000 p in the transfer function matrix obtained from the Levernier algorithm
IS refs If In EN (English) p 3645 gives results which demonstrate the usefulness of the frequency domain

approach in identiflcation
A now method for frequency-domain identification of rotorcraft ESA

dynamics is presented Nonparametric frequency-response identification
and parametric tranfer-function modeling methods are extended to allow Category code 0A (aircraft stability/control)
the extraction of state-space (stability and control derivative) Controlled terms -DYNAMIC RESPONSE /'HELICOPTER CONTROL /'RADIO
representations An interactive computer program DERIVID is described CONTROL /.SCALE MNJOELS /SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION / DIGITAL SIMULATION 4
for the iterative solution of the mult-input/multi-vutput NONLINFAA SASTEMS ] TIME SERIES ANALYSIS / TRANSFER FUNCTIONS /
frequency-response matching approach used in the identification
Theoretical accuracy methods are used to determine the appropriate
model ntructure and degree-of-confidence in the identified parameters
The method is applied to XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft data in hover
Bare-airframe stability and control derivatives for the Quest Accession Number 8A48959
lateral/directlonal dynamics are shown to compare favorably with 87A4899 NASA IAA Preprint Issue 21
models previously obtained using time-domain identification methods UK research into system identification for helicopter flight
and the XV15 simulation program mechanics
Author (MA)PADFIELD, G B., (AB)THORNE, R , (AC)MARRAY-SMITH, 0

(AD)BLACK, C , (AE)CALNELL, A E
Category code 05 (aircraft design, testing, performance) (AS)(Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England), (AE)(Glasqow,
Controlled terms -AERODYNAMIC STABILITY /.PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION Unnversty, Scotland)

/*ROTRCRAFT AIRCRAFT /*SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION / FLIGHT TESTS 4 European Rotorcraft Forum, Ith London, England, Sept 10-)3, 195,
HOVFRING / TRANSFER FUNCTIONS / XV-I1 AIRCRAFT / Paper 20 p 850900 p 21 refs 38 In ER (English) p 3473

The integration of input design, state estimation, model structure

estleation, and parameter identification into a metho/ology and its
appilcation to helicopter flight dynamics are examined The three

Quest Accession Number - 88A51461 levels for modeling of rotorcraft flight behavior and related loadings
88A51461m RASA IAA Conference Paper Issue 22 are discussed The integrated methodology developed for helicopter
Getermlnation of rotor derivatives and rotor hub force and moment system identification and its implementation in the parameter

derivatives from flight measurements with the RSRA compound helicopter eutimation pachage are described The methodology was validated using
(N)RAMU, JI C , (AS)TALBAT, PETER S data from simulation models, and an example of flight data analysis
(AA)(San Jose State University, CA), (AB)(EASA, Ames Research using the integrated methodology is presented

Center, Moffett Field, CA) I F
San Jose State Univ , Calif (SB413977)
MCC2-287 IN Society of Flight Test Engineers, Annual Symposium, Category codn 66 (systems analysis)

I8th, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Sept 2A-Oct 2, 987, Proceedings Controlled terms *CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN /'FLIG4T MECHANICS /*
(A8-1450 22-05) Lancaster, CA, Society of Flight Test Engineers, HELICOPTER DESIGN /*RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT /-SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION /
A87, p 13-1 to IS-7 870000 p 17 refs 18 In EM (English) p AEROYNAMIC STABILITY / FLIGHT PATHS / PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION /
3643 SYSTEMS INTEGRATION / UNITED KINGD)OM /

A case stody of the applicatlon of an Integrated rotorcraft
id-nwiiqicnti,------------ t,,oa uA.c. 00g of rvtor system wynamics
and rotor hb loads is presented. Applying the method to flight data
obtained from the RSRA compound helicopter, the rotor derivatives in Quest Accession Number . 87A43457
the rotor state dynamic equation are identified along with blade 87A434579 RASA IAA Preprint Issue 19
equivalent damping and spring periodic coefficients A rigid blade Experience with frequency-domain methods in helicopter system
flapping equation of motion can be derived from the identified rotor identification
state equation. It is shown that the concept of rotor hub load (AA)BLACK C G , (AB)MARRAy-SMITH, 0 J , (AC)PADFIELS, G D
derivatives is useful for small maneuvering loads The hub load TABS(Glasgow, University, Scotland), (AC)(Royal Aircraft
derivatives can be used to relate the hub dynamic load to Establishment, Bedford, England)
rotor/fuselage motion aod applied Inputs. OO-2048/28/XR/STR ALR, European Rotorcraft Forum, 12th,
C.0 Gamisch-Partenkirchen. West Germany, Sept 22-25, 1986. Paper 27 p

SE0MUS p 27 refo 26 lv EN (English) p 2Q51
Category code, OS (aircraft design, testing, performance)

Controlled terms -AERODYNAAIC FORCES /CCOMPOUND HELICOPTERS / Most applications of system identification techniques to helicopters
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT /-ROTOR SYSTEMS BESEAPCH AIRCRAFT /*STABILITY have involved time-doma in methods using reduced-order mathematical
DERIV6ATIVES / EQUATIONS OF MOTION / FLIGHT TESTS / iUIS / PARAMETER models representing six-degreeof-freedom rigid-body motion.
IDENTIFICATION / WIND TUNNEL TESTS / Frequency-doain techniques provide an interesting Alternative
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approach in which data which lies outside the frequency range of path angle for a Puma helicopter reveal how reduced-order models can
interest may be disregarded This not only provfdes a basis for occasionally offer an adequate description of vehicle dynamics
establishing reduced order models which are valid over a defined range K K
of frequencies but also results in a significant data reduction in
comparison with time-domain methods This paper presents a systematic Category code 08 (aircraft stability/control)
approach to erequency-domain identification using both equatfon-error Controlled terms FLIOAI MECHANICS /*HELICOPTER CONTROL /*SYSTEM
and output-er or techniques Results are presented from flight data IENTIFICATIOg / LATERAL CONTROL / L0NGITUDIRAL CONTROL / REGRESSION
from the Puma helicopter to illustrate the application of the ANALYSIS / ROLL / YAW /
frequency-domaln approach to the estimation of parameters of the
pitching moment and normal force equations These results are assessed
both on a statistical basis and through comparisons with theoretical
values
Ajthor Quest Accession Number 8AI9238

Cateqory code OR (aircraft stability/control) A9238 NASA IAA Conference Paper Issue 06
Catgontroders 08 (aircraft / HLCOTRS /A TNon-iterative parameter identification techniques
Controlled ters REQUENCY RESPONSE /'ELICOPER()FITSINS, P , (A)JONALA DA R P , (AC)TONGUE, 8

IDENTIFICATION /GSTEM IDENTIFICATION / LEAST SQUARES METHOD / , (AdoSCARAGE, A P
PITCHING MOMENTS / SOFTWARE TOOLS / TRANSFER FUNCTIONS / (AD) (Geor Institute of Technology, Atlanta)

IN American 4elicopter Society, Annual Forum, 4nd, Washington. OC,
June 2-4. 198). Proceedings Volume I (A87-19201 06-0) Alexandria,
VA, American H.,licopter Society, 1986, p. 431-439 Research sponsored
by the Mc Donnel Douglas Helicopter Co 860000 p 9 refs 11 In ENQuest Accession Number 87A34854 (English ) p 17

87A34854 NASA IAA Journal Article Issue 14
Helicopter aeromechanics research at OFVLR - Recent results and Assuming a linear and time-invariant model structure, descriptions

outlook of three different noniteratfve techniques that can be used to obtain
(AA)HAMEL, P , (AB)GELIN, B , (AC)KALEKTA, J., (AO)PAUSDER, H -J . parameter estimates are given The techniques are deterministic

(AE)LARGER, H -J. (recursiVo) least squares, the extended Kalman filter, and the
(AE)(SPVLR, Braunschweig. West Germany) statistically linearized filter The methods are used to identify the
VertIca (ISSN 0360-54S0). vol I11, no 1-2. 1987. p 93-108 870000 parameters of a one-state two-parameter system and a four-state
p 16 refs 26 In EN (English) p 2107 twenty-four parameter system (taken frem a lineancoed longitudinal

model of an Advanced Light Hlelcopter in forvard flght)
Under the general objectives (1) to adapt the helicopter flying K K

qualities to She pilots' capabilities, (0) to increase the mission
effectiveness, and (3) to reduce technical and economical risks of Category code 66 (systems analysis)
helicopter producers and operators in view of the integration of Controlled terms CONTROL SIMULATION I'FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS /'
advanced technologies and increasing automation, DFVLR Institute for HELICOPTER DESIGN /'PARAMETER IDENTIFICAIION / AIRCRAFT MODELS /
Flight fMechanis is conducting research activities in the field of KALAN FILTERS / LEAST SQUARES METHO / LINEAR FILTERS
helicopter aeromechanics In keeping with these objectives the
activities are concentrated on three major areas (I) wind tunnel
slmulation using large Mach-scaled rotor and helicopter models in the
German-Dutch Wind Tunnel (ON), (2) development of eathematcal
helicopter models from flight test data by system identification Quest Accession Nmber A7AI6193
procedures, (3) hanuing qualities Investigations us.ng in-flight 8TASASS3 NASA SM Lunference Paper Issue DA
simulation The paper covers thn relmoant methodologies and faclItIes Frequency domain parameter estimation of aeronautical systems
at OFVLA as well as varous recent results of the research aetivities without and with tine delay

Author (A)MARCHAND, M , (AB)FU, K -H

Category code DS (aircraft design, testing, performance) (A )(OFVLR Istitut fue flugmechnik, irunswick, West ermany)
Conirolled terms ' FLIGAT CARACIRRISTICS /'AELICOPTERS /IRESERCAtifcation d yt, parmeter estimation 198 roceedings

ANS DEVELOPMENT /AWINS TUNNEL TESTS / AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS / of the Seventh Symposiun, York, England, Ju1y 3-7, 1985 Volune I(A87-16176 04-63 Oxford and New York, Pe rgamon Press. 1985, p.
CONTROLLABILITY / INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION / MATHEMATICAL MODELS / 66A-614 O5-N3) D (Eef an N ergamon Prs A p
TEST FACILITIES / WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS /69-674 850000 p A refs 2 In ER nglish) p 4AR

The paper considers the application of frequency domain methods to
fIght test data free rotorcraft and fiAed wing aircraft In
particular, a modified frequency domain output error method is

Quest Accession Number 87AN287 presented hic5 can be applied to linear systems nith tine delays In
87Al 87P NASA SM Conference Per Issue 06 contrast to eisting methods, the new approach enables the combinationNASA ~ ~ ~~ dt If ofrnePae su 6cre" seral ...neuvers for one ... uation, the use of test
The role of modeling and flight testing in rotorcraft parameter oF dat Frever ialces for on ation, t u oF te

identlflction records elth arbitrary initial state conditions .(t D), and theS CARN, N T N , (AR)TISCALER, M 8 direct identification of time delays (instead of using(A) R )eade-approination) Results are presented from the identication of a
(AA (NASA, Ames Research Center Moffett Field, CA), (A8)(NASA. dmes sio-drgrees-of-freedom helicopter model (Ru-SOS Research Helcopter of

Research Center, U S Army, Aeroflightdynamics Directorate, Mfufett the OFVLA) as well as from the identifiation of an equivalent leaFild, CA) order system oith tine delay (APR 000-In-Flight-Sinulator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Ames Research OFALR)

Center, Moffett Field. Calif (NC4736S7) Cuthr

IN Aeernean Helicopter Society, Annual Forum, 42nd, Washington, DC, Author

June 2-4, tSR.6 Proceedings Rue 0 (AA7-tS01 0A-RI) Alexandria. Category code 0A (aircraft stability/control)
VA. American Nelicopter Society, 1986, 38 p 860000 p. 38 refs 42 Controlled terms 'AIRCRAFT CONTROL /'FLIGAT MECAANICS /'PARMETER
In EN (English), p 726 IDENTIFICATION /*TIME LAG / FLIGHT TESTS Z LINEAR SYSTEMS / MAXIMUM

The importance of recognizing that each lonnr-order =del used fur LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES / SYSTEM IENTIFICATION 4 TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION
rotorcraft parameter identification has a limited range of
applicability is illustrated in some detail Examples are given to
ijustrate the use of conditioning the test input sIgnals and the
potential of using multi-acis test inputs to enhance the parameter Quest Accession Number 87NI6813
Identiflbility The paper discusses the benefits and limitations of 7NI6813# NASA STAR Thesis Issue 09
using frequency sweeps as flight-test input signals for identication Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter Prow flight tests
of frequency response for rotorcraft and for the subsequent fitting of / Ph o Thesis

parametric transfer-functlon models This paper demonstrates the major (MA)ILNE. GARTA A
role played by analytical modeling and the understanding of the Stanford Univ , Calif (S03R0476) Rept of Aeronautics and
physics involved in the rotorcraft flight dynamics, particularly Astronautics
understanding the limit of lower-under models, in achieving successful A61D00 p 057 In EM (English) Avail Issuing Activity p ISAD
rotorcraft parameter identification
Author Techniques for identifying continuous models of dynamic systees were

Category code 05 (aircraft design, testing, performance) applied to the unstable longitudinal hover dynamics of a CH-47B
Controlled terms 'AIRCRAFT MODELS /'FLIGHT TESTS /'PARAMETER Chinook helicopter The equation error method with carefully filtered

IDNTIFICATION /'ROTORCRAFI AIRCRAFT /'TRANSFER FUNCTIONS DEGREES p IB No data produced good pitch transfer function models Frequency
O I response pf015 for increasing order models were used to determine theOF FREEDOM HOVERING / RIGID STRUCTURES model order The linear Inter-sample equivalent produced better

continuous models from identified ARA Amdels than the lero order hold
assumption The 300% overshoot in the vertical acceleration step
response arising from dynamic inflow and rotor coning was also
identified The NMO Maxmum Likelihood identification method with

Quest Accession Nunbr dM.A process and measurement noise was then examined High Kalman gain
87AI1O23 NASA IM Conference Paper Issue 06 increases the high-frequency weighting, increasing sensitivity to
Integrated system identification methodology for helicopter flight unmodeled dynamics Low-noise sensors and the absence of measurementdynamis noise abooe 3 Ne (following pme-filtering to remove rotor noise)
(d) PARFIEL, 8. resulted in high Nalman gains and singular measurement noiseANlifuva Aircraft Establisument, Pliht Research Die , Bedford, cuvariance estimates, reguiing use of the Mainedliff maL3n algoritse

England) oorua tion 8 aisreqeiraint eson ini waorimforad)Imulation. A discrete rden verso o' this i.ig l~tih.
IN American Helicopter Society. Annual Forum, 42nd, Washington, RC, developed for the PC-MATLAB language on Ie-PC type ceeputers, and eas

June 2-4, 1q86, Proceedings VolUme I (A87-192OI 06-01). Alexandria, used for longitudinal derieative identification The algorithm is
VA, American Helicopter Society, 1986, p 441-45S 860000 p 15 attractIve for instructonal use A User's Manual is included
refs IS In EN (English) p.728 Author

The need for an integrated helicopter system identification Category code 05 (aircraft design, testing, performance)
methodology including state, model structure, and parameter estimation Controlled tems "CH-47 HELICOPIPR 'TDYNAMIC MODELS /'A\.ERING /'
to reduce the levels of measurement noise and isolate important MAXIMUM LIRELIHOOD ESTIMATES /'SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION /'TRANSFERdegrees of freedom is emphasized The required processes in a PNCTIONS / ALGORITHMS / COMPUTER PROGRAMS / ERRORS / GYROSCOPES /
systematic methodology are described Stability variations with fliuht KINEMATICS 4 PITCH (INCLINATION) / USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
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14. Abstract

For fixed wing aircraft, system identification methods to determine stability and control
derivatives from flight test data are used with confidence. The application of the same techniques
to rotorcraft is not so far advanced mainly because of the helicopter aeromechani'al complexity.
Only a few specialists, mostly in research organisations, have concentrated on this field and the
application in industry is still sporadic.

The Lecture Series is intended to establish an improved dialogue between government
organisations, research institutionc, and industry in order to apply these tools more routinely in
rotorcraft design, development, and evaluation.

The Lecture Series is supported by an unique flight test data set which was generated and analysed
within a recent Working Group in the Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD (WG 18), It is based on
the tindings ot the Working Group including a documentation ot the data bases, the applied
identification methodologies, the major application areas. Flight test obtained from three different
helicopters (AH-64, 30 105, and PUMA) were evaluated. For each of the three helicopters.
comparisons of the obtained results are discussed, covering data uality evaluations,
identification, and the verification of the obtained models.

The Lecture Series was prepared under the sponsorship of the Flight Mechanics Panel and the
Consultant and Exchange Programme of AGARD.
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